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Mathematici EducatiOn Reports

Mathematics Education Reporte are developed to disseminate

information concerning mathematics education documents analyzed at

the ERIC. Clearinghouse for Science, Mathematics and Environmental .

Educatidn. These teports fall into three hread catdgories. Research

reviews summarize and analyze recent research in specific areas of
v

mathematics éducation. Resource guides identify and analyze.materials

and references for use by mathematics teachers at all levels. Special

bibliographies announce the availability of documents and review the

literature in selected interest areas of-mathematics education. Reports

in each of these categories may also be targeted for specific subpapula-
,

tiohs of the mathematics education coMmunity. Priorities for development

of future Mathematics Education Reports are established by the Advisory

Board of the Center, in cooperation with the National Council of

Teacheis of Mathematics, the Special Interest Group forlesearch in

Mathematics Education,. the Conference Board uf the Mathematical Sciences,

and other professional groups in mathematics education. Individual

comments on past Reports and suggestions for future Reports are always

welcomed by the Associate Director.

This publication was prepared with funding from the National

Institute of Educatior U.S. Department of Health, Education,

itnd Welfare under co... 'act no. 400-78-0004. The opinions

expressed in this report do not necessarily reflect the
positions or policies of NIE or HEW.
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FOREWORD

This collection of payers, prepared for a conference held ai 4

Northwestern University in 1978, presents Varied perspectives' on

applied problem solving. Assessing applied problem solving, planning

for interest and motivation,.developing a theory, reviewing research

findings, considering learning disabilities, analyzing through informa-

tion processing, and designing instruction are all considered, as well

as r.ends in research and models for applied problem solving.

A wealth of information is thus provided: we hope.this publica-

tion will serve to extend current thinking about wt.:Et should be taught

about applied problem solving -- and how it should be taught.

Marilyn N. Suydam

ERIC/SHEAC
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Introduction: A Focus on ,Applied Mathematical Problem Solving

Richard Lesh
Diane Mierkiewicz
Mary Kantowski

Editors

The papers in this monograph developed out of a conference on applied
mathematical problem solving held at Northwestern University in January

1978. The purpose of the Northwestern meeting, and the purpose of the

papers in this monograph, is to review a variety of pernpectives concerning
the general question, "What is it, beyond hs lag a concept, that enables an-
average ability student to use the idea in real situations?"

In the.United States, results of recent National Assessments of Educa-
tional Progress in mathematics suggest that "Johnny can add; computation
with whole nunbers is far from a lost art" (Carpftnter et al., 1975, p. 457).
However, knowing how to compute does not ensure that a person will know when
to.compute, which operation to use in a particular situation, or hex to

use en answer once it is obtained. Performance on NAEP items seemed most
discouraging on items where youngsters needed to nsfit number ideas to answer
questions involving measurement or consumer oriented situations.

...The implications for needed improvement.in mathematics programs
are abunJant in these data. As a whole, these age groups need to
develop more problem .solving skills. Even such fundamental habits
as checking the correctness or reasonableness of a result, or
making an estimate, seem to be lacking. (p. 470)

In general, "being able to use a concept" involves something more than
simply "having the concept." Getting an idea into a youngster's head does
not guarantee that the new idea will.be integrated with other ideas that
are already understood, that situations will be recognized in which the idea'

is relevant, nor that-the library-type "look up" skills will be available
to retrieve related ideas when they are needed. "Being able to use an idea"
may also involve certain problem solving processes in addition to those

needed to demonstrate the'simple attainment of the concept. However, the

processes that are needed to use a mathematical idea in teal situations are
not necessarily the type that have been discussed by Polya (1957), Landa
(1974, 1976), Wickelgren (1974), Davis (1973), or other problem solving
theorists who are popular among mathematics educators.

Research and instruction on problem solving have made little progress
toward dealing with the issue of what it is, beyond having an idea, that
allows a norMally intelligent person to use the idea'to deal with the math

related problems in everyday situations. Applied problem solving processes
constitute an important.part of the basic skills that are needed for mathe-
matical literacy among average citizens; yet, they have not been emphasized
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by spokespersons for either "basic skills" or "problem solving."

What is appled mathematical problem-solving? Applied problem solving
occurs when.orginary people attempt to solvw!re'al próblems in real (or at
least realistic) situations. Unfortunately, however, Writ information about
problem solving processes has.come from situations involving- older students,
exCeptionallY bright students, individual students working in isolation
(often in artificial laboratory situations), or situations involving highly .

contrived, work problems,.proofst or mathematical puzzlee which.involve
underlying ideas that are of questionable mathematical worth. .Elementary
or middle school children, average (or below average) ability students, and
applied, problem solving processes have been negleCted. or this reason, the
"problem solving" processes educators discuss often seem inaccessible to
younger children or-less-gifted students, And applied-problem solving
processes, like modeling, have been ignored.

The papers in this monograph mill describe some promising directions .

.for future problem sciving research and instruction, and they will focus,on
ideas and procesces that are aocessiblgo szertat ability middle school or
elementary school children when they try to solvejellarcealtml involving
substantive mathematical ideas in realistic situations. The articles
included here should be quite useful anyone wishing to.understand issues
related to R & D efforts on the forervont of this field.

-
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Applied Problem Solving as a School Emphasis:,,
An Assessment and Some Recommendations

Max S. Bell
University of Chicago

Given the obvious gulf between what we, as mathematics educators,
persistently say we want to do about "problem solving" in school mathematics
and our actual results, I began some months ago to examine reports of re-
search on problem solving for clues about how to narrow that gulf. But, in

that literature, I-found very little that is applicable to improving instruc7
tion even for conventional "word problems" and practicallir nothing related to
"applied problem solving." Hence, instead of the revieW.of research results
that I had intended for this presentation, I will undertake an examination
of why,it is that despite such earnest intentions and so much research, we
are still at square one in our knowledge of how to help children become
better solvers of applied problems:

I may be too gloomy in concluding that years of work and vast amounts
of earnest effort have left us nearly bereft of practical instructional
guidance, but here in brief outline is the argument I will maka for that
conalusion:

1. "Problem solving" means so many things to so many people that some
more precise,formulation of the phrase is essential in.order to disauss it

at all. 13,t there is not that ambiguity in many of the prescriptions for
Preform" ot school mathematics instruction. In them, "problem'solVing"
consistently means something like applied problem solving as addressed by
this conference; that is, the solving of "real problems with real data."

2. If applied problem solving is our concern, such evidence as we have
from assessments of the net effects of school inStruction indicates that we
are anything but effective.

3. That isn't so very surprising since real problems with real data
essentially do not exist in the textbooks that dominate school mathematics
instruction. Hence, most children simply do not encounter applied problem
solving in their school work, and specific instruction in problem solving
of any sort is probably rare.

4. We cannot count on enlightenment about applied problem solving from
those (mainly psychologists) who do research on human problem solving.
Such research is voluminous but it is so chaotic and its concerns are gener-
ally so remote from applied problem solving that it seems to me to be nearly

useless as a guide to school instruction.

5. Hence, instruction in applied problem solving is very likely a
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probiem we mathematics educators must sort out for ourselves. Unfortu-
nately, mathematics education research in problem solving seldom deals with
real problems with real data, though tdare is quite a lot of research focused

on conventional problem solving and geometric proof.

6. Over the past few years very promising curriculum resources have
been produced that would, properly used, support an emphasis on applied
problem solving'at all school levels. Many of these resources,.especially
for elementary school, coma from science educators. But we have failed
to take even the simplesvand most obvious.first step toward these materials
being absorbed into day-to-day school work. It.is not difficult to list
some obvious things we hsve failed to do, and I,will start such a list.

7. It is surely not too soon to undertake new research and develoPment
initiative& to end the neglect of applied problem solving in school work._
I will attempt a preliminary list of research and development initiatives

to that end.

In what follows, I will take up' each of these points in order, not by
way of tidy and complete scholarly arguments but in the spirit of brief
outline and deliberate provocation. I believe_that each such point can be
supported at length, but there is not time today for such detail.,

As I go throv '1 this survey of our.disastrous neglect of something
quite important, 1 Int several things to be clearly understood. First,

when I speak of some obvious shortcomings, I do not mean that overcoming
them will necessarily be easy. Second, when I advocate something, even
very strongly, I do not necessarily mean by that to denigrate.some related
enterprise; that is, relatively less important is not for me the'same as
unimportadt. Third, when I say that something is presently irrelevant as

guide to better applied problem solving instruction, I do not mean to
suggest that it is irrelevant in general. Please keep that in mind,
especially as I discuss the research to date on hutilan problem solving.'
Fourth, while I hope to make it very clear that we have hardly begun to
make applied problem solving a viable school emphasis, irshould be equally
clear that it would be silly and fruitless to try to assign "blame" for
that.

Problem Solvingl, Applied Problem Solving, Real Problems with Real Data

The first obvious point to make is that "problem solving" means many
things to many people. From this flows much bf our confusion in school
instruction. Yet what is meant by problem solving when that phrase is
used in stating objectives for school mathematics instruction seems quite
consistent within itself, as indicated by these statements spanning half

,a century,
*

The brief search that yielded these and similar statements illustrated
again the discouraging fact that virtually isomorphic statements of our
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Problem solving in school is.for the sake of solving prob
in life. Other things being equal, problems,where the si
is real are better.than problem where it is described in
Other things being equ 1, problems which might really oc
a sane and reasonable life are better than bogus problem
puzzles...A better selection of problems will probably b
if instead of searching for problems that conveniently a
specific)opics we search for problems that are'intrinsi
worth learning to solve (torndike et al., 1923, p.

ms
uation
words.
ur in
and mere
setured
ply
ally
154)

Sinte mathematics has proved indispensable for the Under tending
and the technological control not only of the physical w rld hut
also of the social structure, we can no longer keep silen about
teaching mathematics so as to be useful. In educational hilosophies

?1

of the past, mathematics often figures as the paragon of a

\

disin,
terasted science. - No -doubt it still is, but.we tan no 10n er afford
to stress this point if this keeps our attention off the wiIespread
use of mathematics and the fact that'mathematics -is needed iot by

a few people but virtually by .everybody. (Freudenthal, 196 p. 4)

Mathematics is a lot of .fun for a small.number of individual ?
.

For even a smaller number mathematics provides a profoUnd aesthetic
eApertence. If that were the whole story it would not be possible
to justify the emphasis given to mathematics in'our school programs.
The real justification for teaching mathematics in our schools is
that it is a useful subject-and, in parttcular, that it helps in
solving many:kinds of,problems. (Begle, 1979)

Many others over the,years and virtually every group suggesting
"reformP of school mathematics have been axplicit in identifying what
this conference calls applied problem Solving as the ultimate (but not
the-only) justification for school mathematics instruction. I have
already said I feel that means attention to'real problems with real data,
and I believe that is possible with youngsters of every school age. Yet
the net burden of my remarks today will be that we-appear to be confused
and ineffectual with respeCt 'o applied problem solving in every phase
of the curriculum and ins ructional prodess: _what to do, how to do it,
assessment of what we hay done, and in research-and development aimed
at improvement of instru tion.

The Net Effects of School Mathematics Instruction

Our measures of what we accomplish in school mathematics are far\from
adequate but the accumulation of such evidence as we have indicates that

(continued from previous page) principal problems in mathematics educa-
tion tend to appear again and again over the years, thus implicitly docu-
menting our persistent failures in solving instructional problems.
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most. people eventually learn to'do arithmetic but perhaps only half ore°
able to use arithmetic, even for solving simple smd relatively artificial.
word problems. .0ne strong indication of that comes.from the .Natibnal
Assespment of Educational Progress (NAEP, 1975a, 19750,. The' NAEP

findings are based on word problems that at best only dimlyl.eflect
what we might hope for in the way of applied problem solving and they
generally ask only for used of simple arithmetic. But sinci in the,NAEP

,
mathematics assessment even these rudimentary problems typically had 50%
or fewer correct responses, it is not likely:that we could piPect better
results with more genuine applied problem solving exercises. Hence, let
us take it as given that there are widespread.incapacities to deal with
real problems with real'data and search for some of the.explanationa of

*

that.

Alied.Problem Solving in School Mathematigs Textbooks

There is little doubt that except.possibly for teachert theMselves,
the greatest single influence on school' mathematics instruction.is school
mathematics textbooks. But such books do.little with problem solving,of.
any sort and even that which is done has nothing much to do with real f

problems with real data. I don't believe. many people will dispute that
and I assure you that I have checked it out beyond mere impression, at,
least with respect to typical, first-year algebra:textbdoks indf.typical
textbooks for grades one through five. *

That is not to say that therefare not word problems wah apparent
real world context in those books, for as it happensthere are several
hundred such in a typical book. But virtually all of those hundreds of
word problems fit the Polya characteiizatIon of ''one-rule-under-your-
nose" (Pblya, 1966). That is, in such'problems students are'explicitly

. directed tO a single prescribed method. fery few are."problems which
might really occur in a sane and reasonable life.".4.rirtuallY none deal

with real, or even realistic, data. Since.suCh booke largelysdetermine
the curriculum in most classrooms, it is very likely that in moet,Slass-
rooms applied problem solvtng is not taught in any meaningful way.
Exceptions no doubt ekist and we should search them out and treasure thei4

A

An elementary ichool teachei colleague (Jtan F. Bell).and I recently
analyzed, word problems in a widely used K-6 textbook selAes with respect
to cohtext, arithmetic operation or'other solution method,-size and kind

of numbers used, realism, and the extent to which children would need to-

seek data, make decisions, or in otherways exercise problem solving

skills beyond mere computing in a'itereotyped why. Our results indiccite

that there is very little applied .problem solving tilled for by.such sets

of problems. An earlier and similar study by myself for beginning algebra

books was, if anything, even more discouraging.(Bell 1969).

"
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Applied Problem solvia_w_gulholalle Research Problem Solvini

It is plausible to luppose tho one.interested in applied problem
solving shouid begin by becoming familiar with the research on problem

o solving more generally. But in my own effort to do.that,. / found the
sheer amount of literature on that subject to be nearly overwhelming,
and the yield for one interested in school instruction disappointingly
small., But I can at least offer a few seggestions with respect to starting
points for one who might attempt a similar assessment.of,the psychological
literatere on human problem solving. For a simple and."Popular" general
overview of work on problem solving,,Davis (1973) will serve.- For'a
frequently, cited freatment of the information processing way of approaching
problem solving, I suggest Newell and Simon (1972), and forlifiicle length'
indications Cf that information proCesaing-point of view, Simon (1975a,
1975b), the latter directed at proble0 solving in mathematics. For a
general review of the psychologtcal regearch literature on problem solving,
Davie (1966). must serve since as far as I know there is no similarly

comprehenslvei more recent review. I know of no more recent cOmOrehensive
review of research in mathematical problem solving than that of Kilpatrick
(1969). For suggestioncabout actual heuristic methods of going about
problem sol ing (anclas,the basis for many research and intervention ex-
periments in e literature), one cannot neglect Polya's How to Solve It,
while Lan'da (19 Sk. outlines another approach to problemaolving heuristics.

Beyon0 those general reviews and expositiOns there are thousands.of
reports of research on problem solving.and hundreds more appear each year:-
In commenting briefly:on that enoimous literature, me may as well begin
in the way that reviewa in this field oftcn begin, with this lament:

Research in human problem solving has a well-earned reputation for
. .

being the most-chaotic of all identifiable categories of human
learning. The outstanding quality which leads to. this Conclusion
is the diversity of experimental procedures celled "probiem solvimel
:taski. The tasks found in problem sOlving literature range fro&
,matchstick, bent nail, and jigsaw puzzles through anagram problems,
.and eveh include some mental testing devices suchas analogy prob-
lems and number-series problems. It is almost definitional of
laboratory prOblem-solving experiments that firtually any semi-.
'complek learning tee. which does not clearly fill into a familiar
area of learning can safely be called "probleM solving." (Davis,

1966, 0. 36)

That is, even the definition of problem solving is not_clear in this
body of.laboratory,based research. Most of that research settles for
some version of defining a problem as any situation where a person wants

an andwer and does not have immediately available either the answer or
practicel algorithm for getting the answer. As indicated by Davis, such

a definition makes nearly anything fair,game for research under the prob-
lem solving rubric, with the result that Current Indek to Journals in
Education (CIJE) indexes about 200 artitles or theses each year uhder
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"Oroblem solving" and glychologisal_Abstracts (PA) indexes at least as
many, most of which do not overlap the CIJE listings.

Whatever its usefaness'elsewhere, most of that literature has to
be called irrelevant for our concern with applied problem solving. The

level of much of it is indicated by the list of nearly 100 laboratory
problem solving taskti'in an appendix in Davis (1973). An-alphabetical

.
sample will indicate the range: A is for algebra word problems, B is
for bent*nail problems, C ts for card tricks, E is for embedded figurei

W is for water jar problems, and So on. I assure you that there is no
'tests,...M is for matchstick problems,...S is for stick and bananA,...,

much there fot "applied problem solving."

In addition to the chaotic nature of the labaratory-based:research
on problem solving, there are other aspectsof that reaearch that make it
largely irrelevant to those concerned with improving present day school

instruction. (That does not, of course, make it irrelevant to everyone.)
The research is seldom done in classrozin settings with school age young-
sters; indeed,,in at least half of the research reports I looked at, the

experiments were done with paid or ,volunteer college students (often
psYchology students). Also, most of the eXperiments involved short time
spans--a few hours at most. We have already noted the narrowness and
artificiality of.the experimental tasks. All that makes,apPlication to
in-school ....natruction difficult, to say.the least.

But for all that,.one can pick up from that research some very nice
rhetoric and Insights about problem solving processes. I o ten suspect
that the experiments seem to have provoked those insightful comments
rather than supported them, but that does not.lessen their attractiveness.
Perhaps that is what keeps us worshiping at that altar.

One should observe that the current fashion is ta regard "information
processing" models as the probable way out of the wilderness, and the
promise of the computer simulaticins of problem solving processes of,Newell,
Simon, and others is nearly always commented on in reviews since about

1960. There are interesting features in the information processing models,
some of which suggest practical things.to attend to in instruction in
problem solving. For example, the supposed existence of and appaient limi-
tations on "short term memory store" suggest fhat failure to teach efficient
ways to organize, compress, and conveniently record data or intermediate
results could make most people,fail at any but very simple work on real
problems with real data, just from temporary overloads of,ioformation. On

the other hend, my-sampling-of the information-processing-research-leads
me to conclude that it has at least two basic weaknesses, both of which
have also been commented on by others. The first is that in spite of
assertions to the contrary, the computer based simulations seem almost
inevitably to come down to algorithmic approaches to what we know for sure
often requires heuristic processes. The second is that, again.contrary to
assertions, the regimes as programmed are often far removed from how
reasonable humans would probably proceed--certainly far enough removed
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that they are,questionable as experimental evidence. As for applied

problem solving, the information processing research that I have seen

simply never deals with real problems with real data. (I would welcome

being directed to exceptions.) Whatever its usefulness eventually in

conceptualizing some aspects of human problem solving, I don't think

that we can look to present or foreseeable information processing models

as guides to instruction for appliqd problem solving.

APPlied Problem Solvin and Research in Mathematics Education

I made an extensive sampling of the reports on mathematics education

research on problem solving but not a comprehensive survey. In that.

sampling I found many studies concerned with geometric proof or with

standard arithmetic and algebra word problems from textbooks or tests,

but essentially nothing concerned with applied problem solving. If my

sampling Missed interesting or significant research concerned with solving

real problems with real data, I.will appreciate being ditected to it. In

the meantime, let'us note that others who have surveyed the mathematics

education literature have noted a similar lack:

Much hat been done to investigate the learning process; though ii

is a'fact Cult most of this research has been rather laboratory

than else:S.-room oriented. Very little, if anything, is known about
how-the individual manages to apply what he has learned, though

such knowledge would be the key to understanding why most people

never succeed in putting their theoretical knowledge to practical

use (Freudenthal, 1968, p. 4)

Even if not much attention has been devoted to applied problems as

such, it is still worth asking what tesearch in mathematics-education has

revealed about other aspects of problem solving. As with he psychology-

based research, I found tn my sampling of U.S. mathematics education

literatute,interesting single results, nice insights, and, eApecially

lately, 'some promising clinical and classroom-based research methodologies,

but little that would serve as reliable gtkides to instructional practice.

(As I will discuss presently, ,the Soviet literature seems to me some-

what more promIting.) my impressions agree with those of the late Ed Begle

on his very useful attempt at a comprehensive survey of the vast

bo6, of research results In mathematics education'(Begle, 1979).

In nine chapters and a summary chapter, each with many subheadings,

Begle gives his considered judgment of the net thrust of studies

in each of many areas. For the mos.: part what emerges from this work is a

gloOmy picture of non-results, and nowhere mote than in the various

sections of his problem-solving chapter. For example, he concludes that

63 studies attempting to relate problem-solving abilities to other cog-

nitive abilities "have been no more successful than attempts to charac-

terize mathematical ability" and that "simplistic efforts to improve...

problem solving abilities will not be enough." He is similarly pessi-

mistic with respect to studies involving extraneous (5 such), problem

format (25), problem structure (26), strategies (75), ,nstructional
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programs (36), and verbal variables (21). (But in the case of the last
two categories he feels that further investigations might be especially
profitable.) He concludes that "compared to the importance of the topic,
the amount of factual information that'is available to us is quite small"
(Begle, 1979).

41,

As I've noted, my samPling of the U.S. literature confirms the vali--
dity of the Freudenthal and Begle conclusions. It would be unfair to
characterize mathematics education research in this area as a total loss
and, in particular, I believe it to be a better starting place than the
psychological research. But a great amount of work focused mainly on
solving5of textbook problems has yielded very little even on that restricted
topic, while work focused on applied problem solving using real problems
with real data seems scarcely to have begun.

Recently, reports of work in the USSR on problem solving and other areas
of mathematics education have become more available in English. Examples
include several works of L.N. Landa published in the U.S. and a.number of
translations from Izaak Wirszup's Survey of East European Mathematical Liter-,
ature, Vased at the University of Chicago. That Russian vork is clearly quite'
different from most work done in the United States and sincd it'is ati11
relatively unfamiliar here I will take a few pages to summarize some of it.

'Krutetskii (1976) tells us of a number of "teaching experiments"
that sort out how mathematically gifted elementary and,middle School
childrefi go about solving'typfcal algebra word problems. Various aspects
ofsuch problem solving are neatly conceptualized and the problems are
cleverly grouped into sets to elicit information about each suCh aspect.
(The problems are, however, the traditional ones of school books, essen-
tially none are real problems with real data.) One of his main conclu-
sions is that mathematically gifted children go at solving algebra word
problems in qualitatively different ways from ordinary children. That
is interesting but,perhaps not quite relevant to a concern that most
people become confident solvers of applied problems. However, Krutetskii's
methodology is certainly suggestive for research in applied problem
solving. For example, we could adapehis use of specific problem sets to
'illuminate specific problem solving processes. Also, wecould very pro-
fitably do much of our research via "teaching experiments" as used by
Krutetskii and other Soviet researchers. In these experiments me does
not simply present problems in written tests on a sink-or-swim basis,
but preSents them in teaching'-observation settings where help and encourage-
ment is offered, with careful recording of the process.' (Of course,

. Brownell and others have used similar methods.) Thus, for example, a
child can say "Well, I'm stuck, because..." and the experimenter, having
noted the difficulty (which may be precisely a difficulty that should -

arise in sorting out real problems) can offer further information and
see what the child does with it. With such experiments focused on process
rather than merely on correct answers.we could map naturally occurring
difficulties and development of skills in school situations as well as
exploring specific pedagogies and heuristics for increasing children's



abilities in applied problem solving. Furtherliare, by various researchers
using the same well designad sets.of real probleMs with real data in a
variety of situations, information might.begin to accumulate in.a way
that does not now happen:

Krutetskii found that some of his "very capable" youngsters could
work max in a representational mode and others only in a syMbolic
mode, each going to considerable lengths to effectively use their pre-
ferred mode even when not appropriate. (Most of his gifted children,
however, switched modes as appropriate.) The demonstration of such
preferences should surely warn us that our own exclusive preoccupation
in school work with symbolic presentatica of problems to be done using
'only symbolic methods is probably harmful even to some of our brightest
children.

;i1 several works available in English, L.N. Landa.puts forth'more
provocative ideas about problem solving.than I found in.any other source
(Lancia, 1974, 1975, 1976), Por example, he neatly deals with
distinctions between algorithmic and heuristic methods and observes that
most problem solving cannot be primarily algorithmic. He observes that
youngsters often possess all the knowledge needed to solve giVen problems,
yet cannot chi sO: Psychologists or teatherasay that such children
"can't think properly" or giVe other vague descriptions of the difficul-
ties, but Landa impatiently disMisses these "explanations" as begging
the question and suggests"that we attack such problems direetly by .

lashing; children-to "think properly:" In reMarki reminiscent of the
information processing point of' view,.he asks us to imagine thinking

kprocesses as consistingof certain stored knowledge:, certain operations,
and certain other.mechanisms linked up in Ways as yet unknown. But
instead,of attempting to program that for.a computer--which becomes
excessively detailed and almost inevitably algorithmic--he asigs that we
apply such a conception to a.,,human machine, where we can work with larger
fundamental u4ts and can assume that appropriateoperations and tran-
sitions can be elicited without concern about the inner details of how
that happens. In one'example, he appliei that sort of conception to
teaching a group of children Who demonstrably have all the prerequisite.
knowledge of gedmetric facts and theorems needed, yet can do only. 25%
of the prooft their knowledge should equip them to do., His.teaching
experiment exploiting a specific set of heuristics resulted in 87% per-
formance and; Landa says; qualitative improvement as well (Lancia, 1976).
This surely is a very intriguing existence proof and suggests that
similar specification of heuristic routines should be tried On behalf
of applied problem solving. In a refreshing aCknowledgement that both
algorithm based and heuristic based instruction have their uses, Landa
also speaks of a teachirig experiment for Russian grammar that works
the algorithmic side of the street, with excellent results.

hree of the books in the series Soviet Studies .of Mathematics
l&psninil and Teaching (Kilpatrick & Wirszup, 1969-1975) deal with Soviet
work with problem solving in school. In Volume 3 there are articles
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oh problem solving in arithmetic, in Volume 4 articles on problealsolving

in geometry, and imVolume 6 articles on. instruction in probliM solving.

The articles are variously devoted to pedagogic commentary and, to reporting

results of teaching experiments and other inquiries. While this work C)

generally lacks the controls,. statistics and other 'Manifesta0Ons of "pre-

cision" that characterize U.S. research in mathematics education, I and

them a.rich source of ideas and "probably true" results. Theie is far

too much in those volumes to summarize here, but one.of the nicest featurei

of them is the provision in the editors' prefaces of neat summary,descrip7

tions for the articles of each volume, and I recommend to you at least a

reading of those'prefaces. But. even this excellent literature pretty Much:

ignores applied problem solving.

_It should be noted that instruction in applied 'Oroblem Solvin as a

practical concern is not limited to'school mathematics, but is alio a

concern lh training of professionals in.:\business management, medicine,

nursing; the military, engineering, and\so on. Training regimes such as

,the,use. of. "case. studies" haVe been form.lated and extensively-used'in

those fields, and some of them are descri ed in Davis (1973). My sampling

of that training literature was sparse and left me merely with two impres-'

sions: -first, such work is potentially quite relevant to thathematics
,

education and second, scholarly studies of the actual effects of such '

instruction are,scarce. I may be wrong on the latter point and a survey-

review should be undertaken that includes a. literature outside both vs!i-

chology and mathematics education. Also, "pirlem'iolving" may have been

studied in science eduCation in ways that may be closer to applied problem

solving than the typicalinvestigation in mathematids education and'I have.,

not surveyed that literature.

Some "Obvious" and "Necessirv" First Steps

As with other persistent concerns in mathematics education, such, a

sampling of abstracts of research, of"full reSearch reports, of reviews

of research, and of expository articles ahd books as I have described leads

to this question: Why with all that attention and wise exposition have

we made So little,headway, with instruction focused even on traditional

problem solving, .let alorm'applied problem solving? Part. of the answer

no doubt lies in the general lack of serioui.attention to problem solving

Jai school work. But I now feel that much of the problem lies in the

failure of the university based research, development and teacher .training

establishment's to address the problem at an appropriately "practical"

leVel. That is, there are iome Obviously necessary first steps that must

be taken in order to make headway on instruction with an applied problem

solving emphasis. But instead of attending to those basic things, uhiver-

sity based,efforts are likely to wander off into more "sophisticated"

(and hence perhaps more "respectable") studies, most of them fundamentally,

based in library or laboratory,'with little understanding of the school

Settings for;which they seek to prescribe. Even the'morr, "practical" of

mathematics education research and curriculum de.!.clo' .it is likely to

labor mightily at'such things as mskinginstructional ....0.itines out of

4
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heuristic schemes such as those of Polya, with little realization that
even Polya's very nice insights are probably at a deeper and more detailed

level than is likely to be appropriate in the present state of school
instruction.

In defending the level of exploration sought by information processing
models, Newell and Simon have ubed the analogy of work in chemistry done
with "Certain simple assumptions about the combination of ato s in mole-
cules, ignoring the detail of internal atomic structure" (Newe & Simon,

1972). That may be a useful analogy_for..us as well, although we nay need
to frankly admit that in our real understanding Of what might be fru tful
in problem solving instruction, we are'abbut at the ievel of earth, ai
fire, and water as fundamental units.

However that might be, it would surely be wise in,considering.how to
make applied problem solving a viable school emphasis to begin by concen-
trating our efforts at whatever level we understand pretty well,.and'to.
cease-to ignore the obviously neéessary first steps that are not attended

to at pretent. itere is a partial list Of some of those:

1. We must surely begin to attind to the 'public's expectation that
Ohildren will not only learn how to do arithmetic but will also be able

to use it in everyday affairs. As noted above, the NAEP resulti indidate

that we do the former fairly successfully for simple arithmetic in isola-

ihe latter very poorly.. The, minimum competence.usually expected
for:uses of arithmetic is not a high standard and should surely be
achievable, but it is probably best embedded .in efforts to achieve a much'

higher-standard.

2. It is surely pecessarythat -children actually attempt to solve
problenis in order to learn problem solving; whether that is sufficient or
not remains to be seen. In particular, if children are to learn to use
arithmetic, one would suppose they should have experience with applied

pro lems--real problems with real data. As noted earlier, they simply'
just do not get this experience in the elementary school grades nor in
high school algebra or geometry,'though some junior high Schoo1 textbooks
do a better job.

3. We have not even begun to face the issues suggested by an old
.article in 'The Mathematice Teacher with the title "Word problems or . .

problems with words?" (Manheim,,1961). That is, we know that such problem
solving-as we do give youngsters-is almogt exclusively oriented to verbal
presentation: We al,so know that many youngsters have serious reading
problems--especially in comprehension of thesort of text in which problems

are embedded. Hence Ourexclusive preoccupation with verbal presentation,
verbal response, and symbolic processing make such problems essentially

inaccessible to many youngsters. That is, we make certain that the poor

(in school skills) get poorer (in problem solving). But I don't believe

all problem solving skills are inherently linked to reading skills and

we should try for a separation whenever posiible. Of course, some presentation



of problems in, print is evitable in practical school instruction, so we

should also be sure that specific reading skills are taught that will help

children extract the problems from the print,

4. Similarly, we need to face up to the barriers to applied problem
solving imposed by computation demands that can't be met by children in

the early grades simply because the relevant skills haven't yet been taught

or by a significant minority later on because.the skills haven't' been

learned. There are at least three ways ',to begin to attack these barriers.
First, the evidence froth the Japanese and Soviets is that much more com-
putation skill can be accomplished much earlier ,in school than we manage,
and c-those existence proofs indicate we could likewise do better. Second,

the now universal availability of inexpensive electronic calculators offers

obvious but still largely untested potential for minimizing arithmetic
skill as a barrier to applied problem solving. Third; there ate many inter-
esting real problems with real data that do not make heavy calculation

demands ,- and many of these can be interesting in the early school years.

(See, for example, Bell, 1975).

5. In surveys I have conducted of what youngsters in grades 1-3 can

do with numbers, each youngstet is asked to tell what each basic operation

symbol means and then say whether he/she has ever used that operation outr

side of school. The answer is essentially always "ho," unless lone counts

homework or helping siblings with arithmetic, and that result is confirmed

by other regearch. In other words, children see no connection between
school arithmetic and what they do out of school. We get the same results
when we ask algebra students to name some uses they make of mathematics.

Until we find ways to help children 'find links between in-scho61 learnihg

and out-ofaschool life, we are unlikely to be 'very effective in applied

problem solving. instruction.

6. We know that children (and indeed people in general) will often

enthusiastically engage a difficult and challenging task in a playful

setting, or ohe of special interest to them that they would reject if put

to them as required school work. But we also know diet our attempts to,

teach mathematics as'well as our rare efforts to teach "heuristics" or
"problem solving strategies" could rarely be characterized as "playful"

and seldom even as-"interesting." There is usually something obvious to

be attended to here.

7. We know that by now, there are many interesting problem and
II project" materials available, with a subset of it intluding interesting

applied problem's. For example, for elementary school .children there,

are the Nuffield Primary School Guides,"Wor,k)obs. (Baratta-Lorton, 1972),

Teachin Children Through Natural Mathematics (Dwyer & Elliot, 1970)

and a lot more.. Theri are also a number of ."new science" programs with

many nice applied problem solving opportunities; for example, Elementary

Isitnet_slatz, Science 5-13, Unified Science

and Mathematics in Elementary School, and others. For middle school and

high school there are several sets of problem solving workcards (e.g.,
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Judd, 1977), glg111110_kyjaamall (Mosteller et al.1973), Ttle MaA,Made
World (ECCP, 1971), liatisesarIdModelathentercl.
(Bell, 1972), Algebra_Ihrough_62,21ications,(Usiskin, 1976), and much else.

We must surely ask why it is that in pethaps 99% of schools, no such

materials will be in use in any classroom, and a high percentige of teachers

will'know nothing even of their'existeuce. .

As the recital above should make cleat, there are some fairly obvious

things to attend to.with respect to any sort of problem solving as a school
emphasis, let alone applied problem solving. I suggest we get about the

,business of attending to some of these obvious things without for the
present worrying much about deep psychological processes or optimal heuris-
tics in problem solving. Of course, attending to,obvious practical con-

'cerns,need not lead to neglect of more theoretical studies, but I want to -

urge as stronglyas possible that we at least work on these obvious problems,

whateve else is or is not done.
ef

Some Research and Development Initiatives on Behalf of Applied Problem

Solving

.With the pessimistic analysis gtven above of our accomplishments to
date in teething applied problem solving it may be useful to close with

some suggestions about research and development efforts that might improve

this state of affairs. These suggestions will readily-be seen as related
to the discussion just conclUded of."obvious" things we have not yet .

attended to.

To kee0 these things in perspective,,we mUst, realize that bettey__.
instruction with respect to applied problem Solving is 'On*. one'bf'theihings -

that needs to be attended to in.mathematics education. I would argue that,

on the whole, SecondWry School mathematics education has things well enough
in hand that this additional emphasis could be our majOr improvement effort
for a while. This is especiallY so since the main trouble spots still at

the secondary lsvel (such as "general mathematics" and statistics) would,
benefit mast trom such'an emphasis. But in elementary school mathematics
instructiairthete are other impoitant things that are at.least as neglected

as applied problem solving. For example, we need to attend to the empti-
ness of the primary school mathematics curriculum; to the use of more
concrete work in the early years; to finding a proper role for calculators

and related devices for concept building or drill and practice,or problem

'solving. 'tut this paper is about 'Agnat Tice need to do for applied problem

solving, su let us deal only with that..

First, we need to conceptualize better what might be meant by "applied

problem solving" in the lives of most,people.in an age of cheap',,calcuUto'rs,,

and we need to clarffy what we would hope to accomplish if-we were'doing a

Applied problem solving and some of these other things can, of course, be

worked on, jointly.
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really good job with instruction in this area. Many current statements

of goali for mathematics and sciende educatiun spedk to such° questions

(NCSM, 1978; Bell, 1974. ) But these general statements need to be trans-
lated into practical guidelines for instructional planning, with illus-
trative examples that will communicate to teachers, teachers of teachers,

researchers, and'authors of curriculum materials. I believe cOnsiderable

progress could be made on'such translation and clarification by a core

group of ten people or so in conferences or summer working groups, opera-

ting much in the style of the SMSG planning and writing groups of the
1960s.

Next, we should recognize chat the tendency of mathematics education-

(and education generally) to periodically "reinvent the wheel" is at least

very inefficient. It is safe to say that much of what would be useful to

a new and perhaps. more practical-emphasis on applied problem solving already

eXists. Hence a number of what might be called "status studies" should be

undertaken to maximize the use of existing materials and knowledge. For

example, we need to assels thr extent to which curriculum materials pro-
duced during the numerous development projects of the past twenty years
(usuallY with NSF or other Public funding) can be exploited in teaching

the practical,uses of mathematics. A number of examples of materials from
that curriculum reform literature come to mind that are in the applied .

problem solving spirit. Many of these are very nice indeed, but most
either neVer made it into genaral.schoOl use or they haVe passed out of

general use. It .should be said that relatively few things useful to
applied:problem solving come from- the mathematics reform efforts as such;
they dome instead mainly from projects on behalf'of science, social studies,

statistics, or engineering. But that does not prevent the% being useful

in mathematics education. Here, the tight few people with access.to NSF
archives, time and money for visits to formerproject directors, a WATS
telephonecline, and-4 secretary could perhaps unearth and make more avail-

able quite a lot of valuable material. They might eVen be able to assess

similar resources known to exist ikat least Canada, Holland,- West Germany,

and Great Britain.

In the same spirit of using rather than ignoring whatever progress
has been made, we should seek out existing exceptions to oUrgeneral neglect
of classroomiinstruction in applied problem solving. That is, in the
several millions of school classrooms worldwide, there are almost sure to
be classrooms where,an excellent job is being done in teaching applied

problem solving. It surely can't hurt to find-as many ofthese-as-we dan-
and study them for clues to ways of duplicating their success in Other

places.

Still in.the spirit of making better use of whatever progress has

been made, we should try to winnow out from the research and pedagogical

literature such clues as there are to more effective practical work in

this area. I don't suggest the conventional cOmprehensive review of the

literature but a highly directed search for fragments from here and there

conducted by one br more people with the right instincts. That search
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their parents to any departure from tried and true school mathematics content,
but we can't know about that, until we try some such departures.
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should certainly include' work done outside the United States.

In.addition to such eiploitation of existing resources, there must
also be creation of additional resources for curriculumi'instruction, and
teacher ...rafring. For example, I,have already citaseveral sourcebooks
of applications for use in school mathematicsi These are valuable but
insufficient, and many more schoolrusable real problems need to be developed
using information and real data frdm a wide variety of fieldso I can

testify from firsthand experience that such translation of raw material into
good problems for school use is difficult, but it is demonstrably possible'
and must be done.

Even with a rich supplyof problems.and other instructional material
from the status.studies and additional sourcebooks, it is difficult to
make applied problem solving a viable emphasis in a given school course,
as I can again testify from firsthand experience (Bell, 1970). The difr
ficulties spring from at least two sources. First, there is the force of
the traditions of-the courses themselves, which are already full of
11 essential content" and have no room for such "extras" as applications and
problem solving. A second source of difficulty is the fact that most
teachers; by training and experience, have little knowledge_pf applications
of mathematics and statistics.* It is my present belief that these two
barriers are best worked on together, by a variety of experiments with
working teachers that.first aim'to. make those teachers,better informed
about applications of 'mathematics and then puts them to the taik of finding
ways to incorporate that knowledge in the courses they teach. -That snggeetion

is not mere speculation, fur we. have demOnstrated the fruitfulnets of
combined exercises,for teacher training and curriculum innovation in several
small-sale pkojects at the University of Chicago. .0n a larger stale, there
is.every reason to believe that involvement of working teachers in writing
teams and in school tryoutsiduring.the 1960s ctirriculuti reforms-constituted
powerful in-service.training for the teachers involved, in addition-to
providing essential input tb those curriculum projects. °We cannot recapture
those bygone-days, nor should we try, bUt I believe that asking teachers to'
adapt for their own use a rich supply of "almost-classroom-ready" al3plied
problem solving materials (rather than just handing over finished products)
would prove to be very effective both 'for teacher training and for imple-
mentation.of new emphases.

.4

. Even ig I am right about the fruitfuthess of combined teacher training
Ammi_adaptation_of_problem solving.materials_for_practical ute,_there remains
the necessity of more conventional curriculud development. Such development
is nended in the first instance for.the creation of the rich supply of
"almost ready" materials to support the combined training and development
exercises just spoken of. Development is also needed. Of finished products

for those tedchers who have no actess to the training/development exercises.
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There also remains the necessity for a number of experiments in

effective teaching Of applied problem solving in pre-servide teacher

training 'programs. As a°Minimum we should try to insure that teachers

don't begin their careers already incompetent in such4an important

mattr. Many of the same "almost ready" and more finished pioducts

sOoken of above wil/ also proVe useful in teacher training, but room
must be made,in teacher training programs for their use, anakthis is

likely to raise some new difficulties.

Finally, andvery important, a number of "teaching experiments"

need.to be carried but, first to find the barriers to more- successful

work with.applied problem solving and then to find practicaLways of-

nvercoming such barriers. In my opinion such teaching experiments
combined with the better resources that would come from the other initiar

tives listed above offer virtually our only hope of progress in,this area.

The sort of laboratory experiments that characterize psychological research

in problem solving will, I believe, continue to be sterile of.results

likely to influencelmattical classrobm teaching. Likewise, the curricu-

lum treatment and, effects studies that have characterized most mathematics

education research have little prospect of yielding-resulti likely, to'

change.instruction in applied .problem solving. At this writitg, however.,

I see little prospect that researchers in either psychology or mathematics

education will undertake such teaching experiments. Henice, I see little

prospect of changing our dismal perforMance to date with respect to

teiching youngsters to use the.mathematics'that we teach them:

- Some Closing Remarks

My pessimistic analysis of where. we stand with.respect to school

instruction in applied problem sqlving might be summarized like this:

Instruction in applied problem solving using real problems with real

data essentially does not exist in today's schools. Perhaps,because of

that we are getting new evidence daily that while people seem to learn

quite a lot of arithmetic in schools, they are'often unable to make,dse

of that in their everyday or working lives. Psychological research on

problem solving is voluminous but almost completely unhelpful in resolving

this dilemma.
to,

Mathematics education research is only slightly more.helpful. The .

maehematics curriculum reforms of the.1960s left this problem virtually

untouched-. The "newscience"curricuium-materials of the same period

produced much thii would help increase people's capacity to cope with

applied problems, but little of that is presently used in schools.
Furthermore, teachers remain untrained and uninformed with respect to

genuine applications of Mathematics. In addition, they are presently

under pressure from an "accountability" and "back-to-4asics" movement.

that asks only for computational skill and not for applied problem .

solving. Alsb, other.pressures on schools and teachers make it unlikely

that they tan from their own resources change'the present emphases in

school instruction. University scholars in mathematics education and.
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other fields that may be able to round up additional resources for suCh

-tisk Are at present simply too remote from schools to make the required

collabOration likely.

On the other hand, we are at least much.more aware now than formerly
of the kind of trouble we are in. In particular, there seems to .be an ;

increased awareness of .the need to.teach not only the doing of mathematics

but the using of:it.. That has led to the production .of new curriculUm ,

and instruction resources.related to applications of mathematics which,'

coupled with existing but unused science.,materials, give a more Solid
foundation than.we have ever had for improvements in:this area. .

The

surprising and rapid dissemination .of inexpensive calculators and small
computers has.sudderay finessed a ntimber of formidable barriers to
including applied problem solving in school courses.

If my analysis is accurate, I find it difficult to be optimistic
about the prospects for making mathematics truly mord relevant in the
lives of people. If there i3 hope, I submit that lt lies in,mathematics
educato reestablishing close links with classrooms and with teachers
through a variety of statue studies, through combined teacher training

and curriculum development efforts, and through Is variety of teaching

experiments thaE search out the barriers to improvement and then'work on

overcoming them. None of that seems likely, but it has happened is

recently as the late 1950s that deficteneand deteriorating instruction'

in mathematics has been taken-in,hand and substantial improvements achieved.

The things that worked then would probably not,be the best Strategies now,
but perhaps we can again muster the energy and resources to finclways to
substantial Improvement in making people competent and flexible-in using

mathematics as well as in doing mathematics. ,

D
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Problems4 Applications, Interest, and Motivation

Harold,C. Trimble Jon L. Higgins

The Ohio State University The Ohio State University

An Unlikely Stax

Ms..Holie E. Teinal had taught three years. She was dissatisfied with
Lhe ways she had taught area and volume. °Temporary results were fine. Her
eighth graders could learn three or four formulas and use them on the Friday
test: But faigetting was rapid, and after a few weeks or months they would
use area formulas interchangeably with volume formulas.

Inspiration struck as Hope read the morning paper. She saw "Precipita-
tion 5.8 millimeters." Why not create a context for the study of area and'

volume? Why not use rainfall.--covering areas, of the city witkvolumes of

water?,

She had tried finding "applications" that held "natural" interest for
most of the girls and boys in her previous classes. It wasn't,easy to find
one'application of general interest. This would be different. She would'

try to arouse interest among most members of a class. She would take time

to buila a context. The study of area and voluie Would groW out of-_this.'

Hope talked with her friend the general science teacher. Together
they visited the weather bureau., They asked questions and colleCted printed
material. They borrowed a Fain gauge. They discussed teaching strategies.
Here's what Hope finally, did in class:

Erika: Most of the hour Friday was used for,a ,test on decimals. One

question.asked: If March rainfall was 6.17 cm, April rainfall 7.92 cm, and ,

rainfall for March, April, and May 17.37 Cm, how much rainfall came in May?

After the last test paper was collected, ten minutes were left.. Hope
placed,a transparency on the overhead. In large capital letters it said:

PRECIPITATION 5.8 mm

It tootC,almoit a minute for talkers to stop talking; for readers to cease to

read; for dreamers to quit,dreaming. You could almost hear people puzzling.

Why did she show us that? What does that ,have to do with math? Then came
the assignment:

1. Write five questions that this newspaper item raises in your mind.
2. Name three of four mathematical ideas that a person trying to

answer these questions would need.

Hope resisted the temptation to give examples of acceptable answers. But

she permitted some talking; and she spoke with several students asking them
questions like: Do you.think you could Measure 5.8 mm of rain? and Did it

rain at your house yesterday?
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Monday,: .Hope began class by asking a question ofoher own: much

water is in 5.8 mm of rain?. Would it be'a liter? Several liters? Or a.'

few milliliters? She suggested that the class might "make it rain" by

turning on the water sppinkler on'the lawn outside the claisroom, collecting.

and MeasOgng the Water. She produced feveral "fancY"-water colledtors She'

had brought.from home: a square.cake pan, a redtingular pan, an oval

meat-roasting pan, a round pie pan,, and. an angel-food cake-pan with a hole

in the middle. She asked where:the pans should be placed to colledt water

from the sprinkler, and one of.the students suggested that the sprinkler

probably threw jess.water the farther you were from 1.t. 'The clasd decided

from this suggestion that all the pans should be an equal distance from the

, sprinkler, so she divided them it teams to place each pan exadtly 175 cm

from the sprinkler head. They then turned on the Water and returned ta'the.'

classroom. 'While the sprilnkler ran, Hope asked ihe students to volunteer

other questions:they had written down for homework.. One student Inote

questions On the chalkboard; labeling each with the'askerls name. Students

at their seats. copied the questions.in their notea. Several luestions asked

how the weather bureau measured. rain. Hope asked if anyone had a'rain gauge

at their house. .Two students raised their hands, and Hope asked them to

,bring the rain gauges te class tomorrow.

She then called the class's attention to the pans outside.under the

sprinkler, and suggested that the amount of water in each pan could be

measured in two waysthe depth with a ruler, and.the volume.by carefully

pouring the water into a graduated beaker. The tea= 110 just enough tithe

to do this before the bell rang.

Tuesday; Hope began the class by asking each team-to put its measure-

ments of 'depth and volume on the blackboard. /he plass agreed that the depth

Of water was just about the same for all the pans except the angel-food cake J

pan. HoweVer, 'the.volume of water meaiured in the graduated beakers varied

considerably. One.student suggested that this was because of the different

.sizes of the. pans. They listed the pans by size according to height, but

'thl,s list did not match the order of the different amounts of water. Several

students disgustedly remarked that the size that was important was the "big-

ness of the bottom of the pan" and not the height. Hope asked how this .

"bigness" Might be measured. Several people remembered a formula for the

square and rectangular pans, but the pie pan, oval roaster, and angel-food

dake pan stumped them.ill. Finally, Hope produced some graph paper, sug-

gested that the pan bottoms could be traced on the paPer and the number of,

squares enclosed could be counted.. The teams did this, but not Without much

arguing about how to count parts'of a square for the pie pan, oval.roaster,

and angel-food cake pan. Towards the end of,the class period, Hope had

'sail:lents exchange data and then gave the homework assignment: Use your

poOket calculators to find a relationship between height, bottom (area) and

volume of water that is the same for every pan. Try all the dombinatlons

of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division that you can think of.

1124nIsky: No one in the class was able to find a relationship that

fs.)
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was the-same for every pan. Some students thought the whole thing was
quite disgusting, but three students thought they 'had found a relationship

for all the pans except the angel-food cake pan. Two stUdentsjound that,
the height of the water times the area of the bottom otthe pani came
pretty close to the'volume of the water (if the'decimal points were ignored).

The third student found that if one/divided ttie volume of water in each pan

.
by the height of water in the pan you got a number that was close to the
number for the bottom area 'of the pan. There' then ensued a Aiscussion'as

to whether these were two different relationships pr the same relationshipdo

They finally decided that the'relationships were indeed the same, and that
they could be summarized ad

Volume m height"x area

- Several students'thought that there'bught to be a way to calculate area

rather than counting. For the square and rectangular pans it was rather
obvious that the area was simply the length times the width., but the pie,

pan and oval roaster didn't work out.so neatly, since they'couldn't even
decide what waS the length and. what was the width in those cases. Hope

had anticipated this and had dittoed several different circles un more
graph paper. She passed out these dittoed sheete and asked students to use
their pocket calculators at home that evening to,look for a relationship
between the ntimber of squares within the circles.and the number of squares
acroSs the circle at its widest point.

Thursday: This day was spent exploring the,mysteries of pi. Hope was

proud that ,she had even worked.some history into the lesson. However, she,

was somewhat apprehensive when she learned that Mr. Former Aown the hall

had cover& area and volume in just two days. Towardd the end of the period
someone'mentioned about the odd angel-food cake pan that didn't fit any of

the patterns. Some students thought that this was because of,the hole in
the middle, but someone else suggested that it was because the pan had

sloping sides. Hope decided that it was time to get out the rain gauge she
had borrowed'from the weather bureau along with the rain gauges that the
two students had brought in last Tuesday. The three rain gauges looked like

this:

Figure 1
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Why did two of the rain gauges have sloping sides? How would one.calibrate

them to meaSure millimeters of rain? Would this help' in measuring tenths

of millimeters? Someone suggested'putting all'of them underneath the lawn-z.

sprinkler again. 'Someone else suggested that while they were at it they

might make a "map" of the different amounts of water that fell at different
r \

distances from the sprinklerliead. Other students wanted.to figure out

how many.liters of water Would fall op the parking lot at the nearby K-Mart

if it rained 5 mm overnight, Someone else said, "Why not do it'for all of

the citY?" Then someone else shouted, "You can't do that because not every-

place gets the same amount of rain at the same time.". Hope,thought about

'the monthly precipitition.maps that she had seen in'the newspaper. Perhaps

v she tould use those next week. And she suddenly remembered that her next-

door neighbor was a city'engineer who once mentioned that he was working on

new storm sewer plans.

HoPe sighed. There was absolutely no way,she could get this aims to,

catch up to Mr. Former's. Perhaps if she just kept the whole thing a secret

from the'other.math teachers..

This is a paper about problems, applications, interest, and motivationi

To what extent are these elements present in the unlikely story sketched

above? Does the sequence described involve a problem (or. probleam)? As

all too many people (both researchers_and teachers)L understand_problem,saalving

today, the answer must be "no". Observing 5.8 mm of rain does not present

a "Problem". A "problee looks like this:

It rained 1.6 centimeers in Green3boro on Monday. It also rained

Wednesday. Greensboro received 4.0 centimeters of rain Monday and

yednesday. How much rain did Greensboro receive Wednesday? (Bolster

et al., 1975, p. 101)

What distinguishes the seriei of activities tried by Ms. Hope E.. Terns/

from the textbook problem above is the.idea of context. The rainfall acti-

vities stem from general Physical situations. Indeed, fiagag.and..formulating
reasonalle2mblems aie the first steps.in the activity sequence we have

described. Problem-formulation is a skill that has been ignored in the

present mathematics curriculum. Yet it is probably the key step in studying
mathematical applications (as oppOsed to mathematical problems).

Differences befiween mathematical applications and mathematical problems

are primarily differences in the degree of emphasis placed upon context.
Obviously, emphasizing context adds an extra level of complexity to the

problem-solving process. Contexts may be unfamiliar, difficult to under.

stand, or just down-right confusing. As the Cambridge Conference Report

suggests, they may be internal or external. Internal contexts apply mathema-

tical techniques to new areas (settings) of mathematics. In the (internal)

context of quadratic equations, most Algebra I students are expected to

apply the technique of factoring polynomials learned in earlier chapters.
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This is an internal application of mathematics to mathematics. In general,

the people who are today claMoring to add'applications to the mathematics
curriculum have completedly failed to recognize. the entire category of
internal apOlications. The distinction'between internal.and external appli-

cations is a logical one. However, we need to determine .whether or not it

is also ,a psychological distinction. Is ther,e any observable difference in
the problem-solving strategies of children when therare faced with internal

or external aPplications?

Familiar afid UnfaMiliar Contexts

There are many other quedtions about the contexts of applications that
should be investigate4 Perhaps the most obvious of theee is the question

of context'famiriarity to students. We quote again from the Cambridge

Conference Report:

To be meaningful, external applications require a knowledge of another
discipline. The added concepts required for any applications omPound
the difficulty of understanding the mathematical material at hand,
unless the student is already acquainted with 'them. It is useless and

can be harmful to ,introduce applicattons whose context the student
,,

does not understand. At best it is then a relabeling of the student's

mathematical entities. At worst it both confuses the new mathematical
cOntext and causes misunderstanding of the.other subject matter. (1963,

p. 21)

The effect of unfamiliar settings on problem-solving has teceived
little attention since the 1930's. The benchmark study tn this area wag

conducted by Brownell and Sttetch (1931). They presented fifth graders
with four arithmetic problem types in.foUr forms each, the forms ranging
froatfamiliar to unfamiliar. Unfamiliar problems dealt with nonsense
words shch as brets, graks, shulahs,,bimlechs, toros, pushfias', and chukets!
Drawing upon criticisms of previous studies by Washburne and Osborne .(1926),
Hydle and Clapp' (1927), and Washburne and Morphett (1928), BroWnell and
Stretch carefully controlled a series of variables. The same numbers and

operatiOns were used in each form of a problem type. The number of words
used in each form was kept the same, and sentence structure was Made

parallel. The order ofpresentation of problem form and problem type was
rotated miong subjecti to control possible effects of practice. Teachers'

ratings were used to corroborate, the four degrees of familiarity for each
problem form. .Problema were scored for Correct or incorrect choice of
operation and for correct or incorrect computation.

Results of the study showed that Unfamiliar settings did adversely

affect problem só1iulion4 Correct solutions ranged from a 64% average for ,

the most fami1ia4tM.to a 51% average for the most unfamiliar form. The

source of error (40a9/ncorrect choice of operation. Errors in calculation

remained essentially,the same across all problem forms.
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However, further analysis revealed that only two of the four problem

types contributed to'fhe familiar-unfamiliar differences. One of the

problem types that did not contribute to the differences involved averaging.

Theword "average was ubed in each of the four forms of.cthe problem. It .

aeems.reasonable that "average" is such a strong clue as to the mathematical

operations requited.that variations of context have little additional effect.

Indeed, a "strength-of-clue" analysis of common words (or mathematical terms)

in different contexts may be a new profitable way to approach the unfamiliar-

context questioni.

The other problem type which .did not contribute-to the differences was

-worked correctly by more children than any other, and seems to have been an

easier problem than the other three. Oddly enough, the problem involving

averaging was the most difficult of the four problem types.- Thts led
Brownell and Stretch to conclude that familiarity of context is not an impor-

tant factor for problems that Are inordinately'easy or.inordinately difl

ficult. This conclusion seems plausible; however Btownell.and Stretch did

not statistically test for interaction of form,with difficulty and a modern

replication of their experiment seems necessary before drawing conclusions.

'
Brownell.and Stretch also noted othet possible interactions. Differ- ?

ences were noted according to whether children encountered the most unfamiliar

form first or last. As might be expected, the more ehat familiar forms

were encountered before the unfamiliar form, the better the performance on

tKe unfamiliar form. More time was required by children to solve vxoblems

in unfamiliar forin, thus the amount of available time interacted with the

familiar-unfamiliat factor. Brownell and Stretch conclude: "Provided that

a probleM lies within a certain range of difficulty, that the particular

group of number relationships has not been met too frequently, that the time

for solution is somewhat limited, and that the child LS not overly pro-

ficient inlchoosing operations and in computing accurately, under all these

conditions an unfamiliar setting may lead to the ommission or incorrect
choice of operations." (1931, p. 75) t

e

As noted, Brownell and Stretch measured familiarity of context by

teacher ratings. Lyda (1947),selected thirty of the most realistic prob-

lems from fifth, sixth, and seventh grade textbooks, then constructed an

II experience checklist" so that students could rate directly their experi-

ences (familiarity) with various problem contexts. Children were then

given the problems to work. Although statistical tests were not employed,

the results seemed to confirm the'results of Brownell and Stretch. In

mciet cases (although not all) familiar context problems were worked more
correctly than unfamiliar context problems.

These studies leave little doubt that familiarity of context is an

important variable in problem-solving. However, it appears to 4trong1y

interact wi6 dther variables, and there is no research that explores this

interaction with modern statistical methods. We believe that this ig an

important area for future research. In particular, we need to, look at the
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Strength of clues in different contexts and in connection8,,(or lack of con-

nections) between familiarity and reality: -Star Wars suggests that the

ulreal can be very familiar. The hands-On activities of Ms.'Hope B. Ternal

are in part designed to make the unfamiliar reality.more familiar. Is this

logical distinction of psychological importance in probleth-solving?

Interests and Contexts

Does_the interest of the child in particu/ar contexts affect problem .

solving success? Holten (1964) constructed four progradmed instruction,
treatments on inequalities using four different application contexts: auto-

mokiles,,farming,, social utility, and.intellectual curiosity (games). Ninth-
, grade students were given Kuder Preference Records and assigned to'treat-

ments according to a preference match (high interest) or mismatch (low

interest)-41 AlthOugh all fouf treatments were equally effective, there were
significant achievement differences between high interest and low interest

groups on each of the treatments. Both immediate achievement test scores
and retention test scores (three weeks later) favored groups whose preference

(interest) had been matched witif:context.

Travers (1965) presented'ninth-graders with pairs of similar problems

set in different contexts.'"fte allowed them to choose which.problem of the

pair to mirk according to their preference. He found that their problem

preference wad related to interests as expressed on the Kuder Pregerence

Record. However, total problem-solying success was no greater fof the situ-

ations most preferred by,the groups than for the second, or least preferred

situations.

Cohen (1976) attempted to Predict problem-solving success of eighth

graders.on outdoor, computational, and scientific problems according to
interests measured by the KuderGeneral Interest Survey. He found no sig-

nificant predictions using multiple linear regression analyses.

4

It appears from these studies that the effect of interest in applica-

tions contexts is important in instructional situations. Although Holtan's

instructional treatment was brief (two days), neither Travers nor Cohen

gave any instruction in problem-solving at all. The importance of inter-

esting contexts may depend upon the degree to which we view applications as.

something to be taught. If an application is presented merely as a' puzzle,

the importance of interesting contexts may be slight.

Alowever, pilot-study work by Metwali at Ohio State leads.us to believe
that global measures of interest should be interpreted with extreme caution.
She asked eighth graders for'preferences about problem contexts, allowing

them to choose not only an area of interest but an action within that

interest as welt: For example, students could choose problems about sports,

and then within the sport category choose problems about earning wages,
buying sports equipment, or breaking sporting records. There was considerable

divergence of choice within categories. In general, preferences of the
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eighth graders. tested were more easily tategiyrizad by "consumer concerns"
. thanby the usual interest areas: lie,have not.looked atestabi/ity of

preferences either acroSs docioeconOmic lwiels or time. Nevertheless, we
.believe that the matter of student interest may be more complex than:past- - .

research has acCounted for, .

Theu of course there is thequeition of whether,the application
text must be inherently interesting or whether it is the-teacher-that makes

the context Interesting. Certainly, many Of the 'activities of Ms.'llope

E. Terinal seemed designed to build interest in volume measurementa topic

that Might:seem to have relatively,little inherent interest. It ma'S?. be .that,

intereit in context is-highly interactive with theteacher's presentation
and style of teaching.. Is it always postible for a skillful teaCher, to

develOp context'in such a way that students will become,interested-in the

'application?

Cognitive Levels of.COatext

,

Closely related to the way context is developed are the levels at.
which it is'developed. It seems obvious to us that this-can be done in .

-ways that are analogousi to concrete, iconic, and symbolic-cognitivedevels.
Most applications are presented to children at a symbolic level. Context

is usually described for most applications by-oraI-Or written- wordt:DAta
is embedded, within the context in raw numerical foiM. But this level of
abstraction is not the only alternative. For example; one can discuss
speed-distance-gime.applications by Actually bringing a toy train and stop-
watch into the classroom,(conciete).or by draWing maps and pictures (iconic).

or bY simply presenting numerical data. Do these different levels of contexg

presentation make a difference in problem-solving? We do not believe that

0. this question hasrbeen seriously addressed as yet.

The many activities of Ms:ilope E. Ternal seemed 'Aimed at presenting
context inas concrete a way as poosible, The emphasis on class discussion
enhances theldeveloOment ofunderstanding of the context. The time
requirements are enormous by usual standards. Are they yorth it?

Motivatin Effe ts of Contexts and Problems

Alt mathematieal ideas are motivated by eiplications of some sort:
They enable us to solve new problems and to understand aituations
we did not understand before. a concept should always be moti-

vated. Its need in\an application is a strong motive. (Cambridge

Conference Report, 0.63, p. 21)

Surely few:of us believe, that the purpose of the school mathematics
curriculum is to prepare applied mathematicians. The general,reason we
give for introducing applications into the curriculum is to motivate stu-

dents IA some way or anoather. But we know essentially nothing ahciut the

actual effects of different contexts itrmotivating.(encoUraging) students.
We operate perilously close to the principle that if we only introduce

,
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applications into.the curriculum "something good will happen." Indeed, the

usual statements-about motivatinustudents with,problems and applications ,

Areveal_some of the_most shallow and fuzzy_thinking going on today.

,

'We have yet to hear anyone publicly-acknowledge that p oblems and appli-,

ontions can turn studentsoff just as easily as tbeY can t rn-them on. Mben

Bowman (1929) asked children.to choose between problems ba ed on (1) Adult

aotivities, (2) children's activities, (3) science, (4) p atlas, or (5) com-

,putation they overwhelmingly Chose computation; This sèeins to imply that

-the addition of a context.to the first, four-types of pro /eme made them leis

appealing to:children than d1nimaLly7disguised computapion. Do problems

and applicationsturn children off? --iii-k7iiii-taacher:' Of course they do.

we believe that the key io this dilemma lies in the succese.rate Of

children. All of,us.are motivated to some degree by mathematical problems.

'For some of usl it is the primary reason we are now mathematics educators.

However, we like problems because we are success.10 tn.solving problems..

People who are not,successful at tasks learn to avoid those tasks whenever

possible: The child who experiences the thrill of tracking a mathematical

puzzle is motivated to try another one. The child who Li presented a

series,ok,problems or applications'which he cannot solve '(or which must be

solved for him by the teacher or other members of.the class) is repelled

from further mathematics study. Usinrotil.enlication-Utor_notivate

11

the study of mathematics is one. of .the mostdangterous teaching techniques

exes_arc_2acnied. We may win with a few children., But current2practice seems,

to indicate that we lose many many More. .

This is an area in urgent need of research and study. At what points do

children become discouraged within the problem-solving process? What

factors encourage persistence? Do group problem-solving techniques reduce'

the negative effects of failure?

Ms. Hope E..Ternal tackles a very broad applications context. Does

this allow her to individualize so that children may bt presented with ,

.pieces ofthe problem that are appropriate to their skills-and abilities?.

Is this the secret behind the successful introduction of applications?

Problem Formulation

If We are beginning to ask questions boUt the procesiee children use

in solVing problems, we haVe not begun to realize that there are similar

questions about how children formulate problems'.

The teacher of mathematics may recogniie the values inherent in'

improving students' ability to formulate their problems, foreseeing

the nature of appropriate solutions, and yet wonder how the teaching

of a technical subject such as arithmetic, algebra, or geometry, is

to make any significant contribution. This is due in large measure

to the fact that at present few mathematics courses provide adequate

opportunities for students to practice the analysis Of problem
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Situations,in other than a restricted sense. Mott of the "problems"

presented areilo siMplified aneidialized that allefh4 remains to
be done is to recognize what,operations will lead to the:andwer expli-
.' t
citly called for, and thento,perform'these-opetations-P-a routine

.task to be Completed by a prescribed ser,of often relatively meaningless.

steps. Rarely dOes the student begin with a morescomprehensive situa-
tion and go through the experience of simplifying and idealizing the

.problem"for himself, so forimulating it that he can dwork upon itand

arrive.ai a solution which he.himielf conceives to be aPpropriate. -
Under theai,conditions he .has no. opportuititkfo'xealtzethe Amy.,
Assumptions And restrictions that have to be made im,order to'formulaie

and solve even the simplest problems.cipable of pathemafical treatment.
(CoMmiftee for the Function of Mathematics in General Education,'1940,

p. 76)

It ts now almost forty years later4 and the,situation is hardly better.

With the possible exception of the USMES materials, popular advoCatesfof
applications in fhe curriculum sttll tgnore the importance :of problem:formu-

,lation. If we are not making progress in. this area, it may be ttme for

researchers to suggest why this is the case. In particular,, we'would argue

that the concept of problem-solving as a research arealm broadened rather' s

than narrowed. It is one thing to narrow a particular:problem for,research

design purposes. This does not mean that we have to-think nerrowly.about
problem-soliiing as a.researchable area, however. By broadening our hori-

sons from problems to'applications we may indeed encounter new-and signi-°

ficant research 'questions., We have tried to-suggest some of these. Zan you

suggest others?

:
a

.1
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TeaChing Problem Solving4inHCOilege Mathematics:
The Elements of a Theoty and alleport on:the

'Maching of General Mathematical groble:v.Solving Skills
*

9 .0 ,

Alan H. Schoenfeld

.

University of California at Betkeley

Can.students be taught general strategies that trley'enhance their
abilities to solve mathematical problems? Or are the "heuristics" de-
scribed.byPolya and others merely a SUmmary descr4tion of.the actions
of accoMplished problem solver's, and are they essentiAly withowt value

as aegaiptions foe problem solving?. While many mathematicians,are
convinced that they employ heuristics, there is little evidence to show
thatAwneral problem-solving skills can, be taught. With some faith in
theie general strategies, r offered a. course based on'their applications

to mathematics\majors at the University of California, Berkeley. This
article'begins;with an Overview, first presenting the'rationale for
heuristics and then balancing that with some practical'concerns arguing .

against their effeCtiveness in.the teaching of problem.solving. A means

of circumventing these arguments is offered, accompanied by a-description

of the course. I used to do it. Thenwhat me can and cannot expect
students to assirilate is.didcussed-.rthe poWer of, the heuristics they

can-leaxeto-use, and the-Obstacies-that-prevent-them-from-lestning to
employ others effectively.

I. Problem Solving in Perspectivel .Theory and'Practice

Gebrge Polya!silow To Solve It .was OUblished in 1945. That and

his subsequent work laid the'foundations for the study of general strat-
egies for problem solving in 'Mathematics, focusing on the broad strategies

11e,called "heuristics." Definitions vary, but.the following is within
the mainstream and compatible with Polya's usage.

Definition:: A heuristic is a,general suggestion or strategy,
independent of any topic or subject matter, which helps problem
solvers approach, understand, and/or efficiently marshal their

resources in solving problems.

Examples of heuristics are "draw a diagram if. at all possible," "try to

establish subgoals," and "exploit analogous probleMs!';' a more 'domplete

list is given in section III. In bridf, a rationale juotifying research

into and the teaching of heuristics, would be aslollows:

1. Throggh the course of his Career, any particular problem solver
develops his own personal, idiosyncratic style and methods of problem

I

A similar report, entitled "Can Heuristics Be Taught?",, will-be
published in the Proceedin s of thd First Amherst Conference on Co nitive
Process Instruction, September 1978
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soliAmg. ,Developing a systematic use of these strategies is often
a sloi and painful process, taking years to mature fully. if it

does at all:

2. There,ts a surprising,degree of homogeneity in the way that
accomPlished problem solVers attack Problems. That SI:, in spite

of pertional idiosyncracies; there are global Similarities in the
behavior and methods of "experts" when they solve problems.

3e By observation, beginning perhaps with the Antrospections of
.talented problem solyers and later incorporating the systematic
observation techniques of artificial intelligence, one might be

, able to extract the essence of these global approaches.' ,Thus one
might distill a global problem-solving strategy, which accurately
describes .the principles f011owed (to somesdegree) by accomplished

problem solvers.

4. .The distillate extracted in (3).can serve as a guide to the problem-

solving process. Students instructed according to this plan could

: short-circuit the long and arduous process of arriving at (someor
or all of) these general principles by themselves.

Most mathematicians who have seen Polya's work are willing to
accede to thefirst.three,points in the rationale. Certainly my Personal
experience was.compatible with the rationale, up to, that point.. My
problem-solving behavior when I emerged from graduate school was 'sub-
stantially different from.that when I was a college freshman; and even

a first-year graduate student. To,quote-Polya's "traditional mathematics.
professor," "a method is a'device which you usestwice." If it succeeds
tWice, yoU remember using it successfully, ,and you think of using it
when confronted with another problem; it becomes a strategy. Over a

.period of time same of these strategies remaim(hopefully the more Useful
ones!) and others pass into oblivion. And a personal, idiosyncratic,
and more or less stable approach to.problem solving evolves:

.
But the degree of idiosyncracy can be misleading; as one can easily

demonstrate with any 'problem which is accessible to freshmekbut suffi-
ciently unusual that it has to be approaChed, by both students and

, colleagues, from "scratch". Ask both colleagues and students individually
to solve the problem out loud; and observe the process of solutio. In

all likelihOod the "experts" will engage in some form of systematic ex-
1)loration desi'gned tp,"get at the heart of the probleproi ".see what
makes it tick" (and may indeed say something to that effect). The

approm:les of the novices will, in comparison, seem quite unstructured--

even when the students succeed in solving the problems.

Polya recognized this. His work in describing the gefieral problem-

solving strategies employed by mathematidians .6 excellent. I first

saw How To Solve It after completing a dissertation in pure mathematics;

0.
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and was simply amazed at Polya's adcuricy. Page after page I nodded my
head in agreement with his words,,muttering "yes, I do that!" as I

read. My responae was similar to most mathematicians', and it is safe
to say that few mathematicians would serious5y dispute claims (1)
through (3) above. Number (4), however, is another°matter.

Much to my surpiise,,I discovered that few of the people reaponSible
for training students .in mathematical problem solving at the college
level actually use Polya's work in any substantilie way when giving in-
struction in pnoblem solving. A colleague who has very successfully
coached his university's team for competition in the hationwide W.L.
Putnam Mathematics Competition told me that his students did not find
Polya's works useful. They anjoyed the books a great deal, but they,
neither seemed to Solve problems more effectively, nor perceived them-
selves as 1amial a greater arraysof useful techniques for solving krob-
ipms,, than before they had read them. The faculty member who coached
the team that won the Putnam Competition, that year told me much the same
thing.

Those Who are entrusted with training students to solve problems
have generally followed this pragmatic buccsuccessful rule: ONE LEARNS
41Q.SOLVE PROBLEMS SUCCESSFULLY BY SOLVING A LARGE 'NUMBER OF PROBtEMS.
In practice, the formats qf their problem2Tolving courses are remarkably
consiatent. The students are given a set of problems (usually culled
from collections of mathematical problems, or from prior examihations)
to try to solve for the next class meeting. When the group next meets,
solutions (if any) are presented, various ,approaches to the.problems
are discussed, and often comments about the application of the particular
techniques to similar,problems are made. We might describe this approach.
as an attcmpt to accelerate the process described above in (1) for each
student by means of a "concentrated dose" of problem solving accompanied
by direct feedback.

For at leaet some students (generally the most talented ones), this
method of learning problem solving is highly successful. Yet'this ap-
proach has a number of drawbacks. Chief among them ii that it is still

to each student to make his own personal synthesis of the material
that he has seen:, to ingest it, place it into context, organize it,
and have it accessible for retrieval when appropriate. The product
of manThours work and much thought can be irretrievably lost if the
network of connections tying those ideas to others is weak. A student
may deal at length with a particular problem, and understand it com-
pletely at that time. Yet this does not guarantee that the "lesson"
to be learned from it, Or even merely the solution to it, will be re-
tained in any way by the student. Lacking (or more precisely, being
unable to access) the appropriate connections, the problem solver may
later find himself staring at the same problem in total frustration,
knowing that he has solved it before but is now unable to recall even
the general method of approach.
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, Surely this has happened io the reader more than once in his prob..?
lem-solving career. Ihe most dramatic evidence I. halie regarding'this
kind of phenomenon was given to me by the first dolleague mentioned
above It happened that one of the problems that appeared on the
Putnam examination had been assigned in,his problem-Solving seminar
before the.examination was given. The three meMbers.ot the university'
team, and the three alternates, had all seen.the problem solved.in detail.
None of the six were able to solve the problem on.the examination.

The'instruttor who wishes to give a'cours$t. in problem solving is
caught between two extiemes. On the one hand'he has available an
atractive thebretical structure which seems to describe the waY "experts"
go about solving Problems but which has not been shown effective as a.
prescription for probleM solving.-,On the other hand. there,is.a prag-
matic process which does.indeed accelerate the.growth of problem-solving
'ability in same Students. But'that approach is inefficient, seems to

. be suitable only for ,a, IminoritT.ofthe,"better" students, and'lacks-
ail)? sense of theoretical coherence:.

The way out of the dilemma, of course, is to attempt a synthesis .

of the two: a judicious selection of problems presented within the
context of an overall problem-solving strategy. ,There are'some obvious,
and some not,so obvious reasons that attempts -to teach problem solving
via heuristics have not been terribly successful to date. I shall dis-
cuss these in section In'particular, I shall argue that instruction
in heuristics alone will almost always Prove to be insufficient: stu-
dents need to be given, and trained in, an efficient means for selecting
the appropriate strategies for problem solving and,:in general, for
budgeting and allocating their problem-solving,resources wisely. The

means for doing this, which I call a managerial strategy, will be de-
scribed in some detail in section III. The framework, consisting of
a managerial strategy combined with instruction in individual heuristics,
provided the foundation for a course in problem sol*g I offered at
the University of California at Berkeley in the fall'qf 1976. The
course provided clear evidence that students,can be ta4ght to employ
certain heuristics effectively. We will discuss these "successes" in
section IV. They are balanced in section V, where I describe what
students cannot be expected to pick up, and why. Section VI provides
a discussion of both some pragmatic and theoretical concerns for those
interested in teaching problem solving, and an idea of some directions
for future work.

II. The Major Obstacles

In order for a student to succeed in solVing a partiCUlar problem
through the use of an heuristic strategy, at least three things must
happen:

A. The student must have a Pgeneral understanding" of what
it means to apply the heuristic.
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B. The student mist have a sufficient grasp of ehe subject
matter at hand that he can apply'the heuristic cdirectly.

'C. The seudent must think to appry the 'heuristic!

Now (A) and (B) are without question substantive points and worthy

of attention. The bulk of instruction on heuristics until now hag
focused on (A); the subject-matter competence described in (B) is an

obvious,eine sua, non for the specific application of,any heuristic.
(C), an apparent triviality, is far from that; in fact, insufficient
attention to providing students with'a means for (C) may account for
the failure of2many attempts to teac'h problem solving via heuriitics.

We will develop this argument after some elaboration of the first two

points.'

A. '"Understanding" the Heuristic

It is easy to underestimate the degree of sophistication required

to understand and use even the simpler heuristics. As an illustration

of this, we will consider one heuristic and a series .of problems to

which it can be applied. First, the strategy:

(*) "Exemplify the problem by'considering various special cases.
This may buggest the direction of, or perhaps the plausibility
of, a solution."

Now consider its application in each of.these problems:

1. Determine a formula in closed form for the series

n

E (i) (i+l)

1.1

2. Let P(x) and Q(x) be, polynomials whose coefficients are the same

but in "backwards" otder:

P(x) = a
0
+ alx + a2x2 + + a

n
Xn and

Q(x) = an4 an_lx + an_2x.
2
+ . . . + aoxn.

What is the relationship between the roots of P(x) and those of

Q(x)? Prove your answer.

3. :Let the real numbers al) and al be given. Define the sequence

[an] by a 1/2(an_2 +'an-l) for each n72. Prove lim(a
n

) exists,
n

and determine its value. n 040 00.
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4. Two tquares, each "s" on a side, are ,plecedsuch that the corner
of'one square lies,on the center of the.other. Describe, in terms
of (s), the range Of_possible areas representing'the intersections .

of theotwo squares.

5. Of all triangles with fixed perimeter P, determine the triangle
which has the largest area,

Problem 1 is most often encountered 'in 'courses ohoihfinite,series,
where the clever use of partial fractions reveals the sum to be a
"telescoping series." This is entirely unnecessary, however; computation
of the partial sdms for n = 1, 2, 3,-4, ..., yields an obvious pattern
which can be trivially verified by-induction. In problem 2, one employs
the heurist"c someWhat differently. In the linear case the relation
between the roots of P(x) a a

0
+ a

1
xand Q(x) a a

1
.+ a

0
k is clear. This
,

is obscure when P(x) ao + alx + a2x2 and Q(x) a2 + aix + anx2, how-
w,

ever. A choice of.conveniently factorable polynomials such as
P

P(x) a x2 + 3x'+ 2 and Q(x) a 1 + 3x + 2x2 makes things much more trans-
parent, and allows one to suspect the answer. (Proving it is another

matter!)

In problem 3 the computations for an rapidly become complex..
setting ao a 0 and al 1,,it is possible,to-compute a, ulth ease,
and (especially if one draws a picture!) to generalize"back to the
original problem. In problem 4, one should try a variety of positions
where the area is easily calculated;.this sdggests the desired conclusion.
And'in prnblem 5, fixing the periineter at some convenient ialue and then%
calculating the afeas for various triangles--including extreme cases,
isoceles right triangles, and the equilateral triangle--strongly suggests
the result which the problem solver tan proceed.to verify analytically.

For a relatively'inexperienced problem7solver, deriving these five
distinct types of actions from the twenty-one.wordn in (*) is.by no
means trivial. Most often the statement of an heuristic, is quite broad
and contains few clues as to how one actually goes about using it. 'The

heuristic is not, in itself, nearly precise enough to.allow for unam-
biguous interpretation. Rather it is (for the "expert") a label
attached to a closely related family of specific strategies. ."Using'the
heuristic" in a particular instance means sortingAhrough the'family of
specific strategies and selecting the one appropriate to the probleM.

The more nebulous the statement of the, heuristic, 'or the more
difficult it is to apply, the worse the difficulties mentioned above
become. Consider the following heuristic, taken from How To Solve It.

(**) If you cannot solve the proposed problem, try to solve
first some related problem. Could you imagine a more
accessible related problem?
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, The range of types of related problems one can Construct 'is immense,
but even this is only the beginning. In order to apply (**) successfully,
the student must be able to

0 determine an-almpriately more accessible related problem,
ii) solve the related problem, and

iii) exploit something from the solutionperhaps the answer,'
nr perhaps the method,employed.

The "moral" of this discussion is that learning touse a partic-
ular heuristic, even under ideal .conditions, is far from,,simple.. What.
for the,"expert".is,a label which serves as access tO a variety of spe-
cific useful techniques is to the naive student a vague and almost use-
less suggestion. Even-illustrating the heuristic "at work" in one or
two exemplary cases is insuffiCient; the student must see it interpreted
and applied in a variety of contexts, and.then be given training in, and
feedback on, his use of it, if we expect him (or her) to use it in any
reliable'way. In brief, we must be as:serious about instruction in
heufistics as we are about'any other maihemitical technique (for example,
'using the quidratic formula); with any less than that kind and degree ,

of classroom attention, We cannot realisticaWi expect students to learn
to use heuristic strategies. (For a more detailed description of
pedagogic "necessities" and a,sample classroom hour, see Schoenfeld,
in press, 6),

B. °Prerequisite Subject-Matier Competence

'Clearly the student must have some.grasP. of the subject matter at
hand in Order to-Solve a problem, But equally important.in the applica-
tion of heuristics, the student must also havesome sort.of,perspective
that enables him to transcend a local level of.analysis and sort out
essential from inessential details. With respect to the heuristic (**)
described above, the student's ability to perform.(i) and (iii) may
hinge critically on possession of this perspective. One example taken-
from elementary physics will suffice here. A student had difficulty
with the following problem.

In figure 1, a,block.weighing 12 lbs. moves Off a smooth
frictionless plane inclined at 30°, connected .by a light
flexible cord passing oVer a small frictionless pulley to
a second hanging block weighing 8 lbs. What is the accel-
eration of the system?

FigtAre 1
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The student was absolutely baffled when asked to.create and explore

,a "more accessible related problem.'1 From.the teacher's point of yieW,

same aspects of the problem were critical, and others merely technical
complications; he could construct-snd examine a problem which retained
"the essential elements" of the given example. But.the student found

the problem as a whole so confusing that the heuristic was valueless.
Thid kind of "cognitive ovetload" is extreme, but reflective of the
difficulties one tan encounter. Much more subtle factors can have
Similar debilitating effects, as we shall see in section V.

C, You Can't Solve It if You Don't Think of It

What is obvious is not necessarily'insignificant, although it may
be all too easily ignored. Such is the case with the truism above.
It may reflect the most significant reason that attempts to teach
problem solving via heuristics have failed in the imst.

The fdct that a student has learned to employ a series of
individual heuristics does not in any way guarantee that he
will solve a heterogeneous collection of problems effectiVely,
eVen when he dlearly demonstrates the necessary subject-mstter
competence discussed in (B). The student,needs an efficient

means of sorting through the heuristics at-his disposalAnd
determining within a reasonable amount of time.twhich heuristic
is appropriate for approaching the problem--a.means of assessing
and allocating his resources which we Will call a managerial
strategy. Lacking a competent managerial strategy, the,student
may squander his heuristic resource's do badly that he loses
the benefits he might obtain froin'them.

In perhaps the most suitable form of argument for this paper, let
me plead the case for this statement by looking at a mOre accessible

related problem. Consider the problem of teaching students in a first-
year calculus class to perform indefinite integrals, with some degree

of effectivenes6. In this analogy the various techniqued of integration--
substitutions, parts, partial fractions, etc.--play the roles of the
various heuristic strategies in general problem solving.

In (Schoenfeld, in press,a) I indicate that the obstacle preventing
students from learning to'integrate effectively is not that they have,
difficulty learning to apply each of theq3articular techniques. Most
students can learn to apply each.of the standard techniques--when they
knoviit is the technique they are supposed to be using--with at least
some facility. kather.the obstacle is that, when faced with a problem
out of context (say on a test or in a set.of miscellaneous exercises),
students often find it quite difficult to select the technique appro-

priate for employing on the problem. (If you doubt this, I suggest

you give two versions of the saii4 examination on integration to a

'class. Let the problems on the two tests be identical, but let each
problem ca the second,test be accompanied by a suggestion of the most
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appropriate-method of solution. 'The differences in.student performahte

will 'be dramatic.)

In the experiment described.in (Schoenfeld, Note 1) a group of stu-

dents' provided with a:managerial strategy for. approaching integrals
easily outperformed a control,group, in spite of :3i:tending less average

study time per student for the exam. The differences were achieved

because the students ih the exPerimental group.could marshal their re--
sources more effectively than the others, rather than because of addi-.

tional competence in applying the particular techniques--they had re-

.
ceived no extra practice in that.-

When we turn from indefinite integration to general mathematical
problem solving, we see that the role of a managerial strategy is per-

force more significant.- Even when-(as is the case.with integration) the
problem-solving techniqued are nearly algorithmic in nature.ahdthe domain
.of problem solving is sufficiently small that we might legitimately eX-

Peet students to develop reasonably:effective managerial strategies on
their.own, they do not; and providing them with replacement,ttrategies
yields significant results. In'the realm of,general mathematical problem
solving the techniques arelleuristic. They are often subtle and diffi-

cult'to apply. The problem-solver can be lured down long and torturous
'mathematical 'iblind alleys" by.pursuing'the "wrong" heuristics, so the,,

need for guideposts is greater,. And the domain of' proklem solving is

immense._:We cannot expect students to'deVelop anything near efficient
managerial strategies dh their own--especially when they are still learn-
ing to employ the heuristics themselves. If they are to "see the forest

..for the trees", it is incumbent upon ut to provide them with the perspective.

.The point to keep in mind here is that the managerial strategy must
be prescriptive rather thar descriptive--and in.sufficient detail that
students-can learn to execute it reliably. When we read the strategy
given on pp. xvi-xvii of How to,Solve It, the much deeper4reatment
of strategies in Mathematical Discoveryl or an elaboration of problem-
saving.techniques such as the one provided in Wickelgren's How to Solve
Problems, we must remember that the important question is not "does this
reflect the:problem-solving behavior of experts" but "Is the presentation,
of the strategy iufficiently explicit that we can expect the student to

learn to employ it reliably?".

The Prescribed Remedy.

. We may take (A) through (C) on pages 40 and 41 as a rough description of what
behavior we would like students to exhibit, over a broad spectrum of
problems, when they have completed a course on problem solving. One

way.to guarantee (or at least raise the probability) that the students
have (B) is to require jutdor standing as a mathematics major for ad-
mission to.the course. With this we can assume that the students.have
seen a reasonable amouni of mathematics, and we have a fair amount"of
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latitude'in choosing our examples.
*

It ik the instructor's responsibility

to Provide (A) and (C): that is, training in the heuristics and a strat-

egy for applying them.

Polya and Wickelgren together provide access to just about all the

heUristics one could reasoiable desire. Thus the major theoretical prob-
lem facing Me before offering the course was to designs reasonably
-efficient managerial strategy. Under-the assuMption that-the students
can,be taught to employ certain heuristics with some reliability,.I
could,think of the students as "information .processors" with more Or less
well-defined attributes. In terms of Artificial Intelligence (AI), the
Managerial strategy I sought to design would be an "executive program"
for the information processorand the sYstematic observation/distil-'
lationtmodeling cycle typical of AI** ultimately yielded a strategy
which was detailed enough to be implementable and to serve, as the foundam,
tion for the course.- The fully elaborated.strategy, even in itkmascent.
form, was quite complexand would be overwhelming to Students (it would
scare them all- of class the first days); I provided them ioith an out-

line aild told them that we would elaborate upon it during tha course of

the quarter. The outline of the strategy, in the form of a flow chart, .

is given in figure 2 below.

.0f course the diagram in figure 2 was too sparse to be useful to
the students when I gave it to them. It,served'rather'as an indiCation

of. things to comeand. a frame of reference. During.the quarter the strat-

egy was "unfolded" one step at a time. At the appropriate tiMe, each
.indtvidual box .in thevflow chart was elaborated.upon in detail. Part

of that eleoration Consisted of a listing ef the heuristic strategies
most likely to be of use in that stage.of problem solving (see 'figure 3),

and instruction in the individual heuristics. The class hour(s) devoted

to the strategy "examine special cases" would, for exariple, be devoted

to having the students work the problems (1) through (5)1 gave as examples

in section 2; The class format was also an important part of the course.
Since-the major emphasis in this approach to problem solving is on
process rather than product,.classrom dynamics has p reflect this.
Claim meetings were true 'diScussion sections" where each problem was
examined in detail. The students were encouraged to develop the solutions
on their own, with contributions froi myself'kept to a bare minimum.'

After we Succeeded in solving a problem (4s many, ways as posSible!) I

WMINLAN

,
By the time they have reached their junior year in mathematics the

students are cercainly "ready" for the techniques. If the students in my
course were at all representative, we cannot assume that they have devel-
oped either the-heuristics or managerial strategies on their own. Some

arguments for and against easing the requirements for admission to the
class will be discussed in Section VI.

** See (Newell & Simon, 1972) for the most elaborate description and
(Schoenfeld, in press)a) for a short description' of the rationale and pro-
cess behind the development.of the managerial strategy for integration.
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would sum up, indicating the way the heuristic was applied $11 that case
and how it might be applied in related problems. Whenever,possible we

worked within the context of the global strategy, to reinforce that as

.
well as the application of thi particular heuristic(s). What follows
is a brief, and necessarily incomplete, "tour" of the strategy. The
reader should remember as he proceeds through it that the strategy is
meant to serve as a guide, not as a straight jacket. Each-sentence should
be read as if it were followed by the phrase "with all other factors

being equal." Some 'circumstances whiah tend to make certain fattors not

equal will be discussed after we have "toured" the strategy.

The first stage of the problem-solving process is ANALYSIS. /t

begins, of course,-With the reading of the problem. It may be said-to
be successfully completed when the problemaolver has useful formulation
of the problem in a convenient.representation, a sense,of orientation
and a mathematical contextfor the probleM, ahd acCess.to some mechanisms

°for a close examination of the workings of the problem. *Colloquially
speaking, after ANALYSIS.one has a "feel" for the problem and* a sense of
What "makes it tick." The teacher should stress the importance of the
often, underplayed acts of categorizing .and establishing a context for
a-problem. The accurate classification of' a problem often accesies
immediately a set of procedures apprepriate for dealing with.it: for

example, recognizing that a particular problem is a "maximization":prob,
lem tells.one that'it will be appropriate to find an analytic represen-
tation of the quantity of interest, and to use the calculus to find.its

maximum. Another-often underplayed.aspect of ANALYSIS is the importance
of selecting an appropriate form of representation for a problem. Fa,

milier examples from the litzrature are the.fact that "number scrabble
it a diffichlt game unless one knows that it is isomorphic to "tic-tac-

.,toe" (see Newell & Simon, 1972), or that "connection liats".can be quite
'difficult to handle unless one has a visual representation for them (see
Hayes, 19664 We can make the oint dramatically to imtidents, however,
simply by asking them to multiply theloman numerals MMCDLXVII and
nemanxxxrv,

We had in figure 3 a listing of the particular heurietic strategies
which (most often, with all other factors being equal) come into play
during ANALYSIS. In section II we saw how complex even one of those strat-
egies, "examining special cases" can be. Thus I can onfy hope to give
the "flavor" of ANALYSIS here. Perhaps the best way is to work an ex-

ample through that Stage of the dtrategy. One final comment before I do:
the hedristics listed within any stage of the strategy are given as a set,
and not as an ordered set. Any of them may be appropriate to bring to
bear at any time during ANALYSIS (or, with a smaller probability, else-
where).

Sample itoblem: Find the area of the largest triangle which
can be inscribed in a circle of radius R.

Sample ANALYSIS: As one reads the problem, there is an orientation
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Figure 3. A List of Our Major Heuristics

ANALYSIS, , . .

.1) DRAW A DIAGRAM if at all possible.
2). EXAMINE .SPECIAL CASES.

a). Choose'special values to exemplify the problem and get a "feel"

for it.

b) Examine limiting cases to explore the range of possibilities."
c) ,SeianyAnteger parameters-equal to 1, 2, 3, sequence,

and look for an inductive pattern:.
3), TRY TO SIMPLIFY THE PROBLEM BY '

a) exploiting symmetry, or
b) "Without Loss of Generality" arguments (including scaling).

EXPLORATION ,

I) CONSIDER ESSENTIALLY EQUIVALENT PROBLEMS:
a)' Replacing conditions by equivalent ones -

b) Rer.combinitig_the elements Of the problem in different ways.

c) Introduce auxiliary elements
d) Re-formulate the problem by

i) change- of perspective or notation.
, ii) considering argument by contradiction or contrapositive

iii) assuming you have a solution, and determining Its properties

2) . CONSIDER SLIGHTLY ,MODIFIEDIROBLEMS:
, a) Choose subgoals (obtain partial fulfillment of the conditions)
b)" Relax a'condition and then try to re-4mpose it.

: c) Decompose.the domain of the problem and work ;on it case by case.

3) "CONSIDER BROADLY MODIFIED PROBLEMS:
a) Consruct an analogous' problem with fewer variables.

b) Hold all but one variable.fiXed to determine that variable's
impact.

c) Try to exploit any related problems which have similar ,

i) form
ii) "givens"

conclusions.
Remember:- when aealing with easier related problems, you should tri to
exploit both the RESULT and the METHOD OF SOLUTION on the given problem.
VERIFYING YOUR SOLUtION
1) DOES YOUR SOaTION PASS THESE:SPECIFIC TESTS:

a) Does it use all the pertinent data?.
b) Does it conform to reasonable estimates or predictions?
c) Does it withstand-,tests of symmetry,. dimension analysis, or

scaling?
2) DOES IT PASS THESE GENERAL TESTS?

a) Can it be obtained differently?
b) Can it be substantiated byspecial cases?
c) Can it be reduced to known results?

d) Can it be used to generate something you know?
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and categorization, probably involving the assumption "this will involve

calculus." The problem solver should draw,a diagram, and possibly begin

searching for an analytic representation. For the sake of simplicity,

he might decide to look at the unit,circle (scaling), and note (without

loss of generality) that one may assume tlie base of the triangle to be

horizontal. If one examines a few special cases--and draws a few more
diagrams..-he may come to realize that, for any particular horizontal base,
the triangle with the greatest heighand thus the largest area) is

isoceles. At this point, the 'problem has been reduced V) the followitig:

find the base of the isocelea triangle in the unit circre which yields
the largest area. /lie problem now is more or less of a "Standard" one
variable maximization problem, and with the appropriate Choice of.analytic
representation, has a "ready-made" plan which will dispatch it as a routine

matter.

.
As the flow chart in figute 2.indicates, one*proceeds from ANALYSIS

to DESIGN. At the simplest level (which obtains.for straightforward ot
routine problem solving) DESIGN"consists "meteiy" of the intelligent

ordering and structuring"of an argument. The problem solver should have

an overview of the solution process; he should be able to say, at any

, particular poiut in the.process, what he (or she) is doing;,;-why he is doing

it, and hoW that action relates to.the rest of the solution. He should

proceed through (all but the most routine) solutions hierarchically,
taking care to avoid being impersed in intricate calculations pertaining
to one part of a solution if global aspects of another phase.of problem

solution remain unresolved. (We have all suffered the discomfort of solv-
ing a difficult eituation, only to discover that it didn't'have to be solved

in the first places)

For more complex problems, however, DESIGN takes on more global and

significant dimensions. It is different from the other phases of prob-
lem solving, in a'sense pervading them all. Design is a "master control,"
monitoring the whole of the problem-solving process, and (as best it can
with the information it has) allocating problem-solving resources effi-

ciently.* It keeps track of alternatives, so that if the,chosen approach'

to a problem proves more difficult than expected, other approaches to the

problem can be conaidered and (in the light of this difficulty) the most

likely to succeed chosen. If there is difficulty in making a straight-
forward plan; DESIGN sends the problem solver into EXPLORATION. Problems

resolved without much difficulty are.returned to DESIGN and the elabora-

tion of ehe problem-solving plan continues. However, if EXPLORATION pro-
vides.new insights into the problem or the solution process, the "master
cohtrol" may decide that it is most appropriate to return the problem,

with the new information, to ANALYSIS.

,

From the above discussion it should be clear that DESIGN is the most
nebulous and most difficult to prescribe of the stages of the problem-

solving strategy. In the classroom it calls for an openness and awareness

on the teacher's part of the students' individual problem solving, and

Ff'
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for tremehdous restraint on the part.of the teacher. He (or she)must
Aot say what is "right", but rather help the student to decide what is
"right" for. hiM.

EXPLORATION is the heuristic "heart" of the problem-solving strategy,
in-that it is's:luring the exploratory phase that the majority of heurittics

generally come into play. As we see in figure 3, EXPLORATION is divided
into three stages. 'For'the most part the suggestions in the first stage
are either easier tosuse or more likely to provide a solution, or provide
direct access.to a so\lution, of the original problem than suggestions in
the second stage; likewise for the relation between the second and third
stages. All other factors being equal the problem solver Would begin
EXPLORATION by briefly considering the;heutistics in stage 1, and select-
ing those (if any) which seemed approOriate for trial. When the,strategtes
in stage I proved insufficient, he would consider those in stage 2; if. J

need be, when stage 2 has been exhausted the problem solver'tries the
strategies in stage 3. At any point in the process where substantial pro-
gress is made, the problem solver may decide either to return to DESIGN
to plan the balance of the solution, or to re-enter ANALYSIS with the
belief that the insights gained in EXPLO/IATION will help re-cast the
problem in a way that was not accessible before. .

IMPLEMENTATtON requtres little by way of elaboration, save that
(as called for by DESIGN) it should be hierarchtcal with detailed caleu-
lations and such saved for the last stages of solution. VERIFICATION,
on the other hand, is deserving of more mention if only because'(in
practice) it is so often slighted. At a local level, checking over one's
so1ut4on often allows one to catch silly mistakes. In general, be re-
viewing the solutton processcon'e can often find other waYs to solve a
problea, see connections to rele\ted subject matter, and on occasion, be.7
come consciously aware of usefuLaspects of the solution process which
can be incorporated into one's global problem..:solving strategy.

.17nally, I should return to my earlier comment that the strategy is
meant to serve as a guide, and .not as a straight jacket. The intention
of the strategy,is to provide Studentsmith i useful framework for
approaching problemi (which is sorely needed); it is not meant to be a-
rtgidly followed algorithm, with the students serving as human automata..
Cettainly the work described in Schoenfeld (in press,a) indicates that
well defined strategies are neither alien nor'constricting-to students.
But more, one must realize that thiS,strategY is meant to be incorporated
into the studene:s own framework and modified accotdingly. Further, the
phrase "with all other factors being equal" is meant to be ftr more than
a ritual incantation3 it serves as a gateway to personal alteration of

the strategy. For example, familiarity with a particular problem domain
may enable one problem solver to consider in ANALYSIS what another might

reach only in EXPLORATION. Also, experience may allow for by-passing
some of the strategy; one might start a problem in vector analysis by
decomposing the vector,.even though "breaking into parts" is formally a
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stage 2 Operation. Similarly, certain strongly "cued" heuristics, or

pattern recognition, nr "intdition" may lead the problem solver to try

a particular.strategy "ahead of its time." This Should and does happen

with expert problem solvers. For exi qple, in a problem solving experiment,

five Out of'five mathematicians individually, decidedTmAthin one minute;

to approach the problem .
Let'a, b, c, and d be given real numbers between 0 and 1.

Provethat (1-a) (1-b) (1-c) (1-0> 1-a4-c-d. 4

by.examihing the two-variable 'pzoblemand extrapolating the result. The

strong "cue", the presende of too many variables playing similar rolea,

protpted the action--as it should. Atleast, it should'prompt Consideration

of the stategy. The "master control" in DESIGN should-decide whether or

when it is.appropriate to use it.

UltimatelY, a much more refined version of the .strategy might take

such "cues" into account: Perhaps the "conditiOnactiori" la4uage of
production systems will prove an appropriate vehicle for describing such

behavior (see, for example, Larkin's,"Hi-Plan" model, in press).

IactOAIV.WhatIncectHeuristics to Have?.

In brief, the majdr statementS'I can make as a consequence of my

course about students' abilities to learn problem solving via heuristics .

are as follows:

A) in a wide variety of circumstances, individual heuristics can
have a dramatic effect on'studeilts' abilities to solve particular

problams. Often the mere mention of a particular heuristic can
either cryStallize what were jumbled thoughts in the student's mind

or point out a new direction of attack on a problem, resulting in

a solution to a problem that was previously inaccessible. With

pror,er training, students can leaen to apply heuristics ta difficult

problems in rather sophisticated ways.

B) Students can learn the essential ingredients of a managerial

strategy. Most important in this regard, they can develf.1 skills
in determining the appropriate heuristics for dealing with a wide

variety of problemo--an absollitely critical fact, in view of the,

diScussion in section IIC. This means that we can legitimately hope

to have impact on students' problem-solving behavior, outside of

the heuristics classroom.

A few caveats are appropriate befor,e we proceed. The class was ekperimental,

with an enrollment of 8. On the one hand, the small enrollment allowed
for a detailed monitoring of the students' performance and growth--en-

tirely appropriate at this stage of development of the model and the idea.

On the other hand, one should always be wary of extrapolating from a

small sample in these unusual circumstances, especially when the studerits

received such individual attention. The students claimed that the amount

of work they did was "about average"; and frankly, I feel that any course

I.?

I.
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in problem solving, to be effective, will require a large'degree 9f commit-

ment from the instructor. The numbers that I offer in the sequel are in no

way an attempt to argue statistically based on a sample of eight students;

they are rather an attempt to add quantitative substance to some qualitative

statements.

A. Individual Heuristics DO Have an Impact

As indidated above, the mere mention of an heuristic can often trigger
something that was hitherto inaccessible to the student. One dramatic ex-

ample of this was.provided by a problem we discussed in Section. IIA,".where
students were asked to

A

1, Find an expressionl.n closed form tor

\1=1 (1) (1+1) /
)

Of the eight students in the class, two had succeeded'in solving this

.as a homework problem. One remembered seeing it as a telescoping series, '

amA the second remembered having made some sort of algebraid manipulation;
after a while he saw the partial fractions decOmposition for the denomina-

tor. In class the other six students said that they had tried but simply
"got 'nowhere" on the problem. At that point I presented them (for the

'first time*) with.the heuristic:

Examine Special Cases:

a), Choose special values to exemplify the problem and get a
"feel" for it.

b) Examine limiting cases to explore the range of possibilities.
c) Set any integer parameters equal to 1, 2, 3, ..., in sequence,

and look for an inductive pattern.

The students then worked by themselves for a while. Within four min-
utes all had seen the pattern, and within ten all had verified it. [This

example is one of the most spectacular I've seen for convincing skeptics
that heuristics can work. Virtually elieryone (except the mathematicians
who know the telescoping series) is stumped by it at first, and finds the
answer (if not the proof) apparent once the suggestion is made.]

*One of the difficulties in getting students to employ any strategY is
that they are unlikely to employ it unless they are themselves convinced

of its value. For that reason I would occasionally give students a prob-
lem like the above to work on, and later provide them with the heuristic
appropriate for solving it. The dramatic turnaround is impressive, and

helps to convince them of the heuristic's utility. This is a useful
instruction strategy, but it should not be abused: if students are given
too many inaccessible problems ,they can become frustrated, and the approach
counterproductive.
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Similar results occurred with the following problem:

2. For what values of (a) does the set of simultaneous equations

have either 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 soluticins?

This problem is not terribly difficult to crank out by algebraic means,
although the "bookkeeping" can get sufficiently'cOmplek that students make
silly mistakes. The problem is number 173 from the U. 1. S. R. qmpia.si
Problem Book, and theelgebraic solution is given on pp, 276-277 there.
Only three of my eight students handed ih error-free solutions.

Now consider approaching this problem via the following heuristic:

DRAW A DIAGRAM if at all possible.

The first equation becomes two straight lines intersecting and at 40 with
the origin; the second equation a circle of radius 1 with center at (a)0)
(see figure 4). With the graphic interpretatioh the problem is triviaI..
Again seven students out of eight solved it completely, all claiming the
problem was easier to deal with. .(Two had use the heuristic before.)

I (x-a)2+y2 = 1,1

for various a

ak11WNW
2\

Figure4

Another case in which an heuristic produced drastic results was in the
following problem:

3. Let n be an integer. Prove that if (2n - 1) is a prime, then n is a
prime.

Two students out of eight solved the problem within ten minutes, with
the rest of the clpss making little progress. [Unfortunately the heuristic
employed for question 1 yields the sequence of numbers (3, 7, 15, 31, 63,
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127, ...), which does,not seem especially suggestive; at this point the
students were left without any ideas.] The idea introduced to the class
at this point was that of trying to.make the problem more accessible by
re-formulating it, as suggested below.

, Reformulate the problem by

i) change of perspective or votation
ii) considering argument by contradiction or contrapolisitive

iii) aisuming you have a solution and determining its propertiea.

Clearly the appropriate choice among. these is lii). .The negative of*
"'prime" is "composite" and the problem becomes 3'. Let a and b be integers
greater than 1. Prove that 2ab - 1 is composite.

A

The problem was easy for the four of the remaining six students who
realized that 2ab 6- 1 = (2a)b - 1 has a factor of 2a - 1.

As a last example of the efficacy of particular heuristics consider
the following problem:

4. ShoW it is impossible to find numbers a, b, c", d, e, A, B, C, D, E,

such' that

x2.1.y4z2.4.r2.i.s2 = (ax+by+cz+dr+ex) (Ax+By+Cz4Dr+Es).

The problem is overwhelmingly complex, and the only three students to
solv ?. it oh their own did so by employing the same heuristic that I later
offered to the whole class:

If a probleM'containing a number of variables is too complex
to analyze, construct an analogous problem with fewer variables
and'solve that. Theh try to exploit either the method, or the
result, of the analogous problem.

With that suggestion, another three students succeeded in solving it.

These examples are atypical. One does not frequently encotinter prob-
lems which 4re relatively inaccessible to students when presented out of
context, and which are completely "unlocked" by the mere mention of an
heuristic. (If such problems abounded, the efficacy, of heuristics would
be unquestioned!) Yet the examples are significant. They indicate that
particular heuristics can drastically affect the solution rates on prob-
lems, if only because they focus the problem-solvers' attention on methods
of attack which they Might have used but did not think of using. The im-
pact of heuristics easily transcends this "focusing", however. In the class-
room discussion of problem (4), I discovered that only one of the students
recalled ever having seen the heuristic explicitly mentioned by any of his
teachers before. It is safe to say the problem 1, too complex for them to
solve without recourse (prompted or otherwise) to the strategy. Thus a

course in heuristics adds to the students' problem-solving repertoire in
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addition to giving greater access to some already known techniques. But
this claim, and evidence I obtained-in the class to indicate that students
can successfully use the heuristics described above to solve quite complex
problems, while interesting on its own, would be sterile in a Practical
sense unless ye could deal with the difficulties raised.in 4sect1on XI
It is all well and good that particular heuristics can help students unlock
particular problems. But the students should be able, on their own, to
determine with same facility which heuristics 'should be'brOught-to' bear on
particular problems. 'At the very least they must have 6vcoherent managerial
strategy for approaching problems and calling the heUristics.into play.
Otherwise ,the effect of the heuristics could easily be diluted beyond the
point pit tangible,returns. ,We deal with this in part B.
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B. ,Students CAN Leain eo ch0.21upssaulautmEllikla 1

1

Part of the final examination in my problem-solvinicours wail speci-

fically-designed to see if students could, within a short amou t of time,
selectthe appropriate-means of approaching a variety of ptoblems. The
students weresiven one.hour to examine twelve questions, and old, to.aa-,,.
swer the followingfor each.orthem: .

.
.

.

For this particular problem, which of the techniques we ha e studied
in class strike you as being most likely to help you

i) understand the problem,
ii) detetmine an appropriate means of, and make progress towards a

solution?

How would you approach this problem if you had an hour to workon it,
and why (briefly!)? Mention specific heuristics.

After the statement of each question the.students were asked if they had
seen that (or almost identical) problem before; and if so, how much of the
solution to the problem they remembered. Since the course was offered pass/ ,

riot-pass and they yere assured that their answers to this question would id',
no way,affect the grading of their papers, I am fairly confident they an-
swered honestly. (Certainly some of the problems they quoted as being
"almost identical" to ones on the examination indicated they were trying to
be honest!) A sample of the questions and the responses follows.

1. Let S be an:, non-empty finiteset. We define E .(8) to be the number
of subsets of S which have an EVEN number of elements, including the
null set and possibly S. Determine E (S) in closed form for any finite
set S, and prove.your answer.\,

Seven of the eight students indicated that they had not seen the prob-
lem before. All of them indicated that they would examine sets of 0, 1, 2,

3, ... elements to see if a pattern emerged; if it did, they would prove it
by induction. The one student who had Seen a solution outlined a combina-
torial argument. The next problem has been used in a variety of contexts.
We saw it as an example of "eXpert" response to "cues" in section tII. tt
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ids also used as a pretest problem in an experiment where seven students
with background similar to those in my course were aeked,to solve it; only
twoAtudents of seven considered.the "fewer variables" strategy.

2. Let a, b,/ c, and d be real numbers between 0 an'd 1.

Prove that

(1-a) (l-b) "(1-c) 1-a=b-c-d

This probliM was new to all eight of the students. Seven of them

indicated that they i.iould go about solving it by first.examining one'

and two variable cases,

c (1-a) 1-a

(1-a) (1-b) > 1-a-b
II I%

(rather trivial!) and

The eighth.student (not the same as in problem 1) left the problem untouched.

3. Let C1 and C2 be two smooth non-intersecting closed curves in the plaue.
Prove that the shortest line segment which connects a point of CI to a "

point of C2 is perpendicular to'both C1 and C2.

None of the students had seen.the problem before.- (The closest wt
had come in class to the problem was a discussion of some aepects of the
isoperimetric problem.) Not surprisingly six of the students mentioned
drawing a diagram, and the other two said something about ,"trying examples."
flut in addition four of the students suggested an argument by contradiction,
taking the line segment'L as given and provinethere would be a shorter one
if 1,-,were not perpendicular to both C1 and C2. Three of the remaining four
students noticed the symmetry of the problem statement and observed that it
was sufficient to prove L perpendicular to Cl; one of these further noted
it it; sufficient to examine the degenerate case where C2 is a point, (The

eighth suggested examining two circles or perhaps two ellipses.)
a

4 Let f be a function whose domain is ordered pairs of polynomials and
whose range is the set of all polynomials:
f[p(x),q(x)] = r(x), where p, q, and r are polynomials.
We define I(x) to be an kitnti_..,tiEolmanalur_iderf if
,p(x) = f[I(x),p(x)] = f[p(x),I(x)i for,all polynomials p(x).

Prove the identity polynomial is unique.

The-phrasing pf the problem was deliberately obfuscatory, for I was
curious-to see if they would apply (ii) on page 55. Two of the students
left the question blank. .The other six suggested assuming the existence
of two identities and proving them equal, one of them commenting "we do
this any time we want to prove uniqueness."

These results are far from conclusive, but they are suggestive.
Judg-!ng frc . the quality of their homework papers at the beginning of the
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-Atiarter, 'the students' ability to make such determinations imOoved sub-
stantially,during the quarter.. Certainly one can argue that the-fact
that students wefe able to select an appropriate Means of 'approach to a
Troblem in no way guarantees that they would be able to solve it. Ser
lecting an appropriate heuristic is far from a sufficient condition'for
success, but it may be ,necessary. LE-the students did notrapproach any
of the above 'problems Via" the means described, they would have had al-
most no chance of solving .theml.'

V. What Can We NOT Expect of Heuristics?

The examples in Section IV wera,,chosen to indicate that students can
learn'to apply a variety of heuristics to a wide range of problems, using
.i managerial strategy-to assist in the,selection of the heuristics. Yet
clearly there are limits to. the problem solving via heuristids that stu-
dents can learn. In this section we examine some upper.bounds on student
performance, and reasons for them.

CI

; A. Subtlety in Application May StymicStudents.

The statements of heuristics'are often vague, and leave much in
the way of interpretation to their users. Consider the heuristic "examine
an easier analogous problem with fewer variables" when applied to the
following.

la. Prove that for all real numbers a, b, and c,

a
2
+ bg = c2 = ab + be + ba

implies that a =.b = c.
. In class I asked what the easier problem to analyze would be. A student
answered that by setting c = 0, we obtain the simpler problem

lb. Prove ihat a2 + b2 = ab implies a = b, and the class agreed.
.

That choice'is in,.propriate, of course: the correct statement obtained
from setting c = 0 in (la) is

lc. Prove a2 + b
2
= ab implies a = b = 0, which is not analogous.

In view of the cyclic nature of the termt on the righthand side of la,
the correct analogous 'problem is

ld. Prove a
2
+ b2 _ ab + ba(= 2ab) implies a = b.

This is easy t6 solve, and the method used to solve (ld) can be used to
solve (la).

B. Cognitive Organization and Perspective are Limiting Factors.

The degree to which any particular person can employ an heuriOtic
depends significantly on the way he encodes information and the perspec-
tive he brings to the subject matter. As an example, the last lines of
the proof we developed in class to problem (la) read:
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(*) Since .(a - b)2 + (b - c)2, + (c.\-a) = 0,, we have a m b, b a c, and
i

c.,, a, as desired.
.

.

As an expetiment I left the solution'to this probtem on tfie blackboard

and gave the follOking problem. \

2. Letts a a 1 and 1:4L__b . . . b be given sets
1 1' 2' " 6 ' n 2' n

:

, .

of real numbers. Determine neceesiry and sufficient cOnditiong

on the 'a ) and ib
i

suCh that there:are real condtants A and B

with 00 property that

(**) (alx + b1)
2
.4. (a2x + 1,2)2 +.. . .-+ (anx + bn)2 as (Ax +B)2 ,

for all values of x.
\

\

I told the students that the two prOblems were related in some way,

and that they should seek to exploit thelirst in trying to solve the

Second. I gave them fifteen minutes and tsked.theM to work individually.

None of the.students made any.progress,to ards Solving the problem, for

none of them saw the Structural similarity between (*),and (**).-

This is not surprising. Equation (**) is, after all, a morass of

symbols none of which are quite comparable to thode in (*): the number

of terms is different; the quantities are polynomials instead of numbers;

there are subscripted variables; and the right-hand side, rather than being

zero, is a quadratic polynomial with undetermined coefficients. Nonethe-

less when I read problem 2, I was immediately reminded of problem la, .

although about an hour had passed sin,le I had selected ptoblem la for

discussion. In solving problem la, I had been impressed-by the fact

that a great deal of information is contained in an equacion where,a sum

of squares.equals zero. When I read problem;2, I saw a,sum of squares

equal to something. Thus, if I could replace something by zero,I would

gain much information. The compact form of encoding "sum of squares

equals . . ." enabled me to do this. Anyone lacking such a concise yet'

powerful means of summarizing the two equations would probably find

the structural similarity between them obscured. beyond recognition.

Similarly the perspective one brings to a problem (largely a func-

.tion of one's experience) may subtly determine what he sees in that

problem and thus how successful he will be°in Solving it.

Consider the following problem.

3. Let T be a given triangle of area A. Using a ruler and compass,

construct two lines parallel to the base of T such that the three

resulting areas (see figure 5) are all equal

t.

i;

Figure 5

64
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A quite competent graduate student with a background in physics had

great difficulty with this problem because he was'only able to perceive

the problem as illustrated in figure 6. He'found it-nearly itpossible

to equate the area of the upper,triangle with that of each of the two

trapezoids.

For myself, for a colleague who had taught high school geometry, 6,nd for

four of the eight'student$ confronted with this problem on my final '

examination, figure 71.s a reasonable representation of the way our

perspective enabled us to see figure_5..

Figure 7

With this perspective we see three similar triangles of areas A/3, 2A/3,

and A respectively. Since the areas of similar plane figures are.pro-

portional to the Rguares of their sides, ihe problem reduces to that of

constructing 1/0 and ./27/ VT with ruler and compass. But only those

who see the similar triangles in figure 5 will make,this observation,

and no amount of training in heuristics can compensate for not seeing it.

C. Induction Yes' Generalization Perhapsi_Synth91211Lnl.

The fundamental assumption underlying any attempt to teach heuristics

is that, once students have been shown how to apply an heuristic in a

variety of circumstances, they will themselves be able to apply it.

To a certain degree this held true in my course. By the end of the

quarter students, were substituting n = 1,2,3,. . ., for integer parameters,

even when the parameters were only implicit; they were analyzing the

impact of particular variables on problems by holding all but that vari-

able fixed and letting that one vary; and so on. But as soon as the

class encountered something that was substantially beyond their range of

experience, they ran into trouble. For example, the following was a

homework problem.

4. Let N be any integer. Find D(N), the number of distinct integer
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, divisors of N, including 1 and N.

The table of values for D(N) does not, onlirst glance, reveal any sugges-
tive patterne

Pk' 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14- 15 16 17...

D(N): 11 2 2 3 2 4 2 4 3 4 2 6 2 4 4 5 2..1
. .

At this point the class was stuck. It did-not occur to them that
the next question to ask in the search for.a pattern was: yhich values
ef N give particular values of D(N)1, Once,I asked them this it becaMe
apparent thatwhenever D(N) was 2, N was prime; that N was a prime square
when D(N) was 3; and'they were on'the way to solving the problem. But
this application of "look-for a pattern" was beyond, the range of their
eiperience and thus not useful to them. (Assumedly this,particuler
method of seeking a pattern may have become incorporated into their in-
terpretation of the heuristic after te solved the problem. But there
is no guarantee that they will be at all successful the next time they
encounter a problem where an unusual interpretation of the heuristic is
called

This difficulty'becomeS more critical when students encounter a
problem whose successful solution depends on .the concurrent (synthetic)
use of two heuristics. ,

5. Let P.be a polygon drawn in the plant whose vertices are all points
with integer coordinates (lattice points). Find a pimple formula
for the area of Pt which depends on the number of lattice points.in
the interior, and on the boundary of P:

The answer (known.as Pick's Theorem) is tbat the area is 1/2(21 + B -
where I and B are the number of interior and boundary lattice points of
P, respectively,' This formula is sufficiently complex that most students
are unlikely to hit upon it with a random selection of special cases.
The optimal approach to this problem is to combine two heuristics we had
studied. One should first fix one variable (say I e 0) and then take
sequential values B es, 39 4, 5, 7; then fix I m 1 and repeat the process,
and then the same for I.= 2. At that kant the formula should be 4c-
cessible. But this kind of synthetic approach was not at all apparent
to the students in spite of the fact that they had kept variables fixed
in the past and had certainly looked,for inductive patterns. Likewise,
we cannot expect students to combine in synthetic fashion other heuristics
they have learned individually,

Cenclnsions

The "state of the art" in the teuhing of general mathematical
problem solving is extremely primitive, notwithstanding the fact that
the notion of "modern he!Aristic" as introduced and substantially developed

6
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by Polya has been,with us for more than thirty years. The established

theory has not progressed to anywhere near.the ,dint where it proVides an
implementable prescriptive- miodel,for problem solving; current practice, is
largely in the hands of isolated individuals, each proceeding oh the
basis of. his personal pragmatic experience. This paper has dealt, often
in speculative fashion, with various aspects of a prescriptive theory of

problem solving. Pragmatic and theoretical issues haVe seen mixed, for
(obvionSly) theyleed off each other. 'In this'concluding section they .,

are separated. In part(A) I will discuss some,htilitarian.cencerns for
- those who might.themselves consider offering a couree. on-problesolving.

In part.(B)J present an-overview of this theory in its nascent-state
And indicate some avenues for exploration..

A. Pragmatic Concerns for the Teacher of Problem Solvirig

Far More goes into the,successful teaching of a course on problem
solving than the compilation of the strategies'which serve as its theo-

-retical foundation. For example the role of affective considerations,
which have barely been touched upon in this paper, is.critical. In a

domain where the confidence (or laCk thereof) of the indiv dual problem
solver may decide whether or not he solves any particular roblem, we can

,scarcely afford to pasS lightly over such concerns. This i not the

place for an extended discussion of the dynamics ot teacher-student re-

lationships, however. Let me merely note that the issue is worth serious
attention and refer'the reader to discussions by Polya (1965,,Chap. 14)

and Schoenfeld (in press,c).

In preparing for,my course, I found two things to be critical. First

was the philosophical framework, which.I will try to sum up in part (B).
Second--and most germane here--is the choice of examples for discussion.
If the teacher of problem solving via heuristics takes his responsibility
seriously, selecting a collection of valuable and instructive problems
for his class may be the hardest task he faces. The,purpose of the
examples is,to illustrate, in a wide variety of contexts, how each general
heuristic can prove valuable. Problemswhich are "unloiked" by a single

heuristic or which serve as dramatic examples of an heuristic's utility
are not common and, it may be'argued, are not reflective of the universe
of mathematical problems as a whole. Nonetheless they are absolutely
necessary to the process of.instruction: they serve both to convince
the students of the importance of heuristics and to Illustrate their use.
Only when the student has mastered the use of heuristics in this sub-'
universe can we eXpect him to use themin the large. (The weaning procesg,

to more complex problems should take place near the end of the term of

instruction.) Some of the problem sources I found most useful are listed

in the bibliography. The problems given as examPles in this paper are
a fair sample of those which meet my criteria. Let me indicste two classes

of problems which I feel should be avoided. First, avoid problems for
whiCh the given solution depends on what might be called "divine revela-

tion." Consider the following, taken from TheU.S.S.R. Olympiad Problem
Book (Shklarsky, et al., 1962):
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1. Prove that xt .4 3n 4. 3 is !lever div'isible by 121 for any integer n.

Now Consider the way the argument in the book begins:

e shall use the identity.-n2 + 3n + 5 '(n+7) (h-4) +33.."

I cannot see how anyone (eXcept the person who construCted.the problem)
Can be expected to"arrive at the identity himself,and I see no instruction-
al value in the problem. Second, avoid problems whose sole .itittitc2a
foe inclusion _is_a. AubitstisatItt theme. The "easY-way'out" of selecting
examples for clasS is to pick a series of problems frbm,a text (oi a
collection,like the Olympiad book) dealing with.a particular Subject: di-

visibility by integers, for example, or cardinalities Of sets. There is'.

no doubt that such problems occur frequently in problem-solving competi-
tions and" that the student.who.wislu.s to do Well in such Competitions
should be familiar with the subject areas. However the technique's in any
particular subject area.are often domain-specifieand may shed no,:light
'on general problem-Solving 'skills. A domain-by-domain...approach to the

teaching of problem-solving is fundamentally at odds with, an,efficient
presentation of heufistics as general strategies,:at least at the.beginning
of instruction. The Students can-be given problems united by a subject
matter theme after they have learned to employ a variety of heuristics;
as a part of the weaning process-mentioned above.

Finally I'shOuld comment about the level of the problems.we can use.

in course on problem-solving, and the implications of this. Surprisingly,
the problems we use, as examples meed not be as "advanced" as we might éx-

pect. Often a problem which is easY within a particular subject matter .-.

'context can be quite difficult for students when their es,tablished pattetna
of pioblem solving within that domain have eroded with time. For example,

consider the following-problem. It is routinely "solved" and often a
'required proof":in high school geometry classes.

2. Prove that in any circle, the central angle wnich subtends a given
arc is twice as large as any inscribed angle which subtends the
same arc. (figure 8a)

a."general" case b. "special" case

Figure 8

zi ti

c. parametrization
r = 2a cos
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My intention when I assigned the problem was that the'students consider
a special case, where one side of the inscribed angle is. a diameter of

the circle (figure W., The general case can be obtained by adding ,(or

subtracting, if the inscribed angle does not include the center of the

circle) two special cases. To my surprise, the problem (assigned as
homework) caused my students sothe dIfficulty. When students encounter a

problem out of context, strange things,can happen: one person whose'pro-
blem solving was particularly idiosyncratic sollied the problem by
parametrizing the circle and performing an arc length integral in polar

coordinates! (I pointed out-gently that he might have.suspected that
there would be a simpler proof.)

,

Thus one need not use only advanced mathematical Problems for

object lessons. A word of warning in this regard, however: it was good
that I gave the probleM as hamework and not as an int-Class example. Stu7.

dents may perceive such elementary problems. is insults to their intelli-

gence. (After all, they solved that type of problem routinely.four-years

ago!) Purely.as a matter of. instructional strategy,-we must convince.*
them there is a lesson to be learned from such "sample" problems. This

is best done by letting the students discover that the problems are not
as trivial as they might have thoUght.

Since one can learn the "object lesSons" of the heurisitics from
some problems at a fairly elementary level, it may well be possible to
ease the admissi4ns requirements for the course. With a careful selection
of problems, the course I offered might be tailored to sttidents who have

finished a year's instruction in calculus. I wonder about the bnnefits

of such a course ta students with weiker backgrounds, however. It might

be more appropriate to offer them a basic course in learning to think
and argue in logical, mathematical fashion--something which, justified
or not, we assume that upper division mathematics majors bring with them

to a problem-solving Course. Offering a problem-solving course to people
with minimal backgrounds would present difficulties both in finding enough
appropriate problems (a major limiting factor!) mid in the range of

possible exemplification. The lowest level at which these strategies
can be presented,.with tangible benefit to students, is an empirical

question. That it can be done at all, with the results described,in
sections IV and , has been established.

B. Theoretical tssues

For the sake of brevity, I will make the following basic assumptions
to provide a context for this discussion.

. a. Although there is a great deal of idiodyncracy and individualism
in problem-solving behavior, "experts" deomonstrate discernable pat-
terns in the way they approach mathematics problems. They often seem
to explore unfamiliar problems through the (conscious or unconscious)

use of certain global problem-solving strategies.

(I
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h. The essence df these global strategies can be distilled, and described
with a lart-,e degree of accuracy. Polya has singlehandedly sueceeded

in capturing the essence of the most'important heuristics, with Wickel-
gren covering whatever ground Polya left open. In addition Polya has

treated thie affective aspects of teaching problem solving with insight.

c. .'tk substantive number of mathematiciansand scientists in general, to
the degree that they perceive the heuristics described by Polya to'
apply to their disciplinesaccept Polya's descriptions of heuristics
as valid. They acknowledge having ysed many of them themselves (most
often independently of.Polya, only to discover his descriptions later),
and would be happy if\their students eould use them.

d. Notwithstanding (a) through (c), and the fact that"there have been
numerous attempts'to teach general problem-solving skills vialteuristics,
there is virtually no reliable evidence to indicate that one can ghb-

stantially enhance students' abilities to solve problems (in any mean-
ingful way) by teaching them heuristics.

Now if we accept these four assumptions, we are forced to draw one of two
conclusions:

1. Heuristics such as those described by Polya may well serve as a stun-
mary description of "expert" probled-solving behavior. They are,

however, doomed to failure as prescriptions or guides to problem
solvint for non-experts. Unfortunately, each individual muston
his own, over a period of years, and in an undoubtedly inefficient
fashion--develop his own personal approach to problem solving;

2. Some element is lacking in the established theory of problem-solving
or in the means that have been used to teach. it (or,both). If we can

extend or modify the theory to incorporate the missing element, we
may hope to teach Toroblem'solving via heuristics sticcessfully.

I personally am not rady to conclude (1) in despair. In this paper
I have discussed, At some 'length, the reasons that I believe the'present
theory is,incomplete. I have offered a means for supplementing the es-
tablished theory with the elements that seem to be lacking in it, and
given some (rather teatative) evidence to indicate that these ideas not
only have some foUndation in reality, but, can be implemented in a practi-
cal course on problem solving. Let me summarize.

Suppose that we can succeed, to a reasonable degree, in ttaining
students to apply each of a series of indivi.dual heuristics. These may

well be. substantive additions to the students' problem-solving repertoire.
Even so, we cannot expect the students to demonstrate substantially en-
hanced performance when tested on a range of problems calling for the
application of a variety'of heuristics. There is another elemunt which
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is absolutely essential if students are to use these heuriatics to advan-

tage: they must be able to,select, with some speed, the appropriate means

of approach to each problem. If students lack this ability to make an

efficient choice of a problem-solving apPreach to any problem, they may
dissipate their heuristic resources beyond the point of tangible returns.

It ii incumbent on us, therefore,.to provide'students (As best we can) -
with an efficient means of selecting the methods they will bring to bear

upOn problems.

The means I propose is a "managerial strategy",,the outline of which
was given in section In.'. The strategy was designed to simulate (Within

reason) the'way that accomplished *problem solvers would Approach.problems
that were new to them. ,It provides for,a global allocation of resOurces

in the way that an "executi7s program" eoea in Artificial Intelligence

programs. It is further buttressed with a series of 'Icues" Which, in

certain circumstances, serve to route ihe problem sOlver directly to

specific.approachei for particular types of problems. If the heuristics
from the established theory' are taught within the context-of this mann.
agerial strategy, and if the students can learn to allocate their'heuristic

resources thereby with some efficiency, we may hope to overcome the diff-

icaties mentioned above.

Although the sample'of students I had in the probleni'-solving class

was too ethall to lend real authority to any statement about the imple- !

mentability of such a managerial strategy, the results.I obtained in the

class and described in section IV are definitely :suggestive. They indicate

first that students can learn to.employ.individual heuristics with Some

degree of competence. But this is not all. They indicate further that'

students can indeed learn to select the appropriate means of approach to
a wide verity of problems, and that the selection car he done in a short

amount of time. In shortr there is reason to believe that a managerial
strategy--or its equivalentis the missing element in the established

theory of problem Solving. With its inclusion we may hope to teach prob-

lem solving via heuristics successfolly and with demonstrable, replic-

able impact.

Transforming that hope to documented fact will be a major enCeavor,
and would be even if the theory were at a far more advanced state of

delelopment. The difficulties in obtaining successful and meaningful
results in experimental environments are legion. Our experimental subjects

are not xats or pigeons but human beings. They are not being trained in
the exedUtion of linear S.* chains whose links ,consist of pressing levers
when green lights go on (or the human equivalent, reciting paired asso-
ciates) but in the moct complex and least understood thought processes

known to man. They do not entcr the experimental area with tabulae ras
and they are not in a virginal state relative to the experimental matei4als,

as one would like for purposes of, "ideal" experimental design. Ra

and this is a difficulty one must face if he hopes to perform exper -6n s

whose results will translate meaningfully into the real world--each mdi-

1

6
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vidual brings.with hit his own personal host of preconc4t1ons, mis-
conceptions, and idiosyncracies which must be circumvented, obliterated,
o4 superseded by the problem-solving strategies which ate offered him.

The results described in settion IV are suggestive, and indicate
that we may. well hope to teach effective problem solving via heuristics.
Let us not forget, however, what went into the instrrtion that produced
the results. Tho students met.with.an interested in tructor for three

. hours per week, receiving (almost) personal attentidn in the classroom.
Thiw:was supplemented with a fair amount of homewor, for.A total of ten

,week0. It is safe to.assume each student spent in the vicinity of a
hundred hours dealing witl various'aspects of prob em solving for the
course. Much of that tim is probably necessary,ialthough refinements

.of the theory hay shorten; the total time needed to produde significant
results. Tidy little experiment6 which will pro*ide incontrovertible
evidence of the success 0 such strategies are simply not in the offering:
there remains much to be/Aorted out before we know enough,. or have enough-.
contiol over instructional variables, to be able to document some f
the claims made here. Progress is being made,,however. The experiment
described in (Schoenfeld,Note a,shows that, under certain circumstances,
we can demonstrate theiimpact of heuristics. ;It provides as well a.

mechanisth for further Study of heuristic behaviors. The use of protocol
analySes for detailed ;investigations into coghitive process and of pro-
duction systems for mOeling may provide both' more information about
problem-solving strategies and a convenient language for discussing them.
More generally, the terging field of cognitive science may provide in-
sights into the natur of human thought which we can exploit.. In brief,
there is indeed reason to believe that we can come to a better under-
standing of productive human thinking, and that we will be able to use
this understanding to the benefit of our students.

\
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This chapter includes a review of selected literature in several areas

of problem solving. No attempt was made here to cover all identifiable

areas. The focus is on "routine" applied problems--e.g., the typical
textbook verbal problem--rather than nonroutine problems. The first two

sections, on problem context and on the physical way in which the problem

is presented, supplement the Trimble and Higgins chapter,°ChaOter 2. The

third section centers on the many language factors which have been studied

with verbal problems. The final section treats studies which have ex-

amined "processes" in problem solving. Each section concludes with some

recommendations for research.

Problem Contexts

As in the Trimble-Higgins paper, the word "context" will be used here,

to refer to the setting in which the problem arises. For example, the

.

talented Trimble-Higgins teacher, Hope E. Ternal, chose a context involving

the volume of dirt in the streets or of garbage collected in the city.

Interest

One would expect that 'interesting" contexts for problems would be

related to greater problem-solving success. As Trimble and Higgins point

out, neither Travers (1965, 1967) nor Cohen (1976) found such an effect.

yravers' subjects, however, solved only their preferred problems in each

of 15 pairs. The problems in each pair were matched, but without matching

across pairs the success rates observed might be spurious. Cohen chose

outdoor, scientific, and computational contexts for his problems but

notes that contexts from snorts, automechanics, and music might have led

to greater predictive power. Pursuing a different line, Blake (1976)

.
studied the influence of context on heuristics used by eleventh graders.

Although he did not determine the relative degree of students' interest

in his matched real-world context vs. mathematical context problems, he

found that the problem contexts did not result in different quantities or

types of heurlstics used.

The material in this report is based upon work supported by the

National Science Foundation under Grant No. SED77-19157. Any opinions, .-

findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this publication

are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the

National Science Foundation.

** Now at Fort Hays State University
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Even though attempts to demonstrate the effectiveness of a match of
a student's interests to problem contexts have been largely fruitless to
date, one might nonetheless wish to choose problem contexts to meet "average"
student interests in some global fashion. DeLong's (1975) survey of pre-
snd early-adolescents suggesis that pets, atheletics, working with the
hands, outdoor games, travel, association with peers, spending money,
living outdoors, and watching cartoons and comedies might provide Problem
contexts of interest to many children. Textbooks ? of course, varyin the
match of their problem contexts with Student interests. 'To compare text
contexts with children's interests, Hensell(1956) first reviewed surveys
of children's general interests and found ehese areas to be high ranking:
game play, organized sports, movies (note the 1956 date), Areas of study,
academiCsubjects, and relations or activities with people. When he looked
at'two text series, he found that they utilized only 43% and 60% of the
31 general interest areas he isolated.

CA
Another way to attempt to adapt to different interests would be to use

sex-appropriate contexts. (The' adjective "sex-appropriate" is Leder's,
1976, and is intended to reflect commonly cited interests and leisure
activities of boys and of girls.) Leder devised two forms of a problem-'
'solving test, one using activities stereotyped as male (M paper)., the other,
female (F paper). With 310 Australian tenth-graders she found that "there
was a slight tendency for boys to perform better on the M than the F paper
...Girls tended to perform better on the F than the M paper" (p. 123). No
means or significance levels were given for these results.

Familiarity ot Contexts

Trimble and Higgins ably discussed the familiarity-unfamiliarity
dimension-in their chapter. As they note, one discomfiting feature of
studies involving familiarity "familiar?".vs. unfamiliarity is, what is
Certainly the nonsense words Used by Brownell and Streteh would be un-
familiar. On the other hand, Welch (1950) reported a greater interest by
fifth and sixtn graders in "unreal"'problems (with fanciful elements)
than in "real" problems (of social significance).

Here is a "matched" pair of problems used by Vashburne and Morphett
(1928, p. 222), which illustrates what they meant by "familiar" and "un-
familiar":

Unfamiliar A coke plant had to turn out 673 tons of coke for
a steel company. It has already produced 129 tons. There
are 32 ovens in the plant. How many more tons will each
oven have to produce? (53% of the students used the correct
algorithms)

familiar My committee has been asked to dress 363 pencils for
the bazaar. We have already dresFed 149 pencils. There are
23 girls on the committee. How many more pencils will each
girl have to dress? (71%"of the students used the correct
algorithms)
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The performances on ihe problems in this pair do seem striking.. Yet per-

formance on the unfamiliar problem in other such pairs sometimes was as

good as that on the familiar one in the pair. (The language section below

will touch on the many questions that can be raised about the matching of

such problems.)

Brownell and Stretch did not put the matter to rest. White (1934),

for example, Criticized earlier studies for having had teachers decide

what was familiar and unfamiliar. She polled sixth-grade ,students them-

selvesto determine familiarity and then gave 12 pairs of Problems, one

within tbe experience of children, the.other not; to 1000 students. She

concluded that if a problem was easy, the amount Of experience of the child

with the situation was not a factor. With other problems, experience was

a "highly significant" factor. (Recall that many studies of this vintage

did not undertake elaborate statistical. analyses. It is perhaps note-

worthy then that Post, 1958, did detect a main effect for familiarity of-

setting, in an analysis of variance.)

The Lyda (1947) andL Lyda and Church (1964) studies also involved de-

termining the degree of giudent experience with the contexts of textbook

problems selected for their "realism" and then studying the relationship

between the degree of experience and sucCess with the problems. These

studies are Small-scale and strangely-reported. Yet they do suggest that

experience with a.situation may be more important for the average and

below average student than for the above average student.

Having students write their own problems has often been advocated.
Besides providing practice with concepts,perhaps this strategy would re-
sult in familiar problems and should play on the motivation of having

"one's own" problems. Keil (1964) provided contexts (usually without
numbers) for sixth-graders, and contrasted the effects of (a) having the

students make up and solve their own problems and of (b) having them

solve given problems about the settings. After 16 weekly sessions, she
found significant (0.01) effects favoring the group which wrote its own

problems. The.dissertation does not report means (!) and it is likely
that the classroom rather than the student should have been the unit of

analysis, but still the results are encouraging. Riedesel (1964) also

included the practice of having pupils make up their own problems as

part of his successful experimental treatment, but the design did not

allow tracing the effect of the problem-writing.

Conventional vs. Imaginative Contexts

About a half-century ago, there was a sequence of studies on the

effect of embellishing the usual story problem with more information
about the situation--i.e., an "imaginative" presentation as opposed to

a "conventional" one. Conventional problems were marked by simple, com-
pact, direct statements of the problem, whereas imaginary problems de-

scribed more details of Lae larger situation, intended to add interest.
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Here is a sample of each.(from Wheat 1929, p. 25):

Conventional A girl caught 35 of her string of 135 beads when
the string broke, and could only find half of the rest. How

many beads did she save?
imanative Bertha's,daddy bought her a new string of 100 beads.

While she was playing tag, the string broke. Poor-Bertha!

-The beads scattered in every direction.. She caught 48 of

them before they fell, but she found only half of the rest.
When she put the beads on another string, she had only ....
beads.

Myers (1925) gave six conventional and six imaginative problems to
494 children in grades 5-8 and to 19 normal-school students. The results
led him to assert rather definitely the superiority of the imaginative
presentation on word problem performance. Wheat (1929), apparently dis-
mayed in part at the size of arithmetic texts which incorporated several
imaginative problemst felt that Myers had not proved his case. Hence,

Wheat replicated the Myers' study and also tested the conventional vs.
imaginative types with other sets of problems. After giving different
tests to several hundred students, he concluded that there were no dif-
ferences in difficulty between the two types, except that conventional

problems take less time.

Ten years later Bramhall (1939) reported another study dealing with
the conventional ve. imaginative issue. Noting that Myers and Wheat had
given only tests, he had 427 sixth-graders work either conventional or
imaginative problems three days a week for 10 weeks, with teacher super-

vision but without a great deal of teacher "influence." Bramhall con-

cluded that the types were equally effective. The data table in the re-

port is for a standardited reasoning-in-arithmetic test, but no data

for a 20-problem posttest (10 of each type) are tabulated. Bramhall

does mention that the imaginative-problem students performed slightly
better (about 57) than the conventional-problem students on this test.
Since- imaginative problems take longer to work however, he felt that the
-better performance was offset by the fact that fewer problems could be

worked. It is worth noting that after the 10 weeks, students had gained
an average of 8 months on the reasoning-in-arithmetic test.

Some Recommendations

1. Keil's (1964) study, in which.student-generated and student-
solved problems apparently led to improved problem-solving with sixth-
graders, should be replicated. Perhaps some freedom of choice of contexts
could be allowed in an attempt to increase the match of interest and

contekt.

2. Would a concentration on word problems give the same results as

in Bramhall's .(1939) study: 8 months growth in 21/2 months? If indeed
.problem-solving is as important as many feel, it should be moved from an
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"If there's time, ...." status to a central role featuring much problem
solving. Until there is a supply of Hope E. Ternals, a stop-gap approach
would be to solve,lots of problems.

3. Knifong and Holten (1976),found that reading difficulties may not
play as great a role in incorrect problem solutions as is commonly believed.
Students do have trouble with problems which include extraneous-data (e'.g.,
Post, 1958, James, 1967). Perhaps it is time to revive the conventibnal-
imaginative issue, with extraneous data in each type. Presenting the "full"
context with extraneous data is much more life-like, and perhaps the imag-
inative version better reflects real-life situations.

.4. Interest, familiarity, imaginative appeal, extraneous.data--what
other context variables might play a role in applied problem-solving?
Caldwell (1978), for example, found that couching a verbal problem in terms
of an Unknown number ("If 15 is added to an unknown number, ....") rather
than in terms of a Concrete referent ("If 15 dolls_are_added to a collection,
....") resulted in more difficult problems for students in grades four through
twelve.

Problem Formats

In this section, "formats" will refer to what Trimble and Higgins call
II

cognitive levels of context." For example, a problem might be presented
by writttn or spoken words only, by a picture with minimal use of words,
or by appropriate physical progt with minimal use of words. &problem about
the cost'of bicycle accessories could be couched in words, in a picturo
with price tags, or with actual accessories marked with prices. This
section focuses on contrasts between formats rather than within-format .

variations such as the following. (a) Some texts do list data line by line,
perhaps reflecting the influence of the positive results found for such a
format in the learning of complicated definitions (Markle, 1975).
(b) Recent studiet by Campbell (1976, Note 1) warn of the danger in
assuming that student perception of pictorial or concrete formats will be
what are intended. Her work with presenting problems by pictures to first
graders suggests that sequences of pictures be.used before single pictures
and that the pupils may interpret postural cues (e.g., legs "moving")
somewhat better than cues like clouds of dust or "motion" lines.

Formats in Tests

When elementary school pupils have been tested, diggramt or pictures
have often seemed to result in better performances. For example, Neil
(1969) included diagrams to be completed with half the problems given'to
groups of third graders. She found that performance on the problems with
diagrams was statistically superior (0.01). Portis (1973) examined t.e
influence of a physical aid or a pictorial aid (or no aid) when he teb_ed
groups of fourth, fifth, and sixth graders on problems involving propor-
tions. Both the physical aid and the pictorial aid groups performed better
than the words-only group. On the other hand, O'Flaherty (1971) found no
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differences between providing a picture (black and white or colored) with 4

verbal problem, or just_presenting the problem orally. Her subjects were

64 fourth and 67 seventh graders, tested individually.

Sherrill (1973) nd Webb and Sherrill (1974), in testing tenth graders

and pre-service teachers, respectively, found that an accurate drawing

accompanying a verl)al problem gave better performance than the word state-

ment alone, but that the word statement alone gave better performance than

the word statement accompanied by an inaccurate drawing. In contrast, how:-

ever, Kulm, Lewis, Omari, and Cook (1974) gave 116 ninth graders either a ,

text statement, a.student-generated statement, a drawing, a text-statement

+ drawing, or a student-statement. + drawing for a given problem. Only their

students with IQ-927109 performed differently. For them, the text State-

ment treatment was superior, in terms of number of correct.or correct meth-

od, to any treatment involving a drawing! Kulm et.al. opine that perhaps

the familiarity of the textbook language and the novelty of the other treat-

ments accounted for this result. Then too, their mode of presentation--

one minute.via overhead projector, then three minutes to work after the

overhead was turned off--was unusual. Only this last study, with its un-

usual presentation mode, conflicts with this conclusion: Accompanying a

verbal problem with a. diagram or an accurate drawing in a group-testing

situation gives better performance than the verbal presentation alone.

Finley (1962) presented'20 problems to third-graders and to retarded

students (mean MA 8 years, 5 months) in three ways: first, with actual

money (accompanied by the written question, which was also read); 'second,

with pictures of the money, similarly accompanied; and third, with numer-

ical symbols only, as computation.exercises. The third verSion can scarcely

be equated to the first'two, so it will not be discussed here. The actual-

\ money format was given first (individually); the picture-format was second,

one week later (group). She found that both-the third-graders and the re-

tarded students performed better on the picture-format than on the actual-

money-format! However, the fixed order of the tests, the individual ad-
ministration of only the actual-moaey test, and the students' familiarity

with money may account for these differences.

Formats in Instruction

Nickel (1971) toed concrete materials as well as pictures'and diagrams

in a "multi-experience" treatment which, after six weeks of instruction,

produced a performance superior (0.10) to that of a verbal-only treatment

on an arithmetic applications test. This difference, however, did not
show up when the fourth graders were tested again after three weeks. The

design did not allow one to study the influence of the pictures/oral diagrams

alone.

Shoecraft (1972) designed three approaches for teaching the tranG

lating of algebra problems: direct translation, the use of drawings
(actually diagrams) before translation, and the use of concrete materials

before translation. With 12 days of instruction, the 366 seventh graders
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and 336 ninth graders in no case performed best under the diagrams treat-

ment, on learning, retention, or transfer testi.

Yet, Nelson (1975) found an enhancing effect from instrucition which

incorporated the presentation of problems via diagrams. Of his. 362 sixth

graders, the ones who received diagram-presented problems did perform

better on such problems, but not significantly better on pr blems presented

only in words.

Boersig (1973), with 98 ninth-grade algebra student studied the

effett on problem solving of videotape demonstrations oi, for example,

distance-rate-time situations acted out with toy cars, or perimeter prob-

lems demonstrated with yarn on a pegboard. In:addition, the materials

were also present in the classroom, and each stndent in the experimental

group used the material at least three.times. Boersig called this use of

videotape-plus-materials the enactive mode of representation and used them

to supplement programmed materials (using drawings and symbols) on solving

coin, mixture, and uniform motion. problems. -A Control group:vied-only the

programmed materials. There were no differences on aj.problem solving post-

test with respect to writing appropriate equations, anhough the exper-

imental group means were higher than the control group means. Experimental

group subjects were significantly better (0.10) at writing out the implicit
conditions for the problems (e.g., that ttio distances in a problem were

equal or summed to a given distance).

Formats and,Problem Formulation

Trimble and Higgins call for research in problem formulation. Besides'

being an important goal in its own right, problem formulation may help to

make students better problem solvers, as the work by Keil (1964) suggests.

In a study with some questionable procedures, Ammon (1972) investigated

whether 170 fourth and fifth graders generated more problem statements

after seeing a picture or after seeing a written description of the same

theme (each was presented via a slide). Even if design difficulties are
ignored, the statistichlly significant (0.01) results may not be of prac-

tical significance (pictures: 3.32 problems generated; written: 3.07

problems generated). Indeed, based on raw means the results favored the
written versions in 8 of the 18 situations and the picture versions in 9

of the 18 (one situation gave equal means). Thus it is difficult to assert

the superiority of either format. Even if substantial differences had
apreared, it is likely that learners should have some practice in formu-
lating problems in several formats--from words, from pictures, and from

physical situations.

Visual Imagery,

As a result of several studies Paivio.was willing to assert, "The

most general assumption is that verbal and nonverbal information are re-

presented and processed in distinct.but interconnected symbolic systems"

(1974, p. 8). Hence, different formats--e.g., pictures vs. words only--
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might lead to different processing by different students. A drawing or

physical object could'supply information.that a low-imagery student might

not process frOm a word, statement'of a problem. Studies linking problem

format, visual imagery, and brain hemispheric dominance (e.g., Wheatley,
Mitchell, Frankland, and Kraft, 1978) would seam to be an area where problem-
solving research can profit fkom basic Psychological research. For example,

Rohwer and Matz (1975) found that accompanyingthe reading of a passage by
a picture resulted in better learning than accompanying the reading of a.

passage by a written version. Their 128 fourth graders gave performances
favoring the picture treatment whether tested'with the picture/printed
version out of sight or mithin sight. Such work might suggest an improved
format for presenting problems to some students.

Some Recommendations

1. The relative effects of different formats for problems should be
investigated, particularly ag they relate to learner charadteristics. With.;

out considering learner characteristics a global look may be too gross,
judging from the inconsistent results from studies of manipulative materials.
The Potential seems great.. If, for example, a picture format is bettei for
many students, it would be an easy matter for publishers to put'mre prob-
lems-via-pictures in textbooks..

2. What within-format variations make a difference? For example,

if all the data are presented at the top of the page or in a chart or a
picture, rather than in the tidy 3 or 4 sentence package, would students
become more proficient at ignoring extraneous data? Bana and Nelson's

(1978) observations that youngsters can be distracted by irrelevant aspects
of concrete materials, as well as Campbell's studies mentioned earlier,
show that within-format variations may be very important to children.

3. There is a nagging feeling that instruction which includes a
variety of formats shoulebe more effective. Perhaps some payoff could
be found in long-term retention of ability to solve similar problems or
in attitude toward mathematics.

4. Krutetgkii (1976) noted the mathematical "cast of mind" of stu-
dents talented in mathematics--i.e., their tendency to impose mathematicn
on situations which most people regard as non7mathematical. Perhaps ex-
periences in problem formulation with physical objects might result in a
greater mathematizing on the part of average students.

LangitineProblemiolliag
The role of language in the problem-solving process has received con-

siderable attention as an area of research for many years, and a significant
amount of general information has been accumulated. For example, the rel-
atively high correlation between mathematical problem-solving ability and
the ability to read and comprehend written material has been well estab-
lished by numerous studies since the beginning of the twentieth century.
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Several reviews of,research in this area have shown correlations between
readi:i Ability and mathematical achievement to range from .40 to .86,

(Monroe &.Englehatt,:1931;' Aiken, 1972)., Silable Correlations between

problem-solving ability and reading abilitihave also been demonstrated.

For example, Martin (1964) found that the correlatiori between reading com-

prehension and problem-solving ability, with computational ,n)ility pastialed

out, was higher for fourth and eighth grade,students*than the correlationa

between computational ability and problemrsolving abllity, witA reading

comprehension partialed out. Other studies'have sh 'elated ri.snles

(Murray,, 1949; Cottrell, 1967; Harvin & Gilchtist, .

Foilowihg the suggestions of eatlier.investigators (Monroe &,Englphart,
1931), efforts have been made to determine the more precise relationships

between specific language factorsand problem solving,, To help,classify

these studies, it bay be productive to consider the-routine problemsolving%

process to be'composed of several sieges, each requiring a different level

of analysis. It is in the first state that'the problem solver must perform

a surface analysis of the problem task, followed by a more detailed semantic

analysis of the problem statement. It.may thetefore be convenient to clas..

sify language variables into two subtYpes. Those that deal with .the meaning'

of words and phrases, semantic variables,' are actually special types of

context task variables. Numerous studieg'have'attempted to determine the

relationship-of vocabulary level, a semantic variable, to reading difficulty

of routine,problems and to-instruction in problem solving4. Variables that

deal With the form of problem statements, their syntactic complexity, are

important at the surface level of analysis. The term "syntax" will be used

to denote those variables which ac5ount for the arrangement of and relation-

ships.among worda and symbols in routine problem statements. It is clear

from this definition that rmny syntax variables, particularly those inr

volving sequencing of information and position of sentences and phrases

are reflective of a problem's underlying structure'and therefore directly
affect the case or difficulty of decoding and processing the information

contained in problem statements.

While the distinction between semantics and syntax has traditionally

been made in studies of languaE,e acquisition and' reading, both types of

variables are often present in studies of mathematical problem
Aiken (1972) reports thaL the data included in the 1963 Technical Report

on the California Achievement Tests are representative of a nux,iber of

findings which show that LUading Vocabulary (semantics), Reading Compre-
hension, Mechanics of English (syntax), and Spelling have sizable correla-
tions with Arithmetic'Fundamentals and even higher correlations with

Arithmetic Reasoning.

A particularly interesting study designed to explore the.relation-

ship of difficult vocabulary and syntax to routine problem-solving ability

was conducted by Linville' (197,0. Four arithmetic word problem tests were

constructed. The problems in each were the same structurally, but varied
according to difficulty of syntax and vocabulary. Fourth grade students

(n = 408). were randomly assigned to one of four treatments: Easy Vocab-
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ulaiy, Easy Syntax; r".fficult Vocabulary Difficult Syntax. Significant
main etects favoring the easy synta4 andeasy vocabulary tests were found.
Not surprisingly, the investigators 41so 4und that in all four treatments,
studettE of higher general ability andhr higher reading ability performed
significantly better than students of lowep ity.

While very few investigations have been Concerned solely with the
relat..tonship of syntax to routine ma0ematical problems, the role of se-
mantics has been studied extensively; A number of older studiea (Hansen,

1944; Treacy, 1944) as well as 'more recent stu ies employOng a linear re-
gression model have shown that knowledge of vo abulary is an important
factor in the ability to solve routine mathemat cal problems. For example,

a study by Johnson (1949) revealed correlations ,of .45, .50,, and .51 be-

twpen tests of arithmetic reasoning and the PriMary Kental Abilities
Vocabulary Test. Arnold (1968) found the correlation coefficients for the
relationships between knowledge of Mathematical vocabulary and ability tc
solve word problems which did or did not contain mathematical terms to
range from .38 to .78, from a sample of 167 sixth 'grade children.

With 296 sixth grade students, Early (1963) attempted to assess the
effects of the presence or absence of,the semantic Variable word clues
on performance OA a 26 item test of routine verbal Problems in mathematics.

For the entire sample tested, students performed significantly better when
word clues were present than when they were absent. \Low performers were.
found to rely more heavily on word clues than middl&or high level performers.
Thit study is particularly significant since it is one of the few language
investigations that considered correct choice of algeritnms as a dependent

variable. The above results held for both algorithme selected and correct
solution.

Readability

During the last decade, several attempts have beep made to Use the
relationship of vocabulary and syntax variables to reading difficulty, as
an index to classify mathematics materials. Several t!,-pes of readability

.formulas have.been used for knglish prose, and a few of them, particularly
the Dale-Chall formula, the Spaahe,formula, and the Cloze technique, have
been applied to mathematics texts and routine problems A number of in-
vestigations which.have employed one or more of these formulas have demon-
strated a wide range of eaip.Lility levels in selected 'mathematics text-
books (Shaw, 1967) and have provided evidence that th4 readability level
of mathematics prohlems can have a significant effect oil problem-solving
performance (Thompsbn, 1968). However, the applicationl of readability
formulas to mathematics materials and problems has not,'as yet, been
widely accepted as a defensible approach. Kane (1968, 1970) maintains that
readability forMulas for ordinary English prose are usually not appropriate

for use with mathematical materials in several ways: (1) lAtt. , word,

and syntactical r6dundancies are different for English prose ,Au. ,iathematical

material, (2) unllke ordinary English, the names of mathematical objects
usually have a single denotation, (3) the role of adjectives becomes more
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important in mathematical English than in ordinary prose, and (4) the syn-

tactic structure of mathematical English Is less flexible than in ordinary

English. Despite these claims, in a more recent study, Hater and Kane

(1970) found the Cloze technique to be a highly reliable and valid Pre-

dictor of comprehensibility of mathematical material designed for secondary

students.

Very little information ia available on the readability level of

mathematics problems as compared to the average reading ability of students

at each grade level. The few studies that have been done offer conflicting

conclusionso.. After reviewing the literature on reading in mathematics,

Earp (1969) concluded that the vocabulary of arithMetic texts is often at

a higher readability level than the performance level of students in the

classes where texts are used. He also noted that there is little overlap

between the vocabulary of,reading texts and that of arithmetic texts. Some-

what different results were reported by Smith (1971).- After Surveying the

readability of sixth-grade qrithmetic texts (as measured by the Dale-Chall

formula), Smith found: (1) the average readabilit of routine problems

fell within the normal bounds usually considered appropriate for that grade

level, (2) the readability levels varied widely from problet to problem

within the same text, and (3) overall the readability levels of the texts

were generally comparable to those of relaXed mathematics achievement tests.

Smith concluded that readability may not be the most important factor in

arithmetic problem-solving difficulty fol.' this population of students.

This conclusion, however, is based on the assumption that the Dale-Chall

formula is an.appropriate instrument to use with word problems in mathe-

matics, an assumption that needs verification before these results can be

meaningfully interpreted.

In the study mentioned earlier, Knifong and Holten (1976) analyzed

the written solution of 35 sixth-graders to word problems in the Metropol-

itan Achievement Test. They concluded that poor reading ability could not

have been a factor in 52% of the problems, since errors on these problems

were strictly computational or clerical. The role of reading difficulty

for the remaining 48% of the mistakes was not determined.

Instruction in Syntax and Semantics

Although the evidence is far from conclusive, it is still reasonable

to assume that if problem solvers have difficulty reading a problem state- e

ment, they are less likely to be able to understand and solve it correctly

than if they can read iewith relative ease. If, indeed, syntax variables

relate to, and therefore affect, the difficulty of verbal problems in

mathematics, it seems reasonable to expect that instruction designed to

help children deal with semahtic and syntax variables could be effective

in reducing the difficulty of m.Ily problems. Research on this hypothesis

has been conducted for many years. Several early studies have shown that

instruction on specific mathematical terms produces significant gains in

problem-solving ability (plesher, 1934; Johnson, 1944). Further evidence

continues to be obtained in more recent studies. VanderLinde (1964) con-

.21
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ducted an experiment with nine fifth grade classes matched with nine control

classes on IQ and scores.on achievement tests in vocabulary, reading com-

prehension, arithmetic Concepts, and arithmetic problem solving. Classes

in the experimental group studied different lists of eight quantitative

terms each week for a period of 20-24 weeks. Results of the achievement

tests following the 24 week period showed significantly greater gains by

the experimental group on both arithmetic concepts and problem solving.

Students witd low IQ scores showed smaller'gains than students with average

or above average IQs.

At this point, it should be emphasized that any discussion of training

in syntax must irclude a discussion of reading instruction, for it is clear

that the ability to understand the meanings of words and the ability to
process syntax is essential in learning to read all types of material

(Aiken, 1972). However, as Henney (1971) notes, students often find read-
ing mathematics to be different, and in general, more difficult than read-

ing other materials. Spencer and Russell (1960) have pointed out that
students experience difficulty in reading arithmetic material for several

reasons: (1) the names of certain numerals are confusing; (2) number
languages which are patterned differently from the decimal system are used;

(3) the language of expressed fractions and ratios is complicated; (4)

charts and other diagrams are frequently confusing; and (5) the reading

of computational procedures requires specialized skills.

The question of whether reading instruction, particularly reading

instruction in mathematics, can have a positive effect on the ability to

understand mathematicw'and mathematical probleMs has only recently been

investigated. Gilmary (1967) found ..1.1at elementary school children who

received instruction in both reading and arithmetic gained one third of

a grade more on the Metropolitan Achievement Test - Arithmetic than did a

control group which received instruction in arithmetic only. The results

were even more pronounced favoring the experimental group when differences

in IQ were controlled statistically.

In contrast, Henney (1968) tested the effects of 18 lessons on reading

verbal problems with 179 fourth grade students. Approximately half of this

group received the lessons over a nine week period. During the same time

period on alternate days, the other half of the students studied and solved

verbal problems in any way that they choose, under the direction of the

same teacher. The results showed significant gains for both groups over
the nine week period, but no significant differences were found between
the groups on the verbal problem posttest.

A number of other studies relating to the effects of training in

reading mathematical word problems have been reported, but many of these

have suffered from lack of control or have been conducted with very few

subjects. Noneti, less a few recent studies dealing with instructional

techniques should be mentioned, since their results offer some promising

suggestions for future research. Earp (1969) noted that verbal problems

have a high conceptual density factor and include three types of symbolic

8t;
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meanings--verbal, numerical, and literal--within a single problem task.
He maintains that three kinds of reading adjustments are required (that

is, adjustments from the reading pattern used in ordinary English prose):

(1) adjustment to a slower rate than with narrative materials; (2) varied

eye movements, including some regressions; (3) reading with an attitude

of aggressiveness and thoroughness.

A number of suggestions for helping students read wcrd,problems have

emerged from the literature. Earp (1970), for example, has suggested five

steps in reading vertal problems:
(1) Read first to visualize the overall situaaon.

(2) Read to get the specific facts.

(3) rote difficult vocatulary and concepts.
(4) Reread to help plan the solution.

(5) Reread the problem to check the procedure and solution.

The effectiveness of the use of the above five steps was tested by Barnett

(1974). In this study, Barnett defined a composite vaiiable composed of

key mathematical terms and two measures of,length (defined in terms of

the number of words and sentences in the routine problem statements). In

an attempt to show that such a composite semantic and syntactic variable

could be used as a basis for writing instructional material, Barnett wrote

an instructional unit designed to help students overcome the difficulty
attributable to this variable, using some of Earn's suggestions with cer-

tain modifications. The subjects consiste(1 of 150 pre-service dlementary
education majors randomly assigned to either an experimental group (which

received the instructional unit) or to one of two control groups (which

received an instructional unit not related to problem solving)., The

results showed that the experimental group made significantly greater gains

than either of the control groups. Posttest scores for the two control

gro4A were not significantly different from each other. The results

suggest that variables of this nature may be effective as a basis for

writing instructional material to help students learn to read routine

verbal problems with understanding.

Several other attempts hitve been made to design instructional'pro-

cedures to help children real mathematics materials and problems. Taschow

(1969) suggests a remedial-preventive program in reading mathematics.
Students are first given a Group Informal Reading Inventory to determine

which students have difficulty,with reading mathematics. In the second

phase, a five step program called the Directed Reading Activity in Algebra

is given to each child. The five step DRA consists of: (1) readiness,

(2) guided silent reading, (3) questions, (4) dral reading when needed,.

and (5) application. While this program does not provide instruction in
specific semantic or syntactic vtiriables, the exposure to, and practice

with, reading mathematical materials can help students learn to deal with

the more difficult syntax structure and vocabulary found in routine verbal

problems.

Another program offers more specific Instruction in processing syntax
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structure. Dahmus (1970) suggests a "direct-pure-piecemeal-complete" (DPPC)

approach to solving verbal problems. In this method, the student is en-

couraged to translate the data presented in the problem into mathematical

sentences, by concentrating on a few words at a time. He gradually learns

to put together the "piecemeal" mathematical statements into equations,

and final4, into systems of equations. It is clear that the ability to

translate data in routine problem statements into mathematical form is

one.of the most important aspects of general problem-solving ability. It

seems that it is also one.of the most difficult abilities to cultivate.

Several procedures, similar to the one above, have been suggested, but it

is not at all clear if any of these procedureg are effective across popu-

lations and problem_types.

Although the results of some of the previously discussed investigations

are encouraging, it is evident that to understand.the importance of reading
difficulty to problem-solving ability, researchers must address themselves

to determining what specific components of verbarproblem readability (such

as grammatical structure, vocabulary, etc.) affect problem-solving behavior,

and how the roles of these factors change over different age groups and

problem sets. A numbe.: of,recent studies employing a linear regression
model.have demonstrated a potentially fruitful method for investigating

these questions.

Regression Studies

The first studies applying the multiple linear regression analysis

to mathematical problems were conducted at Stanford University with ele-

mëntary school children, operating in a computer-assisted instructional
mode (Suppes, Hyman, & Jerman, Note'2; Suppes, Jerman, & Brian, 1968).

The problems studied were computational arithmetic problems, involving

one or more of the four basic arithmetic operations. Since these "pio-

neer" studies did not directly deal with routine verbal problems, the

reader is referred to other sources for a discussion of the procedures
used in these investigations (Loftus, Note 3; Segalla, Note 4; Barnett,

1974).

Encouraged by the results of the first few studies, a first attempt

to extend the linear regression model to mathematics word problems was

made by Supp:2s, Loftus, and Jerman (1969). In this study, 68 word prob-

lems were presented and solved in a computer-assisted instrtional mode,

using 27 above-average fifth grade students. fhe syntax variable of
LENGTH (a measure of the number of words in the problem statement) was
used for the first time, along with several other variables dealing with

the number of operations used to reach a solution, the sequence of data,

and the semantic variable of verbal cues. The results were disappointing.

The semantic and syntactic variables did not significantly affect prob-

lem difficulty, and the three variables that Were found to be significant
accounted for only approximately 45 percent of the variance in problem

difficulty. However, the organization and procedures used in the study
provided a model for further investigations to use and refine.
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A 1970 study by Loftus (Note 3) used the six,variables from the pre-

vious study, plus two new ones; the syntax variables of ORDER (indicating

the sequence of data presented in the problem) and DEPTH (a measure of

grammatical complexity). A-set of 100'problems was administered to 16

sixth'grade students, characterized as "low ability". The students
solved the 100 problems after four weeks of practice on a computer tele-

type. The results showed an R2 value (the amount of variance in pro-

portion of problems done Correctly) of .70, a respectable amount of vari-

_ac c ounted__ or synt ax...variablee. of DEPTH and -LENGTH.. mad

s igni f i cant contributions to the amount of variance accounted for, and

entered the regfession equation in. the third,and fourth steps respectively.
It should be noted, however, that.the numlier of subjects was very small

and it was assumed that using the.partial correlation coefficients for

the variables was a valid measure of importance.

In the following year, a number of studies provided further evidence
of the consistency of some of the previously defined variables, defined

new ones, and extended the mode of presentation to paper-and-pencil.
Jerman (Note 5) reported the results of two studies. .In the first, Searle

re-analyzed the data from the 1969 Suppes, Loftus, Jerman Study, using

14 new variables, including an ORDER. variable. Both the ORDER and

LENGTH variables were found to be significant. Jerman followed up this

study with an investigation using 30 word problems administered to 20

fifth graders in a,paper-and-pencil.mode. Five variables, including the

syntax variable LENGTH, were found to account for 87 percent of the

variance in. problem difficulty. Further support for ti-e LENGTH variable

was foUnd in a study by Jerman and Rees (1972) and in a follow-up study

by Jerman (Note 6).

At this point it should be noted that direct comparisons of the im-

portance of variables from one study to another are no longer possible.

Investigators began to modify,the definitions of the variables in each
study, and used different problem sets and various grade levels. More

recent studies, however, have attempted to show similarities between
the variables and by observing the trends, have tried to generalize re-
sults to several problem types and grades.

After six years of experimentation with variable definitions and
the linear regression equations, the time seemed right to apply these

.previous results predictively. Using the data from Jerman's 1971 study
with students in grades 4 to 9, Jerman and Mirman (1974) took the top
t...x variables found in that study and coded them on a new problem set.
Using Cle resulting regression model, they then attempted to predict
before administering the problem set, the proportion of students in a

new population that would correctly solve each of the problems. The

results indicated that the regression model based on,data from grades

4 to 9 was unsatisfactory. The data were then re-ndlyzed, with the
same six variables used for each grade level. The resulting regression

equations for each grade level gave much better predictions, with re-

siduals of percent correct ranging from 6 to 15 percent. Although these
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results were not as good as the researchers would have liked, the. study
did establish a model for fUrther investigations. It remains for future
investigations to contribute to the underatanding of language variablee,

so that predictive equations.can be refined to yield results in an
acceptable range.

Co

The application of the regression model to arithmetic word problems
was extended to the junior college population by Seolla (Note 4). Con-
vinced of the importance of syntax variables; Segalla defined thirty
variables that included many syntax variables not defined in any previous
study. A set of 172 word problems was administered to 44 low
junior college mathematics students. Based on the size in the drop in R'
when the variable was removed from the regression equation, the set ef the
six most significant variables included the syntax variables of ORDER,
NOUNS (the number of nouns in the problem statement), DEPTH, LENGTH, and
ADVERBS (the number of adverbs in the problem statement).

As interest in the regreision model began to grow, it became apparent
that syntax and semantic variables played an important role in determing
problem difficulty for subjects of all ages. In 1973, Krushinski Inves-
tigated the relative importance of 14 syntax variables with respect to
each other. The set of variables included eight dealing with aspects of
length, four dealing with grammatical structure,,and two dealing with
numerals and the position of the question sentence. Three sections of
pre-service elementary school teachers enrolled in a course in the teaching
of arithmetic were administered a problem-solving test. The amount of
time permitted on the test varied from 20 minutes, to 60 minutes, to one
day for the three sections. Krushinski found that six variables, NUMBER
OF SENTENCES, NUMBER OF CLAUSES, CLAUSE LENGTH (the average length of the
main clauses), NUMBER OF PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE$, NUMBER OF VORDSIIN THE
QUESTION SENTENCE, and NUMERAL$ IN. THE QUESTION SENTENCE entered the
regression analysas within the first six steps in at least two of the
three sections. After the sixth step, the multiple R's for the three
sections in order of decreasing time limits were .856, .738, and .626. In
light of these interesting results, it is tempting to speculate that as
time becomes a crucial factor, some syntax variables decrease in import-
ance with respect to other factors. However, there is aot enough evidence
to generalize these results with ary degree of confidence.

Following the Krushinski study, Beardslee and Jerman (1973) attempted
to apply Krushinski's 14 syntax variables to a problem set appropriate for
students in grades 4 to 8. Three test forms of 30 problems each were pre-t
pared using a problem set from a previous study. The number ot words was
systematically varied, so that two forms contained one-third more and one-
third fewer words than the original problem set. Eighteen separate analyses
were conducted on the data. Only two of the six variables which gruOitski
found to be significant entered aonsistently among the first six variables
in the linear regression analysis. In addition to thase.two variables,
CLAUSE LENGTH and PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES, two other variables, SENTENCE
LENGTH and WORDS IN SHCLAUSES entered the regresston consistently within
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the first six steps on MO or more test forms. These're lts suggest that

it may be possible to identify syntax variables that are important for

both college and pre-college students. This study is significant in that

it is one of the few attempts to observe the effectston problet-solving

ability resulting from systematic,variations in syntax.

Using the same data set from the previous study, Beardslee and Jerman

(Note-7) tonducted a second etudy with the same population of stus:en's

from grades 4 to 8. Once again, the number of words was systematically

varied on three test forms. One purpose of this second study was to ex-

tend the previous study to ine/nde syntax variables not used in the 1973

Krushinski study. A second purpose was to investigate a wide variety

of measures of problem length, to determine which definition accounted

for the most variance in proportion of problems correct. This second

purpose was of particular importance, since the many definitions of

length employed in several different studies made interpretation of

results extremely difficult. Seventeen variables were defined for the

investigation. Of these, nine mere considered to be different versions

of the problem length variable. Although none of the variables was found

to account for a significant amount of variance for'all grades, five of

them were significant for several grades on one or more test forms. Most

interestingly, not one of the nine variations of the length variable was

shown to be superior to any of the other length variablen. It would appear

that the many definieions of length really describe the same thing.

Although most of the linear regression studies included a number of

types of variables, the dominance of any particular type of variable

(structural, computational, syntactic, etc.) "was not established in terms

of the importance of the variable type ln determining problem difficulty.

This edestion was investigated by Beardslee and Jerman (Note 8) in a

atudy involving Five strectural variables, and twelve topic variables.

A 50-item achievement teet was administered to fourth and fifth grade

students. After a regression analysis involving only the twelve topic

variables, foar ere selected to be combined with the five structural

and four syntax variable The results showed that three variables made
'-

significant contributions to the amount of variance accounted for; the

topic variaLle GEOMETRY, 4nd the two structural scriables dealing with

multip'ication and cognitive level. None of the syntax variables was

found to be significant, and the total amount of variance accounted for

wes only .47. Despite these disappointing results, the study established

the need for a more inclusive model. As the exinrimenter8 state, "None-

the-leps same encouraging signs seem evident. One, that a combination of

different classes of veriables prodnces a higher R than using only one

class" (heatdsloe & Jarman, (3te 8, p. 10).

Some Reeommeedations

1, Researchers in th e. field of mathematics education should continue

to try to :flake use of new developments in the field of linguistics (such

as the seatax comoiexiey formula developed by )otel, Dawkins, and Granowski,
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1971), and work with investigators in this area to apply their methods,

formulas, and definitions to mathematical problem solving.

2. While a large variety of semantic and syntax variables have been

identified, very few studies have bedn conducted to determine their con-

tribution to a better understanding ef,routine problt.a-solving tehavidr.

The relationship of specific syntax and semantic variables to the ether

aspects of verbal 'problem tasks, sueh as format, problem Structures and.

heuristies, need intensive study across age.and ability groups. Of par-

ticular importance are studies that attempt to determine the tole ofsyn-

taX and semantic variables in the,decoding process in the first stage of

problem solving.

3. 'Another area of deeded research is that concerned with the im-

provement of instruction in reading and its relationShip to improVed prob-

lem-solving ability. The application of existing methods of determining

readability to mathematics word problems is a good beginning, but perhaps

what is really needed are formulas or techniques that are based on semantic

and syntactic parameters specific to mathematical word problems. Although

extremely little research has been conducted on the effects of variation

of syntax and semantics on readability, and comprehensibility of mathematical

problems, this is precisely the type of research that is needed to form a

basis for designing instructional material. The 1970 study by Linville

discussed previously is a good example of this type of research.

4, While the results to date of studies that have used a linear re-

gression model are far from conclusive, some consistencies have already

emerged in terms of which general categories of variables need to be

controlled or varied systematically. However, from the large variety of

subjects, problem sets, and definitions, it is evident that improvements

in this area are needed. First, knowledge of the relationships of serIntic

and syntactic variables to problem diffieulty will be increased only when

studies can be compared meaningfully. Investigations using comparable

populations would be helpful. More comprehensive studies across many

grade levels would also help establish which variables are the most impopee"--

tant for each level of development. The use of similar problem sets ,

would provide control of a number of important variables. A major piohlem

in this area of research has been the many different definitionseof the

same variable, making comparison of results across studies impossible.

More studies like the 1973 Beardslee and Jerman efforts are needed to

discover which definition is best for each semantic and syntactic variable.

Once this information is obtained, studies designed to investigate the

relative importance of various categories of variables need to be conducted.

5. While the linear regression model has shown some promise as a

research technique in the area of structural and language variable re-

seach, it is clear that in its present form it fans flat: short of being

able to predict problem-solving success. Improvements in the model

might include different criteria of importance, such as the size of the

regression coefficient, size of the partial correlation coefficient, order
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of entry into the regresskon equation, contri ution to the total variance,

and size of the drop in R4 caused by removin the variable from the analysis.

Until more infcmation is obtained to give direction to the.choice of the

best factors to use in the model, it would behelpful for studies to pro-

vide data on several dependent measures used with several measures of im-

portance. Of course, studies should be replicated to insure stability of

results for meaningful interpretation.

6. It is interesting to note that in almost all of the studies con-

cerned with verbal problem solving, the dependent variable is the ".;or-

.
rectness" of the solution or the latency of response time in reaching

the correct solution. This author could find only-one study (Early, 1967)

that considered variation of semantics as the independent variable and

fi process" used (selection of.algorithms) to find a solution as the depen-

dent variable. No. studies could be found that considered changes in proc-

esses used as a result of changes in syntax. The ffects of language

factors on problem-solving behavior--i.e., "process" n the modern sense--

is clearly an area Of research that has been overlooke for too long. It

is unreasonable to believe that a model of verbal problem-solving behav-

ior will ever be .developed, unless process as well as product is taken in-

to consideration. The role of process variables will be considered in the

next section.

Process Variables

Research on mathematical problem solving has deservedly been labeled

one of the most 'chaotic of all areas of research. It is therefore under-

standable that within the research on problem solving, a specific focus

such as process variables would be fragmented and often contradictory.

Beginning in the early 1920's until the present day, problem-solving

research admits to the importance of process variables but usually bases

the conclusions on the correctness of the solution or the product of the

problemsolving activities. Researchers today agree.that the process of

problem solving is a collection of moves or activities which focus the

search for the correct solution and the product of problem solving is the

actual,solution to the problem.

This review of problem-solving process reSearch is separated into two

distinct periods of time. Most of the studies reported before the middle

of the 1940's considered "process" variables as meaning the fundamental

operations of addition, subtraction, multinljcation, and division. These

studies will form the first part of this section, even though this view

of."process" is more akin to "product." From the middle 1940's until

the late 1960's investigators tended to report resUlts based only on

product scores or on the number_qf students who solved the_problem versus

the number of students who did not solve the problem. Therefore this

review will not vlflect the period of time from 1945 to 1965. (As a

case in point, Spitzer and Florney (1956) examined five different text-

books for that time period and could not fine one single specific procedure

for improving problem solving.) Since 1965, however, many studies have
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been reported that address the problem-solving rrocess directly. These

studies will form the second part of this section.

Earlier Studies

Success in solving multi-step.routine problems can be described in

terms of the basic operations invold. Berglund-Gray and Young (1940)

studied the influence on the difficulty of-solving two-step problems when

the order of.the basic operations is reversed. Fet example, the study

considered the difficulty of these two problems..

Mr. Smith bought 24 melons for $2.88 and sold them at a profit

of $3.12. For how much did he sell each melon?

Mr. Smith bought 24 melons for $2.88 and sold them at a profit

of $.131,4ece. For how much did he sell each melon?

Two tests were constructed, using the same problems written with the order

of the basic.operations reversed, as in the examples. The criteria were

the interpretation or understanding of the problem and the recognition

of the basic operations needed for the solution. It was not necessary

for the 5th, 6th, and 7th grade students to solve the problems. Since

all the problems were tw-wzatep problems, an-answer-sheet -was devised on

which the students indicated the order of the basic operations they would

use if they actually had to solve the problem. Examples from the tests

show the type of problems as well as format of the answer sheet.

Alice picked 13 quarts of cherries. Her sister picked 6 times as

many. How many quarts did both pick together?

AS MD

John's mother gave him 45 to buy bread. He lost 14. How

many loavei of bread can he get for the money he has left,

if bread costs 7 a loaf? (Remember these were 1940 prices!)

E2

ASMD

Conclusions from the study are quite clear: the order of occurrence of

the basic operations ia,two-step problems does affect the difficulty of

solving these problems. It was found that division followed by any of

the other three operations gave the most difficult problems. Also, the

order of subtraction-addition and subtraction-multiplication was more

difficult than their reverses. Interestingly, the order of addition-multi-

plication was shown to be more difficult than multiplication-addition.

Through.out this study the term 'process" was used exclusively to identify
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the batic operations in arithmetic. Processes and basic operations needed

to solve the problems were identical.

Since the basic operations were considered the most important "process"

variable before the middle 1940's, John (1930) focused exclusively, on

camputational or algorithm errors made in solving two-step arithmetic word

problems. This study with intermediate grade students identified forty

distinct errorc within the categories of reasoning, fundamentals, reading

and miscellaneous. A problem such as the following was solved and a clas-

sification scheme of common errors was devised.

The lunch counter sells apples. In the last box there were 140
apples. Six of them spoiled, and the rest were sold at 5Q each.

How much money was received for the apples?

Some 6f the errors in reasoning were the use of A Wong process--e.g., ad-
dition for subtractionselection of a process by numbers or by the types

of nuimbers on a problem, and combining unlike quantities. Some of the

errors in fundamentals were the failure to attempt multiplication or di-

vision, the inability to interpret a fraction, and the attempt to sub:ract

three numbers. Recently Hutcherson (1976) conducted a partial replication

of the John investigation. This strdy determined the types of errors that

sixth grade students make in solving routine two-step word problems. Hutch-

erson concluded that there had been no major change in the list of errorS

students make today When compared with forty years ago. However there

was 'some eiidence that students today make errors more frequentl, than/

the* counterparts did in the 1920's. According to the investigator some

of this difference could be attributed to the lack of exPosure of today's

students to these types of problems.

'During the 1920's two major studies addressed the issue of teaching

students how to increase their problem-solving ability by emphasizing

the iorocess involved in solving a 'word problem. In a series of studies,

Washburne and Osborne (1926) found that there was no definite relationship

between the ability to perform the formal analysis of problems and problem....,

solving ability. (Formal analysis meant the identification of the "given "

and the "to find" terms, the elimination of extraneous data, the selec-

tion of the basic operation needed, and estimation of the result.) Their

general conclusion was interesting: they suggested that merely giving

many problems for practice without any instruction in analysis was the most

effe tive method. In other words, practice in, or exposure to, problems

was more effective than trying to teach a definite process procedure.

Newcombe (1922) had found the opposite to be true. His study forced an'

elabbrate scheme of steps that had to be completed before the problem

was solved. A group of students,was taught very specific/guidelines while

another group had regular classroom instruction. The group given instruc-

tionl in specific guidelines had to work every problem in the following

formet.

If a Motor truck delivered 91 tons of coal in one day at a cost
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of $18.24 and a team and wagoh delivered 40 tOns in one day
at a total clbst of $15.84, find the amount saved on each ton
by deliveringiwith a motor truck.

GivenI -91 tons
$18.24 cost by truck
40 tons
$15.84 cost by wagon

To Find: amount saved per ton
Processes: division, division, subtraction
Approyamate ansTOr: 20 cents

Solut%on:
Check:

Results showed the group given instruction in specific guidelines was
superior id speed and accuracy when compared with the group receiving only
regular classroom instruction. This study supported the idea that it is
possible to (,:each students part of the process of problem solving.

More Recent Studies

The second section of related-research in process variables will re-
view studies since the middle of the 1960's. / Without.a doubt, the greatest.
influence on these studies has been the writings of George Polya. Heuristics,

heuristic strategies, and process sequence variables are terms mentioned in
recent studies concerning problem solvihg. Polya's influence unfortunatelir
has not lessened the unpatterned and fragmented nature of problem-solving
process research. In some respects it has heightened the confusion since
the terms have not been defined or distinguished by the researchers. In-

formation processing proponents claimed they would sort out the confusion.
Again this claim has not been fulfilled at present. However, Damarin "(1976)

applied concepts from the psychological study of problem solving and deter-
mined that three elements from Polya's list--understanding the problem,
carrying out the plan, and looking backrare important in the prodess-Of
solving Problems. Psychological researnh does n,c, support Polya.'S fourth
element--devising a plan--but rather Supports the idea the: m.his aspect is
really restructuring of the data.. Silver (1977) has explored one aspect
of the devising-a-plan element: think of a siMilar problem. Many of his
eighth-graders classified problems as being similar on the basis of some
shared measurable quantity (e.g., time or age). After seeing solutions,
however, more students used associations based on underlying mathematical
structures.

feW 'studies during the 1960.'s were not directly influenced by the
Polya enphasis but rather were reflective of the studies conducted during
the 1921's. As noted earlier, a study by Early (1967) attempted to deter-
mine whether the absence or presence of word clues had any effect on the
correct process to solve the problem. .These sixth grade students selected
the correct algorithm to solve word problems more frequently if the problem
had word clues. Also more practice with word problems seemed to.cause the
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.
dependence on word clues to lessen considerable. Another study by Lerch

and Hamilton (1966) detected two distinct categories in the ability to

solve problems, the' ability to program'or to determine the correct proce-

dure and the ability to process or to do the correct computations. By

receiving specific instructions in writing a number Sentence which totally,)

described the problem, students were able to improve their ability to deter-

mine the prOcedure to be followed in solving problems. The ability to progiam

was found to be more important than the ability to perform cdtputations.
C.

Research studies during this time period gradually moved from a fixa-

b tion on arithmetic processes to more general processes. When this transition

took place many studies classified process variables into broad categories

or strategies. An investigation by Sanders (1973) concentrated on discover-

ing what strategies successful and unsuccessful fourth graders Wiled in solv-

ing routine textbook problems. The most popular stiategy was Logical Analysis

which meant solving the problem with an equation or algorithm. The most

successful strategy was Creative or Divergent Thinking which meant solving

the problem in unusual ways or suggesting many possible solutions. The least

successful strategies were Blind Guessing and Trial-and-Error. Successful

,problem solvers Usually employed Logical Analysis or Creative Thinking as

their strategies while unsuccessful problem solvers usually employed Blind

Guessing as their favorite strategy. A closely related study by Hollander

(1974) with sixth grade students also identified successful problem-solving

strategies. Conclusions showed that successfL., problem-solving Strategies

reflect the ability to reason analytically, reason insightfully, and compute

the solution in the minimum number of steps necessary. Surprisingly, suc-

cessful problem-solving ability was not related to accuracy in recalling

information in the problem or even remembering what information was asked

for within the problem.

A study by Means and Loree (1968) identified three process areas: re-

trieval or.recall of infortation necessary to solve a problem, extra,:tion

of information in the problem, and combining operations or strategies.

The results indicated that instruction had influence only in improving the

abilities to extract information and to combine strategies. Instruction-

did not improve the ability to retrieve information. It was believed that

the effects in increased problem-solving ability would be noticed only

after a prolonged period of instruction in these three process areas.

Components of a model of the problem-solving process were listed by

Robinson (1973). These components were the problem, previously learned

content, pre-iously learned processes, search, organization, and a solution.

Within the model the following aspects were considered important: recogni-

tion, analysis, search for related processas or content, organization of

processes or content, and synthesis of a procedure for arriving at a solu-

tion. Consistency of strategy was not evident for individual students from

problm to problem nor were the strategies similar from problem to problem.

Successful problem solvers devised a formal strategy and took more time to

solve the problems. Unsuccessful problem solvers approached the problem

with many different strategies and tended to frequently use the strategy

9
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of trial-and-error. Another study

tention that a range of strategied

solver. This study identified the

a range of strategies and a medium
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by Webb (1975) .does not support the con-

is a characteristic of aiaoor problem

better problem solver as one who used

amount of trial-and-error.

Shields (1976) adopted an information processing approach to problem

solving. Str-tegies exhibited by fourth grade students were examined to

see if they ncided with an information processing Model.' This model

has, four dit. steps: 1) clearly define the goal, 2) generate alterna-.

tives, 3) syn_Lesize information concerning these alternatives, and 4)

choose the result which is most consistent with the gcal. Problem-solving

processes of the model were evident when the students attained accurate

solutions.

A particular strategy, trial-and-error, seems.to appear in many

different studies and yields inconsistent conclusions. Some studies clait

trial-and-error as the most effective strategy while other studies imply

that ite may be harmful to encourage trial-and-error as a strategy. Maxwell

(1975) found that trial-and-error was used frequently in initial approaches

to a problem task but decreased in importance as the solution was approached.

Also the continued use of the trial-and-error strategy lengthened the

solution time and was identified as one of the main characteristics of

ineffective problem solvers. Poor problem solvers tried a trial-and-error

strategy more often than good problem solvers in the study by Robinson

(1973). Grady (1976) established there was no difference between success-

ful and unsuccedsful solliers in the use of the trial-and-error strategy

with routine algebra problems. At least two modes of thinking were evident

in an investigation by Dalton (1975). These modes were deduction and

trial-and-error, with the. more effective problem solvers using the trial-

and-error strategy. In a study by Kilpatrick (1968) deduction was applied

more frequently than trial-and-error. Deduction as a strategy usually led

to an incorrect solution while trial-and-error usually resulted in a

correct solution. The group of students who applied the trial-and-error

strategy least often also had the greatest difficulty with the problems,

spent the least time in solving the problems, and had the fewest number

of problems correct.

Since the trial-and-error strategy implies the ability to estimate,

two studies have focused on the relationship of estimation and trial-and-

error. Students with good estimation ability were superior in problem

solving in an investigation conducted by Hall (1977). The relationship

of estimation ability and problem-solving ability by trial-and-error was

studied by Paull (1972). Results showed that the ability to estimate

numerical computations was a sigp.ificant predictor of the ability to

solve problems by the trial-and-error strategy. Also the efficient use

of trial-and-error in solving problems was not related to making accurate

first estimates.
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Instruction in Processesarwir,n,....
I.

It is quite natural that following the identification of problem-

solving processes, there would be research studies on the effect of in-

struction with these processes. With few exceptions, in the bulk of this

type of research, instruction has not been effective in promoting increased

problem-solving ability. A general.model of instruction in problem-solv- -

ing procedures was construnted by Post end Brennan (1970. This model had

the following components: general heuristic problem-Solving. procedur;

re-,ognition, clarification and.understanding.of the problem; plan of

attack-analysis; productive phase, validating phase-checking-proving.

The conausions of this study-suggested that instructionin a model with

general components of the problem-solving prlcess was not effective in

promoting increased problem-Solving ability. In an earlier study Post

(1968) also arrived at this same conclusion with younger students. In

an exploratory study involving nonroutine problems, however,tee's

fourth-graders did use heuristics more frequently and solved more prob-

lems after 20 instructional periods than a control group (1977).

Rather than focus on general instruction,in problem-solving procedures,

Vos (1976) concentrated on five specific processes. The specific processes

for instruction were drawing a diagram, approximating.and_verifying, con-

structing an algebraic equation, classifying data and constructing a chart. .

Results indicated that it was possible to teach the use of the processes

but the increase in the ability to solve problems was very slight.

Nelson (1975), cited earlier, investigated the effectiveness of teaching

only one.process-drawing a diagram. Conclusions from the study noted that.

students were better able to solve problems presented in diagram form but

the treatment did not significantly affect their problem-solving ability.

Evidence showed they did use the diagram method quite frequently in

attempting to solve the problems.

The Measurement of Processes

Research in the instructional effects of problem-solving processes is

somewhat hampered by the crude coding schemes and instruments available.

In addition, to analyze thought processes of a problem solver, interviews

or ingenious written testing instruments are presently required. These

instruments either involve complex coding schemes or oversimplified cate-

gories fo .. which the data analysis is somewhat meaningless.

A technique developed by Rimoldi (1955) has been utilized by very

few studies in mathematical problem solving. This technique involves

giving a problem with a set of ,:ards that have one question on each

card and an answer on the revc-se side. The investigator records the

sequence of the questions selected to solve the problem. This sequence

will indicate the successive eitepi in the solution of the problem. It

is possible to define three different.item properties for eAch rd

question. The utility index (1.00 to .00) for any one card is th ratio

of the number of times that it has been selected and the total numb r of
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students. The median value of each card's appearance in.time indicates

during which part of the solution process the card was selected. Another

item propertyis che dispersion of the cards, that is, certain questions

are always toward the conclusion of the solution process. There are

three different ways to score this instrument. A criterion group selects

the cards and this selection is defined as the optimal sequence. An

agreement score can be obtained by using the teu coefficient which estimates

the agreement between the student's sequence and the optimal sequence.

The higher this value the better the agreement. Another scoring scheme

involves the utility index. A student's utility score (1,00 to .00)

is the sum of the utility indexes of the selected cards divided by the

total,number of cards selected. A score can also be based on the num-

ber of cards selected. A comparison can be made with the average num-

ber of cards used by the criterion group with the number of cards selected

by the students.

Several studies have devised coding schemes. As an example, Flaherty's

1975 system contained these seventeen variables:

misreads problem,
rewords problem,
draws diagram.,
indicates, familiarity with.type of problem,

notes need for auxiliary information,

lacks a-systematic app-oach,

recalls definition or xiliary information,

fails to une correct ai liary cues,

unsuccessful, adopts new approach,

fails to retain model of solution,

makes computational errors,
indicates concern about method,

signifies inability to solve.problem,

uses equations,
uses deductions and arithmetic,

stops without solution,
makes structural errors.

Forcing the student to think aloud did not significantly influence the,

problem-solving score. However, the students who were required to think

aloud made significantly more computational errors than the students not

forced to verbalize their thoughts.

Another popular scoring-coding scheme was utilized by Kantowski (1977)

in an exploratory study of processes in problem solving. This scoring-

coding scheme gave one point for each of the following: suggesting a plan

of solution, persistence, looking back, absence of structural errors,

absence of executive errors, absence of superfluous deductions, and correct-

ness of result. Presently there are some different scoring-coding schemes

being developed but none of them can be considered either elegant or

efficient for use with a large collection of data.

)
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Some Recommendations

99

Process variable research may be at the brink-of a breakthrough if

the following can be resolved:

1. Agreement among researchers on the definition of crucial terms

such as process, heuristics, organizers, strategies, and be-

haviors;
2. Development of a scoring-codAlif.scheme that is both elegant

and efficient.
3. Development of test instruments,that emphasize process vari-

ables rather than just reflect process variables.

4. Acceptance of the research/profession for small-scale ex-

periments that rely on protocol analysis techniques.

5. Increased cooperation among tesearchersiinterested in prOb-

lem solving so that common problems, similar'instruments

and shared data analysis Can be more easily facilitated,,

6. More clearly .defined techniques,for instruction in improving

problem-solving ability.

Optimism by researchers in problem' solving is great at the present time.

This optimism is justified considering the quality of research con& ted

and reported in problem solving since 1968. Problem-solving process

researchThas only begun coming into its own since 1971, but already tech-

niques and process variables are being used effectively in additional

research studies as well as in classroom instruction.

,)

,
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Mathematical Learning Disabilities: *
Considerations for Identification, Diagnosis, Remediation

Richard Lesh
Northwestern University

Why is a paper on "learnifig disabilities" being included in a mono-

graph on "applied problem solving"? Traditionally, a great deal of

the research on problem solving has focused on identifying and analyzing

the ab4ities and processes used by bright students and good problem..

solvers. The assumption has been that average end below average,ability

youngsters can be taught to use the-processes used by gifted problem

solvers. Krutetskii (1976), however, has shown that this.assumptIon may

be unwarranted. That is, many of the abilities and piocesses used by

gifted youngsters may be inaccessible,to average ability youngsters.

These.inaccessible abilities may involve, among other things: (a) a

"mathematical cast of mind"--a tendency to interpret the world mathema-

tically, perceiving and remembering the mathematical structure of problem

situations, (b) the ability for rapid and broad generalizations--often

from single situations, (c) the ability to curtail reasoning processes
radically7skipping intermediate steps in normal chains of reasoning,

moving rapidly from problems to solutions.

In many mays, Krutetskii's work can be compared/contralted with

that of Piaget. For exaMple, Piaget showed that yoUng children are not

just shrunken adults. The knowledge structures and thought processes of

young children are qualitatively different-(not just quantitatively fewer)

than those of adults. Similarly, Krutetskii's research suggests that

normal piobleilsolvers are not just inferior versions of 'gifted problem

solvers. The thought prOcesses and knowledge sttuctures used by .gffted

students may not simply be refined or elaborate versions of those used

by normal problem solvers; they may be qualitatively different. Further-

more, the qualitatively different systems of thoUght used by gifted

problem solvers may be just as inaccessible to normalproblem solvers as

formal operational reasoning is to most seven-year-olds.

The above argument does not imply hat research about gifted problem

solliers 1.3 irrelevant to the training of normal students. However, it

does.suggest that getting normal children to perform like,gifted problem

solvers (ff this is possible or desirable) may not occur through the

teaching of isolated skills, abilities, -heuristics4-
strategies. Rather, students may need to develop a whole new mode of

thinking--a transformation analogous to the qualitative shift from con-

crete operational to formal operational modes of thought.

If Krutetskii's conclusion is correct concerning the relative inac-

cessibility of many of che abilities used by gifted students, Piaget's

_research suggests another fruitful direction for research to take.

Specidl thanks go to Kenneth James and Robert Kefferston for their con-

tributions to the preparation of this manuscript.

...........10111110010/a
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Researchers can analyze the disabilities of poor problem solvers or the

difficulty-causing.processes for "learning disabilities" students and

can investigate the extent to which these processes and disabilities

also cause difficulties among average ability problem solvers.

Research on exceptional students, whether it involves."gifted" or

"learning disabled" youngsters,, servesimportant functions for theory

developMent. The abilities of normal youngsters can be put into per-

Spe'etive by comparing their systeMs of thought processes to: (a) a less

powerful state of thought processes'used by poor probleM solvers or

(b) a more powerful system of thought processes used.by gifted students.

In some cases these less poverful, or moFe powerful, systems of thought

may correspond to states of.cognition frOm which normal.problem solvers

may have evolved or to which they pay de4elop. But, even if develop-

mental inferences are inappropriate, lear ing theorists can benefit.

greatly by'comparing the'cognitive abilit es of normal students to those:,

of exceptional students. .Many assumptions about learning and problem

solving seem quite sensible when they are only used to deicribe.average.

ability youngsters, but-may become obviously absurd.when then are applied

to eXceptional children.

Unfortunately,.investigating the mathematical abilities of learning

disabilities youngsters seems to pose practicillmoblems that,are more

severe than those which arisi when investigating the abilities:of gifted

youngsters. Certainly mathematical abilities research involving learning

disabilities etudents has been far less popular than that involving

gifted students. .Part of the difficulty resultefrom the Lact that,in-

vestigating the development of mathematical knowledge and abilities in

children requires two diverse kinds of expertise: (1) knowledge about

the characferistics and capabilities of children and (2) knOwledge about

the mathematical concepts under investigation. But, few researchers

have developed sufficient expertise in both of these specialized areas.

Consequently, fesearchers who are knowledgeable about child psychology

(particularly in special areas like "learning disabilities") have tended

to avoid-issues involving mathematical content; and researchers with ,

expertise in mathematics have tended to focus on children who ate most

like themselves--mathematically gifted.

This paper coneists- of four parts. Problems involved in the identi-

fication, diagnosis, and remediation of LD subjects are discussed'in

Part I. Some important abilities and processes that LD subjects may lack

are described in Parts II, III, and TV, beginning wifh three different

psychological theories that are familiar to mathematics educators. The

goal is to clarify some important problem-solving processes that are

accessible, but perhaps not well developed, in st- age ability youngsters.

The discussion should also allow some inferenceb be drawn about methods

of diagnosing certain types of disabilities and about some appropriate

types of remedial activities. Hopefully, it will also encourage LD

specialists to investigate problems involving mathematical abilities or

encourage mathematics education specialists to invesrtgate issues

v
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involving LD subjects.

I. Learnin Disabilities in Mathematics

It is common to meet unusually intelligent.and highly educated

people who claim to.lack a "mathematical mind." The presumption s that

regardless of a peraon's stock of prerequisite knowledge and prior

training, there are certain underlying abilities that are unique and

t4pecific io mathematics, and that people who lack these abilities (even

,
though they may perform outstandingly-in other areas of thoUght) may be

restricted in their ability'to reason mathematically. But what are

these mathematical abilities? How are they related to other categories

of abilities (e.g., verbal abilities)? How ,can mathematical abilities

be improved or refined? What compensating strategies can be mastered

that might be helpful to people with mathematical "learning, disabilities?"

These are among the major issues to be considered in this paper.

Among "learning disabilities" specialists, there has been a;great

deal of controversy about the definition of LD subjects. From the point

of view of a mathematics educator, there. is'even more ambiguity about

the nature of the mathematical, abilities that LD subjects presumably

lack. Consequently, if is often unclear whether teachers should try to

teach LD.youngsters Using.techniques that are qualitatively different

from those they use.with'normal children (or normal slow learners), or

whether they-should simply use the same techniques--only'do it better,.

perhaps with more practice and drill.

Learning Disabilities Subjects

Among specialists in the area'of learning disabilities, there is gen-

eral agreement that the field includes people of average or above average

intelligence who exhibit failure in certain isolated areas, despite over-

all competence in other areas. Consider the following cases:

Johnny (fifth grade):. Johnny is one of the best students in his

class in verbal and reading skills, but he is unable to carry out

eVen the simplest arithmetic computations. He has difficulty

judging quantities in everyday $ituations--e.g., how much food can

go on a spoon, hlow much milk can go in a glass, how fast the milk

should be poured, etc. He becomes easily diaoriented in super-

.
market-type situations, and he has great difficulties with siMple

mathematical re1ationklips--e.g., he has difficulty liaing up

buttons on his clothes. Consequently, he has difficulty in every-.

day situations where he must dress himself or eat without making a

meas.

Dna, (seventh grade): Bill is very good at computation. He can add

in his head a sequence such as 781 4- 432 4. 394 and always get the

correct answer. His reading skills are also among.the best in his

class. He does, however, have difficulty with word probtlems. He

can relate the relevant information given it the problem, but cannot

1
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choose the correct operation to solve the problem. His difficulty

is characterized by adding when he should multiply, dividing when

he should subtract, etc. In otheryords, he cannot apply his good

computational skills in a problem-Solving situation. His disabilLty

is in mathematics reasoning, not computation.

Larry (28 years old): A social worker with a master's degree in

criminology, Larry-decided to get involved with rehabilitation of

juvenile delinquents. Part of his new job required him to appear

"in court on behalf of the young offenders, and to read aloud the

report of psychiatrists concerning,the delinquents, Larry found

that he was unable to phrase his oral reading correctly; his stress

and accent of multisyllabic words made his oral contributions almost

unintelligible. He understood what he read; indeed, to get his

mastei's4egree he doUbtleialy read 'hundreds of similarly Worded

reports, yet transforming the written word to its oral counterpart

proVed enormously difficult.

Of course, language difficulties and arithmetie difficulties can re-

sult from a variety of causesincluding physical handicaps, poor motiva-

tion, poor instruction, ,or general,limited intellectual capacity to learn.'

But, in the cases of Johnny, . Bill, and Larry, the difficulties were judged

to have resulted from lentral nervous system dysfunctions. They also

exhibited a discrepancy between potential and achievement.

Johnny, Bill, an&Larry each illustrite common types-of learning

disabilities. Nonetheleas, neither Johnny nor Bill nor Larry can be Conl,

sidered "typical" LD,subjects. In fact, there maY be -no_sUch thing as ,a

"typical":LD subject. The 'common element among thelearning-disabled is

their "information'-processing dysfunction," which may range from severe

disturbances of perdeption to highly specifid conceptdal deficits. In

addition, the way the processing dysfunction becomes manifest depends on

4envirOnmental situations, individual goals and aspirations, and cultUral

demands ..(Wallace & MCLoughlAnf; 1975), Consequently, many qualitatively

different types of subjects are lumped together under the category of.

"learning disabled." At the present time, depending on the definition
employed, leakning disabled individuals may comprise to 20%'of the

population.

The Definition of LD

In an effort- to clarify the Concept of "learning disabilities" for
the special'educator,,an institute for advanced study was held'at North-

western University (Myklebust & Boshes, 1969). The definition evolving

from that institute involved the following three criteria: (a) Iht

Exclusion Clause says that the learning difficulty is not primarily thd

result of poor instruction or lack of opportunities to learn, nor of

sensory, motor, intellectual, or emotional handicapse.g., poor physical

'health, motor problems such as cerebral palsy, blindness, deafness, gen-

eral Mental retardation. (b) The Discrepancy Clause says that the child

should demonstrate a discrepancy between actual and expected achievement
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in one or more areas--e.g., auditory receptive language, auditory expres-

sive language, reading, mriting, mathematicè and noneverbal areas including

time orientation, left-right orientation, spatial orientation, body image,

social perception, perceptilal-motor, picture interpretation, and self-

help skills'. (c) The Central Processin Deficits Clause'says that

learning difficulties should stem from central processing deficits--e.g.,

neurological or psychoneurological dysfunctions involving (for example) .

perception, integration, or expression.

Since the 1969 institute, different restatements of definition have

been offered. Nonetheless, most contain the three basic criteria, either

explicitly or implicitly (National Advisory Committee.on Handicapped

Children, 1968); For example, as recently as November, 1975, the following

restatement of definition was proposed (Department for Children with

Learning Disabilities, Note 1):

A specific learning disability,is a serious impediment to cognitive

functioning which:

(a) is manifested in such wide discrepancies among developmental

and/or school achievement areas that special, remedial and/or

compensatory teaching is.requiredi-

(b) exists independently of or in addition to mental retardation,

sensory deficits; emotional disturbance, or lick of opportunity

to learn.

The term "cognitive functioning" corresponds to "central processes"

in the 1969 version, and the "discrepancy clause" and "exclusion clause"

appear almost unchanged in the "new" 1975 version'.

EveL though recent refinements of the definition seem quite precise

in a formal sort of may,ambiguities often arise in practice becauie of weak-

nesses in 'the accepted diagnostic instruments that are available. Senf (1977)

states"if we cannot define those children who represent the kernel of our

concern, then we shall neVer generate an informational base concerning their

problems." Operational definitions are needed to explain key elements of

the criteria, such as "cognitive.functioning," "remedial teaching," "wide

-discreoaney9- and- so forth- (Depar tment for -Children-with-Learning- Diaabi4 it ies-;-

Note 1). However, from the point of view of the present article, concern

about definitions of Lb subjects is of interest primarily because it invOlves

an attempt to give precise 'behavioral descriptions of abilities that ake

deficient in LD children., Marolda (1977) writes: "The study of specific

learning disabilities in mathematics is dependent won our ability to define

-and assess mathematical ability." Some examples are given below to illustrate

difficulties related to ambiguities in the definition of mathematical abilities.

j12_211.1.11_121.2.22221114Agat

,With respect to the central processing deficits clause, many
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psychoneurological dysfunctions (e.g.; spatialization) are not easy to

isolate and diagnose.. Furthermoret.connections between nenrological. .

dysfunctions and. specific conceptual abilities have not usually been

established."Consequently, if it is impossible to_correct_the..neurolo-

gical or psychoneurological dysfunctions, it is difficult*to know how

the'affected abilities can be improved -or refined. That is, it is"dif-

ficult to find compensating strategies that might be helpful to people

with particular types of disabilities; Effective,remedial activities

are difficult to.preste until more is known about relafionships
between central processins dysfunctions and important underlying .mathe-

matical abilities. But this will'require an analysis of causal connections

and precise deicription of the mathematical abilities that are most often

affected.

The Exclusion Clause

The eXclusion clause presents difficulties because of the'"thicken-

egg" causal relationship between central processing difficulties and

other factors associated with learning difficultiese.g., poor, motiva-

tion, low tolerance for frustration, poor peer group,relations poor

health, poor judgment in social,and interpersonal situations. Often,
icalt to-deter-

mine whether a youngster's learning difficulties have been cauSed by

social or emotional difficulties, or'whether the social and emotional

difficulties were caused by an apparent disability;

.It is difficult to eliminate the possibility that an apparent

learning disaiiility results-from poor,instruction,lack of opporl

tunities to learn, lack Of motivation, or'general mental retardation.

Consequently, regardleis of what formal definition is accepted to describe

LI) 'subjects, ihe fact remains that many youngiters who Are assigned to"'

LI) classes frequently do not really conformlto the intended definition..

Once.again, too little is known about the nature of,the abilitieb that

are affected by various neurological, psychoneurological4 physical,

social, or emotional factors. Therefore,' too little is known about

relationships-between these factors and specific leirning disabilities.

IblOttlassepana_Clauie

The discrepancy clause is perhaps the most useful criterion'for -

identifying IX subjects. .Because it is the criterion most

closely linked to specific'abilities that are lacking in individual

subjects, .it is also the most useful for helping to prestribe appropriate

remedial activities. The frames of reference used in designing the diag-

nostic battery Can (or should) serve as guides to.the'selection of appro-

priate remedial activities.

There are two general and closely related ways the discrepancy.

clause can be satisfied--one is A horizontal discrepancy and the other is

a vertical discrepancy. A vertical discrepancy Occurs when the actual
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achievement lsgs behind expected achievement.in a given area of Conce t

formation.* A horizontal discrepancy occurs when a Child's abilities in

one'ares of concept formation are "out of phase" with abilities in ot er

areas. For example, test scores on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale or

Children (Wechsler, 1970. may indicate characteristic tYpes of "scat et"

involving high verbal-low performance or low verbal-high performance

scores.
,

As the above descriptions indicate, both vertical and horizonl

discrepancies depend, heavily on the effectiveness of standardized esting

instruments to isolate specific cognitive abilities. But, "abilitpts"

.are difficult to. measure using.siandardized testing instrumentL o,

f"achievement" is typically used'as an indirect measure of ability Unfor..

tunately, however, ability and achieVement are not equivalent. F r example,

Krutetskii (1976), gives examples from his research to illustrat that

."The SaMi progress in different pupile can.be-an index of.diffe ent abil-

ities, and those with identical abilities can differ in their p ogress."

Krutetskii argues that tests show which tasks can and cannot b done by a.

child, but they do not disclose how a child has arrived at a p actical

solution of a certain, problem; they say nothing about, the reaSons for lack

of success.

In most cases' where the same test result has,been obtained the

mental processes-that have led to'the result can be essentially

different. And this very difference can 'be the most valuable

material for judging an eiamitee's.psychological traits--his abili-

ties.... (p. 14)

Expectancy age (EA) can be calculated as a weighted average (for example,

-see'equation 1) of several other factors including chronological age (CA),

grade age (GA), and mental age (MA)--where mental age is determined on the

basis of IQ scores or some other measure of general intelligence or achieve-

ment. A learning quotient (LQ) can then be determined.for a particular

tategory-uf abilittes--(e.g., mathematics) by calculating the ratio of

actual achievement-to expected achievement in the given area (for example,

see equation 2).
. .

Equation 1 Equation 2

AA
EA .= 1/3 (CA + GA + MA) LQ m X 100

EA

In the past; learning disabilities subjects have sometimes been

as youngsters whose IQ's are normal of. above normal (e.g., IQ

whose learning quotients are below a certain cutoff point (e.g.

in a given area.

deiined
90)'but

, LQ = 89)
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Standirdized test:a have played a central role in attempts to iden-

tify both mathematical abititietvand diaabilities. Bat ihe use of stan-

dardized tests poses many 4ifficulties for abilities research.

The refoxm og,theochool mathematics curriculum' in the UniteciStates

over the lest twb decadevhas not been acCompanied by a comparable

reform in mathematics testing. Most Standardized mathematics,tests

in use todaY have undergone mo6Ist revieion at best, and teaChers

have cast about in, vain for ways to measure the "higher cognitive

abilities" that the new curriculum claimed ,to deveiop. There has

been no test development effort, no sustained researchprogram, and

no statement-of underlying theory that mathematic's eduiators could .

turn.tó as a basis for understanding sanit these higher abilities

might be., let alone how they might be developed.(Kilpatrick.& Wirszup,

1976, p. iv)

Furthermore,

...Beeause of the emphasis on correct solutions within fixed time

. periods, theie tests do not help in'determining.the reasons for.,

errors, eor in discovering the point at which learning has ,broken-

flown. Anotheelimitation of these.instrements is that they do.not.'

allow tonsideratiOn of varied-thinking or learning styles.

(Marolda, 1977; p. 589)

.One ofthe major-difficulties with using Currently available tests

to identify learning disibilities"is that the tests were designed to

find children who are hadegsligligulties.(or who excel) rather then

to identif 'the s ecifiCIlifficulties of an'indivLmangelgE.

If the function of'a test is simply to identify children who are

having difficulty, rather than to isolate:the partidular difficulty of

an individual child, then, it may not be important to determine why indi-

vidual items are missed,.or to investigate how conclusions are found for '

specific questions. Nonetheless, Krutetskies research shows that focus-

ing on specific errors of individual children, and "following their

thinkieg" to-determine -how conclusions ati-formed is ctudittl-for a" thbrough

analysii of mathematical abilities. Because the same solution to a mathe-

matical problem can often be obtained in quite different ways, Krutetskii

argues that One canndt discover much about thinking by analyzing only

final responses on standardized test items. Often, thehalimark of
outstpnding problem solVers is not so much whether answers to specific

quest:.ons are right or wrong but whether "clever" prOcedures were ueed

in the attempt. "Good" problem solvers are Orpically flexible thinkers

who are capable of solving problems in several different ways; .so, when

one path Is blocked, another route can be taken. Quality; as welt as

quantity of answers, must be considered. For example, speed alone can.

be a misleading meaure df problem solving ability. Because of the

impulsiveness or inflexibility of their think.ing, LD youngbters may
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actually solve some levels of problems (if they are able to solve them

at all) faster than their normal ability peers'. Yet, impulsivity and

inflexibilitY are common hindrances to.general problem soliiing ability.

ltutetskii also argues that short term tests typically ignore the

influences of numerous factors (especially personal factors like motiva-

tion, interest, anxiety, and fatigue, but also nonability factors like

specific prior training) that affect performance. Krutetskii

criticizes "bourgeois" psycholdgists for assuming that abilities are

stably functioning factors throughout a person's lifetime and that a per-

son's profile of abilities is relatively unaffected by experience and

instruction. The "ability categories" (e.g., "perceptual" abilities,

"spatial" abilities, "associative memory" abilities, etc.).that most

standardized testing. procedures identify-seldom specify prodesses that

learning specialists can modify through instruction. Yet, the kinds of

abilities that will be most useful to LD specialists are those that can

be influenced by instruction.

Thc lniqueness of Mathematical Abilities

Do exceptional children (either "gifted" or "learning disabled")

really use qualitatively different processing abilities and problem-

solving strategies from "normal" children; Or are differences primarily

due to motivation, or knowledge of epecific Prerequisites in an isolated

subject matter area? The dtscrepancy clause ie.based on the'idea'that

the abilities inone area (e.g., mathematics) are either (a) "out of phase"

with abilities in.other areas or (b) inconsistent with some'measure of -

general ability. However, the existence of cognitive abilities thit are

unique and specific to mathematics and .not simply attributable'io "lack

of knowledge concerning prerequisite facts" id 'by no-means univereally

accepted among psychologists, mathematicians, or educators. For example;

distinctions between mathematical algorithms and srammatical systems do

not eeem to be as clear as many people have naively assumed.

Understanding a paragraph is like solving a problem in Mathematics.-

It consists in selecting the right elements of the situation and

putting them together in the right relations, and also with the right

amount of weight or influence Or force for each. The mind is

.assailed as it were by every word'idthe paragraph. It must select,

repress, soften,'emphasize, correlate, and organize; all under the

influence of the right mental, set or purpose or demand. (Thorndike,

1917, P. 326) 't

Many'aspects of language development implicitly involve the mastery of

certain logical-mathematical rules and systems (Sinclair-de-Zwart, 1969)

and significant portions of eiementary.mathematics involve little more

than the mastery of specialized verbal-syntactical systems (Beilin, 1975,

1976; Chao; 1968; Werner & Kaplan, 1963). The processes and abilities

required for two mathematics tasks may be quite different, whereas a

Mathematics Eask and a language task may involve nearly identical under-

lying processes. Under these circumstances, labeling a given process as

"mathematical" or "nonmathematical" can be quite artificial. Future research'

12/
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on mathethatiCal disa6ilities should-involve careful analyses of the pro-t

*Oesses that are actually needed to perterm specific tasks.

Although a number of studies have claimed to furnish evidence that

ability in mathematics is distinct °from general intelligence,othe. influ-

ence.of non-ability factors like "motivation and interest," "prior train-

ing or practice in specifiC content areas," and "lack bf specific bits

of information or specific-'prerequisite skills," have usually been ignored.

For exampl,e, Gagn's reSearch (1970) indicates that, after differences'in

prerequisite knowledge have been factored out,,mathematical abilities may

be nothing more than specific manifestations of, general intelligence.

.
Several mathematicians (e.g., Poincare, Hademard, Kolmogorov) and

psychologists (e.g., Krutetskii,,linet, Revesz) haue argued convincingly

for the uniqueness of mathematical abilities. Nonetheless, these indivi-..

duals have been c .Jful to distinguish between ,ordinary "school" Ability

and independent, creative mathematical ability. For example, KolmOgorov

(cited in krutetskii, 1976) stated that "ordinary, average human abilities

are quite sufficient for mastering-rwith good guidance or good books...--,

the mathematics that is taught in secondary school" (0: 4).' Krutetskii

writes, "Anyone can become an ordinary mathematician, (but) one thust.be

born an outstanding, talex,ited mathematician 0.976, 'p. 361)."
\

The above opinions indicatethat 'if researchers study only normal

"average ability" youngsters, and if they investigate only loW

concepts (the kinds tested in most standardized tests), it may.be venr

difficult to identify abilities that areAlnique to, matheitiaticsThis.

point of view is strengthened by the,'"sct that,OidenCe:supporting ihe

eXistence of special mathematical abilities' is moat aVailable froth research

inVolving gifted students. On the other hand, in later sections of this

paper it will be argued that, by neglecting to work with learning

abilitieS students or other students whose mathematical, abilities may

differ from those Of normal children, researchers Any have'overlooked certain,

elementary but critically important mathematical processes.

Little work has been done-to isolate and describe specific mathema-

'tical disabilities a LD youngsters. LD specialists have tended to study

only the lowest levels of.mathematical abilities and conceOts (e.g., '

-simple calculation skills) and have neglected a broad range of important

underlying concepts (e.g., regrouping) atd.processes (e.g., modeling).

Furthermore, the. real mathematical status is questionable for many of the

concepts (e.g., number conservation, seriation) 1Which have,heen'investi-

gated, and it is unclear how some "abilities" which have been studied

(e.g., imagery, tactile-kinesthetic or motor skills) are related to

standard ideas that typically occur in'ad elementary school curriculum

(Lesh & Mierkiewicz, 1978).

13ummary

It seems unlikely that mathematical disabilities will be isolated
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unless tasks are presented that involve real mathematical substance, and

unless mathematically Intekviewers condnct clidical interviews to

focus on:the Specific mathematical proceises nsed by-individual children.

Unfortunately, the crois disciplinary expertise required in thiutype of

research, and the time consuming nature of the techniques used pose aig-

nificant obstacles for this type, of ..4search. One of the post obvious ,

difficulties fproanyone attempting toibridge,the theoretical gap.betweeni

learning disabilities and mathemAtics education is a general lack of

coMmunication eween these two fields. For example, many.of,the Words

that mathematics eduCators uae to desCribe the acquiiition of mathematical

concepts (e.g., isomorphic systems, concrete embodiments, modeling pro-

cesses) are unfamiliar.to most learning disabilities specialises.

Similarly, ideas such as "semi7autonomous systeMs," "preferred modality,q

and "oyerldading" are unfamiliar to mathematics educatord, Nonetheless,

many ideas and techniquep from learning disabilities (e.g.; clinical

teaching cyclt, frames oforeference) eppear to be potentiallY useful to

mathematics educators, add many of the ideas and instruCtional materiali--

,from mathematics education (e.g., mathemati4s'laboratory activities using

cuisenaire rods, arithmetic blocks, geoboards, counting discs) appear to

offer potentially useful ideas for learning disabilities ipecialists.

To highlight some of these potentially useful'ideaS, several theories

familiar to mathematics educators will be used in the remainder of this

' paper to-deScribe some abilities that LD youngstilts maylack. Hopefully,

by focusing these theories on LD subjects, some new Insights may arise

cdncerning abilities normal children must refine to master mathematical

concepts--and, some of the abilities identified will be helpful'to LD

specialists who must conduct diagnostic interviews and prescribe remedial'

activities for children with lumling difficulties in mathematics.

Abilities Associated With Gape Theory_f_hearnine

This section will emphasize three categories of abilities: (a) abilp.v.

ities associated with adjustingjearning or problem-solvIng styles to,,:fit

different task situations, (b) abilities associated with information stor-

age and retrieval, and (c) abilities associate., with lower ordgekorms of'

'learning.

TheA121.1.1.thistLsarniraltyles to Fit the Task

One of the fundamental principles underlying Gagne's (1970) theory

is that there are different varieties of learning that can be listinguished

by means of the conditions that produce ...hem. For example, after analyzing

thesthings that an instructor must do to produce various typed of learning,

Gagne identified eight varieties of learningf (1) problem solving--i.e.,

combining rules into higher order rules, (2) rule learning--i.e., learning

relations between lower order concepts (or rules), (3).concept learning--

i.e., making a common response to different stimuli, (4) discrimination

learning--i.e., making a different response to different stimuli, (5) verbal

associations. or verbal chains, (6) stimulus-response chains, (7) simple
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stimulus-response learning, and (8) signal learning.

A basic assumption underlying Gagnii's scheme isthat a teacher, in-

structional program, or student 'should do different things (i.e.', provide -

different conditions) to produce each of the eight types of learning.

Conversely, if,a teacher provides the same kind of-learning activities'

every day, the same type og learning can be expected to ,occtir--whether or -

not the instructor intentionally planned for this te'be the case.

Maurice (fitth grade); Me 'ice is quite verbal. He can statesa

_Porrect rule about most of the ideas,in his mathematics book.' For'

exaMple, when asked about finding the.area of,a triangle,:he stated

that the,ruie. was to "multiply one-haif of the base .times the alti-

tude." ynfortunately, Maurice's performance in.mathematics

had been very poor. Although Maurice seemed.to have mastered an

unusually large number of mathematical rules, most of what he knew

were not rules at all according to Gaint's criteria. Maurice was

unable to, use his rules in most simple conCrete situations and he

had aifficulty describing what most rules meant in situationsinvolr.

ving simple Actures or instructional materials. According to'.

Gagne'i classification scheme, most of Maurice's "rules" were merely-

verbal chains'.
,

,Normal children (at least those who are doing well in.mathematics)

have usually learned to provide for their own conditions for learning

mathematics--even when their teachers or textbooks neglect to p.rform

these.functions. A distinguishing ability of good students is that,they

do different things to learn different kinds Of ideas-, whereas learners

who are having diffiCulty are often much less flexible in adjusting their

learning 0.7les to tasks they confront. For.ekample, when left to his

own deViCes, Maurice tried to learn most things as though they were,simple

verbal chains. Furthermore, Maurice's teacher also tended to teach most

ideas as though they were verbal chains. That is, the conditions for

learning that she provided uSually were conditions that facilitate the

learning of verbal,chains--not rules or concepts. Consequently, the teach-

ing style of his teacher was compounding Maurice's difficulties rather than

helping him overcome'them.

-Lack of flexibility in adjusting his learning or problem-solving

techniques to fit specific tasks was not a difficulty unique to Maurice.

'For example, Maurice's class had been learning to use a problem-solving

strategy that his teacher called "make a graph." Many of the children

became quite skillful at making graphs when they were told to do so., but

no time was spent helping the children learn to identify situations where

this particular Strategy might be appropriate. Therefore, one week

after the "making graphs" unit had been completednone of the children--

not even the exceptionally bright students--in Maurice's class used the

"make a graph" strategy to try to solve problems.in which Maurice's

teacher thought it would "obviously be helpful."
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Getting an idea into a youngster's head does not guarantee that the

new idea will be integrated with other ideas that ard already understood;

it does not guarantee the youngster will be able to use the library-type

"look up" skills that allow the idea to be retrieved when it is, needed;

nor does it guarantee that.he will be able t6 identify situations in

which the idea is useful or relevant. For example, for Maurice knowing how

to carry out pencil and paper computations did not ensure that he knew

whensto compute, which operation to use in simple everyday problems, or

how to use the answers once theY were found. Similarly, 'other children

in Maurice's class had learned a variety of problem solving strategies or

heuristics, but they had hot learned: (a) to identify Situations in which

particular.strategies might be useful, (b) to identify stages in the problem

solving process when particular strategies might be useful, (c) relation-

ships among various ideas and strategies.

There was no evidence to prove that Maurice's tendency to learn"most

rules as though they were verbal,chains resulted from tometynderlying

learning disability. But, he had been enrolled'in "help sessions" with his

school's LD specialist, who, after extensive testing,- was still unable to

identify the cause of'Maurice's learning.difficulties. Did they result

'from an underlying learning disorder ot had he simply failed to.learn.

some basic.ideas that caused particular difficulties in mathematicslIn

eithor case, the diagnostic.and prescriptive teaching techniques that. the

LD.teacher used were very helpful to Maurice. At the end of the year,

he was doing acceptable.#Jork'in
mathematici and he was far more flexible

in adjusting his learning ttyle to particular task situations.

Because.many different types of rules, laws, tasks, and .ideas are

encountered in school, flexible adjustment of learning style is important

for all.students. For,example, the induCtive strategies required to find

the. nth term of a given number sequence are quite different from the de-

ductive strategies needed to proVe a trigonometric identity. The repetition

and reliance on cues that characterize learning important-names and dates 1.

in history would'not help the student analyze the causes of the Civil War.

Difficulties .can arise if the student is unable to adapt his learning or

problem.solving procedures to fit the Conditions for learning in different

situations.

Abilities Associated With Information Stora e and Retrieval

Gagng analyzes the act of learning into separate "information proces-

sing" phases: (a) an apprehending phase, (b) an acquisition phase, (c) a

storage phase, and (d) a retrieval phase. He also partitions these phases

into smaller dategories. For example, the storage phase is partitioned

into (i) temporary holding, (ii) mediationat holding, and (iii) lifetime

retention, and the,retrieval phase is partitioned into such categories as

recognition memory arid reproductive memory.

In mathematics, as in most subjects, some facts are only worth

remembering for a short period of time (as when someone tells you a
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telephone number)rsome facts are only for mediational use (they contri-

bute to learning a higher order rule but may be forgotten after the higher

order rule has been learned); and some facts are appropriate candidates for

lifetime retention. However, in mathematics, relative* few facts fall

into the latter categOry. Most isolated facts can be iegenerated from

other facts if they are forgotten. The more regeneration iules a child

learns, the easier it is to remember those basic facts that are most

important. Contequently, instead of learning to recall isolated bits of'

information, outstanding mathematics students usually focus on rememlier-

ing broad categories of information that will efficiently organize many

details and terve as cues for mentally "looking it up." On the other

hand, students who are 1.6ving difficulty in matfiematics, common*lack

the flexibility of thought that allows them to switch quickly to appro-

priate types of memory functions,,an& they often lack the ability or

nation to organize inforMation into broad categorieb so they can effectively

retrieve Information relevant to a given problem or task.

The preceding section described Maurice's tendency to memorize

all facts as isolated bits of information. He implicitly seemed to

consider all facts to be equally important and worthy of being memorized

forever. Therefore, even though Maurice had a kemarkable ability to

remember isolated facts, information overload eventually caused his mem-

ory to fail. Perhaps some of these retrieval skills correspond td "abil-

ities" that LD youngsters may lack, but it seems likely that inferior

retrieval skills often result from the general disorganized nature of a

body of knowledge--plus a lack of flexibility in adjusting learning and'

memory factors to different task situations.

Efficient information retrievdl systems usually require well orga-

nized systems of knowledge. To be remembered when they are needed, new

ideas must be cross-referenced using flexible_organizational,séhemes

that tell how individual ideas are related to other ideas. One of the

characteristics of gifted students is their'tendency to oompare new

ideas with a vast range of things they already know (Davis, Jockusch, &

McKnight; 1978), and one striking characteristic of many students who

experience difficulty in mathematics is the disorganized nature of the

mathematical information,they have learned.

wily (fourth grade): Kathy had mastered a large quantity of verbal

information about mathematical ideas. Yet she was doing very poorly

in her mathematics classes and on math related sections of most

tests. Even though Kathy had memorized all of her addition and

multiplication facts, as well ap most subtraction and division facts,

there was little evidence that she had organized these facts. Also Kathy

was usually unable to use facts that she knew as substeps in more

complex problems. She was unaware of most of the nuilber patterns (e.g.,

multiples of five, multiples of nine) and properties (e.g., 3 X 5 = 15

and 5 X 3 = 15) that most children use to organize the arithmetic

factors they learn, and she seemed unaware of the relationship

between addition facts like 7 + 5 = 12 and subtraction facts like
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12 - 5 = 7. Remarkably, Kathy had succeeded in memorizing nearly all

subtraction and division facts Without relating them to addition and

multiplication.

Ma (sixth grade): Mary had difficulties with most kinds of compu-

tation problems. Surprisingly, however, sne had become quite Skill-

ful at calculating mulEiplication problems like 38 X 27 a tet,

she had extraordinary difficulty performing "regrouping° addition

problems like 266 + 760 =0 even though, for most people, :the

addition problem 266 + 760 = 0 is a substep in the mu..tiplication

problem 38 X 27.= D , Among Mary's difficulties was the fact that

she saw little connectionbetween "addition in an addition context"

and "addition in a multiplication context.1

Ideas that are logically related (efg., 9 X 7.= 63 and 63 i 7 = 9)

way not be psychologically related in the minds of students. Just because

adults consider two situation's to be "alike" does not mean that children

will consider them to.be similar. A distinguishing charadteristic of

gifted childten-ii that they have an ability eo recognize similarities

among seemingly unrelated situations; and a distinguishing characteristic

of many ,LD children is that situations which educators, mathematicians,

and psychologists usually consider to be cluselir related may be treated

by an LD child as being quite unrelated.

Mathematics, probably more than any other,subject matterarea, is

based on well organized"systems of relationships.among ideas and skills.

Consequently, a disability affecting the overall organization and struc-

ture of a child's concepts could be expected to have a greater detrimental

effect on mathematics than on other subject areas.

Problems associated with fragmented knowledge systems are quite

common among students at allrage levels and in all types of mathematical

tasks. For example, in his research involving the use of problem-solving

strategies by college students, Schoenfeld (in this.volume) demonstrated-

that learning managetial strategias for a system of specific3strategs

was quite different from simply learning each of the strategies'in

tion. 'Similarly, fragmentation also occurs among younger children in .

simpler learning situations. For example, teachers or researchers dealing

with children who have learning difficulties tend to'break down complex

tasks and ideas into sequences of smaller discrete learning units. 'This

process of.analysis can be quite useful, but it can also reinforce the

fragmented nature of children's thinking. Teachers must do more than

teach isolated 'sequences of ideas. Otherwise, their analytic teaching

procedures may actually accentuate the very things that are causing dif-

ficulties for the child--producing short range success which lays the

groundwork for even greater future difficulties. In mathematics, a whole

system of ideas is often more than the sum of its parts; and to teach'or

conduct research as though this were pot true demonstrates a misunder-

standing of the nature of mathematicsand the thought processes children

use to do mathematics.

1 i")-1,c
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Behavioral Objectives furnish another example of aminstructional

component that can produce.fragmentation of content if they Ate misused.

According to Gagniels theory, an instructiOnal unit should be.accompanie

by behivioral driterta-for determining'whether the objectives of the'unit

were achieved.. For example, if a teacher's objective concerned adding .

one digit numbers, some of the Vehavioral criteria might be; (a) the '

- child 'Can give (write, name, or select).the answer to equations like

.3 + 4 =1:3 , (b) the child can give (write, name, select) the answer to.

equations like 3, (c) the child can use concrete materials (i.e., poker

+4

chips, Cuisenaire rods, a number line) to illustrate problews like

3 + 4 r 0 , (d) the child can write (or describe verbally, or select from

a set of choices) the correct equation to describe a given concrete illus-

tration of addition.

,Objective Behavioral Criteria

give the answer to 3 + 4 = 0
give the answer to 3

+4

give a'concrete illustration of
3 + 4

give a correct equation for

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Sometimes "behavioral criteria" are called "behavioral objectives"--

imOlying that the objective of a unit is simply to get children to behave

in n particular way on particular tasks. Nonetheless, it is usually

possible to teach students to perform the designated behaviors' without

having learned the underlying objective. For example, the student may be

able to perform each of 'the isolated behavioral objectives but may not

underatand how they are related to'one another.

Johnny (sedond grade): John. r could give correct answers to most

addition problems of the form 7, and to many-problems of the form

48

7 + 8 = 0. Surprisingly, however, the systematic errors he made

on horizontal'addition.problems did not necessarily correspond to his

errors on vertical problems. He seemed to treat the vertical and

horizontal forms of addition problems as two unrelated systems. He

could illustrate problems like 3 + 4 = C3 using either poker chips

or a number line, but he.had great difficulty translating directly

from a dumber line illustration to.a poker chip illustration.(or

vice versa). Again, he seemed to treat poker chip illustrations and
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number line'illustrations as two unrelated systems.

The following two teaching objectives%are coite different: (a) teach

a child to understand an idea in such a way that he will behaye in a par-

ticular way on a given task, (b) teach the child to'petiorn a siitien task.

The distinction'between these tWo types of objectives becomes especially

, apparent in,research on °systematic errors" (e.g., Ashlock, 1972; Cox, 1,975);

In many cases, and.particolarly in cases involving LD Subjects, the errors

children make are quite systematic and are based on identifiable rules. 14-n.,

most oaies, the incorrect rules mere able to generate correct answers for a

.small class of.problems, but are unable to generate correct answers fora

larger class of problems.

Jennifer (fourth grade): ln-a series of subtraction problems, she

gave the following responsed.,

47 52 .. 68 74' 82 56

-24 -37 , -35 -28 -57 -44 r1

23 25 31 54 35
.
12

Clearly, Jennifer's difficulties did ilot result from random errors.

Shp had.learned a rule.that worked for subtraction Problems that did°

not involve regrouping, but her rule gave incorrect answers to' re-

grouping subtraction problems.

Ashlock's book, IsinutatioError.Pattert (1972), ii filled with

.examples of eystematic errors that are quite common among both LD and non-

LD students. Dut, an undsuarproportion of LD children seem to generate sys-

tematic procedures which (for a short period of time invOlving'some small

class of problems) give iight answers for the wrong reasons. -

In-the same way that a computer"can usually use many different-programs

to produce "correet answers" on a given set of problems, many children are..

also quite creative in their abilities-to create non-standard procedures fOr

performing specific tasks. Unfortunately, many of these non-standard tech-,

niques will only yield correct answers for a.restricted class of problems.

The teacher's objective is not simply,to modify a child's overt responses on

a:given task, she must also modify the "internal programs" the child uses

to generate the responses. Most instructional situations can'be expected, .

to have both behavioral criteria and 22.01.13.yilizjecattl.

01414.1dUaLBAMMi21111EMELAJAiEakaaAbilities Asso

,Accordinvxigne, one of the Most important factors influencing a .

youngster's ability..to learn a new idea is the extent to which prerequisite

ideas and skills are available. Starting with a clear statement of the

idea one wants io teach, it is possible to derive a "learning hierarchy

of prerequisite ideas.by progressively asking "What would a'student have

a
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tcy'know (or be.ab1e,tO do)jt order to know (or be ible.to do) that?' By

atking this question, first for the terminal objective, and theti fOr each

of the prerequisites, an upside-down ttee diagram (tie:, a "learning

hierarchy", (see Figure 1) can be constructed. The final objective can

be visualized as the t unk of the tree with prerequisite concepts on the
e

branches below.

5.11

4

Pigure 1. A tree diagram.
.

yAnother.important feature of Gaga's thiory is that the eight basic

typtt of learning are ordered in a prerequititt sense. That is,. if the' .

Objective of ati instructional unit'is to.learn a rule, then the prerequi- -

sites will be concepts and/ot lower order rules. The prerequisites-fOr

concepts are diicriminations; and the prerequisites for discriminations are

among the-lower types of learning. This ordering of dependency relation-

ships is summarized in Figure 2.

Problem Solving

Rules

Concpts

Discriminationi.

' Verbal Chains

S-R Chains
N4

Stimulus Response Learning
t 41
Signal Learning

Figure 2. Dependency telationships in Gagng's basic types of learning.

According to Gagne, one of the most important functions-a teacher

should perform is to begin instructio'n,with an evaluation of each student's

initial state of learning. A youngster cannot be expected to learn a rule

13 )

v,
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if the prerequisite rules and concepts are hot available;.and the prere-

quisite concepts cannot be maitered if the youngster is unabie to make

the appropriate discriminations.

haft (fourth tirade): Andy is extremely bright and is an excellent

problem solver. Nonetheless, he has great difficulty with reading

and arithmetic. In arithmetic, even simple one-step subtraction:

problems cause difficulties for him. He memorized his addition 4nd

multiplication tables perfectly, but he commonly misses subtraction

problems like 73 - 5 mt:: Andy's'answer to this.question was 23; .

that is, he subtracted the 5 from the 7 instead of the 3.

For most children who would give answers like the one above, a teacher

would probably assume that the difficulty resulted from a lack' of under--

standing of place value (i.e., 73 stands for 7 tens and 3 ones) or from a

systematic errot siMilar to Jennifer's in the preceding section. Actually,

Andy seemed to have a learning problem that was even more !mac than a

systematic error involving Olace value. He had difficulty discriminating

73 from 37. He also had "figure reversal" difficulties when he tried to

distinguish_nWl_froll!Id!I Or "p9t . Jo examp1eonjau1t1ple choice_"shape

recognition"tasks, Andy would be just as likely to match ,enwitht, as to

match ejwith del. ,

Andy had been diagnosed as, having a central processing dysfunction

known as dyslexia. ,

/n Gagnean terminology, Andy cannot be expected to learn the higher

order rules.(e.g., regrouping) and concepts (e.g., place value) that-are

relevant to problems like 73 - 5 MU he has not learned the,prerequi-

site.diseriminations.

When teaching arithmetic to normal fourth graders, a teacher may

simply assume that the relevant discriniinations,can be made. But LD

youngsters may have difficulties with some of these prerequisite skills--

discriminations, verbal chains, S-R chains. Consequently, some. of

the lidisabilitiesv commonly associated with LD youngsteri4would.be inter-

preted as "missing prerequisite ideas" according to Gagne's scheme. Whether

thesejnissing prerequisites should be called"disabilities," Whether they

result from even more basic sets of abilities,,. or whether.they are 4imply

unlearned prerequisite ideas is an unsettled question. But a major esset

of Gagng's scheme is that it allows LD specialists to "map in" processes

and abilities from a number of psychological and educational theories,

and to organize them into a'single framework. It also allows processes,

abilities,.or ideas at one level to be related to processes,. abilities,

'or ideas at other...levels. For this reason, Gagn's theory could furnish

a valuable system to use to seatch for abilities LD children may lack.

Suramasz

Three types of abilities were discussed in this oection: (a) abilities
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involving adjustingleaining_or probleap!solving_styles to.fit

kinds 0 task situationij-(b) associatid-With-information

storage and retrieval; and (c) abilities associated- with prerequisite

fOrms of learning. 'Deficiencies in these abilities need not prevent

children fro'M engaging in meaninggil,problem-solving situations. Gagne's .

book Conditions of Lternilg(l970) describes'conditions for problem

solving that axe accessible to many IAD children with madiematical learnimg,

disabilities like the ones describedthrdughout this paper.* Furthermore, T

Gagne's theory can alai) help.teachers or researchers coordinate useful.

information from a variety of other theoretical perspectives. For example,

PasCual-Leone (1976) has-developed a thedrconderning the role of memory

functions In'learning and"problem solving. Pascual-L'eone's theory fits'.

into Gagne's scheme and it includes specific techniquesefor AntiCipating

and minimizing difficultietkassociated with memory functions.

,

...tNotonly is It possible for LD children to participate in.meaningful

problem-solving situations,Amt appropriately designed 'problem-Solving 6

, situations can'provide excellent instructional settings to ,help'them:

(a) develop effective information storage and retrieval abilitiesj (b) orga-
,

the_ideas they_have learned into flexible systems; and (c) identify

situations where they, can use ,the ideasthey have learned. ,

All of-the abilities identified in this section to some extent

involve Gagng's treatment,of,"structure.". For Gagne, concepts.and ideas

are elements of a hierarchial structure in which any given idea is.rela-

ted to certain prerequisite ideas. New ideas are."built,up" in.somewhat .

the same way that a brick wall is builtby placing each new brick on a

solid foundation of bricks at a lower level. lioWever, the "brick wall"

model tends to de-emphasiae,the fact that idias (unlike bricks) exist at

many different leVels'of sophistication, and.that they are not simply

"Completely mastered" or else "not understood at all." Ideas, just like. ,

children, develop through identifiable stages; and careful'descriptions

of primitive conceptions of an idea can reveal many things about the .

abilities that are present'or absent for children at particular stages

in the dev
6*
lopment.' Piaget's theo* focuses on precisely this aspect of

learning. e next section of this paper will attempt to identify Mathemati-

cal abilities\using a Piagetian perspective quite different from Gagne's.

\,

Gagne's point of view is a potentially valuable resource,for inkres-

tigating some typei,of mathematical.abilities that LD children may lack.-

Unfortunately, it, also ignores or de-emphasizes other types,of abilities

that seem flighty important in mathematics learning,. For example, Gagne's

theory is obviously mort,thorough in its description of the lower of his

eight types of learning-=and it is noticeably weaker in explaining the

higher forms of learning (e.g., problem solving, rule leaining) that are

most prevalent and important'in mathematics. In contrast, Piaget *Ls

concentrated primarily on theSe higher forms of learning.

Gagng's theory does discuss certain information.processing variables

that are useful in problem solving, and it dis6usses certain abilities that
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are needed to organize information into categories-that will facilitate

the retention, retrieval,"and flexible use of rules,, but Gagni's learner

is A-fairly passive'recipient of knotAedge, and'the knowledge the. learner

receives is not characterized as a dynamic and constantly changing System,

,of ideas that must be construCted by the learner. A view of an actives.,

rather than a passive learner could suggest additional abilities.and/or

disabilities. In this light, Piaget's theory will,be examined se a

source of mathematical abilities.

131',
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III. Abilities Associated with Piagetlajaesly of Learnin&

From a mathematician's point of view, the Idea that "mathematics is

a verb" expresses a truth that is aeldomtaken seriously by now-mathema- -

ticians. To a mathematician, mathematics in as much a.process (i.e., .

something one does),as it is a product (i.e., something onespossesses),

Thiprocess aspect of mathematics furnishes a likely place to look

for mathematical disabilities. But, what is this process aspect of

matheMatics? In part, mathematical processes include problem-solving

strategies or "question asking" techniques and modeling processes that

will be discussed in Part rV; bat, more importantly for the purposes of

this section, mathematical processes involve systems of relations, opera-

tions', or transformations that must be coordinated in order for.children

to make correct mathematical judgments. For example,' children in the

second.grade commonly experience difficulties with two digit addition

problems which require carrying (e.g., 27 4- 36 =13). Such chi1dren

do not understand the."regrouping" operations that are necessary for

understanding our numeration system. Part of the difficulty-is that

children are typically expected to apply organized systems of regrouPing

operations to abstract written symbols before they have had experiences

applying these regrouping operations in more concrete situations. Such

children often find it helpfdl to work with the followini types of

materials: a "counting frame" abacus, bundling sticks, arithmetic blocks,

Cuisenaire rods, or unifix cubes.

In two digit addition problems it is clear that a system of operations

needs to be coordinated in order fot the "regrouping" conCept to be under- .

stood. ACcording to Piaget, however, Most mathematics concepts implicitly

require children'to master some system of operations or relations (Beth

& Piaget, 1966). Unfortunately, however,.little is known abOdt the

exact nature 'of the operational and relational structure& that children

use to make most primitive mathematical judgments. In fact, educators

have too often either ignored the operational aspects of mathematical

concepts or else they have assumed that the systems of relations children

use are identical to those used by aOults.

Some of the best resources for describing the nature.of children's

early mathematics concepts have come, from Piagetian studies. NoneLheless,

because Piagetian research has focused on the cognitive processes cksed

by firstisraders (i.e., concrete operational groupings) and by sixth-

3
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graders- (i.e., INCR groilps), children at iniermediite levels of'develdp-

ment have been neglected. FurtherMore, because psychologists in general'

(and Piagetian.psychologists in particular).,haVe avoided, thathematital

ideas that,are typicallytaught in elementary school, it is usually'pos-

sible to make only relatively.drnde inferences Abodt how children's

mathematical thinking,.gradually changes fromtonclrete operational concepts .,

to_formal operational-concepta: ,ItAs time for mathematics educators and

othera:who are interested in mathematical abilities to apply Piagetian

techniqUes and theory to concepts that.exist at: intermediete.levels of

development-as well as at.adult or prosthool levels'Or to populations of

excePtional children.

Investigating the developthent Of ideas in huMans is.sothewhat differ--

ent from investigating human. develoOment. One of the ingenious aspect's of

Piaget's theory is.that he explicitly confronts the facts that: (a) a '

givenjdea can exist.at many.different levels of sophistication, (b) the

evolution of an idea can be traced'as it develops .in the,thinking of learners,

and (c) the more primitive conceptions of the'idea have ieldom been accu-

rately.described. The first mathematical judgments youngsters learn to

make are highly specialized, closely tied to specific content, and involve

restricted and "messy" primitive structures'that do not give rise to neat,

tidy, elegant mathematical theories. For this reasOn, Mathematicians have

not taken the trouble to describe the operational or relational systems

children use in their early tonceptualizations of most mathematical ideas:

An example'may help clarify this point. .,

1

As this paper was being.written, a colleague from the mathematics

department'brought his 3-year-old son into the author's office. To.keep

the boy .entertained, he was given a box,of "Lego" blocks which'the child

used to build a "fire engine." To selectthe correct block for a parti-

cular purpose, the boy seemed to.use s

;

me sort of measurement activity.

But, three year olds generally do not onserve length on simple Piagetian .

tasks, lo the author was skeptical that the child was really measuring in

a true mathematical sense. The child was asked, "How did you.know which

block would fit here?" He said, "I measured," and he demonstrated by

finding another bloa,the same length as the first. Next, not wtshing

simply to take the boy's word for the fact that.he was measuring, the

father was asked how his sOn_was able to select the.correct. block. The

father answered cryptically, "He measures." So, we all agreed; he was

measuring. But, what was the nature of the boY's measurement concept? As

Piagetian theory would predict, he did not realize that the distance from

the drinking fOuntain to the waste basket was the same as the distance

from the waste basket to the drinking fountain; and in general, he failed

nearly every standard Piaget-type task:that the author posed concerning the

°concept of length. Yet, we all had agreed that the child was measuring

length; Clearly, if the .boy really did have a,concept Of length, it was

an extremely primitive concept that did not have most of the properties

mathematicians usually associate.with length concepts. But, what were the

properties pf the boy's concept,.and were these sufficient to justify

calling it-a concept of length?. perhaps he was simply using measurement
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words without much real understanding; or *orte yet, he could have been

usintrthem in a way that encouraged incorrectunderstanding that.could..

hinder later learning about measurement. Was the child's primitive con-

cept alirst step, in the direction of an adult conceptualization of measure-
,

mont,-or was it a first step in a wrong direction?

Most of Piagees mathematics-related research has been directed

toward showing that, even,at the most primitive levels mathematics con-

, cepti must involve the use of simple systems.of operations, relations, and

transformations--and that if these systems are not yet coordinated, then

,concepts cannot be considered to be a first-step in the direction of

"a Correct conceptualization. Children c4ho have not yet coordinated the

relevant systems of operations or relations for a given concept are called.

"preoperational" with.respect to that conce0t. By investigating the

operational systems children use to make' primitive mathematical judgments,

psychologists halie discovered many important facts about preoperational

abilities and about early operationitabilities. 'Therefore, a promising'

way to identify pOssible abilities and disabilities of LD youngsters may

be to conduct,thorough Piagetian analyses of thejsystems of 6peratioils

LD_children'use.to make WatheTatical judgments. Lesh (1976) and-Nelson'

(in this:volume) have given guidelines to. Conduct,these analyses using

information'about known mathematical syitems.

LD children are often described' in terms that make thein sound very

similar' to -normal PreoperationalT(in 'a Piagetian sense) children. If LD

children really iie.similar to preoperational children, then this fact

'.Jcould be very helpful in devising appropriate instructional activities for

LD children; Compared with what is known.about the mathematical abilities

of 0 Children, .a great deal is known about qualitative differences between

the underlying abilities of operational versus preoperational children.

Furthermore, comparing LD children to preoperational-children can give a

more pOsitive dimension to the searCh for abilities among LD children.

When investigating the cognitive abilities of preoperational children, it

is important to describe what a child can do as well as what he cannot do.

Concrete operational children are not simply children who cannot use formil

operational ideas; they are children who can use concrete operational ideas;

and sensorithotor intelligence is not simply the absencelof concrete opera-

tional intelligence; it is a distinct and viable system of khowledge that

carries with it its own consistent rules of logic. Similarly, LD children

should not be described in terms that are totally negative-,ithat is, as

children who lack certain abilities.. Just as.in the case of Piaget's

research with young children, it is important to describe the abilities

LD Children do have as well as abilities in which they are deficient.

Comparing Lb children with preoperational children may be useful for

a second reason: Instructional techniques that are effective with pre-

operational children may suggeat similar techniques to be used with LD

children. For example, many "mathematics laboratory" materials (e.g.,

Cuisenaire rods, arithmetic blocks, counting disca, etc.) have been shown

to be particularly effective for preoperational children and j some Lases
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they have alsr, been effective with,LD children. On te ottler hand, even

though preoperational and,LD chirdren may be similar, id d.ome,respects,

there also seem to be a number of dissimilaritiesIntliniC 1 teaChing-

situations with LD children, the author has -been impressectoby he fact

that some of.his favorite and most effective mathematics iaboro,ory sett,.

vities were complete failures when they ware"used with some tp c Itdrec,

,..', .

Because most educatorsinCpaychplogists are iiiii,,famillar wOh the ,

icinds of mathematical atructuresthat are necesaary to.disculis abilities
,

within Plagetian.theory, andbedeA4Iese mathematical structures.are
,.:closely related to useful instructic0Pand diagnostic activitiesi'this

section will devote extra atterition to severWiMpOrtant Structural ideas
,

from mathemetics, and it will relate::these:Str4tural'ideat to. instructional
,

variables Used.in mathematics laboratory forms of.instruCtion. Abilities

(or.4disabilitieS) willbe:discuSsed as theji relate to various instractional

variables.

Mathematics Laboratory_Activities,

Many mathematics laboratory,activities emphasize group problem-solving

activities,, using concretd:materials. These activities'can be quite effeCtive

with,manrchildren who ,have mathematical learning disabilities. .Nonetheless,

each of thee types of iituations--i.e., small group sessions, problem-

solving sessions, motor activities, and concrete materialsr-can"Create

probleMs,for tp children.- According to Clements (19601 the lollowing '

characteristica are commod among LD 'children:

,Concerning Small Group Sessions:

(1) peer group relations generally poor

.(2) overexcitable in normal play with other children

(3) frequently poor judgment in social add inter-personal situations

(4) overly gullible and easily led by others ,

(5) excessive variation in mood and responsiveness--very sensitive

to others, frequent rage reactions and tantrums when crossed

,Concerning Communication Skills:
, " 7.

(1) impaired discrimination of auditory stimuli

(2) various categories'of aphasia
(3) slow language development

Concerning Problem-Solving Sessions:

(I) low tolerance for frustration, easily fatigued

(2) impulsive-explosive,-reckless and uninhibited, impulsive Cien

remorseful
(3) impaired concentration and attention span

(4) impaired ability to make decisions, particularly from many choices

(5) frequent thought preservation

:4
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Concerning Motor Activitiee
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,(1) Ityperkinesis
A

:(2) generfl'iwkwrdness
(3) distorted,concept of body image

Concerning the Use of Concrete Materials:

.
(1) impaired discrimination of size

(2) impaired4discrimination of order (left-right, reversals)

(3) poor spatial orientation
(4), inipaired judgment of distances

(5) impaired,discrimination.of figure-ground

,
e (6) thinking overly concrete, poor ability to abstract (p. 11-13)

The above comments shopld not be interpreted to mean that (concrete

activities, are not appropriate for, LD children. In fact, all of the above

difficulties are quite common among normal children for which laboratory

activities are usually effective. However,,r,ot all types of concrete

materials and not all types '45f,lctivities wal be conducive to learning.

Critical instructional decisions involve.determining (a) which materials

will be helpful, sad ,(b) which type of activities will be appropriate.

Ttiese decisions must be based on a clear understanding of the cognitive

abilities (or disabilities) of individual children..

To.emphisize the instructional iniplications of the abilitids,that will

be discussed, the remainder of Part III is divided into.the following

sections:. The'Role of Concrete'Materials-in Mathematics Instruction; Tile

Role of Activity ip Mathematics Instruction; The Role of Problem Solving

in Matheatica. Instruction;'and The Role of Small Group Interactions in

,Mathematics Instrdction. The examples, that will be used will all involve

children who were alassified by their school system as "learning disabled."

Nonetheless, the examples cited should not be,interpteted as "typical" LD :

children. In fact, as the first section of this paper states, there may

be no such,child as'a typical LD child.

1 e,

The Role of Concrete.Materials in Mathematics Instruction ,

According to Piaget (Beth & Piaget, 1966) the characteristic feature

of mathematical ideas is that they implicitly require students to use co-

ordinated systems of relations or operations to imimse structure op per-

ceived events. Just as a "hidden pic.dre puzzle" must be mentally orga-

nized before all of the relevant information can be "read our," Piaget has

shown,that the mathematical informatLon that adults Assume they "read.odt"

qf objects arise only iqter certain organizational systems have been

imposed on the environment (Leah, 1976; Lesh & Mierkiewicz, 1978). Dienes'

(1969) "concrete embodiments" furnish examples where figurative models

have been psed to facilitate the acquisition of niathematical systems., The

"best" materials are those in which thete is some connection between the

structure of the materials and the structurd,of the concept'being learned.

1
SI
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For example, forc,some instructional materials like arithmetic blocks and

Cuisenaire rods, structure seems,to be built:into the material*, and, for

other Materials like the balance beam (See Figure 3), the structure must

be imposed. The ideas that are involved in underatanding'the principles

of a balance scale axe far more,complex thin those involved in understanding

basic addition Or multiplication facts. It is true that multiplicatioh-or

addition facts can be used to exPlain the action of a balance beam. But this

does not imply that the balance beam will be useful to explain multiplication

or addition, The system of actions involved in a balance beam are not iso-

Morphic to the operational structure underlying simple arithmetic ideas.

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 El 9
1,

I

6

Figure 3. Using a balance beam'to illustrate 5 2 = 7 ,

In spite of thelact
o

that structure seems to be built into some materials,

actually, relational and operational systems must always be imposed on mate-

rials. And, the ability to impose structure on concrete materials is some-

times strikingly deficient in some LD children.

Jimmy (second grade): According to JimMy's teacher, he was performing

Wirin every subject except mathematics. Actually, he mas also a poor

writer. His writing seemed more characteristic of kindergartner, or

first graders. He often reversed or inverted letters (e.g., 3,2; 0,'Ig)

and he had difficulty distinguishing b's from d's or p's. In arithme-

tic, he seemed.to have special difficulty keeping sequences of numbers

in order, such as distinguishing 537 from 573. So, his LD teacher decided

to use Cuisenaire rods to work with him on ordering ideas.

Jimmy was unable to copy or build a "staircase" of Cuisenaire rods and in

general had difficulty recogniziAg or using the ordering relationships

that are so obvious to most second graders. Jimmy had difficulty imposing

ordering relationships even in the simplest situations.

What kinds of abilities might be associated with the use of concrete

materials,in mathematics instruction? Three possibilities include: (1). the

ability to impose structure on concrete materials in everyday situations,

(2) the ability to translate among various models and interpretations of an

idea, and (3) the ability to correctly interpret spatial/geometric aspects of

various models for an idea. These three types of abilities will now be discussed.

1A0TImALgtructure on Concrete Mate:ials. In his research with matnemati-

cally gifted students, Krutetskii (1976) contends that efted students have a

"mathematical cast of mind," a tendency tO interpret the world mathematically.

This mathematical cast of mind involves the following three sub-abilities:

- an ability to isolate form from content, to abstract oneself from
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concrete materiali and spatial forms, and to .focus on the structural

'properties of problems and situations.

- in ability to generalize from particular situations, to immediately

consider particular operations and relations as special instances'

of more general classes of relations and to focus on what is

structurally common among diverse situations.

- an ability to remember the mathematical structure of a.problem or

situition, disregarding perceptual characteristics or other Mathe-

matically irrelevant properties.

Concerning some possible disabilities among poor students, Krutetskii

states:

Analogously, inability in mathematics (also with extreme cases in

,mind) is caused originally by the brain's'great difficulty in isola-

ting stimuli of the type of mathematical generalized relationships,

functional dependencies, and nutherical abstractions And symbols, and

by difficulty in operations with them. In other words, some persons

have inborn characteristics in the structure and functional features

of their brains which are extremely favorable (or quite,unfavorable)

to the development of mathematical abilities. (1976, p. 261)

The inborn character of the abilities described by'Krutetskii seem6

questionable. There do seem to be disabflities corresponding to

each of the three abilities listed above, but.ttiese disabilities

seem to be linked more closely to .the developM4nt of specific structural

schemes than to some measure of general mathema cal giftedness.

Several recent studies (Chartoff, 1976; Leah mierkiewicz, Note 2;

Silver, Note 3) have investigated Krutetskii's hypotheses that (a) students

of high mathematical ability tend to recognize and remember the mathema-

tical structure of problems and situations, whereas (b) studenti'of low

mathematical ability tend to focus on non-structural properties of problem

situations. These studies involved 6- to 14-year old students from

various ability levels and used multidimensiohal scaling techniques in

addition to more theoretidal analyses to identify the kinds of properties

,students use to evaluate similarities among problems. The problem

situations were designed so that some pairs of problems involved the same

structure but different content while other pairs involved the same

materials but different structures. The results demonstrated that:

(i) The tendency to recognize and remember the structure of,a

oroblem depends first and foremOst on whether the relevant system

of mathematidal relations and operatiOns are known and accessible

to the students. For example, noticing the structure of a problem

was more closely related to whether or not a student could solve

the problem than to the general problem-solving capabilities of the ,

student. That is, a young but highly gifted problem solver might

13,?
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.
fail to notice the structure of a ,given problem-0perhapi because'

the relevant structural relationships were not'ivelable; whereaa

a mediocre problem solver (perhaps older) might attend to the ,

struOture of the problem. Overall,, for explaining the tendency to

foous. on problem structure, general peOblem solving ability did not

seeth as important as the accessibility of relevant organizational

structures.

(ii)lf all other things were equal, including the availabiliti of

relevant organizational structures, more able students did have a

greater tenden0 to recognize and remember the Structure of problem

situations. That is, lower ability students Often seesied to have

the relevant structures, but were unable to use them in given

situations.

What is it, beyond having an idea (or organizational system),.that

enables a student to use it in a given situation? Assume that a child is

able to impose a.given operAtionar system in the simplest or most obvious

situationsv and then ask what abilities might be needed to extend this

operative ability to more complex and lc.ss obviouCsituations. The best

concrete embodiments were designed precisely to help children make this

transition to progressively.more complex situations, and the 'materials,

,
themselves furnish some of the simplest and most obvious situations in which

mathematical structures can be used by yodng children.

Concrete materials can be 4sed as a "bridge" to help children relate their

mathematical ideas to specific probiems or real situations. The example

below illustrates the bridging function concrete materials can serve.

Diane (third grade): Diane was better than average at pencil and

paper computations, but she was far below average in problem solving

situations--especially' those that required her to use mathematical

ideas to describe real situations'. She could use counting discs to

14 0
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11act out" a problem about "4 bags cd apples with 6 apples in each

bag,"'and she could also write an appropriate equation to'find the

number of counters'in a 4 x 6,area; but she would get very confused

when she was asked to translate directly from a real situation to

written symbols,

obeso de)
06 to.
cb. 6000ob 0000

'qx6r43
? ' *-

spe...010

Diane's LD teacher worked with her on the following kinds of activi-

ties:

(a) Practice breaking up difficult processes,(like translating trom

real world situations into written symbols) into a series of

simpler substepr--e.g., first translate from:a real situation

to a concrete model, then translate from a model into written

symbols.

(b) For a series of real world problems, practice aelecting an

approprtate concrete model to act out the situation. Selettions

were made from among three or four.alternative, concrete models

representing the three main types of elementary number situa-

tions: ;cardinal number situattons, ordinal number situations,

and measurement situations.

(c) Practice finding real world situations that are like three or

four different kinds of prototype concrete models.

(d) Practice writing arithmetic equations to describe three ok four

of the most important types of prototype concrete models.

(e) Practice using three or four different types of concrete models

to illustrate written arithmetic problems.

It was not enough for.Diane simply to work with materials and then

work with written iymbo1.s. She needed to practice translating from

concrete situations to written symbols.

The best concrete instructional models are usually "half way" between

written symbols and Teal situations. They are .1,212.511s in the sense that

they can be used to represent many different kinds of real situations, but

they are also manipulative objects that can be used to coordinate the
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systems of opetationa and relations that are related to a particular idea.

Materials like Quisenaire rods, arithmetic blocks, and geoboards are

especially useful because the built-in structure of the materials makes

it easy for children,to "read-in" systems of mathematical relations that ,

can later be 4.mordinated and abstracted, Nonetheless, the fast that these

materials are especially designed tó represent many different kinds of

real situations means that they can also cause difficultieq for some LD

children, Their symbolic characteristics often seem to stimulate children's

imaginations.in nonmathematical ways: For example:

Mark (third gtade): Mark was having great difficulty with arithmetic

computation. His teacher believed that his lack of understanding of

"regrouping" was the cause of many of his problems. 'Therefore, she

began.wOrking with him individually using arithmetic blocks. The

lessons were not very successful.

In the first lesson, when she inttoduced the blocks,,flats,

'and units, Mark said that the.block reminded him of a "death star"

(from the movie "Star Wars") and that the flats were like Darth

Vader's,space ships. Mark disregarded the internal structure of the

materials and focused instead on his own. fantasies.

Mark's teather soon gave up trying to use arithMetic blocks to teach

regrouping. She decided to,try some materials and.tdaks that would

put more restrictions'on Mark's imagination. She chose to'-use a

counting frame. But, just as in the,case of the arithmetic blocks,

the counting frame sparked Mark's imagination with a story about

conveyor belts.in a toy factory. Again the lesson was unsuccessful.

aenes' book An Experimental Study of, Mathematics Learning (1963)

includes a numbeeof examples involving children like Mark. Dienes writes:.

...Interfering play may result from an overwhelming need to use the

...Such intrusions usually replace matheMatical

activity by some other activity where the imagination has freer play

to express4tselL It is perfectly true that to be a good. mathema-

tician it is necessary to have a good imagination and be well rupplied

with imagery, but this imagery must be disciplined in no uncertain'

manner before it will bear mathematical fruit. ...It.is undisciplined

imagination, giving rise to a flood of uncontrolled imagery, which is

likely to get in the.Way of mathematical thinking. (p. 48)

The problem appears.to be to bring children face to face with structure;

once they have tasted the excitement of coping with a structure and

inveatigating how it works, playfulness will show itself rather as

delight-in coping than in overt play. (p. 55)

The subject no longer 'plays' with the material, lyut !plays' with an

idea he .has extracted from the material. (p. 107)

42
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Accordingto.Fiaget, mathematical operitiona and.relations are

abstracted from a.child's interactions with his environment. Br:, the

child's environment consists of more than Sets of manipulatiVe objects;

tt also includes'seta of words or symbols. :For example, some of the.

first number-related relational Ostems children use are manifested in

their counting activitiesWhere the objects being. manipulatedsre number

words. Similarly, for formal operational corieepts, the new operations

,being learned are "Operationi on operations"--where the objecti being

manipulated are lower order operatiofial.systems. Therefoie, for.highly

verbal'and imaginative children like Mark (in the example,above), it is

sometimes helpful to use words or imaginary' objectsto help him organise

various operational or relatiOhal systems. Multiplication ideaa can be

related to "Skip counting," subtraction ideas can be related to. "counting

backwards" activities, and addition can be related to "counting on" acti-

vities. The objects the child manipulates do not necessarily need to be

concrete objects.

.Imposing structure on concrete materials involves translating,from

the world'of mathematital ideas and structures to real world situations;

and this translating consists of two sub-abilities: (I) identifying ieal

situations to fit-given'relational or operational systems,.M identifying

ap"propriate relational or operational systems to describe real world

situations. Sometimes these sub-abilities can be made easier.by breaking

.difficult translation processes into series of simpler processes--that is,

concrete models, can serve a bridging function. But, this. bridging functton

involves more Eilan translating from mathematical-systems to real situations;

it also involves translating from one real situation (i.e., the model) to

another. Unfortunately, this later.ability can also be a source of dif-.

liculty for children.

Translatin Amon Various Models and Inter retations of an Idea.' For

any given mathematical idea, there are Usually a variety of alternative

coathematical interpretations and a variety of different kinds.of concrete

models corresponding to each interpretation. Taselect appropriate

materials to teach a given idea, the following procedure can be used:.

(I) identify, a variety-of matheMatical interpretations for the "given

idea;
(2) identify' several different types of concrete models-corresponding

to each interpretation;
(3) identify the system of operations or-relations that is needed to

understand each interpretation and each.model;

(4) diagnose the operative ability of the student and select the

interpretation and model thatfits the student's ability level.*

411111IIMMINIONMINI

Bell, :Fuson, and Lesh's book Algebraic and Arithmetic Structures: A.

gvacreteAroachforEle_lentarSchoolTeachers. (1976) gives a variety of

interpretations and Models for most ideas that occur in elementary schoot

mathematics.:
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For example, in early elementary school, subtractiOn may involve tpree

different interpretations (i.e., "take away," "cOmParison," or "misding

addend") and three different models,(i.e., measurie models, erdinal number

models, or cardinal number models). These vario#s interpretations and

models can be used to generate *appropriate insOuctional,matertals for

children.

To teach about subtraction, the fotldwin types of materials can be .

used: (A) a cardinal number model '(e.g., cou ters), (b) nsordinal number

e-number tine), (c) a measure mó1e1. (e.g., Cuisenaire rods).

Each.of these materials emphasizes the "take away" interpretation of

subtraction, and each is "good" in sore ways and PODt so good" in others.

For example, Figure 4a emphisizes.a slightly diffeient interpretation of

subtraction (Johnny had 5 balls andStie toOk away 4. .How many were left?);

Figure 4b emphadizes the coMparison interpretatiim of subtraction .(Johnny

was five feee.tall. Sue wasfour feet tall. How much taller was Johnny

than Sue?); and Figure 4c emphasizes the. missing iddend interpretation of

subtraction.(It was five blocks from Johnny's house tO Sue's house. Johnny

had alrea'dy walked four blocks. How many.more blbcks must he walk?). '

3, 40 2.

(a)
(b) (c)

Figure'4. Illustrations of 5 -.4 = a
Understanding a given idea not only Means assoctatinvthe idea with.a

given concrete situation, it also means recognizing the similarity among

various concrete eituations that embody the idea. Abstracting a mathema-

tical structure from, varions embodiments essentially means recognizing an

isomorphism between two structurally identical situations. That is, it

means translating from one situatton to another--looking at:Occurrences in

the first situation to make predictions about occurrences in the second:

Carol (fourth grade): Carol's remedial mathematics teacher had been

using,poker chips to illustrate basic multiplication facts, She had

also used small "desk top" number lines and large "walk on" number

lines on the floor. Carol seemed to understand how to act out simple

multiplication problems using each of these model's and, she had also

used each of these materials to act out addition situations. But

when she was asked to translate from one model to another, she became

confused. For example, when the teacher used poker chips to illustrate

a given problem, and if Cauol 4as asked to illustrate the same problem
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using a number line (or Cuisenaire rods), she often gave incorrect

answers. In fact, she even had difficulty translating from a large:

"Walk on" number line to a small "desk top" rumber line, or from a

situation invdlving real2children to a situation involving poker

chips.

Q. -1-4-4-1-i-s-i-f-e--f-i-tr4-0.
3 1

=MN 1111=11111111=111111

14

4
4

4.

(a) a number line (b) Cuisenaire rods

Figure 5.. Illustrations of 3'x 4 m l.

0 0 0
0000
0 00 0

(c) poker chips

Adults usually recognize how the above illustrations are "alike,"

and can readily translate from one model to another--or from situations

that are like one model to situations that,are like another.- But to many

young children, these similarities are less .apparent.

:

.Translation difficulties often arisl becausedifferent concrete models ,

inherently emphasize different interpretations for a given idea. In these-

cases, difficulties arise not only because of lack of practice in-transla-

ting skills 6ut also because of leek of understanding'about various inter-

pretations and models for a given ided. For example, in cardinal number

situations the physical properties of objects are often ignored (e.g., 5

'elephants + 2 mice = 7 animals); whereas, in measurement situations, the

object to be measured is often continuous--it is not partitioned into

units but the units must be the same size. In cardinaf number

situations this is not the case. Ordinal number situations (first, second;

third, etc.) emphasize still'other number relationships. The example

below illustrates differences between cardinal and ordinal number ideas.

Tom (second grade): Tom's teacher put but a series of "dot pattern"

cards like the-iones shown below.

ellarmy.s.

ammo.

01001141.

0 0
Onraearma

.1 .W
elos

Am111411,

Then she covered the first few cards with a handkerchief and ahked

Tom how many cards were covered.

WOON

1 4
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Tom had no idea how to figure out an answer from the cards hat were

showing. So, his teacher asked a simpler question. She rem yed the

handkerchief and turned one of the cards face down. Then she-'sked

Tom to guess how mady dots' were on the turned card.

4.0101.1.11W

....110.11111 OIMMINIOr

.1110,

0
0

0

4
o

ii
.10/MNIO

Tom did no't know the correct answer. He did not realize that the

third card corresponded to the card With three doti, and id general

he did not do well on tasks that required hinto switch froT cardinal

' to ordinal number properties.

Drawing explicit attention to the operations,or relations that are

inyolved:In a task.may not be the best wdy to help children learn to use

these'systems. It is one thing to.organize reality using opera_lon, rela-

tions, and transformation, and'it is quite another to become formally aware

of these operations. The intuitive plastery ,of a systempf operations or

relations is similar to the acquisition of an unconscioUt habit--what is

at.first a habitual pattern 'for using-a system of operations to achieve

some end later becomes a program in the sense.,that various substittges can

be inserted without disturbing the overall act. Forcing a child to become

explicitly aware of the operations he is using may only be confusing.

During the initial acquisition of mathiMatical concepts, Children are not

usually explicitly-aware of the systems of operations they. are using. This

situation is similar to early stages in problem solving when children are

able to soive problems but are unable to explain the steps that were taken

to reach the solution. One is reminded of Mark Twain's 'yarn about the

centipede who became instantly paralyzed when asked to explain how his-iegs

moved. $

Translating from one model to another does not require an expliat or

formal awareness of the relations of operations that are embodied in the

various models. Dienes (1963) writes:

The rule-structure (in concrete situations) is not always consciouly'

analysed, particularly not by young children; often it is stamped in

and made acceptable and operational by repeated use and practice in

recognizing situations where the rule-structure is applicable. (p. 157)

Translating from one model to another, or translating from mathematical'

systems to real situations, involves more than a few content-independent

.abilities. Specific informAtion about various interpretations for a

given idea and about various models for real situations Is also required.

Nolintheless, for some children, certain basic tSrpes of translation abilities

seem to cause difficulty across.a wide variety of specific mathematical

ideas. ,Furthermore, instruction designed to improve these translation

Abilities frequently results in improvement across a wide range of mathema-

tical content suggesting that these abilities may be fundamental processes
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that are needed in mathematical reasoning. They.are processes that deal ...

with hypothesized important links between figurative And operative aspects

of thought, and they are processes that are Seldoth addressed by diagnostic

tests or instruction. They are also processes that have caused difficul-

ties for many LD and normal children.

Abilities Associated with Spatial/Geomettic_praperties of Models. In

'addition to the translation processes that were discussed in the two preced-

ing'settions, there are other links between figurative and operative aspects

of thought that may involve important mathematical abilities. According,to

Piagetian theory (Smock, 1973), the evolution of mathematical concepts t'Ypi-

cally involves both a fiiurative and an operative component (at least during

early stages of development). It is well known that two tasks which are

characterized by the same operational structure sometimes differ widely con-

cerning the degree of difficulty (e.g., d6calages). However, factors contri-

buting to these variations have not been thoroughly investigated (Laurendea

& Pinard, 1970). What is known ,is that situations are facilitating (or

confusing) to the extent that there is some (ornO) immediate connection

between the figurative structure of the task and thejTerative structure of

the concept involved.

Logical, arithmetic, and geometric concepts each arise out of a common .

source, which is children's interactions with their environment. Because

spatial experiences tend to dominate children's interactibns with' concrete

materials, it would seem sensibie to investigate the eitent to which geo-

metric. experiences could facilitate or hinder the acquisition of arithmetic

concepts. Unfortunately, most research investigating relationships among

spatial abilities and arithmetic abilities MS not focused on the kinds of

spatial abilities Suggested by Piagetian theory.

Piaget (1965), Dewey (McLellan & Dewey, 1914), and several Soviet

psychologists (e.g., Gal'peria & Georgiev, 1969) have described ways that

misunderstandings concerning number ideas are closely linked to a lack of

understanding of certain geometric notions. For example, Piaget'S number

conservation task tests whether children realize that the number of

objects insa set.is invariant under simple spatial displacements (i.e.,

geometric transformations). Tasks such as these show that logical, arith-

metic, and geometric notions are not initially learned as distinct categories

of concepts. Rather, for young children, these three types of ideas exist

in a confused and overlapping state and only gradually become differentiated

and coordinated. Young children tend to confuse judgments about: (a) the

number of objects in an array of circles, (b) the density of the configura-

tion, (c) the area covered by the array, and (d) the length of the rows

or columns. Similarly, objects that are.logically alike are ofteh confused

with objects that are spatially close together.

Most of the models (e.g., number lines, arrays of counters, fraction

bars, Cuisenaire rods, etc.) and diagrams teachers use to illustrate arith-

metic and number concepts presuppose an understahding of certain spatial/

geometric concepts. Consequently, because of a lack:.of understanding (or

14
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Misunderstandings)
about spatial geometric concepts, children Often develop

Misunderetandings about models,that Are USed--and abc4t the.number ideas

the models.are supposed to. illustrate. FOr eicampl,, in the'tiPper grades,

number lines and "area" or "Volume" models are use&to introduce fractions,

and similar triangles are used to illustrate proportions. .Yet,,theie is

Abundant evidence (eivi, Gallperin, &-Gtorgiev, 1969,.Piaget & Inhelde;,.

1967) that children frequently'have problems understanding each of these

moders. Nonetheless; very little work.has been done to isolate the geomet-

ric concepts that the models presuppose or to identify links between mis-

understanding of models and misunderstanding of the ideas they are intended

to illustrate (e.g.,. Lesh, 1976).

In Figure 6, each of the materials can be used to illustrate rational

number.concepts, each emphasizes different aspects of the number. 1/3.. Some

of the materials stress the "fraction" or."part of a whole" interpretation

of rational numbers. Others emphasize the "patio" or "proportion" inter-

pretation of rationals. And, others emphasize the "ordinal" or "operator"

-interpretation of rationale. Still others illustrate rationale as "ordeied

pairs" or as extensions of our numeration system.

PiE PARTITIONED PAPER

100
COUNTERS

PIE

0 0 00
COUNTERS

FOLDING

.

000
COUNTERS
(RATIO)

COLORED
RODS

0 V3 ab 1

NUMBER LINE

ii. 14.; km* '4...
LIQUID FUNCTION SIMILAR

,)
,

VOLUMES MACHINE FIGURES& .

ABACUS &

PROPORTIONS DECIMALS

Figure 6. Illustrations of 1/3,
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- Other issues also arias. For Instance, among the illustrations in

Figure 6, which maerials are most abstract,--or:Ttoncretel'or dbiplex?'

Which Will be.eaiiest for youngsterd to uae? Which materialswill allow

youngsters to deal most, directlk with.the most elementary interpretations

.of rationals and yet not lead them to form misconceptions that will make- .

higher order understanding more. difficult (e.g.-tyoungsters who,have

learned that rational numbers refer to "parts Of..-a whale" May finddiffi-

culties When they confront three..;halves). .What role does fadiliarity,play,

in selecting materials? Which materials will draw upon more useful intu-

itivenotions- without.alsO conjuring-up.irrelevant properties? How many

different types of- materials should be used,. and in,whatorder should they

be presented? FitiOly, are thare any generalizations that can be made about

.discrete models versus continuous,models,. or about cardinal-Versus-ordinal-

versits-measuredent models? These questions make it clear that eyen within

the realm of geometric figures and "real world" materials, concrete.;to-

abstract and intuitive-to-formalized dimenaions must be considered. Some

of these dimensions of intellectual growth may be related to the develop-

ment of important mathematical abilities.

Little has been done to investigate how the,figurative content of a

problem Affects the difficulty of mathematical tasks (Leah, 1978). Piaget

has focused on the operational aspects of tasks and concepts, but he has

deemphasized the.figurative aspects. The kinds of-spatial abilities LD

specialists have investigated are'not.the type that are likely to clarify

relationships between figurative and operational aspects of thought. The

influence of figurative content on opergtional ability is important infor-

mation for teachers who must devise models to illustrate Mathematical

concepts and it seems likely that some important mathethatical processes

may be Ovolved. More research iS needed concerning relationships between

figurative and operaeive.aspects of, thought.

,The Role of Agtivit in Mathematics Education

The most obvious justifications for,activity in mathematics instruction

derive from Piaget!s processes of assimilation and accomodation. The

learner is viewed as an active agent who interprets the environment lasing

internal models or structures which are gradually modified to."fit" pro-

gressively more complex situations,. In mathematics the structures people

use to interpret'reality consist of organized Systems of:operations, rela-

tions, or transformations; and the construction of these operational systems

requires other types of activity in addition to those associated with assi-

milation and accomodaiion.

"Operations (i.e., operations, relations, ar transformations) are

internalized_schemes of actions, that are-reversible and that exist

as part of a system that is characterized by lags of totality."

(Beth & Piaget, 1966, p. 234)

The above definition implies that: ,(i) operations, relations, and

transformations are abstracted, not from concrete materials, but from

1
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interactions between a student and his environment--e.g., interactions

between a student and concrete materials, or interaetions. among students,

and(ii) operations, relations, and ttansformations do not exist in isola.

tion. That iS, they exist only as part of a coordinated system (e..g.,

grouping) that also involves other operations,.relations, or transformations.

Both of the above statements involve activity, first because,opera-,.

tions are abstracted from actions (although there may not be motor acti-

vities), and secOndbecause the actions take on the stat.7s'of operations

only when they are modified by being treated as Part of a whole systeM

of actions. Furthermore, these two types of activities are linked.-to

abilities that may\be deficient in some LD children.

iht.A1212.1,1y_IL,Cocjrc_linate_z41oLOpSsteerations or Relations. Abstract-

ing operations from one'S own actions consists not simply of taking note of

isolated Intetactions,.it requires'ihe reconstrOction of these actions on

a higher plane. Individual,interactions,gradually take'on new Signifidance

(Piaget calls this reflexive.absteaction) as they are modified by being .,

treated as part of a whole operational structure. The evolution of opera-

tional structures does not begin with individual isolated-operations whidh'

are successively linked together. Rather,the evolution of 3tructures of

operations- occUrs simultaneously with the evolution of the operations the.t

,the structure subsumes. Both the structure and its operations simultaneously

crystallize out of a system'of schemes of actiona as it becomes.ptogressiVely

coordinated (genetic Circularity).

While the coordination of a system'of schemes of actions is achieved

prOgressively, its completion is marked by a momentary acceleration in 0

this construction as the child shifts to a qualitatively higher,level of,

thought. As a result of this reorganization,-new self-evidence typically

appears with regard to concepts whose definitions depend upon the applica-

tion of the given structure. In this way, certain operational concepts

(such as the concept of a series, or class) and certain properties (such as

transitivity) arise out of structured wholes of operations, the completion

of whIch explains the necessitY of its elements insofar as their meanings

are/dependent on that whole.

To get children to master a system

problems is to get them to coordinate a

tional whole. However, it is precisely

children and some LD children Iack.

of operations, one of.the main
system of actions tnto an opera-
this coordination that preoperational

Karen (sixth grade): Throughout elementary school, Karen had been a

good student in every subject except arithmetic. Her mathematics skills

were evaluated to be at the second grade level. She had alsO developed

a strung fear and dislike for nearly everything called arithmetic or

mathematids so she would prompty "tune out" whenever her teacher- or's

parents tried to work with her. Her school's LD specialist deciet.: to

start working with Karen using games in which mathematics skills would

be used and to work on topics that Karen might not recognize immediately
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'as being.mathematis--e.1., topics like measurement or geometry where .

basic quantitative judgments could be pratticed.

..In_bGa4games, Karenseenedto' have no intuitive "feeling". for_the

relative Size of seven, seventeen, sevinty, or seven hundred. In

mOnopoly-type gaMes, Karen was anable tO estimate how far a given

rdll of dite would take her, and she shoWed little-awareness o'f the,

significance of different dollar values for properties'.

, .
. ,

Because Karen had great difficulty-Measuring with ruler, her teacher

triad to teach.her to measure'things (e.g., desk tops, books, etc.)

byldying orange Cuisenaire rads end to end -But, when the teacher

showed Karen that her desk was 8 'rods long, and.then asked Karen to

cfind the :width"of her desk,..Karen was unable to Out the rodafin a

straight line from one alde of the desk .to the other. WhehiShe

succeeded in, making a straight raw, the endpaintsAid notlit the

sides of the' desk; when She made the,endpoints fit.the- sidea,"the róds,

either had.large spices between theM or else they overlapped or were .

out of line. In general, wheneverjaren paid attention-to'the. end-

points of the whole row, she neglected to_notice the arrangement's of

individual rods: When she paid attention tO°individital rods,"she

neglected to notic, the whole Configuration. Similarly,in other,

measurement or number tasks, she had difficulty keeping Parts and

whole configurations in mind at the same time.. 'For this reason she

failed most "part-whole" Piagetian conservatidn task:3 involving length,

area, or number ideas.

.Karen's teacher cut a piece of. adding machine paper to-make two strips

of paper that were exactly the same length (ohe meter). Then.she

put the two strips on.a table approxiMately 5 cent*eters apart and

drew decimeter lines on one of the strips. 'The teacher was hoping

to glue orange rods to the two strips to help Karen measure things.

But, when the lines were drawris-oCIOne of,the strips, Karen no longer

believed the two strips were, the same length. The inability to

coordinate parts and wholes was one example:of Kpren's geheral dif-

ficulty in coordinating systems of relations or.operations.'

ilow do we get children to coordinate a given system of* operations?

A possible answer is, "pretty much the,same way we get them to'coordinate

(and then think*back about) any system of actions;" we start by Putting

the child in a situation where the system of actions will be easy to use

and we gradually introduce more and more complex situations and more

elaborate systems of actions. The proceas is similar to helping a youngster

coordinate the ect of hitttng tennis balls--except for one fact. To get
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children to coordtnate a system of mathematical operations, the situations

we pose must usually irmolve activities where there ts some similarity'

(i.e., isomorphism) between the structure of the task and the operational

structure the chUd is sLpposed-to coordinate For example, "putting a

set of Cuisenaire rods in order" can ,be used to teach children about the

relatidn "bigger than" whereas gesturing games (e.g., stretching up on

tippy tins) are unlikely to contribute to the coordination of the relevant

system of.relations.

d

Not aWactivity is helpfulA.n learning mathematical ideas. 'For

instance, hyperkinetic children are no more desirable in a mathematics

labdratory than they are on a tennis court. The goal is to get children

to coordinate a system of. actions, and then to reflectively abstract the

individual acts within the system. Aqivity purely for the sake of' acti-

vity is not necessarily conducive to cognitive growth.: For example', recent

research studies at Northwestern (e.g., Musick, 1978; Schu1tz,-1978)

haveshown that, for two tasks which differ only in the degree of

activity that is required of the child, "high activity" tasks are often

consistently and significantly. more difficult than the low activity tasks.

These studies.also give examples to'deMonstrate a variety of problems that

can'arise from activities in Which the structure of the teaks is unrelated.

to'the structure-of the condept being taught. The kind of activities that

seem most conducive to learning a given idea are those which are isomorphic

to the system of operations that.characterize the idea.

The. Ability to Reverse Thought Processes. In Piagetian theory, the

key to the emergence of a whole system of operations id the,appearance of

the inverse of the operation. This reversibility phenomenon(i.e., the

ability to reverse a given relation or to undo the effects of a given

operation) is critical in the development of many operational structures.

Reversibility is attained when a child ceaees to think.in terms of isolated,

operations--or results of isolated, operations, and begins:to think in terms

.of systema of operations--and of invariant properties,under systems of

operations.
N.

Reversibility appears to be related to the operational thinking of

students.at .41. levels. For example, among the abilities of gifted

mathematics students, Krutetskii (1976) lists the following:

(1)

thought,. "The capable pupil's thought wanders freely, if needed,

from a straightforward course; it is easy for an able pupil to

pass from a direct to a reverse train of thought, which presents

difficulty for average pupils. From an ordinary proof to proof

by contradiction--from a direct to a converse theoremthese

.transitions are made by capable pupils without difficulty." They

develop the ability to switch from direct to reverse operations.

(p. 187)

(2) Flexibility of thinking. "Capable pupils can quickly transfer
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from one.aspect of a discussion to anoother, from one method of

approach to another; from one method'of solution.to another.

A surprising mobility of thought distinguishes my capable pupil

G. T1G -He tries this way-and- that." -(p4-188)

(3). Curtailment of the reasonin&process. "In capable pupils the

reasoning process is curtailed add is, never developed to its

full logical structure. This is yen, economical, and.in this

lies its value1...1 have.often observed;how 4 Capable pupil

thinks; for the teacher and the class it is a detailed process,

with all the links in the sequence; and for himself it is,frag-

.mentary, cursory, very abbreviated, a shorthand record of thought."

(p. 189)

Through his work involving younger children of average ability, Piaget

has shown that flexibility of thoughtincluding the ability to foresee

difficulties and take "short cuts" in reasoning processesare closely

related to the attainment of reversibility, of basic operational or rela-

tional structures. Lack of reversLbility and rigidity of thought else)

are quite common among LD children who have not coordinated ihe operational

systems required for particular mathematical tasks., . The example below

illustrates one such child.

Italy, (first grade): Johnny was trying to organize geometric shapes

into a 4 x 4 "checkerboard" matrix. The gain involved four shapes

and foUr c)lors as shown below.

III
-

./ ..%%..,

A ,
,

/..

.V.
IV

Z.1

Each time Johnny tried to complete the task he would get one or two

rows correct, then he would make a Mistake. But, when he made a

mistake, he could not "back-track" to correct it and then continue;

he would "mess up" the.board and start atl over from the beginning.

On other single problem-solving tasks, Johnny's thinking resembled

a movie that could only be run from start to finish in the forward

direction. If a difficulty arose somewhere in the middle of a

solution attempt, Johnny would not backtrack to a point where he

could-proceed; he would start all over from the beginning. Unlike

other children whose thinking more closely resembled a series of

computer-like subroutines that could be coupled together in flexible
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ways, Johnny either completed a whole problem. Solving proCeis Without

an error, or else he.did not solve the problem at all.

Kim (third grade):. Kim had been having difficulty in--arithmetic

throughout grades 1 and 2. Bpt, she ,had always been good ifi other .

subject areas and Aeemed able to get along in arithmetic. However,

in third grade, mo4 serious difficulties, became apparent. Kim'S

teacher noticed that she had extraordinary difficulty on subtracti,

problems which required the use of,different "borrowing" subprocedures. .

Later, the LD spedialist inlim's school found that Kit had difficulty ;_

following directions in many'situations that,invoIved linking together

several subprocedures to accomplish some overall. task. When the sub-

. procedures involved choicesamong several alternatives, Kim would

often lose track of the overall goal..

Irreversibility and inflexibilitY have probably played significant

roles in several recent'mathematics learning studies involving LD sub

"jects. For example, a study by James (1975) involved 40 seven-Year-old LD

children. and 40 seven-year-old norMal children. In each group, every child

was given a series of,measurement-related Piagetian taskt; The major

purpose of the'study was to investigate'the relative difficulty among tasks

for children in' each of-the two groups. For each child, error patterns

and solution,procedures were also.recorded. One interesting side,result

of the study.showed that among LD children Who solved given measurement'

tasks correctly, the solution time was often significantly shorter than

the solution time among normal children who did the task correctly. For

example, ,on one meadurement task, 24 normal children solved the problem

whereas only 6 LD children solved it correctly. Yet, among the 6 LD

children, the average solution time was 24 seconds with 'no one requiring

more than 1 minute and 30 seconds, while among the 24 normal chi:Wren,

the average Solution time was 2 minutes and 12 seconds with no one solving

the problem in less that 1 minute and 30 seconds. Data similar.to these

were obtained on other tasks in James' study. Similar results were also

observed by Lesh,in a series of 4,ilot studies involVing constructive

measurement tasks, computation tasks, and geometric construction'tasks.

The nUmbers of LD subjects in these pilot studies"Were not sufficient to

justify any sweeping conclusions; nor were the studies sufficiently con-

trolled to isolate causal connections'for particular behaviors. But,

follow-up questioning of individual LD children did consistently show that

even the successful solution procedures often tended to be rigid, ,inflex-

ible, and irreversible processes rather than the kind of flexible sequences

of subroutines that characterize the successful solution procedures used

by most normal children.

In the above situations, speed in giving answers was not necessarily

good. Impulsivity, rigidity, inflexibility, and irreversibility all con-

tributed to quick solutions for particular problems, but these character-

istics seldom contribute to the long range developmental problem solving

abilities.
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Krutetskii (1976) writes:

1e is not a matter of 'speedt when we are discusemg ability, 'rate

of progress,' or 'tempo of progress.' A -person can work slowly but

can progress qulckly in learning a task, and vice versa. Time and

again we 'shall remark on the necessity,of distinguishing between one's

individual tempo of work and one's tempo'of progress, between the rate

.of work and the rate of development, (p. 62)
1

1

The Abiliti_to Form. Relationships Among Various 0 e ational S stems.

The ability to Ooordinate,operational sysfems for individual tasks is .

closely related to the ability to recognize structural si ilarities among

selieral'"related" tasks. For example, Lesh (1975) develo ed three sequences

of taska (denoted Sl, 52, S3, ..., 56; NZ, N2,....., N6; a d Cl, C2, ...,

C6) which were graded in difficulty end-which pertained t4 Piagetian

seriation, number, classification ideas, respectively. The tasks were

selected in such a way that, for each of the-three sequenc\es, the'proba-

bility would be small (i.e.,'15%) that a child wodld correptiv.resPond

to a'higher order task (e.g., S(n41)) before'he is able to

task S(n). That is, the three seepiences were derived so t at most children

would master the, tasks' in a.relativelyinvariant order (e.g., task S1

before task S2,.task S2 .before task 53, etc!, and similarly fOk the other

two sequences). The goal of the stUdy was to Compare relationships among

children's progress thriiugh the three sequences. The results Of the

study, which involved 160 normal indergarten children, showed that these

children progressed through the ee sequences in a parallel fashion.

That is, a child.who Was at level tiree on the seriation sequence was

Usually at approximately level,three on the number and classification

sequences. The chances were small (i.e., 15%) that he would be more than

one step higher or lower on either of the other two sequences. Laterthe

study was replicated.with'40 LD children of. approximately kindergarten

age. The results of this follow-up study showed that, unlike ale normal

chilaren, &ore than half (Lei, 23) of ti4 LD children were "out of phase"

on the three sequentes, For example, a child might rank quite high on

the number sequence, but quite low on the seriation and classification'.

sequences.

James (1975) used a dpsign identical to the one described above

except that subdivision, measurement, and change of position sequences

were used instead of seriation, number, and classification. The results

in James' study were similar to those obtained by Lesh. That is, opera-

tional systems that develop syncronously in normal children do not

necessarily develop together in LD children.

The implications of the above results for Piagetian theory are not

entirely clear. Piaget has argued that number ideas result from a syn-

thesis of seriation and classification concepts and that measurement

ideas result from a synthesis of subdivision and change of position con-

cepts. And the empirical facts supporting Piaget's argument have been

replicated with success in a variety of cross-cultural studies.. However,
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LA subjects seem to represent a population that does not behkve in the

,usual way on batteries df Piagetian tasks: What can we conclude.about-

a given LA child's concept of nombers if he can perform the usual con-

servation taaks correctly but is'unable to give correct responSes to .

related seriation and classification tasks? Perhaps the,o0rational Struc-

tures of LA children's concepts are not exactly the.same as thOse for

rirmal children; or perhaps the structures are simply not as Closely

.re ated to one another., Perhaps; bedadse Of,some underlying disabilitieS,

the general mathematical experiences of.sOme LA children are sufficiently

different from those of normal-children that'entirely different opera-i,

tional systeks are developed tO make judgments about.number, measurement,

arithmetic, and geometric concepts.

Piagetian.interviews have-quite frequently Shown that many LA

children have failed to coordinate.someof the important operational ,

systems that their peers can use to make mathematical judgments;, *Further-
,

more, the systems that LD children have coordinated often seem to be

organized,in a way that is unusual compared with normalichildren. Perhaps

these operational systems represent alternative conceptualizations that

are just as valid as the ones used by most normal children; or.perhaps

they represent misunderstandings that,must be correcte4 through the

organization of new operational systems. More research will be needed to

resolve these issues. This is a research area in which information about

the abilities of.LA children could significantly alter the way we think .

about the cognitive abilities of normal children.

The Role of Problem Solving in Mathematics Instruction

.
Piaget does not explicitly give his blessing to problem. solving--at

least not if ihe problems are the type that are usually encounlered in

schoOl books. He does claim that cognitive growth occurs through an

equilibration process involving assimilation and accommodation-and that

disequilibrium situations will provide a propellent to cognitiVe growth.

The problem, like a carrot for a donkey, must be juat close enough.to

be partly' assimilated and just far enough to require some acCommodation.

However, many'disequilibrium causing situations are not "problems" in

the normal sense of the word; and many school "problems" either do not

require an accommodation or else cannot be.assimilated by many students.

So, for Piaget, problem solving contributes to learning insofar as it

faCilitates.the equilibration.process.

Disequilibrium occurs when two competing interpretations of an event

are in conflict; and conflictinginterpretations occur through two competing

assimilation processes--generalizing assimilation and discriminating as-

suilation 1971). Saari (1976, Note 4) has formulated a mathe-

matical model describing how these two types of assimilation fit together

with the accommodation process to produce cognitive growth and has also

describld how these processes are related to problem solving. Readers

who would like a detailed iwerpretation of Piagetian "problem solving"

are referred to Saari's papers. The following glneral ideas will be

;
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sufficient for the purposes of this paper.

POr Piaget, cognitive structures evolve out of lower-order structures,

and are gralpallY subsumed into higher structures. That is, it any given

stage of development, a 4, .en siructure'is a form for lower Order systems

and content for higher order syitems. If a child focuses on lower Order

subsystems to interpret an event; then he is,using discriminating assimila-

tion, and if he focuses on"higher order subsuming systems to interpret the
event, then he is using generalizing eusimilation.- If the total structure

of the problem is well coordinated'(i.e:; if it is equilibrium) then the
two interpretations will fit together and will not conflict. If the two

interpretations do,conflict then an. accommodation will be needed to reconcile

them. That.is, new-relationships must be constructed to coordinate the two

interpretations. ,
What mathematical abilities are implicit in,the equilibration/assimi-

lation/accommodation process? The following three examples illustrate
disabilities that are aSsociated with dysfunctions in generalizing assimi-
lation'or in discriminating adsimilations.

(1) Generalizing Assimilations.

Mark (third grade): Mark was already mentioned in Part II of this

'paper. He was the youngster who thought arithmetic blocks looked
like space ships, robots, and death stars from the movie "Star Wars,"
and whose teacher was unable to get him to investigate.the internal
structure of the materials. In these,gituations, Mark was assimi-
lating parts of the instructional situations that his teacher pre-

sented. That is, given almost'any set of-materials, he would quickly
make up a fanciful story telling how these materials were like other
sicuations that he understood and found interesting. But his gen-.

eralizing assimilations usually disregarded the internal structures

of the instructional materials. ,

Ron (fifth grade): Ron's LD teacher was trying to help him learn

about measuring lengths and areas. She was using a Socratic method of
questioning to get Ron to think about the details of various measure-.

ment problems. But, Ron was very skillful at generating sequences
of nonsequitors that prevented his teacher from examining any given

situation in detail. Ron wduld flit from one situation to another,

or from one issue to another, without thoroughly learning any of

thelll After the session, Ron's frustrated teacher explained, "Trying
to talk to Ron about measurement is like trying to talk to my grand-

mother about religion or politics. He hops around a set of loosely
related topics but refuses to think about any of them in detail."

(2) Discriminating Assimilations.

Marci (second grade): Marci was doing quite well in every subject

except arithmetic. Her LD teacher was working with Marci on number
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actiVitiea involving one-to-One matching among Sets and on other

classifying and ordering taska. On one activity Marci had been given

a bOx full of 20 poker chips.'\ she Was asked to copy a 3 x 3 array,of

.nine poker'. chips. Marci began by/Taking a row of chips. Then ahe

.mIde a second antithird row. Out/each row had far too many chlps,

and she became so involyed tiji act of putting out chips that she

forgot her original go 1 and iimply put .out all of the poker chips.

in her box.

0 0 0
0 0 0000.

o oo 0 0
0 00 00 0
00 0 009
0 0 0 0 0

When Marci had put out all of herspoker chips she was asked if her

configuration had.the same numer as in the 3 x.3 mOdel. Mara knew

that her configuration had more. So, she pushed all of her chips

back into her box and began the task from the start. Nonetheless,

on her second attempt she made the liery same mis,takes as-in her first

attempt. When she got in:o the details of a problem, she would lose

sight of the overall goal.

Generalizing assimilation, discriminating assimilation,and.accommo-

dation are each dependent on a child's ability to coordinate, given opera-

tional structures. That is, a child does not become a "good generalizing

Assimilator" in all situations. The ability to.assimilate is always

structure specific, and the fundamental goal of instruction is to help

the child to develop the relevant structures. ,Nonethelesal some children

seem to have an almost permanent imbalance in favor oi one form of assimi-

lation, neglecting:the other form of assimilation. That is, given:a new

problem (situation,.idea, or example), some children have a strong ten-

dency to neglect or distort the ietails of the problem in order to fit

their own subsuming classification schemes. tm the other hand, other

children continually getembroiled in the details of new problems,or ideas

and consistently fail to "see the'forest because of the trees." Perhaps

these assimilation biases are the result of some underlying disability,

perhaps they are the result of some learned behavior, or 'perhaps they

are closely related to some social/affective tactors or self concepts.

More research will be needed to clarify theseissues. Minimally, research

in.this area should include an accurate assessment of the operational

structures available to given children and an accurate assessment of the

operational structure of the new idea.

What is it, beyond having a concept, that allows a normally
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intelligent person to use the idea to deal with math-related problems

in everyday situations? Piagetian studies have shown that the operaeional

structure of an idea is an important factor detirmining ehe difficulty of

the idea. Geometry research (e.g., Fuson & Murray, 1978; Schultz, 1978;

Thomas, 1978) has'shown that the figurative content of the task sitdation

can also'radically influence the difficulty of a Oven problemAituation.

And, a student's proficiency with certain problem Solving processes also ,

influences the diffiCulty of tasks. However, the relevant processes do

not necessarily correspond to the typical kinds of pioblems solving

processes discussed by Polya (1945), Krutetskii (1976), and others.

As was mentioned earlier, most information about problemso/ving

processes has COme from situations'involVing older students, exceptionally

'bright students, individuaCstudents working in isolation (often in
artificial laboratory situations), or situations involving highly contrived

word problems, mathematical puzzles, or,proofs. .Elementóry school

children, average (or below average) ability students, and mud pvoblem-

solving processes have.been neglected. For thii reason, the "problem

solving" processes educators discuss often seem.inaccessible to younger

children or less gifted students, and applied.problem solving processes

like modeling have been ignored. Some of these applied problem solving

processes will be discussed in Part IV of this paper.

The Bole of Small Groin) Acts:ities

When educators talk about problem solving situations, they often

ignore the fact that most people work on real-world problems when other

people and other resources are available. People seldom work in isolation

using only the power of their own minds to solve problems. Instead,.

good problem solvers learn to amplify their own powers through, effective

use of outside resources. For example, when real people solve real

problems, one of the most often used problem solving strategies is to

"ask someone who can give the needed information." This is not to say

that good problem solvers solve most problems by asking someone else to

do their work for them. Formulating's problem in such a way that a

specific bit of information can be requested is not a trivial skill. In

fact, one of the most obvious characteristics of good problem solvers is

that they are good questidn askers. Once a question is formulated in a

nice way,,answer,giving is often quite easy.

Many individual problem solving strategies are quite difficult for

average or belOw average.ability youngsters. But when these internal

processes are externalizld in the context of small group activities, they

are often easier to describe in a form that is understandable to lower

ability problem solvers. For example, problem solving strategies like

"consider a similar problem," "consider an auxiliary problem," or "consider

a special case," can be summarized with the simple advice, "look for a

related problem." Yet, to poor problem solvers, this advice often seems

quite foolish because, "1 already have one .problem I cannot do, I do not

need another." To poor problem solvers, a more sensible suggestion is,
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"Look at the same problem from a different point of view."

In several recent research studies (e.g. Cardone, 1977) where ---
groups of -four_students were supposed tb work together on problems, indi.;

viduals often worked independentlyeachconceptualizing the problem in

quite differeni ways, and each unconscious'of,misleading biases inherent

in his own point of view. Thii is one reason why "brainstorming" is

often a,useful problem-solving technique.

In group "brainstorping" sessions, students can be bombarded with

a variety of different ideas Ind approaches, and can simultaneously becoile

mowe self-critical about theff own points of view. They can also be made

to notice: (a) some people are good talkers while others are good

listeners, (b) some people, are gobd generalizers While-others are better

at working out details, and in general (c) a variety of different roles,

are beneficial to good problem solving. Good'problem solvers must be

flexible enough to switch quickly from one roli to another while solving

a problem.

Many other' problem solving strategies are greatly Omplified-in

group situations. Problem solving strategies like "identify the givens,"

"identify the unknowns," and "ellminate irrelevant information" all having

to do with the general recommendation, "understand the problem." However,

this advibe again seems rather useless to pOor problem solvers whose

superficial understanding orthe 'problem often-leads to selecting or eli-

minating information on rather artificial bases. On the other hand,

except for specific recommendations about identifying knowns and unknowns,

it is difficult for poor pro6lem solvers to understand what it,means to

IQ understand the problem." 1:t-is much easier to say, "Use your own words

to describe the problem to a friend," or "Describe some other problems

like this probleme" Poor problem solvers sometimes flounder with a

problem for a long time before noticing (if asked) that they are unable

to give a clear description of the problem:to a friend. So, Once again,

group activities can force students'to "understand the problem" and

II organize the intormation given." Eventually, they may become self-

critical enough to work on problems and no longer need group work to

overcome their subjectivity and egocentrism.

When students work in groups to solve problems, they often,see that

many problem can be solved in a variety of ways--some of which are"

"better" than others. In fact, in research with gifted youngsteys (e.g.,

Krutetskii, 1976) Ihe hallmark pi outstanding problem solvers is not so

much whethet answers are right or wrong but whether "clever" procedures

were used.: "Good" problem solvers are flexible thinkers who are capable

of solving problems in several different ways; so, when one path is

blocked, another route can be taken.

The above points are not intended to, imply that we should explicitly

liech, group problem solving techniques. Rather, group problem solving

situations furnish an effective contextl:o teach individual problem

,... dul lamiliid,tkicL MONO it I i I adallitielLegien
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solving procedures--especially)when't.a problem solver.is at a relatively,

primitive level,of skill acquisition,
1

If a person hes not yet Llordinated a given set of operations, he

,will generally have the following cognitive characteristics when he is
J

forced to make judgments which.rely on the use of this'system: (I) cen-

teringi.e., he will not "read out" all of the information that.is
.

available; he will focus on only the most obvious features of the situation

and will fail to notice less obvious features; (2) egoceritrism--i.e.,

.
he.will "read in" meaning and information because of his own preconceived

biases; he will distort the situation to fit his own understanding even ,

when his own ideas do not correspond to objective reality. To overcome

both of these tendencies (i.e., centering and egocentrism) children4may

find it helpful'to woe- in groups where they are forced to coordinate

their oft point of view with that of other chpdren. While one child may

center on one.aspect of a situation, another child may center dh another,

and children with various idiosyncratic interpretations of a situation'

will be forced to confront one another. On the other hand, it is well

,
known .that preoperational children--precisely because of. their egocentrism-- _

often.function in groups without any real interactiop taking place. Two-

year-old play groups are often characterized by pare lel play'in which

each child carries on a monologue in the presence of he other children.

Preoperational children ,tend to be quite unimpressed with apparent (to.an

adult) conflicts between their own interpretations and those of other

children--or between their own interpretations at one.moment compared with

another.

Even at preoperational levels of'development, group activities can be

, beneficial. According to Piaget, cognitive development is characterized

not only by a concrete-to-abstract diritension but also by an external-to-

internal dimension. That is, actions on real objects-ire gradually inter-

nalized to form coordinated cognitive systems. So a teacher can concretize

a given operation and he can also externalize an operation. For example,

if a'preschooler is learning to put Cuisenatre rods in order, the child

may get so involved in the details of the task that she has difficulty

keeping in mind the overall task. In such a case, a child who inds it

difficult to build a Cuisenaire rod "staircase" may still learn a great

deal from watching the teacher (or another cbild) build a staircase.

Watching can also involve activity--just like tasks which demand ittore

overt action.

Several Soviet psychologists (e.g., Gal'perin, Vygotskii, and toeontiev)

'have 'ioritten extensively about the'internalization process and its rela-

tionship to the development oe operational or relational thinking. These

studies furnish many examples showing that even at sophisticated levels of

development centering and egocentrism phenomena are still present in the

internalization process. For example, persons reading a new mathemati6s

textbook for the first time will center .on some points and neglect others;

and they will reinterpret and perhaps distort many ideas in order to fit

their previous conceptoalizations of the subject. Similarly, in problerti

solving settings, a good problem solver learns to behave as though he were,
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within himself, several people sitting around, a table working together to

solve a:problem..', He is objective in the sense that he seig\thelnoblem

frOMMultiOlenersPedetiMS-iffid-lhetiVaWare:Of'(an-r-terf-diItitalabOdi)
--,----

his own:perspective at any given moment. 10*04!.vay,,iwis toiced to be.

more analytic and to attend to more aspedts that-are any single-

point of view.: . .

1J

In addition to previously mentioned Cognitive justiiicationS,:for

small group activities, a number 'of special affective justifications are

also apparent. In part learning to bd a problem'solver means.acquiring

a problem-solving personality. One of the first chlmacteristici of a good

problem solver'is that he interprets an unusual number'of daily'situations

as problems--that as.situations where his problem solVing-skills May .-

be relevant.- One'6f the first steps o good problem,solver takes is to

identify a fOyen prohlem as "do-able" or,"un-d6-able," and next as "eaW

or "difficult." Then appropriate solution strategies are selected to'fit\

the initial appraisal. However; it is quite obvious that.people who are

good problem solvers.in one context, in one:type of situstion,.or,in one

discipline may be average or below.average problem.solvers in. another.

In modern psychology it has become more,and more clear that cognitive

adaptatiow,exists in on ecological system with other adaptation-seeking

mechanisms and is influenced by them. Learning, Socializing, and adjusting

cannot be completely separated. Much that We nowcall learning is Social

learning. Many aspects-of human learning that we have traditionally regarded

as "cognitive" development are specializations of "social" development.

The central issues are not so much About how the child develops knowledge,

but rather, about how he develops shared or cooperative knowledge that

creates not only the objective (i.e., intersubjective) reality, but Also

the individual's conception of the self (Mead, 1934) and his. moral ideology

(kohlberg, 1969).

Research has shown that children may well form severe personae for

different situations-afamily, peer groups, school. The child's "person-

ality" is different at different times, in different situations, in dif-

ferent mental and physiological states, as a function of,cognitive, social,

and emotional load, and as a function of his particular,agenda at the

moment. Cognitive performance is moved upward and downward by load factors

in the child and in the situations--e.g.,',noise, emotionality, distraction,

confusion, shyness, anxiety. So children fluctuate in their apparent

ability depending upon time and place. Psychological descriptions of

people have for a lonwtime centered around the premise that people have

traits, personality traits and cognitive traits; that endure and that are

manifest in all situations. ThLs notion is currently under strong attick,

particularly in personality theory.

Summiry

What abilities have been suggested in the preceding section? Some

possible candidates include: (a). the ability to decenter, (b) the

162
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ability to overcome. egocentrism, and (c) the-ability tO internalize. But,

'each of these potential "abilities"-results frdm a more basic type-of

ability-the ability to coordinate a given system of operations and,rela-.

tions. .For example, decentering is,not.really an ability at all because

a.person never outgrows her tendency to center in some.situations. Even

the most-highly educated genius will center in situationa that require

her.to use a system.of relationtste has not yet coordinated. Piaget hiM7

self centers in situations thee reqUire structurat systems. that he has not

yet'organized..

Reversibility, centering; egocentrism, and equilibrium are all ideas

that refer io particular systems of Operatioris. So,-the fundamental

problem is to help children coordinate the systems of operations that are

needed to make judgments about particular ideas. Then, the child will

de'denter, will be less egocentricjand will exhibit,reversibility in 'her

thinking about these ideas. .

In Part II of this paper, et;ach. of the three dategories of abilities

discussed in, connection with Gagne's.theory'was related to a-child's orga-

nization of a system of mathematical ideas. Gaghe's theory focuses.on

between-idea systems that describe how individual ideas.are related to one

another; in particular, Gagne focuses on the.influence of prerequisite

ideas. Piaget's theory focuses on a second type of system--within-idea

systems. 'That is, to make judgments related to most mathematical ideas,

children must learn to.use organized systems of relations or operatiOns.

Consequently, among the'.abilities that were mentioned in Part III, most

were related to a child'S ability, to organize given operational systems.

One of the characteristic features of mathematics, is its structure,

including systems of both the within-idei,and between-Idea variety. There-

foie,.it should not.be surprising if the'kind of abilities that are Oar...,

ticularly important in mathematics have to do-with a child'S Ability to

organize and use these relational and operational systems. Part TV of.this,

paper will focus on 'a third type of relational systeM--relations among

varioua representational modalities. This latter type of relational

system has to do with another salient characteristic of methematics--its 4

distinctive use of symbols.

rv. Abilities Associated with Bruner's Theor of Learnin

During the past ten years, Briner's theoretical interests have seemed

less relevant to mathematics instruction than his work in the late 1950's

and 1960's. Nonetheless, his ideas have had important influences on the

major curriculum reform movements that shaped today' mathematics cur-

riculum and some of his recent work in psycholinguistics (1975) has begun

to return to issues that attracted the attention of mathematicians and

natural scientists a decade ago. In the 1960's, Bruner's views about

learning and instruction were appealing to mathematicians because of the
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central role he assigned.toAhe structure of scientific disciplines;

because of his treatment of scientific intuition, and because of his

emphasis'on Emus as well as product objects for instruction. . The:se

three factors are aIso iMportant to a diacussion of mathematical abilities.

The. kinds of prOtesies Bruner discusses go beyond the kind of problem

.solving processes that mathematics educators usually stress. The instruc-

tional relationshipi Bruner emphasized differ from those discussed by other

"learning theorists" like Gagne and,Pidgeri In addition, Biuner's emphasis

on intuitive learning is quite different from the emphases of most instruc-

tional theories that are_popular in mathematics education or in special,

'education.

;Bruner also'stresses\several aspects of matheioatics learning that

have not'been adequately addressed by 'cdrrent "high activity" psychological

theories. Neglected areas include the influence of figurative content on

operative ability and.the influence of spoken language on written-symbolic

mathematical understanding: Furthermore, he has organized these neglected. .

areas into a Conceptual framework that is,useful in order'to discuss mathe-

matical abilities that may be deficient in LI1 children:.

Two of the most, obvious distinguishing characteristics of mathematics

are its structure arid its.distinctive' use of language and symbOlism. There-

fore, if abilities that are uniquely important in mathematics exist, they

would likely involve one .of these two characteristics. 'Bruner's faiting

emphoaizei both of these 4haracteristica and describes their possible

influence on mathematics learning.

Bruner Claims:
,

,

.
i

Grasping the structure of a subject is understanding it in a way/ that

permits many other things to be related to it meaningfully. To learn

structure, in short, is to learn how things are related.. (Bruner,
.

i

'1960, p. 7)

The merit of a StruCture depends upon its power for simplifying infOr-

mation, for generating new propositions, and:for increasing the

manipulability.of a body of knowledge. (Bruner, 1966a, p. 41)

According to Bruner, the structure of a subject influences a student's

ability to learn, remember, use, and reason intuitively about mathematical

ideas.

(1) Learning:

Good teaching that emphaSizes the structure of a subject is probably

even more valuable for the less able studenx than for the gifted one,

for it is the former rather than the latter who is most easily thrown

off the track by poor teaching. ,(Bruner, 1960, p. 9)

(2) Remembering:



.Perhaps the most basi4 thing that, can be said about human memary,

ifter a century of intenSive research, is that unless detail is

placed into a structured *pattern, it is rapidly forgotten....knoW7.

ledge one haa'acquiredWithout safficient structure to tie it '

together is knowledge that is likely 6 be forgotten. (Bruner; 1960,-

pp. 24-30).

(3) Using;

The continuity cf learning that is prOduced by.,.:transier,of prin-

ciples is dependent upon mastery of the structure. of the subject .

A matter.....That is to say, in order for a person to be able to recognize

the applicability or
inapplicabilitTof an idea tea new situation

and to broaden his learning thereby, he must have clearly in,mind

the general natureof the phenomenon With which he is dealing. The

more fundamental or.basic is the idea he has'learneil, .almost by

definition, the greater Will be its breadth of applicability to neW

problems. (Bruner, 1960, p. 18)

(4) ,Intuiting:,

Usually intuitive thinking rests on familiarity with thedomain of

knowledge iavolved and with its structure, which makes it possible

for the thinker to leap about, skipping steps and employing short

cuts in a mannqr that requires a later rechecking of conclusions by

more analytic means...Intuition consists in using a limited set of

cues, because the thinker knows what.things are structurally related

to what other things. (Bruner, 1960, pp. S8-62)

Many of the above ideas about the role of structure were discussed

with respect to Gagne's theory in Part 11 of this paper. Although Bruner

and Gagne do arrive at similar conclustons about the importance of structure,

their treatments of structure differ significantly. For Gagne, learning

the structure .of the subject matter was not itself an objective of

\instruction; whereas for Bruner, it is. Furthermore, while Gagne focused

almost exclusively on the influence of lower-order prerequisites on higher

order ideas; Bruner addresses interrelationships among ideas at various

levels. Bruner is also more concerned about the intuitive mastery of

whole systems of ideas, not just the formal learning of isolated concepts

or rules.

,Although Bruner's treatment of structure is/quite different from that

of Gagne, most of the important structure-related abilities suggested

by his theory are also invcirved in discussion of the role of

language and symbolism. Therefore, this section will focus on abilities

related to the use of language and symbolism ih mathematics.

The Use..,(2f_DiscilnarLanzeAseancnbolism

According to Bruner (1966a), "man'p use of mind is dlpendent upon
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- his ability to develop and use 'tools' or 'instruments' or 'technologies'

that make it possible for him to express and !amplify his powers" (p. 24).

That is, through the use of cultural amplifiers, "ccgnitive growth might

'be: conceived as achieving a capacity for siMplicity in dealing with infor-

mation" (Bruner, 1966b, p. xi).
/

Among the mo t powerful "cultural amplifiers" civilization has-devel-

oped ate/pe vari us disciplines of knowledge. For example, ma hematis

has evolved toa State in which many of tts most basic truths ar expressed

in language that sounds deceivtnqly simple and true to non-mathe aticians.

In beginning cal ulus courses, studentS/often wonder why facts 1 ke "the

integral of the um of two functions is'equal to the sum of the integrals"

are worth proving. When ideas such as these are stated in clever ways,

they often seem, obyious--disguising a number, of subtle but important theo-.

'retical issues.'.

Halmos (1958; p.67-69 ) writes.: ,

Mathematics has grown so luxuAantly in the past 2,000 );ears that

it mUst e continually polished; simplified, systematized, unified

and ..on ensed. Otherwise the problem of handing the torch to each

new gen ration would become coMpletely unmanageable. No man alive

today c n know, even sketchily., all the mathematics published in the

last 10 !years.

After a \couple of centuries 10 of the greatest .Aiscoveries of the

era are likely to find themselves together between the covers'of a

slim voltrie in the pocket of, a graduate student who, withAuck, will

absorb thr all in two or three months.

\

The organi ational system that a discipline uses, and the language

and symbol sm it develops are very use ' "for simplifying informa-

tion, for enerating new propositiow, ld for increasing the manipula-

bility of a\body of knowledge." Some of the most important functions

that a disci line perfOrms'are to select And organize ideas that are

;
most importa t and basic, .and to interpret and represent these ideas

in a form that will be useful for dealing with applied problems and

for laying th groundwork'for continued development of new ideas.

The refined language and symbolism of mathematics plays an important

role in both the generation of new ideas and the learning of old ideas.

For example, in thei pioneering Work in psycholinguistics, Miller and

Chomsky (1963, p. 48 ) concluded that "sentences have a compelling power

to control both thoug t and language," and in no subject matter area is

this statement more t ue thah in mathematics.

\

Bruner (1966b) caltes:

...Having translated or encoded a set of events into a rule-bound

symbolic system, a'human being is then able to transform that
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representation into ancaltered version that may but does not neces-

sarily correspond to some possible set of events. It is this form

of effective productivity that makes symbolic,representation such a

powerful tool for thinking or problem solving, (p. 37)

However, verbal precociousness does not always affect the behavior

of children or adults.

...Once we have coded experience in language we can (but not neces-

sarily Et) read surplus meaning into the experience by pursuing the

built-in implications of the rules of language...there is some need

for the preparation of experience and mental operations before

language can be used. (Bruner, 1966b, p. 51)

The syntactical maturity of a five-year-old seems unconnected with

his ability in other spheres. He can muster words and sentences

with a swift and sure grasp of highly abstraOt rules, but he cannot,

in a corresponding fashion organize the things words and sentences

"stand for"....In order for the child to use language as an instru-

ment of thought, he must first bring the world of experience under

the control of principles of organizatiou that are in some Aegree

isomorphic with the structural principles of syntax. 'Without

special training in the symbolic Tepresentation of experience, the

child grows to adulthood still depending in large measure on the

enactive and ikonic modes of representing and organizing the word,

no matter what language he speaks. (Bruner, 1966b, p. 47)

The above comments underscore the fact that issues concerning mathe-

matical language and symbolism are closely related to issues concerning

the organization and structure of the ideas,the language describes. The

mutual interdependence between structure and language are emphasized even

more clearly in Bruner's introduction to Dienes' book, An Experimental

Study of Mathematics Learning (1963).

The symbols of a language-8-a natural ore mathematical language--

can either be viewed as transparent or opaque. When we treat symbols

as transparent we are principally mindful of the referential function,

what they "stand for" or "mean." But it is also possible to treat a
symbol system without regard to what lies beyond the symbols in the

world of experience, to treat,the system as a self-sufficient body of

rules for forming and transforming sentences or equations or functions.

(p. xi)

In a mathematical system, part (or all) of the meaning of the word

comes from the system in which it is embedded. For example, in an axioma-

tic system, the meanings of the undefined terms can be considered to

derive entirely from their relationships with other undefined terms.

Of course, when mathematicians do mathematics, undefined terms usually

are assigned more meaning than the purely syntactical meaning that is
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derived from their axiomatic descriptions. That is, a "model" (or a series

of models) is used to give additional meaning to the undefined terms and o

verify the consistency of the axiomatic system. But, in a simple sense,

the modeling processes that mathematicians use consist of matching an idea

within one representartonal mode with the corresponding idea within

another representational mode. Therefore, a given idea may acquire meaning

from at least three types of relational systems: 1) between-idea.structures

within a given mode of representation of the type discussed by .0agne,

2) within-idea systems'of the \type discussed by Piaget, and 3) between-

mode structures that relate ideas in one mode to corresponding ideas in

another mode. Using this last type of relational system requires processes

that involve translating from one mode of representation to another. These.

"translation" processes are another source of,potential abilities and/or

disabilities in mathematics.'

The Use of Various Modes of Representation.

When Bruner discussed the processes he believes are involved in

mastering cultural amplifiers pertaining to a subject matter area like

mathematics, he particularly focused on conceptual mechanisms that move

a child from enactive to ikonic to symbolic modes of representation. For

example, in Toward a Theory of,Instruction (1968), Bruner writes:

The new models are formed in increasingly powerful representational

systems. It is this that leads me to think that the heart of

the educational process consists of providing aids and dialogues

for translating experience into more powerful systems of notation

and ordering. (p. 21)

In mathematics, cognitive growth can be chaxacterized by a transition

to progressively more powerful and economical representation systems.

There is serious disequilibrium when two systems of representation

do not correspond--what one sees with how one says it, or how one

must act overtly and how the world appears. Indeed...it is usually

when systems of representation come into conflict or contradiction

that the child makes sharp revisions in his way of solving problems...

(1966b, p. 41)

For Bruner, some of the most important mathematical abilities are

likely to be related to processes that are involved in moving from one

mode of representation to another. These "translation" abilities will be

the focus of this section.

In mathematics, these between-mode translation processes are parti-

cularly interesting because: (1) there usually exist several independent

written-symbolic ways of representing a given mathematical idea (e.g.,

we can describe the ideas using normal English sentences or we can use

mathematical symbols); (2) there usually exist several iudependent spoken-

symbolic ways of describing an idea (e.g., in mathematics many words like

II and," "or," "if.then," "add," "multiply," etc. are given meaning that

iN
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do not correspond directly to their usual everyday meaningi; (3) written-

symbolic representations and spoken-nyinbolic representations often involve

subtle differences that can create or conceal confusions (e.g., why do we

say "eleven" for the numeral 11, rather than saying "tenty-one"--to be

consistent with twenty-one, thirty-one, etc?)

The Abilit to Translate from One Mode_of Re resentation to Another

This section will focus on processes that are involved as a student

moves back and forth from enactive to ikonic to symbolic modes of repre-

sentation for a given idea or system of ideas. In the enactive mode the

world is known principally by the habitual actions that are used for

coping with it. The ikonic mode of representation uses imagery that is

often relatively.free of action and is based on figurative or, perceptual

properties. Finelly, the symbolic mode translates actions and images

into written or spoken language.
6

r

There are a variety of ways to make an idea meaningfda--sopte of which.,

involve "translation" processes corresponding to the arrowS'In'Figure 7.

These processes not only play an important role in the development of

mathematicJ oncepts, they are also among the most important "modelinC ,

processes students use when they try to apply the concepts in real life

situations.

Reo 1
WO/hi

Sil4velOtimt

Figure 7

In Figure 7, ikonic representations are partitioned into two sub-

categortes: (a) pictures and (b) manipulative materials (like Cuisenaire

rods, arithmetic blocks, or counting discs). Similarly, symbolic repre-

sentations are partitioned into two subcategories: (a) written symbols

and (b) spoken symbols. The designation of five categories in Figure 7

does not mean that the categories are completely distinct from one another.

For example, distinctions between a real-world situation and a manipulative

1 q,?
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model result from the fact that the models usually involve less "noise"

(i.e., attributes that are irrelevant to the concept they are intended to

embody) and the models are usually used in a symbolic way to represent

many different real-world situations. Similarly, distinctions between a

manipulative model and a picture result from the facts that pictures are

often more abstract (e.g., they represent notions with arrows or suggested

activity; they represent three dimensional objects in two dimensions) and

pictures usually are not intended-to be manipulated.

.The five categories in Figure 7 also are not intended to suggest

monolythic representational modes. That is, we do not have just one

single written symbolic mode, one single spoken symbolic mode, or one

single manipulative mode. Thereare a variety of semiautonomous sub-

systems within each of these modes. For example in the written symbolic

mode, a basic definition from calculus can be written using an ordinary

English sentence or it can be written in the form 'shown below.

Def: tim f(x) = L iff lec>o .16>o -0: 1X-al<6 mg, lf(x)-Lke

x-0a

A simpler eXample to illustrate the above point could involve any

simple arithmetic equation. For example, 1/2 x 1/3 = 1/6 may be written

in any of the following forms (among others):

One-half of one-third is one-sixth.
One-half multiplied by one-third equals one-sixth.

One-half times one-third equals one-sixth.

The above example also suggests how a variety of spoken-symbolic

representations can be used to express a single mathematical idea. Simi-

larly; Part III of this paper gave examples to show how a variety of differ-

ent manipulative models can be used to represent a single idea. Therefore,

in addition to the "between mode" translation processes that are illustrated

in Figure 7, there also exist important "within mode" translation processes.

Some of these written-mode translation processes were discussed in Part III.

Other within-mode translation processes (e.g., symbols to symbols) are also

important but will not be discussed here and are not represented in Figure

7.

One final disclaimer should be made concerning the representational

modes and translation processes in Figure 7. That is, the names given to

the translation processes are simply convenient titles to be used for

future reference within this paper. They are not intended to imply, for

example, that generalizing is the process of translating from real-world

situations to concrete models. The various processes could have been

labeled P1, P2, P3, etc. But the risk involved in using meaningful names

is minimal as long as they are not interpreted as final definitions.

The examples below illusttate difficulties related to the between-

mode translation process in Figure 7.
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(1) Concretizing: Written Symbols to Manipulative Models

Susan (second grade): Susan had been taught basic addition facts

and subsequent "harder" problems using a winning frame abacus. Her

teacher-noticed that Susan seemed stimulus bound and depended heavily

on th:%s particular concrete aid. Her teacher wanted to make Susan

more independent of her abacus so she could rely on the underlying

ideas she had learned rather than on the manipulative aid. The teacher

decided to have Susnn use a new embodiment, Cuisenaire rods, in .order

to wean her away from her dependence on any one particular aid. But,

Susan was not able to do computation with Cuisenaireyods. She con-

tinually tried to relate the rods to her abacus, and she became quite

confused in the process, In Susan's case, difficulties in translating

from written symbols to a manipulative model were closely related to

difficulties in translating from one model to another.

(2) Representing: Manipulative Models to Pictures

Cheryl (second grade): Cheryl's teacher noticed that Cheryl had dif-

ficulty understanding the illustrations given in class or the addition

pictures in her book. Cheryl had far more success when poker cilips

or other manipulative aids were used to illustrate written addition

problems. Cheryls' teacher reasoned that if Cheryl could translate

from written symbols to a manipulative model, but not from written

symbols to a picture, then perhaps Cheryl could'be helped if she

practiced translating from manipulative models to pictures.

'2+2 =Li

Unfortunately, Cheryl also had great difficulty translating from poker

chips to set-like pictures. She could perform addition operations

using real chips but she could not coordinate the actions needed to

draw pictures of the illustrations. She also had difficulty under-

standing.how to use static pictures to represent the activity, of

addition. Some of Cheryl's other difficulties are described below.

(3) Concretizing: Pictures to Manipulat"..e Models

Cheryl (same as above): Cheryl's teacher asked her to build some

clay-and-toothpick models of simple 3-dimensional shapes. Pictures

like Figure 8 (below) were used as models. The pictures were photo-

graphs of real clay-and-toothpick shapes. But, the models Cheryl
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built were two-dimensional,not three-dimensional; that is, Cheryl's

, model looked like a square with an X inside (see Figure 9); she used

five balls of clay rather than foir, and she used eiight toothpicks

rather than four.

Figure 8 Figure 9

In a similar situation, Cheryl was asked to use modeling clay to make

shapes like those shown in photographs in her book. Again, Cheryl

had great difficulty doing these tasks correctly. Even after some

.

extremely creative iattempts by her teacher to explain the task in a

meaningful and understandable way, Cheryl rolled oUt a flat sheet of

clay and drew lines on the clay that were as much like the photographs

as she was able to do. She was unable to make a 3-dimensional clay

figure like the 2-dimensional figures in her book. In fact, she had

great difficulty with nearly any. task that required her to translate

from pictures to manipulative objects or from manipulative objects

to pictures.

(4) Describing: Spoken Words to Maniputative Models

Steve (fourth grade): Steve was excellent in every subject except

sarithmetic. But he also had great difficulty understanding spatial

relationships. One day his special education teacher put Steve on

one side of a table and one of his friends on the other side (see

Figure 10). Then she put a partition between the two boys so that

they could not see one another. Next, she gave Steve's frie-A a

st$ick of poker chips and put a 3 x 3 array of poker chips in front of

Steve. She asked Steve to describe the pattern so that his friend

could copy it exactly. Steve was unable to do this. He was also

unable to play similar "communication" games involving geoboard shapes,

logo blocks, or "treasure hunt" maps.

Figure 10
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Because Steve had so much difficulty describing sets of objects and

geometric shapes, his teacher decided to let Steve switnh roles with

his friend. That is, his friend became the "describer" and Steve .

was the "maker." Again, however, Steve was unable to perform simple

tasks of this type correctly. He had great difficulty translating

from spoken words'to manipulative models--or vice versa.

(5) Interpretation: Written Symbols to Real Situations

Kevin (sixt) grade): Kevin nearly always got hi4h scores on compu- :

tation tests in arithmetic. But he seemed unable to solve the simple

story problems in his book. His LD teacher walked around with him

one day pointing out real situations (like those described in his

book) in which she thought Kevin's arithmetic skills could be used.

She was surprised to find that Kevin was setdom able to sel et the

appropriate arithmetic operation to describe the .situatgI she

identified. Also, if she gave Kevin an equation like 12 x 7 = 0
he was usuallyunable to find real situations that the problem could

be Used to describe. Kevin was unable to relate his written-symbol

understanding to real situations.

The preceding examples do not exhaust all of the processes that are

represented in Figure 7, but they do illustrate some of the types of dif-

ficulties that can occur concerning between-mode translation processes.

They also Suggest a number of tasks for diagnosing translating difficulties

and a number of types of remedial activities.

To generate a whole series of diagnostic tasks for a given idea, the

teacher can present the, idea in one mode and ask the student to illustrate

(or describe, or represent) the same idea in another mode.

If a student has difficulty with some particular between-mode transla-

tion process, remedial activities can often be generated by practicing the

inverse of the difficult prociess. For example, a child who has difficulty

translating from real-world situations to written symbols may find it

helpful to practice translating from written symbols to real-world situations.

real-world - 90 VA 4 - .> written

situations Symbols
<_-.MINuaMoma.11.0* 06100...N.

Or, difficult processes can be broken up into a sries of easier processes.'

For exaMple, a child who has difficulty translating from real situations

to written symbols may find it helpful to begin by translating from 4 real

situations to spoken words and then from spoken words to written symbols.

spoken

real-world written

situations symbols

ekaWamaWassoasaratautal*IIIIIMIIIilliNitalfl
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The processes in Figure 7 ere important for a variety of ransoms,

(a) They ate eimplified'versions of the "modelieg" processes used

by gifted applied problem solvers.Thay.represent eome of_the.

most important processes students need Oen they try to use

basic geometric, algebraic, or number concepte.

(b) When we say a student "understands" a mathematical concept,

part of what we mean is that 'he/she ean use the kind of procesees

listed in Figure 7. Yet, students are given few inatructiOnal

activities that focus directly on these processes-ein spite of

the fact they are the kind pf proeesses that give meaning to

the ideas teachers are'trying to teach.

(c) Average or below average students can learn to use theie

processes. Yet, work with special education students indicates

these problems cause difficulties for many students--and that

these difficultieo tun severely restrict problem solving (or

even concept formation) capabilities.

(d) Teachers do not need to wait for large-scale curriculum projects

to develop special instructional activities to,teach these

processes. They can be built into the kind of lessons that are

included in many textbooks and the kind of problems that are

included in the "applied" sections of national assessment tests.

(e) If diagnostic questions indicate a student io'having unusual

difficulties with one of the processes in Figure 7, other processes

in the diagram can be used to strengthen or bypass the difficulty.

Some2ther_Iyas of Abilities

In addition to the between-mode tranalation processes that are given

in Figure 7, within-mode translation processes can also be sources of

difficulties. For example, children may have difficulty translating from

one written-symbolic statement to equivalent written-symbolic statements,

from one verbal description to an equivalent verbal description, or-from

one picture to another. Or earlier, sections of this paper gave examples

of children who have difficulty translating from one manipulative model

to another. These sorts of within-mode translation procesaes often seem to

function as important prerequisites for certain between-mode processes.

For example, a child who has difficulty translating from manipulative models

to written symbols may find it helpful to practice translating from one

manipulative model to another. However, the nature of within-mode transla-

Ition processes are similar to the between-mode processes that have been

discussed here. Therefore, without depricating their importance, no further

discussion will be given about them in this paper.

Bruner'e emphases on language aed symbolism also suggests the pos-
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sibUity that mathematics involves some unique reading and language'processes

that are related to underlying mathematical abilities.. But, at the present

time, the kinds of mathematics reading processes that seem to be the most

likely candidates to be related to mathematics abilities are the kinds of

within- and between-mode translation processeo that have already been

discussed in this paper. .

Some Final Comments About Bruner's.ames.tizt

Bruner's "enactive to ikonic to symbolic" description of cognitive

growth seems similar to Piaget's "preoperational to concrete operational

to formal operational" description. ,However, these.twe'dLmensions of

cognitive development are quite distinct. ,Piaget's stages are defined

by the within-idea operational-complexity of the ideas a student is able to

use, whereas Bruner tends to de-emphasize the importance of within-idea

structures and instead emphasizes between4idea systems and the role of

language and written symbols. Bruner's stages have to do with the mode of

representation that is used to describe an idea and its relationship to

other ideas.

(1

Concluding_Mmarks

The examples that were given in this paper were based on extensive

interviews (i.e., lasting at least one hour) with more than seventy

children who had been identified by their school districts as ha',ing a

mathematical learning disability. The examples should not be considered

to be "typical" LD children. In fact, it is not clear what a typical LD

child would be. In many schools, unfortunately, LD is simply a convenient

label for problem children that their teachers do not %now how to deal

with effectively.

All of the children who were mentioned in this paper came to the

attention of the author because of graduate students, former students, .

local LD teachers, and colleagues who invited the author to interview some

of their interesting LD cases. The students who were cited as examples

were children who were identified as "particularly interesting" to a

person whose interests are mathematics learning. This population

represents considerably less than half of th2 LD children in most school's.

The purpose of this paper was not to fonn generalizations about all

LD children. Instead, it was to identify some important mathematical
abilities that LD children (or normal children who are having difficulty

in mathematics) may lack. In fact, because research in this area is in an

extremely primitive state, the primary objective was to he'o researchers

and practitioners ask better questions about possible math( stical

learning disabilities.

The most striking characteristica of mathematics have to do with its

structure and its distinctive use of langage and symbolis',. Therefore,
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if there exist any ahilitiee that are onique to mathematics (in the sense

that they are not jest specific manifestations of generel intelligence),

one should expect that they may be related to these distinctive pharaeter-

istics. This paper has discussed some possible'mathematical abilities

from the point of view-of three theorists who emphasize three different

kinds of structures. Gagn6 emphasized between-idea structurea; Piaget

emphasized within-idea structures; and Bruner emphaaized between-mode

structurese

One of the most obvious characteristice of mathematically gifted

students is that they see relationships-among things that normal children

do not understand to, be'related. Similarly, one.of the 'striking Character-

istics of.1.41 Students who are having difficulty in mathematies is:that

they do not see relationships among thinga that we assume.most notmal

children do understand to beereletsala Some of these relationships have

to db witrhetween-idea structures, sbme have to do with.within-idea

structures, and soma have to do, with between-mode'strUctures. But9.in

all cases, deficient structuxal'relationships can cause striking difficul-

ties in the mathematical reasoning of. children.

It seems reasonable to expiAct that many of the proCesses and abilities

that were discussed in this paper may also be deficient in many normal

children. Certainly, little instructional timeis devoted to helping

children acquire most of the abilities and processes that mere mentioned.

Research it this area should significantly increase the mathematical

learning and problem oolving capabilities of most students.

.How are the abilities and processes in this paper related to central

processing dysfunctions? Answers.to these sorts of questions will demand

better descriptions of the kinds of abilities and proceapes that may be

effected. Hopefully, the ideas presented in this paper will be helpful

in identifying abilities and processes that are critically important in

mathematics learning.

1'7
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Information Processing Analyses of Mathematical Problem Solving

Joan I. Heller James G. Greeno

University of Pittsburgh Univeriity of Pittsburgh

A growing body of psychological: the8ry. has focussed on the pro-

cesses and structures involved in human cognition. Information-

processing analyses have beere performed and models of performance de-

Veloped at increasingly,sophisticated levels of specificity. An un-

derstanding of general problem solving has been emerging from these

.efforts, while analyses of problem solving in specific scientific and

mathematical domains have contributed a-number of additional concepts.

The objective of this chapter is to summarize current understanding of

the psychology of mathematical woblem solving by reviewing these bodies

of knowledge and synthesizing concepts from general problem-solving

theory'with those from the. technical problem-solving literature.

General Problem-SolxiaLaiDia

Interest in human cognitive processes and representation of krtowl-

edge structures can be traced back to early European psychologists such

as Selz.(1913, 1924) and BartlesS (1932). Gestalt psychologists, in-

cluding Duncker (1945), Kbhler (1927), and Wertheimer (1945/1959).

stressed the importance of understanding in achievement ofproblem

solutions. These Gestalt theories emphasized the insightful na'ture of

problem solving. They explained problem solution as involving a sudden

understanding of a situation and an integration of previously learned

responses in a novel way.

A substantive theory of the ways in which humans process informa-

tion to arrive at problem solutions emerged with the work of Newell

and Simon (1972). They conceptualized problem solution as the success-

ful outcome of search processes, and provided a language, in effect,

for expressing and operationalizing concepts central to a cognitive

theory of problem solving.

Newell and Simon's theory is based on extensive analyses of adults

solving short, well-defined problems of a symbolic nature. Although

the three main tasks usedrchess, symbolic logic, and cryptarithmetic--

comprise a narrow sample of problem types, the theory is proposed to

'account for a broad scope of behavior. Central to Newell and Simon's

approach is the assertion that humans, when engaged in problem-solving

behavior, can be characterized as information-processing systems (IPS's).

As a theoretical construct, an IPS iS proposed to account for the basic

mechanisms of cognition. Some of thestrong, central assumptions abolt

the components of cognition include the presence of long-term and short-

term memories (LTM and STM), and processes of retrieval and storage in

memdry, pattern recognition, comparison processes, and symbol manipu-

lation. Explanations of human problem-solving behavior at this level
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of detail have been found to be amenable to computer simulation. A

theory of human problem solving behavior can therefore be expressed as

a program on another IPS (a computer), and the adequacy of the program

for modeling human behavior can be evaluated through comparison of the

-two systems' performances. This is especially true because an infor-

mation-processing theory is dynamic--i.e., implemented as a computer

program, the theory describes in detail the changes in a system's'

knowledge,state and sequences of processes through time. Computer

traces_are_typically compared with protocols of human subjects "think-

ing aloud," resulting in validation or modification of the theory

tested.

Newell and Simon constructed programs and tested them against

human performance in the manner described.above. Because human per-

formance could be adequately accounted for empirically in terms of

mechanisms like those in their programs, the resulting description

of problem solving processes were considered characteristic of any

problem solving IPS, including humans. The characteristics of problem

solving here described are those which Newell and Simon assert to be

invariant over task and problem solver.

All problem solving is posited to take place in a problem space.

Newell and Simon assert that a problem solver must construct and work

within an internal representation of the task environment; the problem

space contains not only the actual solution but all possible solutions

the problem solver might consider, Presented with a particular problem,

the individual must encode the components of the problem in a space

consisting of the initial as wen as desired goal situation, a set of

elements representing intermediate knowledge states, a set of operators,

or information processes, that may be applied to produce new states of

knowledge from existing states, and all other available concepts, or

relations needed to understand these situations. Thus, this problem

space includes the,bases for all overt behaviors eventually exhibited

by the problem solver as well as behaviors only considered in thinking

about the prob_em. For example, in a chess player's problem space the

elements or knowledge states are all possible chess positions; the

initial state is the starting b:ard position; the final state is in-

definite but is characterized by attainment of a checkmate situation;

the operators are legal move etc. In cryptarithmetic (a puzzle re-

'quiring assignment of distindt,igits to letters such that, for example,

the statement "DONALD I- GERALD = ERT," would be arithmetically true,

given that D is 5), the elements a:e all possible combinatfons of digit-

letter assignments; the initial state is the configuration given, with

the knowledge that D is 5; the goal situation is not known explic',iy

but consists of assignment of.digits to all letters such that the

problem is arithmetically possible; operators are the processes for

makin; all possible assignments; other relations or concepts needed

might include parity, equality, and inequality.

Problem solying_ls_postulated to take place by search in a problem

space. This statement Must be understood in conjunction with the fact

that other behaviors relevant to problem solving may be exhibited as

well--i.e., when a problem is presented, it must be re;:ognized and
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understood, a problem space must be constructed or evoked from LTM, and

problem spaces can be changed during the solution process. These as-

pects of solution are not themselves searches in a problem space; they

are crucial contributory activities but final solution is achieved

through a search process. Search consists of a consideration of one

knowledge state after another until a desired knowledge state is

reached--that is, problem solving is concerned with finding a path

through the space from initial problem state to goal state. Movement

to new knowledge states is accomplished by analysis of the current

problem situation, and selection and execution of operators to produce

new states. Search sometimes involves backup--return to old knowledge

states and abandonment of some knowledge state information. This occurs

when a dead-end or contradiction is reached (e.g., realization in

cryptarithmetic that a required digit-letter assignment is impossible

because digit has already been assigned).

Means-end analysis and goal-directedness are major characteristics

of problem solving activity. A problem solver proceeds toward problem

solution in a recursive, step-wise fashion, working to select means

(operators) to achieve ends (goals). Use of means-end analysis in-

volves comparison of the current knowledge state with the desired goal

state to detect differences. Having recognized a difference, the prob-

lem solver sets a goal, taking action to remove the difference. An

operator or transformation rule is sought 4.o transform the current

status. Using a table of connections that indicates which operations

are relevant to which differences, the system either finds an operator

that accomplishes the desired transformation, or sets a subgoal to

reduce a high priority difference in a way that moves the state closer

to the goal. Through a series of such transformations, the problem

eventually reaches,the point where application of an operator removes

the remaining difference between existing state and goal state, and

the problem is solved.

Planning_processes are used to construct proposed c;olutions in

general terms before working_m_delailed solution steps. Means-end

analysis is limited by its mechanism of seeing only one step ahead

at any given point. Planning counters this limitation, allowing the

problem solver to explore the usefulness of a general strategy for

reaching the desired goal state. As described by Newell and Simon,

the planning method consists of:

1. Abstracting by omitting certain details of the original

objects and operators.

2. Forming the corresponding problem in the abstract problem

space.

3. When the abstr :It problem has been solved, using its solution

to provide a plan for solving the original problem.

4. Translating the plan back into the original problem space and

executing it. (Newell & Simon, 1972, p. 429)
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Thus, the system explores the feasibility of solution plans by identi-

fying general features of the problem situation and goal, and considering

the general kinds of changes producible by available operators.

A further analysis of planning in problem solving was given by,

Sacerdoti (1975). In Sacerdoti's system:. called NOAH.(for network of

action hierarchies), there is knowledge stored about actions that occur

at different levels. For example there is knowledge about the action

of moving an object, which is known to include component actions of

picking up the object,'walking to another location, and setting the

object down. For each aetion at whatever level, NOAH has knowledge

ofeprereq'isite.:conditiona' that must be present for the action tb he

performed, and consequences that result from performing the action.

Stored knowledge of prerequisites and consequences enables powerful

planning procedures, in which a sequence of actions can be planned so

that prerequisites needed for future actions are considered in deciding

which other actions will be included in earlier parts of the sequence;

The central concepts outlined above have been tha subjects of

subsequent theoretical and empirical examination. Expansion and

further specification of the concepts have resulted and will be dis-

cussed in later sections of this chapter.

Newell and Simon's work provided the most thorough, detailed ac-

count of human problem solving yet achieved. However,, there remained

a need for strong theoretical development at the level of general

psychological principles that explain performance in broad classes of

ploblems. In an effort toward developing a coherent, general theory,

of human problem solving, Greeno (1978) outlined a s'et bf features &nd

processes required in pioblem solution. His effort to conceptualize

problem solving concepts in a general thsoretical framework can be

utilized to examine the applicability of general problem solving theory

to the domain of mathematical problem solving.

Based on hypotheses about the general kinds of psychological skills

required for problem solution, Greeno suggeste0 a typology of problems

comprised of thret.,, ideal types. Problems of inducinz_gtructure were

described as those for which/Jome elements are given and the task re-

quires identification of the pattern of relations among the elements

(e.g., analogies, series ectrapolat1or)1 Greeno proposed that the main

cognitive ability required for eolving problems of this type is a .form

of undentanding, i.e., apprehending relations and constructing an in-

tegrated representation. Problems of tvdttsformation involve an initial

situation, a goal, and a set of operations for producing changes in

situatdons (i.ei, move problems such as Tower of Hanoi, and :.hange

problems including tYieorem .0oofs). SolutioN of transformat:Lon problems

relies primarily upon use of meane-ond analysis and planning processes,

Tasks referred to as arralsement problems are those that present some

elements and require the problem solver to aerange them in a way that

satisfies some criterion (e.g., anagrams, cryptarithmetic). Sol'Ation

requires a process of constructive ,earch, requiring generation of the

possible knowledge states that constitute the search space, and search

AL.........naum...wakitimsehrirrompoLirtanaummtnieganttieltietWiMillINIMIIIIIIMMINEMatanti
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for the solution in that space. Greeno asserts that most problems are

not pure cases of one problem type, but rather include st-ong components

of the three types and involve corresponding demands for the various

problem solving processes..

The remainder'of this chapter will include discussion of the knowl-'

edge and processes required for solving problems ia rlthenatics, and

for solving practical problems in which mathematical knowledge is re-

quired. The latter discussion will focus on solution of word problems,

where studies of the processes have been conducted. Our goal in this

discussion is to use the general concepts that have been developed in

the theory of problem solving to provide an integrative framework for

discussion of the available literature on solution of technical problems

that are relevant to mathematics instruction. First, we will discuss

problem solving processes that are required for solving ordinary exer-

cises of the kind that are used as homework and test problems. The

final section will present analyses of problem solving involving appli-

cations of mathematical knowledge.

Mathematical Problem sallina

, Most mathematical instruction consists of training for solving

specific kinds of problems, and the activity that students engage in

as they do exercises or take tests consists of problem solving processes.

Although most mathematics educators consider "problem solving" to refer

only to relatively unusual parts of the curriculum (thus feeling that

there should be more attention to problem solving in the curriculum),

this view does not take into account what it is that students must

actually do in order to succeed in the ordinary tasks that constitute

most of the curriculum.

The claim that ordinary exercises require problem solving is con-

sistent with many persons° intuitions about geometry. Consider the

problem: "Find the length of a diagonal of a rectangle whose perimeter

is 20 in. and whose width 'lc 4 in.," (Jurgenson, Donnelly, & Dolciani,

1972, p. 323), This has the structure of a transformation problem.

There is an initial situation, eonsisting of given infornation, and there

is a goal of finding a quantity that is not provided but that can be

inferred from the given quantities. Problem solving operators involve

rules for Inferring quantities from other quantities, for example, in-

ferring the length of a rectangle from its perimeter and width. The

problem is solved when a sequence of operations leads to an inference

chat assigns a quantity to the diagonal. Another example is the problem,

"Prove: If the diagonals of a parallelogram are congruent, the par-

allelogram is a rectangle," (Jurgenson, Donnelly, & Dolciani, 1972,

p. 243), This proNem has an initial situation consisting of some

statements, withrthe goal of forming a proof of one of the statements.

This is au arrangement problem, where the student must construct a

sequence of statements that are related to each other according to the

ruler.; of proof. The strw.ture that is to be produced starts with given

informati,n and cons::.sts of u series of inferences that terminates with

the statement to be proven. Thus, standatd proof proble geometry
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have components of both arrangement and transformation problems, since

the structure that students must arrange is a seric .z. of transformations.

Standard exercises in algebra also have the defining features of

problem situatiOns. The following 43 an example: "Solve the following

compound sentences: 5x + y = 15 and 3x + 2y = 9 ," (Payne, Zamboni, &

Lankford, 1969, p. 230). The initial situation is the pair of equations

that is given. The goal is a dierent pair of equations that are to

be derived, assigning values to x and 'y Each step in the solution

involVes a transformation of an equation that is given or that has

been derived, or a derivation of a new equation from two earlier equa7

tions. Another example is the problem of simplifying an expression,

such as (Payne, Zamboni, & Lankford, 1969, p..394);

x2 + 8x + 16

x2

.gc - 3

x + 4

Problems of simplifying expressione are also problems of transformation,

but the goal is not well defined. The given expression is the initial

situation. Problem solving operators are the rules for factoring, can-

celling, and so on. The problem is solved when an expression is found

for which no further problem solving operators can be applied.

The claim that mathematical exercises require procedures of the

kind needed for problem solving also holds for standard computational

problems. Although some readers may besunconvinced by the fact that

even a simple computational eXercise presents an initial.situation and

a goal that must be reached by a sequence of operations, it,is harder

to remain skeptical after seeing the results of a serious attempt to

analyze the protedural knOwledge required for a system that performs

simple column-addition and column-subtraction problems, much less the

knowledge required for more complex operations such as those involved

in fractions. Consider subtraction. The problem solver must know how

to break the problem into subproblems, each with its subgoal of finding

the correct number to place in each column of the answer. In each sub-

problem, a condition must be tested to determine whether the subtraction

operation,(top minus bottom number) can be performed. If it cannot

(because the top number is smaller) an additional subgoal must be formed

that is satisfied when the situation is transformed (by.borrowing) so

the subtraction operation can be performed. An analysis complete

enough to provide for typical errors has been given by. Brown and Burton

(1977). The knowledge atructure they hypothesized for the task of sub-

traction is shown in Figure 1. -Its'structure is that of a procedural

network, a formalism. developed.by Sacerdoti (Note 1) to represent knowl-

edge for preblem solving somewhat more complex than that generally

represent68-by production systems. While it is unusual to include

"simple" computational exercises 'in the domain of "problem solving,"

it seems to us that this doe3 a considerable disservice to young stu-

dents who acquire very complex knowledge structures in order to perform

these tasks, especially when analysis of their knowledge reveals that

its structural features are as complex as any that have been developed

in the theory of problem solving.

ts;)
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A preliminary analysis of strategies in solYing algebraic equations

has been given by Bundy (Note 2), and discussed by Brown, Collins, and

Harris (1977). In Bundy's analysis,;knowledge for solving equations

includes a basic method, consisting Of three strategies, and an auxiliary

method for removing nasty function symbols. The strategies in the basic'

method are called isolation, oollection, and attraction. Isolation in-

volves operating on nn eXpression so that the uaknown term is mit em-

bedded in expres&ions for functions. Collection inYolves reducing the .

number of occurrences of the unknown variable. Attraction involves

transformations that bring occurrences of the unknown term closer-in

the expression; for example, bringing,two ,Occurrences to the same side

ofthe equation. Strategies for removing'Undesired functiOn symbol&

include inversion, such as kuaring both sides of an equation to remove

a radical, and use of-definitions,/ These strategies.correspond,to a

set of subgoals that the problem holyer adopes in order-to make progress

on the problem., Instruction in algebra senerally focuses on the opera-7

tionsthat-are:permittea in transforming expreisions and equations.-

Bundy's analysis makes it-Iplear that knowledge of algebraic transför- ...

mations is not sufficient for'solv ng equations. The student must also

have strategies and methods' for.ch osing operations that will be help-

ful'An making Progress toward a...soilution: These-strategies and methods

are of the same general kind as't e strategic knowledge that is cri-

tical in any problem solving syst m.
i

An analysis:of processes used in solving Yarious geometry problems

llas been developed (Greeno, 1976i 1977, in press). A model, called

Perdix, simulates the process of;proving theorems and computing the

measures of specified angles or segments given measures of other things-

in a diagram. These are the st ndard exercise& of geometry. It is

clear that the processes requir d to sUccessfully ,complete these exer-

cises are the kind that we characterize as problem solving processes.

They include strategic knowledie for setting subgbals and planning, as

well as knowledge for recognizing patterns and making inferences based

on general propositions.

Some results of the analysis of geometry problem solving have pro-

vided releyant information for a theoretical question.that tas been of

interest in the psychology of problem solving. The question involves

processes involved in solving ill-structured problems, and whether

principles that apply to solving well-structured problems also apply

in situations where problems are ill-structured. This question arose

because much of the theory of problem solving has been developed by

analyzing problems in which the initial situation, the goal, and the

permissable problem solving operators are all definitely specified.

Since many problem situations lack specificity of one or more of these

components, generality of analyses such as Newell and Simon's <1972)

has been questioned, for example, by Reitman (1965).

Two aspects of ill-structured problems appear in ordinary geometry

exercises. One aspect involves indefinite goals. When triangles are

proven congruent, the pattern that is found (SSS, SAS, ASA, or whatever)

is not specified in advanr".i, nor are specific patterns usually considered

ALUMEAIIIIPTIP
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and used as targets for search (Greeno, 1976). The second aspect in-

volves indomplete specification of the problem space by the initial

situation of the problem. Problems that require construction of an

auxiliary line present less than a complete initial problem space,

and the problem solver must enrich the initially presented material

in order to find a solution (Greeno, in press).

The processes needed to solve problems with indefinite goals or

'constructions do go beyond those developed in.the,theory of well-struc-

tured problem solving. However, they seem quite.compatible with the /

processes of means-end analysis and planning developed in that theory;

and should be consideredas extensions of the earaer theory, rather

than as fundamental revisions of it. To account for use of indefinite

goals we can postulate that problem solvers represent goals using a

pattern recogn!,tion system, rather than as a single object or combina4

tion of features. A pattern recognition system is able to identify

any of a set of alternative patterns, and thus can be.used to deter7ñine

whether any of several possible ways of achieving a goal has been

reached (Greeno, 1976). To account for the occurrence of constructions,'

we can,postulate planning knowledge of the kind analyzed by Sacerdoti

(Note 1), in which the indiVidual knows prerequisites for solving prob-

lems in certain general ways. For example, one.plan for proving that'

angles are congruent is to considertriangles that have those angles

as parts, and then prove that the triangles are congruent in a way

that makes the angles corresponding parts of the triangles. /The main

prerequisite condition of this plan is the exist-nce of triangles that

\contain the angles. If this prerequisite is not present, it can lead -

to a eonstruction that produces the needed triangles by adding an

auxiliary line to the diagram.

Word Problem Solving

Word problems have been the subject of a number .of information-

processing analyses. .These problems consiEt of narrative passages

describing a situation' in which quantities and quantitative relations

are important. They require the solver to read and understand the

passage, and select and apply mathematical operators or scientifie

principles to determine the value of one or more unknown (quantities.

Word problem contexts range from basic, elementary/level aritfimetic -to

situations involying high level algebraic relations or technical do-

mains such as statics or thermodynamics'in physics.

The major difference betwe'm solution of ordinary mathematical

exercises and solution of word problems is that word problems require

a process of understanding the situation. The'understanding process

has been the subject of considerable investigation in recent studies,. ,

including Anderson (1976), Norman and Rumelhart (1975), and Schank and

Abelson (1977). These analyses have considered the process by which

an understander constructs a representation of the information contained

in text, including the relationships between concepts that are mentioned

in the message. An important factor in understanding is the degree co

which the understander fills in missing information based on the general

1 9
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knowledge that the understander has. Depending on the degree of infer-

ential pro essing carried out by the understander, the representation

that is ac ieved may be relatively superficial, with loose connections

among the oncepts in the text, or relatively coherent and tightly in-

tegrated, ith a strong relational structure composed of implications

that are d awn from the understander's knowledge.

The possibility of understanding situations in ways that differ

in depth nd Coherence implies that in solving word problems there is

an import nt trade-off between the amount of processing accomplished

in the lit erstanding of the problem and the aMount of processing left

for the Vroblem solving operations. An individual who represents.the

problem ituation in a relatively complete way might be expected to

have.inf'rmation in that representation that,is useful in guiding the

selecti n of problem solving operators. A weaker representation would

provide a situation in which more search and planning would be required.
2

//We.will review the major information-processing analyses of word

problem solving, and then attempt to synthesize the findings in terms

,Of general concepts of processing skills and knowledge organizw,lon

// across problem domains. A major conclusion of this review will be that

// skill in solving word problems depends strongly on the problem solver's

ability to represent the problem situation in a way that facilitates the

processes of search and planning for problem solving. '

Algebra word problem solvir4. Paige and Simon (1966) analyzed

algebra word.prohlem solution byi comparirig the behavior of adult solvers

with the strategy of Bobrow's (1968) STUDENT Program. STUDENtwas in

artificial intelligence effort intended to deMonstrate.the capability

of the computer to interpret natural language input and derive mathe-

matical equations in algebra word problem solution. The program solves

most problems by.a direct translation process--the problem statement is

interpreted phrase-by-Thrase, using syntactic funeiion tagging, subSti-

tution, and transformation rules to construct a mathematical expression

representing the problem.situation. For example, a statement such as

"the number of customers Tom gets is Mice the square of two tenths

times the number of advertisements he runs" i§ transformed directly

into an expressi4, e.g., "x1 = 2 * (.2 * x2)4 ." This is accomplished

by assigning a variable, "x1" to the initial noun phrase, "the number

of customers Tom gets;" interpreting "is" as "="; "twice" as "2 *";

"the square of" determines the exponent, 2; etc. While Paige and Simon

found this direct translation strategy to correspond with much of their

human solvers' behavior, they also discovered evidence for a second

solution mode. A number of their subjects constructed "auxiliary rep-

resentations" of problem situations, generally in the form of drawings

representing the physical problem situations encountered. Those indi-

viduals who typically relied on semantic, substantive information in

the solution process were considerably more successful at discovering

problem incongruities elan subje.;ts who relied on direct, syntactic

problem interpretation. That is, application of direct translation

to certain "contradictory" problems in Paige and Simon's task set re-

sulted in impossible solutions (such as negative values for the s4.ze

.
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of physical objects), or in transformation of the problem to a related,

physically possible, situation. Individuals who realized that these

problems were not solvable were generally those who included euxiliary

cues from their knowledge of the world in the internal or external

problem representations that they constructed. Paige and Simon con-

cluded that problem solvers differ in their reliance upon syntactic

versus semantic processing in problem solution, but that most solvers

included some amount of semantic information in, their solutions. There-

fore, they suggested that a theory of skilled algebra word problem.solu-

tion would have to incorporate the use of semantic knowledge in the

problem understanding process to adequately account for human problem

solving behavior.

Hinsley, Hayes, and Simon (1977) also distinguished between two

modes of algebra word problem solution. They designated as a "text

wanner" approach one that emphasizes the importance of formal struc-

ture and postulates distributed decision processes. The direct trans-

lation 'process is considered in this category because it involvei no

choice at the time of reading and makes little use of semantics. The

second, "schema," approach emphasizes the importance 'of semantic knowl-

edge and major decisions occurring early in the comprehension process.

STUDENT incorporates this type of process involving choice of schema

at the time of reading with respect to "age" problems only. If a prob-

lem is an "age" problem, as determined by the presence of particular

phrases such as "years old" and "as old as," the problem is solved by

inclusion of special heuristics. Hinsley, Hayes, and Simon postulated

that, if this second approach were characteristic of human solutiOn of

algebra problems,.then the availability and reliance upon problem'

schemata, or problem category information, would be empirically ver-

ifiable. In a series of experiments, they did establish that people

can categorize probl.ems into types, and that people have knowledge about

each problem type that is used in formulating problems of that type for

solution. Furthermore, Hinsley, Hayes, and Simon again found evidence

of two different solution procedures used by subjects in extracting

appropriate equations from problem texts. One procedure was charac-

terized by reading of the entire problem before formulating any

equations or noting any relationships explicitly. These solutiOns

intluded use of problem category information and retrieval of schema

that aided problem solution. The second procedure was the line-by-

line, direct translation approach described previously. Some semantic

knowledge was found to be incorporated in a portion of the solutions

of this type, however. Hinsley, Hayes, and Simon's results supported

the interpretation that the line-by-line procedure is a default pro-

cess that is used if the problem is.not successfully matched to one

of the solver's available problem type schemata. That is, schemata

may be important only in the formulation of problems in which the se-

mantics of the cover story match the problem structure in an expected

way, and the schema in question is currently available to the solver.

This ability to perceive tiie underlying mathematical structures of

word problems and to relate problems on the basis of the perceotions

has been investigated by Krutetskii (1976) and Silver (Note 3). Both

investigators found that there is a significant relationship between

problem solving ability and the capacity to perceive accurately the

19,3
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formal structure of word problems..'In fact, the tendency to sort prob-

lems according to mathematical structure was significantly positively

correlated with numerous general verbal and mathematical ability mea-

sures. Conversely, students of lower ability were found to attend more

to contextual and syntactic problem features.than to underlying mathe-

matical structure.

Technical word problem solving. Studies of solution processes in

technical, scientific problem domains have focussed both on individual

differences and the basic nature of processing.

After analyzing the physics problem solving behavior of one novice

and one expert subject, Simon and Simon (in presS) concluded that the

expert's.solution generally molved,translation of the problem passages

into physical representati, then 'use of those representations to se-

lect and instantiate the a?k .)priate equations. They refer to this .

schema construction as "physical .intuition" and constrast it with

solving "simply by plugging in the formulas." The novice's behavior

was typically "algebraic" in that she appeared to go directly from the

problem statements to the equations required to solve them, with no

evidence of any mediating cognitive representation. The novice's be-

havior was further characterized by explicit use of means-end analysis.

She typically'identified the goal and worked backward, setting up equa-

tions to solve for subgoals until the final solution could be reached.

Only on particularly difficult problems did the expert rely on this

type of problem solving strategy.

Larkin (Note 4) analyzed the protocols of physics problem solvers

working on rather complex problems. She found evidence for.an initial

"qualitative analysis" performed before any equations were generated.

Protocol data revealed that in the preliminarY phase of problem solu-

tion, expert subjects constructed representations of the physical

situation described in the problem. These representations were

qualitatively elaborated by inclusion of supplementary information

required for understanding the problem situation that was not included

explicitly in the written statement.

Skilled solvers were found to retrieve from memory tdntative

"chunks" or "schemata" of associated physics principles for considera-

tion, and to choose an aspect of the representation to which the chunk

might be applied. Problem features are elaborated further if necessary

in relation to the chunk being considered; the solver attempts to de-

termine whether the tentatively chosen cluster of principles is appli-

cable to the problem representation. When the match is bad, the chunk

or problem aspect is discarded and a new combination considered. Upon

finding a matching chunk and representation, the solver seeks a solu-

tion procedure. Larkin reported that expert solvers appear to have

solutic.a procedures associated with schemata, and that these proce-

dures are prioritized with respect to their utility for solution of

problems of different types. Some solvers were observed to evoke

equations immediately upon recognizing a schema-problem match, ap-

parently having spontaneously retrieved one highly appropriate solution

procedure. Other individuals executed preliminary traces of several
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solution procedures in general term's to select the most applicable and

promising procedure. . Onne a promising procedura was selected, all of

these solvers evoked and instantiated equations to reach accurate solu-

tions. -Some solvers, however, executed no preliminary traces, reached

dead-ends, and needed to try other procedures until One finally led to

solution. These lower skill individuals, that is, skipped directly to

equation building and manipulation without.an intervening step of check-

ing the usefulness of procedures in an abstract planning space. Alter-

natively, this behavior can be interpreted'as indicating inefficient

or no prioritization of solution procedures.

Thus, skilled problem solving apparently'involves construction of

a comprehensive problem representation as well-as evokation of an ap-

propriate theoretical schema or cluster of relevant physical principles

for application. Solution procedures are assOciated with these.chunks .

of knowledge, bnd instantiation of equations is executed with great

efficiency. Evidence of storage of physical principles,in related

configurations was found only for axperts; knowledge appears to be

less well organized,.and solution procedures less often associated

with available schemata, in lower skill solvers.

Skilled physics problem solvers have been seen to be characterized

by their translation of the verbal problem statement into an integrated,

internal or external representation of the physical situation. This

representation is elaborated by inclusion of auxiliary information

necessary for understanding the problem, but not included in the natural

language passage. Novak (1976) has demonstrated this translation pro-

cess in a computer program, called ISAAC, that is able to read, under-

stand, draw pictures of, and solve a set of physics problems stated in

English. Problem statements are read, parsed, and interpreted seman-

tically to construct an initial internal model of the objetts and

relations in the problem. Qnce the problem has been translated in

this way, the solution is guided entirely by the internal representa-

tion, with no further reference to the problem statement. The initial,

modef is interpreted in terms of canonical object types. That is,

based on the system's knowledge of physics, objects in the problem

are considered with regard to their functions in the problem--i.e., a

person may be represented as a member of the canonical class of "pivot"

when carrying a plank, or as a "point mass" when standing on one. This

selection and cotpletion of canonical object frames is considered by

Novak to be one of the most important aspects of skilled physics

problem solving ability. Gnce this interpretation has been accom-

plished, ISAAC constructs a geometric model of the problem, considering

the location and orientation of objects in relation to one another.

Although ISAAC proceeds to generate and solve equations at this point,

it should be noted that human problem solvers would probably be observed

to draw external representations of the internal model thus derived.

ISAAC has the capacity to draw diagrams based on the model, and does

so later in its execution. The major point though, is that problem

solution is critically dependent upon cons, action of an integrated,

elaborated representation of the original problem statement. Since

the way in which the problem is understood or represented so serious).y

impacts subsequent solution, it may be suggested that skilled solver
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probably represent problems in ways that facilitate their solution--

- that is, the problem space generated itself suggests promising subse-

quent actions. In particular, how and what information is extracted

from the,problem statement, how it is organized and'elaborated with

auxiliary information, and how irrelevant information is identified

,and excluded, all would affect solution processing. In this sense,

it may be that skilled problem solvers incorporate planning processes

in the initial construction of the problem representation. The rela-

tionship between planning.and problem representation is as yet unclear,

however, and constitutes an interesting issue for investigation.

The initial qualitative analysis phase described by Larkin clearly

does include a type of planning required for efficient.technical problem.

solving. Execution of preliminary traces to identify the most promising

solution procedure apparently is performed only by fairly sciphisticated

problem solver? Less Skilled individuals seem to plunge into the de-

tails of equation manipulation without first eliminating possibly un-

productive solution paths. Sacerdoti's (Note 1) computer program, NOAH,

embodies a set of mechanisms that accomplish this sort of planning.

NOAH is.a hierarchical planning system that develops and expands plans

to kncreasingly detailed levels of specificity. Crucial to the emer-

gence of an effective final plan is the functioning of "constructive

critics" that examine the most developed plan currently under consid-

eration. Each potential action in a plan has associated with it the

preconditions, purposes, ind consequences of that action. In the

plan development process, the interaction of the planned actions is,

examined (criticized) in terms of their associated implications, and

conflicts, redundancies, or inconsistencies are eliminated by reorder-

ing, addition of constraints, or elimination of redundant operations.

Thus, a self-regulating, critical mechanism governs the construction

of purposeful plans. In terms of techn -al problem solving, it may

be said that the skilled problem solver; 'onsider the requisite con-,

ditions along with the outcome or conseq, 'Ices of applying particular

solution procedures_ in terms of the purppse or goal Pursued (i.e.,

unknown variables for which quantities are sought). Afton-going

process of criticism-is probablyfunctioning to _insure,that the

procedure(s) selected interact in a way that allows the problem.goal

to be reached. The developtent of this critical capacity is a Crucial

area for further investigation in understanding the nature of skilled

problem solving.

Arithmetic word problem solving. Perhaps because of the diffi-

culties involved in obtaining data from young children that allows

for process analysis, little work has been conducted so far in this

area. We have begun a project to study and model the process of

solving arithmetic story problems, and can report some preliminary

findings here. In this work we are collaborating with Mary Riley.

As described earlier in this chapter, a model of solving word

problems was developed by Bobrow (1968); we have designed a computer

simulation that models quite a different strategy of skilled word

problem solution (Heller & Greeno. Note 5). Bobrow's system relied

almost exclusively on syntactic information to translate problem
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texts into simultaneous algebraic equations for solution. Oursystem

'models semantic processing as the main component of problem understand-

ing. The system abstracts the underlying quantitative structure, or

scheta, from problem passages., Using a specialized method of reading

comprehension. That is, the system constructs a semantic network

representing the information in.ihe problem in a way that explicitly

facilitates próblem solution. Arithmetic operations are selected on

the basis of the structural representations.constructed; there is no

intervening process of building equations before the operation is

selected.

The set of schemata that represent alternative structures of quan-

titative information were'derivedJrom analysis of addition and subtrac-.

tion word problems found on standardized tests' and-in elementary school

curricula. We hgye identified three distinct schema that appear to be

necessary and sufficient for representing the structures,of all. one-

step Addition and subtraction problems-we examined. These schemata. .

can be referred to as Cause/Change, Combination, and Comparison.

Cause/Change problems are those containing situations in,which

some event changes the value of a quantity.. For example, statements

like "Jan had three 1Amb chops; Joe.gave her four more," demonstrate

a.change in the quantity of objects possessed by one person as a result

of an action. The abstract schema for this type of situation contains .

three main components: an initial qUantitative state, an action in-

volving a change value, either in the direction of increase or decrease,

and a resulting quantitative state. The direction .of the change, as

well as.the quantity. that is unknown (initial, chance, or result),

govern the mathematical operation needed.

Combination situations are those in which there are two separate

amounts that comprise a third, combined value. For example, in the

problem, "Ray saw six birds. Jill saw four birds. How many birds did

they see all together?" the two separate quantities must be combined to

determine the value of the unknown total quantity. In Combine problems,

the choice of an operation depends on whether the unknown value is one

of the separate amounts or the combined athount.

The'third schema involves two amounts that are compared and the

difference between them. Examples of Comparison problems include,

"Sue rode eight miles. Sam rode four miles. How many more miles did

Sam ride than Sue?" or, "Rose ate nine cookkes. Jim ate three fewer

cookies than Rose. How many cookies did Jim eat?" The operation to

be performed depends on the direction of.the difference (more or.fewer),

and the quantity ale is unknown (the difference or one of the separate

quantities).

.In our problem solving model, the problet text is translated first

into a parsed form, in Andercon's ACT formalism (Anderson, 1976). As

each problem proposition is read, It is incorporated into a gradually

constructed abstract structure of one of the three types described

above. This is accomplished by a translation process somewhat-akin

to Novak's (1976) ca Acal objett frame construction. That is,
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objects and actions are considered in ters of their functions in the

problem situation. Thus, the entire problem context is considered, but

a very abstract representation of only the quantitative relationo is

constructed based on categorical information stored about verbs, types

of phrases, parts of ,speech, etc., in the system. ,Details of particular

names, verbs, and locations, for instance, are dropped as' irrelevant to

the schemp. The crucial quantitative relations are inferred from the

semantics of the problem while inferences that would be made in other

contexts, such as ordinary story comprehension (e.g., Schenk & Abelson,

1977) do not occur.

When a semantic representation has been constructed, the system

infers the apprppriate arithmetic solution,procedure. It does.this

by referring to,stored information, about which operations are associated

with which schemata, considering the direction of change or difference

and the location of unknown quantities in .the represertation. At this

point, our understanding of the details.of thii process are largely

speculative and undergoing revision as empirical evidence is collected.

We will therefore reserve a description of the process for later reports.

The most notable aspects of our theory derive more from its global

solution method than the detaiis of its operation. We are postulating

that word problems can be solved without generating equations, and that

construction of internal representations.of'the underlying quantitative

relations to guide the solution are foremost in effectiye problem solving.

These notions are supported by data showing that chilaft can solve word

problems before they begin to learn arithmetic and have in), knowledge of

equations (Buckingham & Matlatchy, 1930)--, Our own research (Riley 4

Greene, Note 6) confirms this finding, with the addition of evidence that

the semantic schemata involved in prohiems are rather strong determiners

of problem difficulty for these children. In one experiment, second-,

grade children were found to have little difficulty with any problems

with, the Cause/Change structure or Combination problems. with the com-

bined amount unknown.. Students were not as successful with Combination

problems with one of the separate amounts unknown, and all of the prob-

lems having oelparison structures were relatively difflailt for these

young children. These results strongly support the notfon that con-

struction of accurate problem representations is of great importance

in attainment of correct solutions. This process relates strongly to

recent developments in the theory of natural language understanding

(Schenk, 1972; Winograd, 1972). "Understanding" is considered by these

theorists as a constructive process: a situation is said to be under-

stood when a complete and coherent structure representing the objects,

concepts, and relations therein is constructed. Greeno (1977) has

proposed that integration of these ideas with theories of procedural

knowledge allow for more complete conceptualization of problem solving

with understanding. In fact, much of the most recent work in problem

solving described in this chapter has attempted to use this approach,

and a general theory of skilled problem solving performance is thereby

emerging. More specific distinguishing features of problem solving at

different levels of expertise have also been discussed. In the follow-

ing section we will attempt to synthesize these findings into a coherent

picture of word problem solving processing.
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Procesking_lnliord Problem Solutton with ItAttataalpla

Word problems can be grOssly toaracterieed'as wellestructured prob-

lems of transformation; definite fenitial and goal states,are both given,

and there exists.a set of possible operators for moving toward solution.

However,emediating representational and initial elaborati)n processes

are required to transform word problem texts into problem spaces suit-

able for solution...with understanding. A procedure for apprehending

relation's among Components allows construction of intigrated problem

representations in the form Of relational structures. Problem solving

then requites search for the proper set and sequence of operators .

(arithmetic operations, algebraic'manipulations scientific.principles

aad/or equations) leading to the final goal. state. Equations are

evoked.or constructed and instantl.ated on the basis .of these analytical

processes.

It is becoming clear that the nature of problem solving,procesiing

differs as a function of both the expertise of the solver and the dif-.

ficulty of the.problem. That is, the nature of problem:solving processes

required cannot be dekermined 4n isolation ffom the particular problem

solver engaged iu working ,toward its solutietl,the problem solving stra-

tegies of an individual appear to vavy depending on the complexity of

the task, and different individuals working on identical problems differ

in their behaviors. This view of problem solv' 1g can be extended tie the

domain of simple arithmetic; we have proposed .aat even basic arithmetic

operations,require complex problem solving processes, especially for he-

ginning students. Although this is not a new concept,,the specific f(rme

of problem solving, givenedifferent combinations of solver skill and pkob-

,em difficulty, are just beginning to be specified at a-detailed level of-

eelysis. With respect to word problem solution, the literature Bescrieed

'e this chapter begins to suggest a general picture of these variations

in problem solving behavior.

Problem solving skill may be viewed in terms of the solver's

increasing capacity or competence for handling problems. Although

numerous studies have undertaken ta distinguish between "expert" and.

"novice" performance in.various problem solving domains (e.g.:, deGroot,

1966 and Chase & Simon,'1973, in chesseegmon fieSimon in press, and

Larkin, Note 4, in physics word problem-eolution)eih; findings of such

analyses are best used for specifying A developmental continuum, i.e., -

a model of stages or levels in problem solVing ability rather than enly

dichotomous distinctions between high and low, skilled performance. The

major dimensions along which these differential abilities vary in word

problem'solution are: the "understanding" processes, i.e., construction

of problem represetuitions; the organization of relevant knowledge, in-

cluding problem category information or presence of chunks of scientific

principles; the nature of initial analysis and planning processes; and

the overall type of solution strategy used. A chart summarizing the

solution features at different levels of competence is provided in

Table 1.. Where eyidence exists in the literature regarding the solu-

tions described, a citation is provided in the rightmost column. The

remaining descriptions are provided as intuitive propositions that

remain to be tested empirically.
1 9



PROBLEM TYPE

Table 1

Features of Word Problem Solution at Varying Levels of Competence

PROBLEM
fiEfRESENTATION

Nonderh Meal

Technical

Rely on verbal problem Hato
ment lawn if diagram con.
structed1; no use of tem:eine
ond uxiliary inlormation.

KNOWLEDGE
STRUCTURE'

INITIAL
ANALYSIS

SOLUTION
STRATEGY

SOURCE

No problem category Mho.
minion used. ICim's tell if

Read problem, Direct, pinaseity.phrase trent.
fusion Irons *rotten problem

Paige & Simon,
1068

avallablei
to equation. Ilinsley, Hayes,

& Simon, 1077

42* m dm.

No twohnialf 01 achilinallt:
principles available as dis.

No Informal qualitative unat
yds; Identify unknown and

Nearly random search for
equations containing desired

Simon 81 Simon,
in press

crew tnts, no qualitative given values. Go directly to quantities; "plug in valuer"

understanding. attraitiont.

Nomtechnical

Some reliance on mediating
representation mot sernantic
Information; reference to intr.

Technical bill problem statement at
needed.

Some cativo y lidormatlim
available; %Motion proredures
not strongly asscieldred with
category inlorma'ion,

Some principlet organised inso
schemata; priorities not wall
debited.

411.6

May recognize problem Wm.
lino; SearCh lOr tolution pro.
culture not strongly guided bY
category understanding.

.1. Ore 011. gomm awe OWNS

Partial qualitative elaboration
of problem features In relation
to available schemata; select
whalee procedure without
efficient limes to eliminate
Ineffective plant.

toWing tor arbooth un0 an.
swan II isolated.

,.!
Formally pursue several um
()reductive iolution paths be.
foto problem solved; alternate
bet Wet% equation building and

Problemjanalysis.
! me* ed... ONO ?NO ON=

Implement several plant for
solution before problem solved;
frequent iteration between
analysis and equation in/biking;
Inefficient icilution.

Ow. Ow. O. *deft MOO a*.

Larkin, 1977

NonochnIcal

Technical

Construct diagram when use.
fill; develop integreled in.
ternal representation through
qualitative abalysis; rely only
on medieting repretentation.

Strong problem category In.
formation available with as.
rociated solution procedures,

10

Recognise underlyingproblem
structure; watch Int solution
procedure associated with cat.
*gory.

ConstruceequatIons suggested
by procedure associated with
problem type.

Principles in well organized
Prioritized schemata WM as.
sociated solution procedutes.

Oualltelive . elaboration of
problem features In Mellon
to available schemata; search
for matching schemata; Pre*
Ihninary truces to determine
most protnithig tofution pro.
adult.

Iv. law am. ONO Ors OR= .1.w owe ONE Ova OM *Mr 0E1

Implement plan for solution Larkin, 1977
using selected schema; eerier.
ate equations; rarely need to
rework by alternative 011)Cd.
dure.

Non.technicel

Technical

Diagram ohun not needed;
rely t,n strong, spontaneous
mediating tapresentation.

Strong emblem category infor.
matron printable With associs .
led tolution procedures.

Problem structute inintedlately
apparent; iolution procedure
volohl spontaneously.

limplerliately generate and
solve equations, solving for
subgoals if mastery Without
hesitation.

Principles in well organised
prioritized schemata Wilh as.
Iodated bolution Procarlortt,I.

One appropriate schema lm.
mediately apparent on befit
of qualitative problem fee
Curet,

am. am&

Immediately soply guinclotes
to generale and combine
equallont.

Paige 1I Simon, 190
Hinsely, Reyes, 8.
Simony1011
Riley & Greeno, 1078

MEM e /VP ,IMMA .00 admi 11.114

&halloo & Simon.
1077
Simon & Simon,
In pmts,
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Solution characteristics are indicated separae1y for nonrtechnical

(arithmetic, algebra) and technical (scientific) word problems. Mlis

is to some degree an artificial distinction, since these problems tend .

to overlap depending *on the extent of auxiliary information or prinoiples

required for solution. However, the distinctions are useful for examin-

ing behavior on clearly different classes of problems.

The continua along which solution features vary are abstracted in

Figure 2. For the purposes of this,general discussion, some of the de-

tails in.Table I will be dropped and the more global variations em-

phasized.

The first feature, problem representation, has been discussed pre-

' viously in terms of the notion of "understanding." Increasing levels'

of competence are characterized by greater reliance upon an integrated,

qualitatively elaborated mediating representation of the problem struc-

ture. Syntactic processing in low ievel solutions, with heavy reliance

upon the verbal problem fermulation, contrasts with the semantic pro-

cessing typical of individuals capable of problem solution with under-

standing. The integration and elaboration of structural problem

representations with auxiliary and semantic knowledge is present in

greater degrees-at increasing levels of competence. Use of external

or diagrammatic problem representations often.characterizes higher

skill solvers,- but the critical factor is the:reliance upon an in-

ternal understanding of the problem's underlYing struaure.

4.

The organization of relevant knowledge or availability of schemata

also becomes more sdlient wittoincreasing competence. The strength of

association between schemata and solution procedures increases as well,

with prioritization of procedures more evident in, higher ability prob-

lem solvers. That is, not only does the higher skill individual have

available a broader range of schemata, but solueion procedures are

associated with the schemata and the procedures are ordered according

to their,usefulness with respect to different problem types and situa-

tions.

Initial problem analysis is a feature strongly related to problem

representation, in that effective construction of representations re-

flects skill in and attention to preliminary elaboration of problems.

In contrast to the low skilled individuals' rapid plunge into equation

or number manipulation, highey skill individuals tend to consider a

problem in an abstract problem space, planning a solution before working

with the details. A sort of means-end analysis is sometimes performed,

and Potential solution procedures are examined before one is chosen as

most promising for reaching the probleM goal. This search for a solu-

tion procedure is highly organized with greater competence, as opposed

to the low ability solvers' nearly random search for a combination of

operators or principles that might yield the desired value. Lower

ability solvers are not guided by an understanding of the problem and

therefore cannot develop coherent solution plans with clear goal struc-

tures.

20i
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SKILL

PROBLEM
REPRESENTATION

'

KNOWLEUGE
STRUCTURE

INITIAL SOLUTION :33

ANALYSIS STRATEGY

Rely on verbal problem
statement; syntactic

processing

A

No evidence'of relevant
schemata; solution infox-
nation net tiosociated with

problem category know-

ledge

Read problem only Piedemeal, direct trans- a
lation; "pltig in values";2

"search for solution com- B-
o

bined with equation
manipulation.

Itely entirely on inte-

H1611
eated mediating repro-
seotation; semaptic

SKILL
.proceuslng wJth quali-

tative ah9rationf

problem "understood"
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It-is interesting to note that the initial analysis phase is Com-

pleted so rapidly in the highest level of competence that it was not

explicitly noted in the literatuie.. Although tnere was no overt evi-

dence for this process in protOcols of either very high skilled ot low

skilled solveri,. we suggest that the surrounding behaviors imply con-

siderably different explanations for the.absences. In the case of

lower skill solvers, the piecemeal, disorganized solutions suggest ,

that no planning processes were executed. In the rapidly executed, .

high'skilled solutions, however, the immediate generation of consis-

tently correct and efficient solutions supports the notion that only

one procedure was seen as applicable. In effect, the problem was so

routine and simple that more than one proceeure did not have to be

considered--the,solution was directly and singularly associated with

the problem reptesentation constructed. It cannot be concluded that

the solution was obvious to the lower skilled individuals. 4-

The overall solution strategy used varies in the degree to which

planning and integrated structural representations determine equation

construction. Lower skill solutions typically embody search processes

in'combination ?Eth equation manipulation; the solver is seeking a

solution procedure at the level of instantiating equations; there is

no reliance upon a clear understanding of the problei. In higher

solutiens, the search process is completed separately and before equa-

tions are constructed. Solution procedures are considered in relation

to the problem representation, and no specific quantitative manipula-

tion is attempted until a procedure is selected as promising. There-

fore, unproductive solution paths would be pursued more often at lower

levels of expertise, and solutions are generally less efficient than

those carefully planned at higher ability levels. ,With respect to

non-technical problems, diTect translation dsing syntactic processing

actually leads to incorrect solution of any problems requiring aux-

iliary information for accurate comprehension. In general, solvers

relying upon the lower levels of solution strategies are limited both

in the accuracy and .efficiency of their problem solving repertoire.

The progression in problem solving ability sketched in these pro-

files needs both further empirical exploration and examination for

educational implications. Once a developmental schema is firmly

delineated, methods for facilitating transition to higher levels of

competence may be developed and tested. One preliminary recommendation

based onour current understanding of thege-stages would be to dis-

courage any additional emphasis in the schools on direct translation

processes. Because the highest competence levels rely strongly on a

Gestalt-like understanding of the entire problem situation, and appre-

hending relations among problem components is hampered by piecemeal

translation, procedures for Constructing integrated problem represen-

tations need to be encouraged. Secondly, educators might best be

sepsitive to the solvers' need for well organized knowledge bases,

containing concepts related by numerous explicit relations. Schemata

comprised of related principles or problem category information appear

to facilitate sophisticated problem solving efforts. Finally, it would

appear that some me.ins for imparting general procedural knowledge,

k-,
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including strategic approaches and priiblem solving heuristics, are

called for. The highest skilled solvers are most facile at analyzing

problem situations, qualitatively elaborating problems with auxiliary

infoxmation,/planning solutions in abstract problem spaces, and com-

paring features of problems witb available schemata. These processes

are typically not taught explicitly in educational settings; whether

they should be, and if so, how they could be taught, are questions

for empirical investigation.

t,

11)
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Research on Children's Thinking and the Design.

og'Mathematics Instruct,ion ,

Thomas P. Carpenter
University of Wisconsin-Madison

'The central,assumptIn of this paper is that in order to systemati-

cally'deal with fundamental problems of instruction in mathematics a clear

understanding is heeded of how children learn mathematics and what pro-

cesses they use to solve mathematics problems. The argument that basic.

research on children's learning has an important contribution to make to

the desisn of instruction has not always been univccsally accepted. As

recently as the mid-sixties Gage (1964) could cite learning tRorists of,

the stature of Estes and Hilgard to buttress his contention that learning

theories have limited usefulnees for education, and Suppes (1967) was

forced t? Concede:

Without question, we do not yet undeistand in any reasonable

degree of scientific detail what goes on when a student learns

. a piece of mathematics, whether the mathematics in question be

first-grade arithmetic, undergraduate calculus, or graduate

school algebraic topology. (p. 1)

These pessimistic assessments reflect the fact that since the days

of Thorndike most psychologists studying learning had turned their atten-

tion to simple learning situations that Could be rigorously controlled.

Task's in most learning dtudies were 'selected for their experimental manip-

ulability.and ease' ofkadministrationt.which essentiallS, excluded the tynes

of complex.learning situations inherent in 'most school curriculum. It

is,a small woneer that.learning psyCholOgists were conspicuously, absent

from the curriculum reforms of the late 1950's and early 1960's and scant

attention wag paid to their theories of learning.

Iwrecent years, however,, there has been a significant shift in empha-

sis in both the field of psychology and in the mathematics education

community. Cognitive psychologists are increasingly turning.their atten-

tion to the study of the complex tasks that comprise the school curric-

ulum, and mathematics educators are also focusing to a much greater

degree on how children learn mathematiCs and the processes they use to

--goivemathematics- -problems. There -are----currently -at-least -four- distinct-

lines of investigation dez.ling with children's acquisition of mathematical

concepts, skills, and processes--Piagetian and neo-Piagetian research,

research in information processing, the diagnostic-prescriptive,movement,

and large scale assessment projects like the National Assessment of

Educational Progress.
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There are fundamental differences between each of these four approaches

in their basic assumptions about learners ad education, in their research.

Paradigms, in the type of knowledge about learning that they generate, and

in their potential contributions to the mathematics curriculum. After

briefly characterizing each of these approaches, this paper will discuss ,

how this basic researchon children's learning might be applied to the de-

sign of instruction in mathematics.

. Piagetian Research

By far the most extensive body of research on children's acquisition

of mathematical concepts is based on the works of Piaget (see Carpenter,

in press, for a more detailed discussion of Piagetian research and other

cognitive developmental research). In the are of number, for example,

Piaget's influence has been so great that it ha led Flavell (1970) to

observe, "V#tually everything of interest that,we know about the early ,

growth of number concepts grows out of Piaget's Soneer work in the aree(p.1001).

Another Measure of Piaget's impact is the sheer quantity of research based

on his'work. In the last three annual listings of research relative to

mathematics educationialmost a fifth of the reported research could be

identified as tiagetian (Suydam & Weaver, 1976, 1977, 1978).

4

The great bulk of this research has been cordudted by developmental

psychologists, -who are primarily conderned with the development of basic

cognitive structures. Although these cognitive structures are often

reflected in children's concepts of number; measurement, space, etc.,

it.is not the purpose-of mos; of this research to systematically describe

children's acquisition of mathematical concepts. Most Piagetian research

has attempted to account for or refute Piaget's initial findings.

There has been relatively little effort, aimed at expanding the range of

mathematical concepts investigated or in identifying how the.presence or

absence of basic Piagetian constructs affect the learning of related mathe-

.maticai concepts.

Most Piagetian research falls into one of three broad lines of in-

vestigatiOn. Many of the early studies simply attempted to Validate

Piaget's observations with a variety of different materials and prodedures.
_ _ .

Other studies haye atteMpied to identify and explain the,sequence of devel-

opment of related concepts, while a third broad class of studies has

attempted to induce various Piagetian concepts via training. In general,

Piaget's basic observations have been supported, and the behaviors that

he describes are clearly more than experimental artifacts. However, most

of the research indicates that there is a great deal less order in the

development of related concepts than Piaget proposes. Finally, although

many of the individual training studies have successfully induced various

Piagetian concepts, they have failed to identify the specific mecharisms

that do in fact lead to the development of the concepts.
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Piagetian research has sucCessfully characterized children's per-

formance on a variety of interestingproblems involving fundamental mathe-

matical relations. So far, however, this research has not established the

link between the basic constructs identified by;Piaget and the learning

of the,mathematical. concepts and skills that comprise the core of the

school mathematics curriculum. We knowi for example, that at certain
stagedchildren,fail to conserve or use transitive inference. However,

we know very little about how the development of conservation and trehsi-

tivity affects children's learning of basic number concepts and operations.

Most atteMpts to apply Piagetiamresearch to educational problemt
have relied on inference. The anelysii is'.essentially based On logical

considerations. Since cardinal number is basedon matching sets and the
matching relation assumes conServation, conservation is a prerequisite for any
meaningful concept of number. For Piaget it is a tautology that cower,-
vation is necessary for a meaningful concept of number. However, if .one

is concerned with-children's ability to learn varioud number concepts and

skills, the significance,of conservation is not so clear andneeds to be

established empirically. The difficulty 'with a logical analysis of mathe-

matical concepts is that children's logic is not the same as adult logic.-

If.children are not asked specific conservation questions, they do not
_occur to them; and they ignore the fact that their judgments depend on
.certain.prerequisite knoWledge that they lack. There is ample evidence

that children who .are,preoperational in Piagetian.terms can successfully-

apply a variety of number, measurement, and geometric concepts and skills

(Carpenter, in press).

For the most part developmental psychologists have 'focused.on_ a very

limited set o: variablds in characterizing the development of certain

mathematical concepts, and they have not been interested in systematically
descri3ing how basic mathematical concepts develop through the course of -

instruction. Unfortunately much of the Piagetiah reiearch conducted by
mathematics educators has been virtually indistinguishable fromyesearch

based on pure-y psychological considerations. Many df the studies have
simply examined relationships between Piagetian variables without estab-

lishing the significance of any of the concepts under consideration for

the mathematics curriculum. Others have attempted to demonstrate that
training oh certain Piagetiancondepts is possible without ever considering
whether_such_training_results in.significant savings tratsfer.for.the

learning of related mathematics concepti thaf-Ari-Oiitt-dfthb-dthool

curriculum.

One approach to establish a L4lationship between basic Piagetian

constructs and children's learning of mathematics has been to correlate

.performance on a test of Piagetian tasks with some measure of mathematics
achievement (cf. Cathcart, 1971; Dimitrovsky & Almy, 1975; Kaufman &

'Kaufman, 1972; Steffe, 1970). These studies have found high positive
correlations, even when IQ is held constant (Steffe, 1970). Furthermore)

2.0
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performance on Piagetian batteries administered in kindergarten appears

to be an excellent predictor'of mathematics achievement as much as two

years later (Bearison, 1975; Dimitrovsky & Almy, 1975). These studies

fail, however, to identify speciftc cause and effect relationships.

High positive correlations between
performance on Piagetian tasks

and arithmetic achievement do not imply that.mastery of these tasks

is a prerequisite for learning arithmetic condepts. In fact such a con-

_elusion is completely inappropriate (cf. Carpenter, in press; Ginsburg,

1975, 1977a).

Ih order for variables like conservation to be useful in making der

cisions involving the teaching of mathematics, a much more explicit rela7

tionship between conservation.ability and performance on specific mathe-

matics tasks is.needed. .0ne of the reasens that conservation is.a useful

developmental construct is that by identifying a child's ability to con-

serve, it is possible to characterize,the child's performance on a dde

range of related tasks. A major question for mathematics educators is

whether conservation or some other operation can serve a similar function

in describing children's abiIity-to learn basic mathematical. concepts.

Mere is ample evidence that conservation.is highly correlated with arith-

metic achievement. There is also-ample evidence that nonconserveks c'an learn

many arithmetic concepts and skills. The.basic research question is whether

the ability to conserve is a prerequisite.for learning certain basic con-

cepts:or skills or whether the high-correlation between conservation and

achievement is simply the result of a high correlation between conservation

and general intelligence.

A study which illustrates this type of research is the teaching experi-,

ment recently reported by Steffe, Spikes, and Hirstein (Note 1), which

identified specific differences between 'conservers and nonconserversAn,

their ability to transfer various counting strategies to unfamiliai prob-

lems. At'the Wisconsin Research and Development Center we are also at--

tempting to identify whether certain Piagetian operations are a pre-

requisite for learning specific nuMber concepts or skills. ,As part Of our

study we are attempting to characterize the processes used by operational

and preoperational children to solve various addition and subtraction

problems in order to uncover the relationships between, certain Piagetian

constructs and arithmetic concepts or skills. It is hypothesized that -

children's ability to conserve or apply tranaitive inference or class

inclusion relations should be reflected in problems or solutioh strategies

--that-Mike7apritTt- dettian-da -on -those-tonstructs7.- -Salutions-involving

simple counting stategies may not reflect these differences to as great

a degree.

Another line of neo-Piagetian research, exemplified by the work of

Gelman (1972a, 1972b, 1977) and Ginsburg (1977a, 1977b) has de-emphasized

the importance of basic underlying concepts like conservation. They propose

that the development of mathematical concepts can be more productively
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described in .terms of the increasingly efficient application'of specific

skills,like counting. This approach, 'which builds more on Piaget's
clinical research techniques and general orientations to children's cog-
nitive development than on explicit Piagetian theory, alao holds real po-
tential for studying concepts that are a central part of the mathematics
curriculum. Thus, while early Piagetian research in mathematics edUcation
lacked direction in attempting to address problems of.education, there
is evidence of.the emergence of a more focused attempt tojirWestigate how
the theories and techniques of Piaget might be applied to the study of
education.

Information rIntEELLA

There is a wide range of information processing theories. .Although
they are all based upon an analogy with the computer, some tarry this
analogy further than others. At the most task specific level, the goal
is to actually construct a running computer program that models some seg-
ment ot behavior. At the other end of the continuum, the computer serves
as little more than a metaphor.

The prominent features of the general architecture of most information
.procesesing systems Include ashort-term iemory; which is extremely limited
in capacity; and a long-term, memoryi which is potentially' unlimited in

capacity. The information processing,system also has access to the ex-
ternal environment and some.sort Of mechanism for controlling attentlon
that determines which sensory information is selected for processing. The

.long-term memory contains conditions or rules for processing information.
All processing occurs serially in,the short-term memory, and information
from the external environment or long-term 'memory must enter the short7
term memory before it can be acted upon.

There are two fundamental contributions that information processsing
theory might make to our nderstanding of how children learn mathematics.
One is to identify general limits of'children's ability to process infor-
mation. Since all information must pass:through and be operated upon in
the short-term memory, the capacity of childrea's short-term memory appears
to be a potentially limiting factor. Pascual-Leone (1970, 1976) hypothe-
sizes that the basic intellectual limitation of children is thq number of

-bits-of informatiOn-they tan-handle-simultaneously. The:maximum number
of discrete ,chunks of information that a child can integrate is assumed
to grow linearly in au all-or-nonelaanner as a function of age. From the
early preoperational stage (3-4 years) a chUd's information processing
dapacity, or M.,.power, grows at the rate of one chunk every two years until
thejate formal operational,stage (about 15=16 years). there are two prob-
lems involved in such an analysis. First, most children Seldom operate
at full 'Capacity. .Second, by chunking different bits of information
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together,.children may essentially increase their processing capacity.
'As a consequence, the factors.that affect thildren's ability to chunk
information may be moTe critical than the_capacity of their short-term
memory. But whether it may ultimi.,tely be characterized in terms of pro-
cessor capacity or chunking strategies, children's ability to integrate
and simultaneously deal with different,bits of information seems to be
an important area for further study.

The other potentially productive information processing variables are
children's ability to control attention and memory.(Flavell, 1977; Hagen,
Jongeward & Kail, 1975;.Peck, Frankel, & Bees, 1975). Many of children'S
errors in traditional concept developmen: tasks result from their attend-
ing to inappropriate dimensiops of the problem. Individuals are faced with
an overwhelming quantity of information from the environment which muSt.-
be routed through the central processor in order to be acted upon. This
potentially creates. a..tremendous bOttleneck, and the mechanisms of atten-
tion which determine which information will be selected for processing are
exceedingly important in characterizing information. processing capaCity.
To plan instruction, it is essenti to know the characteristics of the
stimuli children can and naturally do attend to'and hoW Capable they are
of shifting their attention from one dimension to another.

w'-.moty is also an importantinformation processing yariable. As
chileren.mature they use increasingly efficient coding, atorageond re-
trieval-strategies and are increasingly aware of the demands that.specific
tasks place on memory and their own abtlity to deal. with them. Mathematical
problems place significant demands on.efficient uee of memory, And ineffi-
cient use of memoryimay tend. to clog the central processor, ikThose full
,capacity may be needed to.solve the given problem. For exatple, it.is
quite difficult for most adults to multiply in. base.8, even if they are
given.preliminary instruction in different number-bases and Are provided
with a multiplication table. To some degree this simulates a very in-
efficient memory strategy:

he,second poeential contribution of information processing research
is to explicitly characterize the processes that children use to solve
various problems at different stageq, in the learning of a given concept.
There is a fundamental difference between an information processing' anal-,
ysis of children's problem solving behavior and the approach.that emanates
out of Piaget's work. Instead of analyzing behavior in terms of the.
logical and algebraic ,properties of the problem, tasks are analyzed in
terms Of their information processing requirements. This distinction
can .be illustrated by an example.from a study of children's measurement
concepts (Carpenter, 1975). Since measurement of capacity involves
transforMations of the quantity being measured,4tiwould be logical to
conclude that conservation would be prerequisitg for learning most basic
measurement concepts; but this is not the case. Nonconservers can deal
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successfully with a variety of measurement problems. However,.when equal

quantities are measured, with different units, a conflict situation is

created that corresponds to the conflict created in the traditional conr

servation problem. Performance on this task closely parallels,performance

on the corresponding conservation problem because the two tasks have simi-

lar information ptoce-sing requiremente.

In general, information processing analysis attempts to describe

learning in terms of specific concepts or skills which are placed into a

sYstem of hierarchically ordered subskills.. Performance on individual

problems is broken down into a series of discrete steps that can be serially

ordered and often quantified. A number of techniques have been employed

to identify children's problem solving proCesses. These include the anal-

ysis of problem solving protocols as well as the analysis of errors and-

response latencies. In simple information 'processing models, like the

counting modelefor addition and subtraction (cf. Groen & Resnick, 1977;

Suppes & Morningstar, 1972; WO6ds, Resnick, & Groen, 1975), P rocesses are

broken down into a number of identical steps, and the response latency

for a,given task is assumed to be a latency function of the number of

steps needed to complete the task. Different models can be evaluated

by regression equations generated from each model. .More complexproblem

solving.processes are frequently represented as production systems.whfch

can be translated into computer programs. If a running computer program

can be constructed that effectively models human behavior, it provides en

existence proof that the analysis underlying the prograt is at leait a

viable description of the processes used by human subjects.

An essential feature of' eithdr analysis Is that.behavior can be

broken down into a set.Of discrete skills that are linearly ordered in

the performance of any tasks. Such an analysis,isibased on an entirely

different model and set of attendent assumptions than is Piagetian theory.

Information.processing theory'is essentially meehanistic although it takes

a very complex machine, the computer, as its analog. Piagetian theory,

on the other hand, is mote analogous to a biological organism. This

organismic theory views the csanition in termsof integrated structural

.systems rather than as a series of discrete skills.. According to this

perspective the' whole is greater than the.suM of the parts, and it is not

possible to understand these sysiems in terms of isolated skills. Which

model is most appropriate is essentially a philosophical question rather .

than in empirical on. Reese and Overion-(1970) OrOPOSe that thiSemodels
represent two independent world views that are .base4 on. different sets of

assumptions and are essentially irreconcilable. However, research paradigms,

the way in which behavior is characterized, and the implications one

draws from the research' for educational practice are all profoundly affected

by the model one selects.

2/6;
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Diagnostic-Presulakellaftwal

The diagnostic-prescriptive. movement in mathematics education does

not grow out of a research base, and until redently fundamental issues of

the movetent have not.been defined in research terms?' In tbe last seIeral

years there seets to be some shift towards developidg a more substantial

research base As is evidenced by the title of the' newly, formed Research

Council on Diagnostic and Prescriptive,Mathematics. But the. movement is

still strongly oriented to the immediate problems of the practitioner. .

,

Theybasio tenet of diagnostic-prescriptive'mathematics is that in-

struction.should be based on an individual child's strengths and weaknesses ,

in mathematics (cf. Ashlock, 1976;.Reisman, 1972). Traditionally the focus

has been. on the diagnostic process; and little progress ha, been made in'

developing a taxonomy or, categorization scheme.for errors, identifying the

prevalence of npecific errors, or describing.the relation between errors

on different problems. Although diagnostic-prescriptive mathematics is

loosely defined and it is inappropriate to generalize about the entire

movement, a prevalent assumption seems to be .that errors result from

learning incotrect algorithms; Using a medical analogy, errors Are seen.

as Something to be diagnosed and remedied. This position contrastS mark-

edly with that-of Piaget, who in same sense recognizei the legitimacy of

children's errors. Piaget does not regard the responses he observes as ,

errors to be diagnosed-and-corree-ted.- --Rather they-are-reflections_of

children'S basic level of cognitive functioning. Romberg (Note,2) has

argued that this focus on the superficial aspects of children's errors

is too.narrow and a second level of diagnosis is needed that starts to

take into account cbildren's general level of cognitive funCtioning and

the deeper,struCture.of their solutions.

Diagnostic-preseriptive mathematics clearly should not be an inde-

pendent line of investigation distinCt-from either Piagetian or information

processing"research.i Some sort of interface could mutually enhance all

three approaches to the study of chiidren's learning of mathematics: ,

Plagetian and information processing research could provide a broader and

more rigorous basis for diagnosing children's mathematical abilities, while,

diagnostic-prescriptive mathematics provides one mechanibm for,applying

basic research on children!s learning to instructional practice. Perhaps

the greateát contribution .of the diagnostic-prescriptive movement has been,

to-reorient practitionei.s to see the problems of instrUction in terms

large Scale Assessments

One of,the limitations of most of the research on children's mathe-

matical thinking is oiat,individual researchers generally lack the resources

to representatively sample from the general population. In fact,speCial

samples of children who clearly articulate their problem solving prbcesses

are often selected for clinical studies. Although they have their own t

2. e
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limitations, Urge-scale studies help to round out the picture of children's
mathematical thinking by describing how prevalent certain errors or pro-

cesses are in the general population. There have been a number of large-

scale assessmants orchildren's mathematical abilities including The Inter-

national Study, The National Longitudinal Study of Mathematical Abilities .

(HLSMA), and various state assessments. The mathematics assessment of

The National Assessment of Educational Progreis (NAEP) probabb, provides

?the most representative sample of children's mathematical performance of

any of the lirge-scale assessments (Carpenter, Cdburn, Reys, & Wilson,

1975a, 1975b, 1978).

National Assessment.does not build upon any theory of learning or
development and generally does not attempt to test hypotheses-about chil-

dren's learning or the underlying causes of their errors. Instead it.

attempts to provide base-line data on the performance of 9-yeav.'olds, 13-

year-olds, 17-year-olds, and young adults on A liariety of individual ex-

ercises over a rafige of mathematical topics. Many of:the.exercises.are

open-ended, and analYsis includes identifying the frequency of specific

errors as well as ihe frequency of.correce responses. One potentially

siinificant finding of the first mathematics assessment was that many
qewer systematic errors were found than the results of most clinical-

studies and the 1i Tature of the diagnostic-prescriptive movement would

suggest. Whether-the standardized test administration and response anal-

ysis techniques mitigate against finding such errors or whether.systematic

errors are,significantly over-represented in'most clinical studies is an

open question that warrants further.invest!gation..

Since ihe.mathematics asdessment is scheduled on-a five-year cycle,

National Assessment should provide'a reasonably up,to-date measure of

children's performance. The second mathematics aSsesSment has jUst been

completed. Although it does not assesi performance of'young adults and
does not include individually adMinistered exercises as in the first mathe-

matics assessment, it provides a much more comprehensive sampling of major

content domains. Because of the extreme care taken to select a truly
representative sample, the results of National Assessment. are a unique

resource. Although these results do not provide the detailed insighti

into children's mathematical thinking that may be.generated from other,

studies, researchers need to take the results from National Assessment'

into account in order to- establish the generalilability of:their own find-

ings. There is a need for additional research specifically directed at

_axplaining-and-extending_the_results_from_National Assessment. Such a

program has been discussed in some detaillin another article (Carpenter,
Coburn, Reys, & Wilson, 1976).
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The two most Tromising areas of application of research On children's

mathematical,thinking involVe the selection and sequencing of content and

the individualization of instruction. :

Allelestionsaiauesciny4215.

There are several ways that research on children's learning of mathe-

matics might be applied tothe detign of instruction. Oneof the Most
obvious is to somehow incorpoiate into the curriculum the solution pro- .

cesses that children spontaneously generate forthemselves. Yor example,

independently of instruction young chtldren develop quite sophisttcated

counting strategies for solving iimOle addition,and subtraciton prablems

.(cf. Groen & Resnick, 1977; Suppei.& Horningstari.1972; Woods, Resnick,

& Groen, 1975). Traditionally;inst -tion has failed to give seripus con-

sideration to'the.richness and growing"sophistication of these strategies.

However, curriculum could* be develOped that builds upon these strategies

rather than portraying arithmetic operations exclusively in terms of set.

operations. In fact, Steffe et al. (Note 1) have already-done so.

There aie a humber of ways thatCurriculum may be designed-to'bUild

upon children's spontaneous. strategies. 'One is to identify a minimum set

.of concepts and skills that ell children exhibit it One point or another

in the acquisitioWa'a given.topic and build instruCtiOn, around this

basic set. This approach id not especially elegant and seems to reduce -

instruction to the leatt cOmmon dendminator. However, one might. assume .

that if one-eaches the minimal set of skills that is logically complete.and

whiCh can be understood'by all students,the better students will continue

to generate their own more complex strategies. ,The'study by Groen and

Resnick (1977) offers some support for this hypothesis'.

An alternative approach Would be to identify the efficient pro-

cesses that children use and/or the processes that are used by the most

capable students and specifically teach these procedses: Although this .

approach has the appeal of attempting to make the most effiCient strategies

available to-all.the students, there are some potential drawbacks. .The

slower students may not Lave the cognitive capacity to understand or apply

the complex,processes of the better students. Additionallys.the complex .

processes may be,Very difficult to teach explicitly.,

-Clearly these extremes do not represent the only choicet, and there"

is a great deal of-middle ground. Furthermore, as Resnick (1976) prolioses,

appropriate instruction should.not necessarily copy-the spontaneous devel-

opment of the concepts in'children. Instead, it should put learners in 'the

best position to invent or discover appropriate strategies themselves.

21. .1
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There is clearly no simple answer ,to the question of how Co'build upon

children's spbritaneous strategies, and it is unlikely that a single approach

will be effective with-all content or for all learners.

A Second potential application of knowledge about the natural devel-

opMent-of mathematical concepts involves the selection of a general

approach or Model and.,decisions involving the tel4ive sequencing of Major

topics..:In this case decisions do not simply involve whether,to include

instruction on specific Straeegies but whether certain general models are

more intuitive than others or whether, certain topics naturally develdp

before'others, Thecdecisions are inuCh more giobal'and.reflect a more_

holistic conception of cognition characteristic of organiemic modelsg.

An example of a line of investigation that4llustrates-the applica,

tion of this paradigm is the work of Brainerd (1973a, 1973b, 1976)., fie

proposes that basic natural number concepts,can be developed logically

from an ordinal perspective as evidenced by the work ofpedekind and.?eario

or.from a cardinal perspective in the tradition of Russell and Whitehead..

Based ou his research with young children, Brainerd contendsthat ordinal

number-developsbefore--cardinal-numberi- and-ordinal-number-is-more

Tonnected with the initial emergence of arithmetic. Based upon,these

conclusions, Brainerd recommends that serious consideration be given to

abandoning the traditional cardinal development of natural, number in .favor

of ordinal definitions. Even if Brainerd's conclusions regarding the

emergence of ordinal and cardinal concepts were valid, his' conclusions

would represent unwarranted extrapolation. No attempt was made to actu-

ally design and test instruction based onthe ordinal definition of number.

Furtherm,re, the examples of ordinal and cardinal concepts inclUded in

Brainerd's studies represent only a very narrow sampling of the concepts

involved in the development of either ordinal or cardinal numbers.

On the whole, decisions involving radical restructuring of Major topics

, seem to require a:rather high level of inference and also invol,ye,value

judgments regarding the relative importance of certain topics or ways

of developing given concepts. Consequently this approach seems to hold

less potential than the program outlined previously.

An alternative .to focusing on children's naturally developed :oncepts'

and successful strategies it.to analyze their etrors., By identifying

serious misconceptions or significant .prerequisite concepts or skills. that,

children are failing to master; instruction may be designed t ) compensate

for these difficiencies. The series of studies by Ghl'perin and Georgiev

.
(1969) is an excellent,example of research of this type. In an.initial

study they identified many of the same type of conservation and measure-

ment errors'found by Piaget. But rather than accepting .these errors as

developmental phenomena, they attributed them to.the traditional emphasis

in school mathematics programs on number concepts, which incorrectly .

characterized units as discrete entities.
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To test their hypothesisi they administered a series of measurement

problems to the "upper group" of a Soviet kindergarten. They concluded

'that young Children who are taught by traditional methods lack a,basic

understanding of-EP Unit of measure. They do not'recognize,that each unit

may.not be directly identifiable as,an entity and that the unit itself

may,consist of parts. They are indifferent to the size and fullness of

a unit of measure and have.more faith'in direct Visual comparison of .

quantities than in measurement by a given unit.

On the basis of this study,'Gal'perinAnd Georgiev devised a program

of 68 lessons that focused on measurement concepts and systematically

differentiated between units of measure and separate entities. The

lessons were divided into three parts:- The first part dealt with'forming

a mathematicalapproachito the study of quantities. This section focused

on replacing the habit,of direct visual compariaon with sYstematic appli-

cation of measuring units. Appropriate.units fot measuring different

quantities were identified and measuring skills were studied directly,

with special attention directa'to thedeficiencies identified in the pre-

test. A variety of units was used, including units consisting of several

parts (tWo or three hiStChts, spoons; etc.) or some.fractions of a laiger

object (half a mug or stick). All'of these concepts were preSented with-

out assigning numhers to the quantities..

,It was not until the second part that theconcept of number was

introduced. Thus, Gal'perin and Georgiey introdvced most of the basic

measufing. skills and spatial concepts before they introduced numbers.

In the third part, the inverse relationship between the size of the unit

' and the number of units was introduced.

Although the investigation was not conducted with strict experimental

controls,'the students whO.participated in this program showed striking ,

gains over the performance of the previous year's students. Whereas

fewer than half the students in the previousyear could answer most.of

the items,on the measurement test, performance was cluse to 100 percent

for the experimental group.

A fourth perspective is that,while research on'children's thinking

maphave, profound implications for educational practice, it is inappro-

priate totattempt to apply such research to design specific instructional

programs.

You make a great, a very great mistake, if you think that

psychology, being the science of the mind's laws, is something

from which you can deduce,definite programmes Rod schemes nnd

methods of instructionlor immediate schoolroom use. Psych-

ology is a science, and teaching is an art; and sciences never

generate arts directly out of themselves. An intermediary in-

ventive mind must make the application, by using its origi-

nality.(James, 1939, p. 7-8)
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From this perspective research on children's mathematical thinking
is important,. for instruction must be consistent with the ways in which

children learn. But there is no single pattern oCinstruCtion which is

most appropriate. Children's learning, the instructional process, or
both are considered to be too complex for any a priori specification' of
curriculum: The problem therefore becomes one of providing teachers
with sufficient knowledge of children's thinking so that theii can evaluate
the specific needs of their own studentp and implement instruction 'accord-

ingly. This essentially'is the approach typical of much of the diagnostic-
prescriptive movement, with its.emphasis on diagnostieskills.

\

'individualization of Instruction

'A'second potential contribution'of research on children's mathematical
thinking is to provide a basis for individualizing instruction. Whereei
decisions involving the selection and.sequencing of content need to be
based on common elements of at least some children's thinking, individual-
ization would be based on identifying individual differences between
children. In the past, global measures like IQ have been used-to sep7...

erste children for instruction because these measures correlate highly

with school' learning. Individualization needs to be based on a much more
careful analysis of how specific abilities limit children's capacity to
learn specific mathematics content in a specific way.

Three basic steps are required. First, it is necessary to construct

a good measure Of children's mathematical ability. Next specific mathe-

matics tasks must be aLalyzed in terms of their demands on the ability'.

Finally, instruction must be'designed that Provides tasks that are appro-

priate for the different levels of the given ability.

A variety of alternatives for developing measures of children's
thinking are possible. The simplest and most straightforward involve
identifying children's knowledge of prerequisite skills. A somewhat
more sophisticated approach includes the analysis of the specific pro-

cesses that children apply to solve mathematics problems. This is
essentially the approach of'diagnostic-prescriptive mathematics at its

best. Since the processes and errors are a function of the specific
mathematics topic being learned, frequent assessment of individual
children is required. Consequently, the development Of efficient pro-
cedures for identifying children's processes and errors is a critical
problem.

t

A second alternative is to base such a measure on fundamental dev-
elopment variables like conservation, class inclusion, and transitivity
that are presumed to develop outside of formal instruction. Seversl
of these measures have been shown to correlate highly with mathematical
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achievement (Carpenter, in press). However, with the exception of the

,study by Steffe et al. (Note 1), little progress has been made in relating

these measures to children's ability to learn &pecific.mathematical con-

cepts and skills. In other words, it is not sufficient to demonstrate

that there. is a difference in overalLachieVement between conservers and

nonconservers. It is necessary to document exactly how they differ and

what instruction is appropriate for each group.

'A third potential approach would involve some measure or combination

of measure& of information processing capacity. Case (1975),,for example,

.has dedcribed how instruction might:be redesigned to fit different levels

lf informatioh processing capacity. He proposes that instruction can be

redesigned so that'the maximum snumber of subskills that the learner has

to coordinate at any given time is minimized.1

i

Another potential measure is VygOtsky's (1962, 1978) zone of proximal

idevelopment. Tilis is defined by Vygotsky (1962) as "The discrepancy.

;between a child's actual mental age and the level he reaches in solving

problems with assistance "(p. 103). Since this meaiure actually involves'

iadult interaction which represents a form of instruction', it should .poten-

itially provide an excellent-measure-of-childrenls-ability-to-benefit from

4nstruction.
f

!

;

?

A closely related technique is'the applicaton of teach-test proce-
1

#ies to ascertain children's ability to deal with certain tyPes of in- ,

atruction. Teach-test procedures have.frequently been used with mentally

retarded children to.measure their susceptability to traditional forms

01 pf instruction (cf. Bud, !f, 1967) but have'seldom been used With normal

1

'ahildren. .The basic format involves a short, controlled training session

over certain novel ahd presumably unfamiliar tasks followed by a test on

(.he instructed material. Unlike other measures the,initial knowledge

6r ability to do the task is not the primary concern. What is of inter-

4at is to what degree subjects are able to profit from the ihstructional

sequence. By manipulating the form of the short training session, ode

pltentially can generate a measure of childrents ability to,attend to

aid learn from different instructional sequences.

A study that illustrates the application of this technique is re-

po'rted by Montgomery (1973). This study was an aptitude-treatment inter-,

action study which examined the interaction of second- and third-grader's

ability to learn unit of length concepts with two treatments based on

are% and unit of area concepts. Aptitude was measured using a teach-test

procedure which partitioned subjects on their ability to learn to compare

two lengths measured with different units. Subjects were randomly assigned

to ale of two nine-day instructionallreatments on measuring and comparing

areLW. The difference between the treatments was the,emphasis placed on

the unit df measure. In one treatment, subjects always measured with
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congruent units and compered regions covered with congruent units. In
the-other:treatmentsubiects.measured withAloncongruent units. and

,pared regions °covered with different units. On both. a posttest and a

retention test, the treatment that used different units Was Significantly. .

more successful in,teaching children to assign a number to, a region

(measure) and to compare.two'regions using their measures. 'However,

there was no significant difference between the two treatments on a trans-
fer test that included problems involving measurement with.different.units, .
and no significant interactions were found between'aptitude levels and
treatments. The failure.to find significant.results may in part reflect

certain anomalies,in the develOilent of measurement concepts that were
not taken into account (Carpentef; 1.976). But it does illuttrate the

difficnities and pitfalls in attempting to construct good measures in
order to match children to appropriate instruction.

Conclusions

-Two general-applications-of-research on-ehildrenls-thinking that
seem to hold the greatest promise for influencing educational practice

have been identified. The first involves the selection and sequencing.

of.content. The second concerns the individualization of instruction,.
Both of these applications require a comprehensive cognitive map of.

childrees learning of key mathematical concepts and professes. This

map must take into account both individual differences and-the effects

of instruction1% Thus, a major objective for research in mathematicd
education should be to characterize,the processes and concepts that
children acquire at significant points in the learning.of important
mathematical topics. Furthermore, it should describe how these concepts
and processes evolve over the course of instruction. This involves
describing the different processes anderrors that individual children
exhibit on key tasks at each stage of instruction. It also should in-
flude an analysis of performance on related tasks. Although significant
individual differences should be anticipated, hopefully it will be pos-
sible to identify clusters ofchildrenwho exhibit similar profiles of
performance over a range of taske. If this is the case, then key prob-
lems may be used to identify how individual children will perform over

the complete range of tasks. Such problems may provide a basis for

individualizing instruction.

'Finally it is necessary to describe the change in concepts, processes,
and errors over the course of instruction. Piaget assumes that all
children go through essentially the same stages of development. Tberefore

it is only necessary to characterize each stage to describe development.

The evidence suggests, however, that there is a great deal of variation
in the pattern of acquisition of mOst mathematical concepts. Consequently,

4

2')

"V
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to characterize development of these concepts it Is necessary to describe
-how change takes place within Individual children or at least groups of

.children over the.courseeof instruction. This means'analyzing hdow cerr

tian processes, concepts, or errors at a given stage have evolVe&from
the proCesses,,concepts, or misconceptions of earlier stages. For ex-,

ample, if a child makes certain errors early in the learning of a concept,
will they be resolved as the child acquires more paturerconcePts and skills,
or,wIll these errors be magnified as new concepts are built upon these
earlier misconceptions? '

To effectively assess change within individual,children it is nec-
essary to follow individual children over the relevant instructional
periods. This does not mean that the only studies that are appropriate

,are longitudinal studies over the entire course of development of a given
concept. -But any study that purports to measure intra-indiliidual change
must at least have repented measures on the same subjects over the time
that change is being measured.

-Individual children master concepts at different points in an instruc-
tional sequence. An important question is whether all children go through
essentially the same- basic -sequence-in learbing7tertaIn condepts- even--

though they may pass through a given stage at different points in the
instructional sequence: In other words ire there certain key prerequisite
concepts or processes that all children achieve before they master a given

concept. Research should be especially sensitive to'identifying such key ,

prerequisites.

Recent research has provided critical insights into 'children's under-
standing of certain key mathematics conceptd and the processes they use .

to solve a variety of mathematics problems. But much of the basic content
of the mathematics curriculum has not been systematically studied. Most
basic, psychological.research has focused on contentthat fits certain
psychological'theories or can be neatly modeled. There Is still a very
incomplete picture of children's performance at critical stages in the
acquisition of fundamental mathematical concepts and skills. In addition,
there has only been limited success in characterizing children's performance
on related tasks. Little progress has been made in identifying the specific
fadtors that leaa to the acquisition of more advanced concepts and skills
or in accounting for individual differences.

The state of the art is such that many of these more complex inter-
actions cannot be specified with the precision that is possible for more
straightforward individual tasks. However, it is this kind of information
that is generally most critical for designing instruction. This points
to a significant difference between research in mathematics education and
research based exclusively on psychological considerations. Psychological

'research can afford to focus on a narrow range of behaviors that can be
carefully controlled and specified with precision. Research in mathematics

2,3
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education, on the other. hand,'needs to select Its content based On coh-

siderations of the significance of the .content within the mathematics

curriculurvrather than on experimental-or theoreticalgrounds.-: Noreoveri-
research in mathematics education should not bcdirected at incrementally

extending existing theories of cognitión or development. Research in

mathematics.educatiowneeds.to begin to apply 'theprinciples, of research
In cognition and development to problems that are significant for de- ,

signing instruction, evewil such an application results in some,loss.of.

precision. 8%ich an effort should be aimed, at the conatruction Of what

Shulman (1974) has called middle-range theories. 'Such theorieslall.

between the task specific working hypotheses that are.generated to explain

individual ilehaviors, errors, etc., and comprehensive.theories such as
those of Piaget that attempt to encompassallof learning or cognitive

development.
,

Furthermore, the connection between research on children's mathcnatical

thinking and the design of instruction cannot be made hy inference alone.

What is!needed is what Glaser (1976a,*1976h) calls a "linking sdience"

to establish this Telationship. ln.other words fUndamental instructional

issues cannot be resolved.direct1y on the.basis of pure.cognitive devel-'

opment research. Research on cognition and deVelopment is descriptive,

not prescriptive. If-does provide-a-baais-for-initiating_certain

of instructional research.' But linking research cannot wait until a

complete description of the develoPment of' a given concept is available.

The process is ieerative'. As instruction based on research on children's

mathematical thinking is designed and evaluated, further insights-into

children's.mathematical thinking will, be found; and newinstruction will

be designed based on these findings.

Finally, we must recognize that even if clear implications of re-

search oh children's thinking can be established, this does not guarantee

that this research will have any impact on educational practice. Al-

though we'must avoid premature conclusions and clearly establish the.

links between research on children's thinking and classroom practices.

we must notbury our results in research journals. Unless we can

convince teachers and curriculum developers to begin to see .some of the.

problems of education in terms of the learner, research on children's

thinking will have little practical value,for the teaching of mathematics.
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A Trend in Problem Solving Research

o,Doyal Nelson -

Unkversity of Alberta

Much research and other formal documentation exists to show haw
I

mathematics instruction fails to develop problem-solving skills in chil-
dren. The nature of'the failure can, however, be illustrated by the less.
formal means of describing an incident that happened some years ago. The
incident involved Brucethen a ninth-grade student who lived next door:
BrUce lacked general mathematical ibility arid didioorly with abstract

, ideas and problems in mathematics class.. However, what he lacked in
general ability he more.than made,gp for it enthusiasm and eagerness to
tackle problems of a more practical nature. Whenever.any constructiot
of any kind was going on in my yard;Bruce was there in short order.

On this particular day I was completing iliworkbench and Bruce was
my Willing.helper. I had put aside a goodspiece of 1-by-4 lumber which
I intended to cut into three strips of equal width to trim along the
front'of the bench. The bench was 22 feet long and ihe 8-foot board
would provide,just enough for the trim and the fitting. When Bruce ,

understood what was ta be doneihe offered to mirk the board for sawing.

\His firat step Ohs to divide 4 (the width of the board in inches.
so he thought) by three. He gat 413, then a 1 1/3., The trouble was that
,the unitsjai his calculations di4 not jibe with any of the units on the
square he was -ming. Helinally decided to estimate 1 1/3 inches and
did indeed measure quite precisely. Nonetheless, the last mark was
obviously much.closer to the edge of the board than it should be. Any-
one familiar with lumber knows that the-width of boards is Usually the
width before planing. Milling of a 41.,inch board,redudes its width to

about 3 5/8 inches. Thatseeted to explain to Bruce's satisfaction
why the second mark was always closer to the edge than it should be.

When I suggested he_measure the.board and'found it to be only 3 5/8
.

inchei wide he looked a bit confused but Went,on with a revised calcula-
tion,. He divided 3 5/8 (the measure in incherhe had Obtained) 'bye 3
and though the compUtation gave him some trouble he finally got 1 5/24.
Twenty-fourths were not marked on the pquare,.of course, and he'didn't
even attempt to estimate: He just gaVe up.

Carpenters have a neat-way of solving a problem like this without
using arithmetic or written symbols. To mark the board into threc pieces,
they would take a. whole number'grester than the width oC the board to be
divided but also a number diA.sible by-3. In the case of a 4-ihch board
6 would be a good choice. The square is then laid on the board obliquely
as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure l

.

Note that ihe positioning of the.square puts the vertex of the right

angle on one edge.of the board and the 6 On:the other. Then marks are

made at 2 and 4. The square is moved alongthe board and the process re-

peated. The marks are joined as shown in Figure'2.

tOmo i.10111 ll° ......

fie ANN ORM "Iwo .10/10 owami, mum 0

RIPMMINIO0 aura. mourror

Figure 2

=Oa

Sawing along the lines will provide three strips of equal width
(providing marking and sawing is done with care---and assuming the Width
of the saw blade cut is a neglible error).

The underlying elementary geometric principle is usually taught in
connection with the study of similar triangles but is sometimes introduced
'earlier in connection with parallel lines and transversals. Bruce had

recintly made a rather thorough study of' similar triangles in his ninth-
grade mathematics course so I preferred to.relate it to that. The more

I tried, the mote obvious it became that Bruce was not buying that

similar triangle thing. His question was: How could similar triangles

be involved when you didn't even draw a triangle? After a few more
hale-hearted attempts it was my turn to give up, which T did.

The point to be made in describing this incident is to Show how little
apparent connection there is between mathematics instruction and problems

which occur in practical everyday settings. Etudents faced with a practical .

problem of the kind described typically proceed blindly to compute and

when that fails have no further problem-solving,resources to use.

Why is mathematical ihstruction so deficient in developing probllm-

solving'Skills? What procedures would have to be developed to make the
,parallel structures qf physical situations and related mathematical notions
more apparent to the learner? 'What happens on the interface of real
world experience and abstract mathematical strUctures which are the fabric
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of mathematics instruction? What research.procedures and methods show

the best potential for answering-these and related questions?

can answers to these questions be translated'into instructional procedures'

whiCh will substantially improve the problem-solving skills of chiidren

learning mathematics?
.

-Not much can be saidat this time about the Tait'question. However,,

the object"of this paper 'is to,suggest-a general prdtedure for doing ,

problem-sdlving research and' to describe some studies An which an atteMpt

is made,to"apply the procedure. Something mustlirst be said, though,

about problem solving as it relates to the goals, of mathematics instrut=

timl and also about the difficulties ericountered by teachers who use
.

practical4roblem4 as a vehicle for mathematics learning. The discussiOn

will be maiUliconcerned with,elementary school age children aid younger.
,

,

Problem Solvin and the"Goals of Mathematics Instruction

If Oelook in at any class of eletentary school children there.would

'be general agreemen.t that the basicreasomforliving them instruction

.in mathematics' would-be to help them'solve problemS which theyare likely

to meet their tidily living. Yet, the methods Usually adopted in

teething mathematics.at this levertends toloster the .growth of 4 ilkein

of mathematical.ideas, process,and.Skills which seem to, have little or

no connection with the Teal-world experiences.or problems faced by-the

child. Anflysis of the results of the NetidnalArisessment ofIducational

.Progresi in mathematios,(Carpenter, Coburn-1- Reys, t Wilson, 1975) re- .

vealed that while elementary sdhoOl children had developed considerable

computational dkill,"they ldcked even such fundamental problem-solving

O

processes:as. '!checking the correctness or reatonableness of.a result,

or making an estimate.

o".. When we consider the development of.problem-solving processes in

children, itfis well to remember that-in the veryearlyttages of math-

,ematics learning there is general recognition that all basic mathematical

ideas have their source in real-world experiencesso methods of teaching

rely to a greater or lesier extent on real problems or at,least'on manip-'

ulation of toncrete materials. However, after the first year or two of

elementary school mathematics, teaching tends less and less,to be con-

cerned with real-world problems and their solutions, and more'and more

with computation and' with symbolic or abstract aspects of mathematics.

It can easily be demonstrated that.these abstract and symbolic forms are

largely inappropriatefor elementary school children.

Let me hasten taimint out this is certainly not an indictment Of

teachers presently offering instruction in elementary school mathematics.

In the first place, research has very little to say to teachers about

the precise role problem applications have in mathematiLs learning or

how mathematical structures, once attained by the child, find easy'. .

application.in the Solution of everyday problems. In t.le second place,

2 3,3



some so-called experts in eariY'matherstics learning recommend that the

processes and aills of mathematics should be learned 'and that ipplica-

tions can and should be found later. Their argument hing,s aroUnd the

zreal or imagined difficulty in finding any but trivial applications in

the early stage's.; Finally, collections of applications and application

ideas available to teachers are, apt to include very few,which would be °

appropriate at the 0;ementary school level.

Some ConSequences of Basing, Mathlmatics Instruction on Real Problems

4

It the face of the diff culties outline&in the previous section,

let us take the case of a hy otheticalAeacher Who,decides td provide,

a problem-solving base.of a-.ractical nature in teaching mathemacical

,processes. As an example, le us asSume that the lessombis an attempt

'to construct a symbolic form or simpledivision using tea). problems.

To keep it simple, the teache decidelt to be concerned only with measur-

ent division; that is, the. fo ii of division Which,specifies the %ober

in each group and requires tha the number of groups,be found.

The teachet-carefully cins
of seven joined enclosures to r
are to be placed in the eLalls,

carefully worked out whigh speci

presented. This protocol, in sh

are to occupy:each stall and als

will there be three totems?" On

forward enough, but let us see wh

tructs a layout which, let us-say,"consists
present stalls and°fifteen horses which

three per stall. A protocol is then
ies exactlY how the problem is to be
rt, tellt the child how many horses
asks the question,. "In how many stalls
the surface this appears to be straight-
t kind of difficulties may arise.,

ft

Most children would have lit
required in the stalls, counting t
answer. One should note that the
whether the child knows the total

not. In fact, there is no reason a

information. Yet, if this is to be
tional form, most teachers I know (

to give them) would write down the n

le difficulty placing the horses as
e occupied stalls and supplying the
anipulation can be done as easily
umber of horses to begin with or
parent to the child for having the

related to the symbolio or compute-
nd I have no alternate recommendation
ber fifteen and proceed as follows:

Then

Then

Then
Then

7.3"- to indicatelthe division process.

37 13- to indicate ihe number in each stall.

5

3TI3 to indicate t,at there will be horses in five

of the stalls:,
\

How can the process expressed in s bols be related to the actual

manipulation or problem solution when the\very first number to be written

down in symbols is not heeded at all to de? the real problem? No research

\
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know provides any definitive help to the teachers in this,situatioA,

that is, the process of making a transition from concrete problem-solving

'procedures to symbolic computation procedures. Clearly research is needed,

to provide help' in this direction.

The problem situation can be readily altered, but this can create

new difficulties. To illustrate, suppose the teacher.had decided in-

,
stead of horses and stalls to set up a problem in which items of cargo

had to be loaded onto a truck. The items might be fiftqen blocks and

the problem to load a toy truck from a loader which carries three blocks

at a time and to find how many loads the loader will have to take to get

all the blocks onto the truck. Changing'the substance of the situation

has not made the need to know the total number of blocks any more apparent.

The real problem can be solved as well whether the total humber to begin

with'is known or not.

But this particular situation has embedded in it a further peculiar-

ity as'Well.. There is no guaran;ee once the truck has been loaded that

it would be apparent how many lbads the loader had taken. The child would

have had to know. in advance that sOme means would have to be found which

would preserve the integrity of each group so they could be counted in

the end or some mental reCord would haVe to be kept of the number of

loads. There Is no such requirement in the horse and stall example.

No doubt children would as likely encounter,one of these situations

in reality as the other. But no research exists to indicate which might

be more efficient in helping the Child understand the process'Of division

or seeing sense in its symbolic representation. Which situations are

closer tied to comPutation? How we can gee easy generalization to other

situaiions'or which examples should come first? We do not have informa-

tion tO provide the answers to questions such as these. 6ne might even

hypothesize that there is enough difference in the physicat\and symbolic

solutions that learning the symbolic form might actually intefere with

solving the problem with objects and vice versa.

Learning the process of division is further complicated because

sometimes remainders are involved and the child has to exercise keen judg-

ment in order to give a sensible result. Then there is.the partitive

form of division whose symbolic repreaentation may-be identical to that

for measurement division but in which the requirement is to find the

number in each equal,group when the number of groups is known. For

example, how many horses would be in each of five stalls.11 there are fif-

teen'horses in all? Hereagain, the real-world problems could be solved

readily by manipulation without ever knowing the total number of objects;

while the symbolic form requires it as a start. Research has revealed

that few children up to the age of eight or nine have an entirely syste-

matic way of partitioning objects (Bourgeois & Nelson, 1977). Some

start with a few objects and keep adding on until all the objects are

used up. Others seem to try to make a good estimate--and sometimes are

right without becoming'iloiolved in a one-by-one partitioning at all..
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Others use a random trAal.:and-error procass and-some have mo means, of

solving the problem. There is no research that directs the teacher in

the best way to teach pv;rtitioning so it becomeS a natural, Systematic

process for the:child, feadily related to a,symbolic representation.

These examples serve to illustrate some,of the complications which

must be faced when a decislon is made to ,use practical problems and their

solutions as the basis for aven a fundamental mathematical operation. If

those outlined were the only com?lications encountered,the course of re-

search could be fairly specifically mapped out. Some other complications

are to be discussed later but are outlined by Bourgeois and Nelson (1977).

Needed Foci in Research

In spite of the difficulties associated with using real problems to

help build upInathematical ideas, few would recommend trylng to teach

mathematics without the use of such problems. In fact, if there had to

be a choice, the child might better be served by learning the process in

the real situation than to have to laarn some vaguely understood symbolic

'form. Future research may reveal, in fact, that children need to have .

a,very clear idea of how to tolve various problems in real situations with

real objects over an extended period of time before any at;empt at all is

made to render such solutipns in symbolic form. In any case, thildren's

misunderstanding of the meaning of symbols when introduced without a firm

basis in real experience is well known.

.
A basic aim of elementary school instruction in mathematics is to

assist children in solving various practical problems that occur in their

daily lives; and such experiences, at least in'the early stages, must

provide the actual.basis for mathematical learning and understanding. If

we are to understand the complex interadtions which occur on the interface

of developing mathematical structures and related experiences in the real

WOrld, then it is clear that a great deal el emphasis must be placed on

problem-solving research involving real and significant problems. Exhor-

tation, testimonial and speculation must'be replaced by empirical data

which will provide more definitive guidance for planning\learning ex-

Teriences in.elementary, school. mathematics.

Developing 1..c1IMethoslolosz

The research methodology considered to have the Vest potential for

answering the questions posed about the role of real problems in mathe-

matcis learning is based upon a class of models which Easley (1977) de-'

scribes as dynamic structural models.' The partieular model and related

methodology discussed here has the following characteristies: It is

clinical in.nature and may or may not involve an interview. It in-

Volves a carefully constructed problem situation in which a single child

is placed. Responses my or may not be verbal, though ones emanating

from interviews would probably be largely verbal. In any case, while

230:;
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in the situation, all responses of the child are recorded on video tape

(or audio tape if only the interviews are to be analyzed):' Analysis is

carried out by trained observers whose observations are chedlted by-one

or two other trained,observers. Reports of analyses'are largely descriptive

in nature.

The carefully constructed problem situations are the key to.this

methodology and provide the framework within which,data are to be gathered.

An initial difficulty in designing such problems is that there is coniider-

able difference of opinion about what constitutes a problem. Simply call-

ing,it alpractical problem won't do much t6 clarify the.meaning or resolve

,the differences. One effective way to overcome the difficulty is to de-

velop a set of &riteria oi guidelines upon whith the creation of the pro-

blem situations will t .Jased. Liedke and Vance (1978) list these charac-

, teristics of a "good" problem:

It ds open ended. The problem can be interpreted in different

ways, several procedures for arriving at the stolution are possi-

ble, or more than one solution may exist.
It provides for maximum involvement on the part of the pupils

and minimum teacher direction. .

It leads to further problems.
It can be interpreted into other Areas of study. (p. 35)

Although their list is designed primarily for helping prospective

elementary school teachers create effective problem situations for children,

it appears that their criteria could be adapted readily for research pur-

poses., At the University of Alberta the design of "good" problems used

in problem-solving research has been based' upon a set of seven criteria

developed by Nelson and KirkPatrick (1975). The criteria Are as folldws:

1. The problem should have demonstrable significance

mathematically.
2. The Situation in which the problem occurs should

involve real objects or simulations of real objects.

,3. The problem'should-be interesting to the child.

4. The problem should require the child to make some
modifications or transformations in the materials

used.

. The problem should allow for different levels of

solution.
6 Many physical embodiments should be possible for

the same problem.
7. The child should believe the problem can be solved

and should indicate when a solution has been reached.

Sets of criteria for problems and problem solving would probably dif-

fer from investigator to investigator and would no doubt reflect more pre-

cisely the individuaL's own concept of what a problem is. Provided criteria
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or guidelines are'clearly stated and faithfully applied, the effects of

any Particular criterion could readily be tested as part of the analyses

of the responses children make to the problems. Such evaluation would at

least p:ovide the.means of constant refinement of the triteria. The

important point to be made here is that differences in criteria or

guidelines used by different investigators are Of little concern, pro-.

viding sets of criteria'are carefully formulated and,provision made in

the research to evaluate them.

If pradtijal problems, constructed 'according to identifiable guide-

lines or criteria, are to form_the basis for empirical'research, there

are a number of further conditions which'have to be met. In the first

place, the probleksituatiOn and associated physical apparatus would'

have to be carefully constructed and their 'specifications clearly des-.

cribed. The examples in a previous section indicate how,two practical

situations,, both seemingly involving.identical'aspects of measurement,

division,and which could meet similar construction Criteeia, might

stimulate two quite different sets of responses'on the pirt of the children.

As long as it is crear under which set of conditions empirical data

are to be collected, no great difficulty.in their interpretation is likely

to.occur. Indeed, subtle changes in conditions and their effects on

children's responses are among the moat important issuea this type of

research is best designed to clarify. Distortions in interpretation would

be almost certain to occur in the absence of precise information on the

nature of these two situations.

Related to this requirement and'of equal.importance is the necedsity,

of working out very precise protocols for presenting the problems to chil-

dren. The Context in which a problem is presented may have,a profound

influence on the way children respond to it. Whether the problem is

presented to a.gioup of children or to an individual' child has to be

clearly stated. Differences in language used to describe the problem,

and suggestions oreinstructiens about the form responses will take, are

likely to be critical. Other considerations are whether one problem pre-

cedes another or whether specific instruction was. given soietime prior

to .the child's response. Whatever verbalizations or directions are given

to the child should be accurately reported along with an acdurate report

of the child's response. Seemingly slight (to an adult) changes in word-

ing can significantly influence children's performance on tasks.

Whenever interviews are.part of the procedure,.it is clear that each

would have to be tailored to the particular child dnd the way each responds

in the situation. If the data consista Mainly of children's spontaneous
.

responses without intervention, it is important that protocols be estab-.

lished and that they be followed without substantial deviation from child

to child. in either case, the necesSity of carefully reporting precisely

what was done and said cannot be over-emphasized.

It is important to keep in mind that the ultimate .durpose of problem-

Jd
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solving,research ai this level is to obtain information which can be°used

to impiOve instruction in.mathematics. The first step, howetter, ia far

removed from this ultimate iso.a. A. great deal'of information about how

children respond to specifiC problems selected on the basia of specific

criteria must be amassed before suCh problems have application in day-

to7day instruction. The state of the art at this time would suggest

that a clinical situation in'Which children respond individually should

dominate the methodology. If time has to'be spent developing this method-

ology, it should be Considered part of.the task we are facing. It has

to be admitted,that clinical research has not been developed to a great

extent in North American mathematics education; and it is important that

"part of reports f clinical studies should be devoted to a discussion of

the specific methodology used.

In the absence' of detailed information about. how children respond

to practical, concrete problems in specific situations, it is difficult

and probably undesirable to set up"in advance a respbnse framework or

schedule. To overcoine the difficulty a number of.investigators have

used audio or video tapes which provide reliable and faithful means of

collecting data. No informati9n need be lost and analysis can proceed as'

time permits using any number of schemes which show some promise of pro-

viding insight into the 'meaning of childish responses to problems.. Each

scheme can be applied simply byrunning the tape through again., The

whole procedUre provides rich data whicirrequires:the most competent, in-

sightfUl analysis and interpretation.

Introducing (into the clinical situation) the technological devices

necessary for suchrecording, however, produces its own peculiar pio-

blems. The situation which containe two or three video cameras with re-

corders along with the technical personnel required to operate them can

be disturbing to children and may substantially alter their responses

from those whiCh might be obtained in a less busy atmosphere. Children

will, for example, be attracted by monitoring devices and sometimes find

it difficult to proceed with the problem, if they see,their actions are

being filmed. Measures taken to simplify the technical set-up and to

ease the situation'are as likely as not to result in an inferior, record

or incomplete data. In spite of these disadvantages some form of rp-

cording all of the responses of children seems to be mandatory at least

in the early stages of such exploratory research.

One difficulty that cannot be over-emphasized is the expense con-

nected witii-collecting and analysing audio and video recoids of children's

responses. Even the most well-endowed investigator will-become discouraged

when analysin, taped data. The reason for taping in the first place is

that no adequi:e encoding scheme now exists'which will select out All the

important res?onses ad they occur. But the flexibility and richness of .

taped data is at once a serious source of concern. A scheme cir set of

schemes, as often as not, have to imerge from the data themselves--which

involves viewing taped segments over and over again. Otherwise, unexpected

elements that influf'nce childrcIn's thinking about a particular problem

,4
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may be overlooked. For example, in a recenepilot study:Cages were pro-
vided and children asked. to divide a number of animals equally among the

cages. .Their responses were video taped. The animals were mostly.zoo

Animals amofig which was a single lion.- It became apparent after several

sessions that the lion was almOst always left until last by younger

children. Subsequent.questioning revealed.that the lion was too..."dan-

gerous" to put with other more benign types.

Not only is it difficult-to devise and select an encoding scheme

which will permit convenient analysis,.but the sheer logistics of finding

wanted tape segments in reel after reel of similar segments can be over-.

.whelming. There are. few investigatort who have the tolerdice required eo

encode taped.material:or to devise encoding schemes for,more ehan two

or three hours at a time with the level of,alertness required by the task.

Where research has to be conducted in the face of budget limitation§ it

.
is important that the investigator make an accurate asseJsment of the

time that analysis will take, and to;adjust ehe amount of data collected

accordingly. It is better to collect only those data which can be analysed .

with available resources than to collect large masses of data and hope

that funds can be found eventually to analyse them. It is my.luess* that

there are many bours cif,carefully collected taped data lying around right

now Waiting for analysis which will never.be done because funds will never

be available for the analysis. It is also my gues that funding agencies

are turning down potentially good,research involving taped data becauae.

their advisors or referees are ignorant of the power (and expense) of

using the mediuM.

What.has been said here about methodology in problem-solving research

may suggest"a rather narrow view of the. scope of such.resdarch. It is

admittedly a narrow view, but one which is.taken to emphasize the need

to make accurate,observations of chilren's responses and behaviors,when

confronted with real, concrete, significant problems. We need to get a

clearer picture of how children'construct their own reality, what problem-.

solving abilities they Possess at various levels, and how these'abilities

develop with age and.experience, what part spontaneous language plays in

their constructions,-how they interact with various visual and verbal

stimuli in solving problems, and how their real experiences are used to

build the mental structures we call mathematics. These and related ques-

tions have to be answered before we can confidently address the .intricate

instructional and curricular questions which is our ultimate task.

Until recently, research in all aspects of mathematics education haa

emphasized experimentation and the need co find a theory to account for

learning phenomena. It has essentially skipped the phase which is purely

descriptive and which depends on the ability of the investigator to make

careful observations of children in learning situations. Im their attempts

to apply the methods of other sciences, researchers forget that development

in disciplines such as medicine, agriculture and biology were preceded

by years of simple observation and description. If we are going to make

significant progress in research involving practical problems it is essen-
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tial that the phase which is characterized by observation and description

precede serious attempts to experiment or to develop a theory'.

Same Outcomes of Research Involvin Real or Practical Problems

This sectio will-be devoted.to describing certain aspectS.of two

line§ of researchAnvolving practical problems 6urrently being conducLed,

at the.University of Alberta. The main procedures and methodology of

both emPhaiize observation, and description. While they do not define-the

-cope.of such researchothey do provide samples of a kind of methodology

tat shows promise.

,The first project was designed-by Nelson and Sawada, and.is concerned

With responses of children in the age range three to nine years as they .

were presented with a selection Of six practical problems paired with aix

tthers. :The pairing of problems was arranged so that the physical situa-

tions in which each pair occur were dissimilar while the matheMatical

structure on which each pair was based was4the sate. Problems invOlved

the following mathematical,processet c- notions: a) division (measurement

and partitive); b) locating positions ln two and three dimensional space;

c) sequences; d) geometric constructions; e) predicting movement in a

planiland.f) factoring.

To give an idea'about the nature of the problems, those involving

location in two and three dimensional space will be described briefly.

The,problem in twoAdimensional space was'a simulated parkifig'lot drawn

on a large board painted black. 'Parking stalls,were drawn in with white

lines. Small plastic cars about 3 cm long weresprovided for the child

along withsa card on.whir.th two numerals were written. The irst.humeral

indicated the number of spaces to go.in from the entrafice and the second-

the.number of spaces into'the lot to park'the cars.' Coordination of.these

numbers.would permit the child-to park correctly. Those who parked at

least one car correctly were then asked to pick out the car from among

three which indicated where ohe of the correctly parked card could be

located.

A parallel or equivalent problem was a simulated theatre with three

decks or balconies. Each deck was painted a different color.. Rows of

seats were designated by letters and seats in a row by numerals. The

child was given a small child-like figure and a card and asked to find

the seat for the figure. Cards were made .to ma h the color of the decks

and on these cards was given a letter and a nulh 1. Again, children

who seated at least one figure correctly were d to select the card

from among those which showed where the figure was located. Criteria

for the construction of these problems have already been listed.

Sampling of responses :was arranged to account for development of

responses across the age xange with longitudinal verification after one

year, Sampling prodedures also took into account the effect of order of

.presentation of a 'problem and its equivalent.
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The cross sectional data Were made up of responses of each ,

:child to six different.problems. These responses were all

recorded on video tape in one setting. Sampling of the

problems was so arranged that fen differentthildren-At eath

'agelevel did each basic problem while five of theseAlso

did its equivalent. The same pattern was- to have applied

.in Collecting the'longitudinal data a year later except7

that now ten-children at each age level were fo do the

equivalent problems while five of' these were to do the

-ba c. one. Normal attrition reduced these nuMbers slightly

but not enough to do serious,harm. (Nelson & Sawada, 1975)

;

Data were subsequently analysed by viewing the taped segments of.each

child who responded to a particular problem or its equivalent. No pre-

arranged coding scheme was designed in advance. Schemes were'allowed to

grow out of the observations. Descriptive accounts of the results have

appeared in several publications (Bourgeois & Nelson, 1977; Nelson, 1976;

Nelson & Kieren, 1977; Nelson & Sawada, 1975). Analyses for same of the

problems have not yet been completed.

The other project to be considered was designed bylcieren and was

preceded by a careful analysis of possible interpretations of rational

number construct. Kieren identified seven interpretations for fractional

and rational nlambers:
5 fractions

Aecimals
ordered pairs (equivalent classes)

'measures

quotients
operators
ratios

The cognitive and instructional structures required for building a

rational number construct as suggested by Kieren are: part-whole relation-

ships, ratiwp, quotients, measures, and operators. For each of these, a

set of tasks or problema can be-devised appropriate for children learning

the construct.

The same criteria for conspructing problems Used by NelsOn and:Sawada

were used by Kierei to gather information on t!le child's notion of rational

numbers as operators. The operator notion is based on mechanisms-which

map'a set (or region) multiplicatively onto another'set. (A "3 for 4"

operator would map a domain element 16'onto e'range element 12 while a

34 operator maps a.region onto a similar region reduced in size.)

, The practical problem consisted of a card-stacking machine whose in-

put could be,compared with an output to define the nature of the operator.

Observations of forty-five children ip the age range 8-years 11 months to

14 years 7 months and descriptions of their responses to nese kinds of

situations have been summarized by Kieren and Nelson (1978).
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'Here again no coding scheme was developed in advance but irew out e"

the observations of children as they solved problems in the situations'

as outlined. However; it°should be pointed out that the conditionki and

experiences were carefully, designed sO that responses to them could.be

readily observed.

With no statistical hypotheses to reject, what is the form that red-

ports of such observations take? Can the results be used as a,basis for

more formal experimental research? Are new insights into childish behav-

ior possible with these methods? To help answer theae.and related ques-

tions, some results which have so far been obtained will be reported here.

.
In both the studies outlined, problems were embedded in phYSical

layouts to which children could respond in a 'physical way. The Kieren

study Amvolved interviews requiring verbal and symbolic responses; The '

protocols developed for the Nelson and-Sawada study provided support fh

case children did not respond, but the precautions were found:to be,un--

necessary and were not included in the longitudinal sampling. In,.most.,

cases children were not only prepared but were eager to respond in a

physical way. .

This phenomenon waa no more apparent in'younger than
older children even though the older ones may have been able to resp4nd

symbolically. Anyone doing research inVolving real, -practice/ problems

need have no fear of any reluctance on the part of childrent4ven the

very young--to respond eagerly and, for the.most part, in &readily,

interpretable manner.

Spontaneous language used by the childrdn was Of considerable in-

sterest. There.was, for example, in the Nelson and. Sawada study a notice-

able change .in language. function across the age range. Whether language

waa being used to help solve the.problem or whether the problem proved

to be a useful source of language generation, by the child could net be

determined, but younger children used language extensively to Monitor

their actions. In fact, with three-and four-year-olds particularly, the

language often defined some problem other than the intended one. Older

children,, on the other hand, used language to pose questions.in order

to clarify more precisely what problem they were sipected to solve. 'Few

children older than five altered the problem 6 suit themselves.

Provoked language, aS in the explOratory study reported by Kieren

and Nelson, can provide rather clear insights into children's modes of

thought in dealing with problems. 'When asked to describe'how they thought.

the fraction Machine functioned, for example, it was clear that many'
children thought subtractively and nut multiplicatively. For-example,

in looking at the 2/3 operator such childrw, would say it's subtracting

4(1248), it's subtracting 10 (30410), and th'us never focbsed On the

constant multiplier involved.

Intierpretation pf '!anguage function may have been improved in some

instances if an expert in the language development of children had been'
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patt of the investigating teams. Those proposing to do research in the

problem-solving area would do" well to recruit such a person,in the early

planning stagep.
C.

.Kieren is in the process of exploring in greater depth the role of

the operator in the development of the rational number construct in

children. The main thrustpfthis research will be io inveitigate more

thoroughly the tendency 'of children to think subtractively rather than ,

multiplicatively when working with operators, and to look at the partition-

ing act as a vehicle in partitive.performance. It should be noted °that,

in the exploratory study, nearly all children mastered the 1/2 task; but

when faced with the 3/4 task.on the machine, the vast majority of children

under 12 would give 12 as an output for an input of 24. Questioning re-

iealed that they knew it was not a 1/2 machine but'when confused woul&

respond as if it were. The global role,of 1/2 in early thinking obviously

needs Careful investigation. '

A third funCtion of Kieren's exploration will be to trace the develop-

,ing ability of children to move from functioning with,unit operators to

functions with all_forms of operatori. The method will be clinical and

will emphasize careful observations and desciiptione.of how cAildren res-

pond to protocol problems,involving Operators.

In the Nelson and Sawada study there were twelve problem situatioa

0(or more ptecisely, Six paira of problem'situations). In general, these

took'theldrm-of layouts or materials which children'could manipulate in

order to solve associated problems as in the example given. As pointed ,

out before,, there was no reluctance on the part of children to respond-

but there were a number of other observations that applied to more than

one problem situation. for example, children were often distracted from

making appropriate responses to problems'because of various spatial and

physical characteristics of-the situations. For example, the'division

problem reggired that children load colored plastic cars on a simulated

ferry boat three at a time and tell how many'trips it would take to get

a group of cars (15) across the,simulated river. Some children tended to

focus on the color,of the cars and wanted to load all-cars of a particu-

lar color at once. Since the grouping based on color was different from

the required grouping they failed to get the required result (Bourgeois

& Nelson', 1977).

In a partitive di-rion problem it was necessary for children to

park cars in front of simulated houses so that there would be the same,

'number of cars in front of each house. Some children would not park all

the cars because that would be "too many" cars for each' house. Or they

refused to park cars on the "grass" near the house. 1 A three-year-old

was so interested in the make and model of plastic cars used in the park-

ing lot problem (locating positions in two dimensions) that he forgot the

rules given for parking.
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The vulnerability of children to Such distractionkis not new. It

-is.pvident in the non-cOnseivation\behavior of children. -Children'who

cannot conserve (whether it be number, length, area, volume or whatever

-else) cannot do so-because of some irrelevant or distractinuelement in.

.the situation to which these children respond. The point is that if we

'are going to provide practical problems fOt children; we haVe to be able

to predict with some confidence tatsin the conservation phehOmena) what

may be distracting in the problem sitUation and thus interiere with the

child'S ability to tope with the problem; -

. .

The information from the NelsOn and Sawada study indicating the ten-

dency'of children to be distracted--ormori precisely, to respond to-dis-

.tracting elements of the sipation-has le(Vto More Searching clinical

study with this Phenomenon (Bana.& Nelson, 1977; Bane & Nelson, 1478).

Although,the work is far from complete, these,studiep hsve revealed.-some.,

interesting results. Kieren'ls finding, for example, in the Machine pro-

blem that children preserved their own answer bytUsing completely'incon- .

sistent explanations. The necessity of justifying their answers.appears'

to be so distracting that logic and consistency is overpowered. Bane and

NelSon have found that children seem to have a greater tendency to be dis-

tracted if, when the distracting element is brought into play, it provides

a plausible alternativeproblem for the child to solve. There-is also

same 'evidence to. support the Contention that the way a problem is posed

can determine whether a child will be distracted or not. Whether these

two observations can be verified, and if so whether they are in fact part

of the same difficulty, depends on further carefully deiigned clinical

,
research with appropriate problem settings.

Whenever children in the Nelson and Sawada study were require: to

predict an Outcome, there was a distinct reluctance on the part of many

to attempt to do so. In fact, nearly half of the children across the age

range refused to predict without considerable urging. The proportion of

those who were reluttant to predict showed-little ebange frowthree to ,

eight years. The same phenomena shows up in the Kieren study as these

older children also appeared more haPpy to say nothing than io be wrong.

It is not clear at this point what the true dimensions of this pheonomenon

,are. If it were school-induced it is not likely it would manifest itself

so strongly in pre-...school children.

There are some specific outcomes which warrant mention here as examples

of the kind of information research involving real problems is likely to

reveal.

It is generally conceded that partitive division is a more difficult

process for young children than measurement division. In any case, making

groups of a specific size can be more ,easily systematized than partitioning

a giVen.number of objects into smaller groups. Children in the Nelson' and

Sawada study had no completely systematic way of partitioning and generally

found these partitioning problems more difficult except when in measure-

ment division no provision was made in the problem to preserve the integrity
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of.the:equal groups. Thus, when animals were placed in cages, children

°
had-no difficulty saying how many eageswere needed. tut; when the ferry

boat had finished haaing'cars:across three at a time, children had trouble

remembeeing how many trips the ferrY took (Bourgois & Nelson, 1977). . This

is the same difficulty'with measurement. division that was'discussed earlier.

Even veryloung children were successful in constructing complicated

three-dimensional figuresyhen provided with a number of two-dimensional

Aaements (Nelson & Kieren tn1977). Although they appeared in many cases to

be solutions strictly on the physical level, providing little or no math-

ematical.4ogical experience; sucfi, problems Seeted o be appropriate for

on the subsequent evelopmen.of spatial abilitiesjn children is yet to
the whole age range three What effect such early*periente has

d

be determined. .Their skill.in making structures and their eagerness to

do so suggest that the-effect'on these abilities may be considerable.

The relative succese,of very young children in same of thesetasks was

no doubt, the result of more or less_favorable modes of presetting the

problems.

A,pair of problems was designed to determine if any children in the

age range three to nine relate numbers snd their factors.' One probleM was

called the factor platform. This was an upright structure slightly sloping

backward with thirteen slots and blocks which could be piled in the slots.

Children were presented first with twelve blocks'in four of the.slots

arranged so there was not the same number of blocks in any two slots.

They were asked if the,blocks.could be rearranged in the four-slots so

there were the same number in each slot. This proved to be easy to verify

for almost all the children (some three-year-olds piled all the blocks in

one i3lot) but few if any thought of tWelVe:blocks being arranged in four

groups of three.

When one.block was removed so that there were now a total of elemen

and they were distributed in.four slots, again so no two slots contained

the same number of blocks, most of the younger children persisted in try-

ing to arrange/them in equal piles. Their failure to do so did not, in

any case,- sugFest to them a difference in factorability of eleven and

tigelve. This was expected to provide only physical experience`for the

threes four-, five-And six-yeat-olds,-,but 'it was- expected that at least

same Of the older children would suspect what was going on. , Experience

with fadtor,boardS which had spaces for blocks to fit in twos,-threes,

and fours did not make it any easier for children to see in advance that

eleVen blocks could not be made to fit exactly in any of them. The in-

appropriateness of this set of problems to reveal anything of importance

is in sharp contrast to.the.other problems included in the study. Nine-

year-olds it the longitudinal sample who had been in school as much as'

our full years could have been expected to respond more appropriately

to these situations if any instruction at all had been provided in school

to. partition the set Of counting numbers. Either that, or.the notion of

partitioning according to factorability of numbers is too.complicated

for, eight-and nine-Year-olds.
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the examples given above serve to illustrate the kind of outcomes that

can be expected in clinical methods involving r( 1. problems. While most

of the observations need further clarifidation and more rigorous verifi.-

cation,..they do,form the basis of a methodology which promises profound

sinsighei into theway children go about solving problems.

Despite the crudities in methodology, Ole studies cited in previous

sections lend support to the following,general conclusions:
4

,

'Distraction,apars to be a keyelement for Children dealing with

..pricticiarproblems. It is manifested in the.form of responses

younrchildren'make to various irrelevant physical, spatial4and

.

numerical aspects of the problem.situation.. It alsb occurs in

a somewhat altered form in older children who ate so attracted I

.to justifying their own answers that they cannot.give logical

explanations'for ihe mathetaticalprocedures'involved

2. Children can get involved in more elaborate mathematical'processes

when they are embedded in relevant, practidal problems than when

the same processes are presented in their moro'formal, abstract

or symbolic. forms. Thus three- and.four-year-olds, though not

necessarily in a perfectly systenlatid way, 'find solutions to

partitiVe division problems with real objects while ten.year-:,

olds perform the complicated partitioning required in handling

compound fractional operators (multiplication of fractions) pro-

vided tbe processAs embedded in the card-stacking machine. What

this means in terms of instruction is n altogether clear, but

children seem to be able to "act out" mathematical processes in

real problems long before the same processes make any sense at

all in the syMtolic forms.

3. Children involved 1st solving real problems are more apt to engage

in a genuine search for solutions. This stands in sharp contrast

to their responses in solving verbal problems wherethere,is a

search of sorts but that search is for a formula or a procedure

which can be applied to produr..e desired answers.

Careful observations of children solving real problems provides a

brighter picture of the interface between their development and

their experience. Distraction, for example, seems to occur more as

a function of being able to formulate a plausible alternative prob-

lem to the one intended than of hpw complex the tiroblem In ,

fact, complexity does not appear to be an important factor in whether

or not a child will be distracted.

Other general conclusions could be drawn, but these four are illustra-

tive of how rich the field is or can become.
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Applied Problem Solving: Models,

Thomas.E. Kieren
University of Alberta

-et

A Setting

The Nelsons wish to carpet a, small room of an irregular shape. In

doing this tbey wan't to estimate the amount of carpet they will need to

purchase.

This is an ordinary problem in applied mathematics. ;The question is,

what will the Nelsons,what might anybody, what could anybody do in the

face,of this problem/ Of course, if the room werb a rectangle 3 metres,

.
by 4 metres, the problem would .be limited. Most persons, almost
unconsciously, would apPly the model "area is*3 x 4 square metres." ,

Or, they might say "since a roll of carpet is 4 metres wide, we'll need

3 metres." The former model,simply applies a well_._L-Ir_cnow generalization

invthe sense of simply using the particular numbers involved. 'The latter

model is a simple "count-patch" model.

. This "ordinary"' problem is seldom so Ordinary tIlat the modelling

behaviours abdve would make a perfect fit. Sp,the question remains

what do persons do in the face of such a problem? Probell.y, the Nelsons

would drawia picture or a Scale drawing of the floor they wish to cover.

4,4

3n,
rn

1.S

.5 m

6

Moving from a rough sketch to a scale drawing involves the conscious use of

p_rImorti.onalthinking. At this point two ather modelling strategies might

come into play; stslar2v1Haa.akisat.t.2.a or\he use of a grid. The use

of either of these would again be.based on the\availability of mathematical

ideas (definition of area) and.perceptual and constructive mechanisms.

0

The application of the above niodels still may not solve the problem

at hand. There is ,the problem of relating the floor a'rea (a number) to the

number of square metres of carpet to be purchased off a 4-metre-wide roll

(a number which will hopefully be close to the floor area)." This latter

problem again requires modelling behaviour which includes minimizing waste.

This problem could be c,-,nfounded if one were buying striped carpet, (Which

direction of laying it will yield minimum waste? Give the best appearance?)

The second parenthetical question suggests that modelling in applied settings

often must take into account a variety of criteria--aesthetics, taste, quality,

colour, personal relationships.
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To conclude this illustration,the carpet salesperson calculates the

amount of carpet needed and gives a price at $7.50/metre. The Nelson's

then must compare their estimate witli that of the salesperson and evaluate

both their procedures and the outcome.

It was the purpose of the above story to illustrate some of the

complexities involved in discussing modelling behaviours useckin applied

problem solving. It is the purpose of this essay to ,describe several

models of problem solving and to'draw'-from them ideas about modelling

behaviour. In particular, the paper will then try to look at the'personal,

mechanisms and knowledge necessary for applied problem solving. An A

attempt will be made to discuss a general cycle of growth of such knowledge

and mechanisms. All of the foregoing purposes find ultimate meaning in

the question of developing curriculum and instructional environmental for

the development of applied problem sol4ing.

Models of Problem Solving

2.1 Sources of Models

Griffiths and Howson (1974) Suggest that a curriculum developer must

consider the interests of four domains in building an effective set of

mathematical learning.experiences. These are elaborated in Figure 1 below.,

( Society )
/
Applied Problem Solving

c

Student

(Mechanisms and

Knowledges

Curriculum

(Mathematics
Analysis of Heuristical

Mathematics

Figure 1

Teacyler

(\Instructional-
Pedagogical

Each of the four influential.components, etadents, teacher, mathematics, and

society, can also be interpreted as influential in the development of

experiences in applied problem solving as descriptive sources of useful

modelling behaviours.

2.2 Personal Sources

Over the past century there have been numerous models of the problem-

solving process as seen in individuals. Classically, thege models had phases

such as "incubation" and "illumination." These structures as posed by
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Dewey (1910) and Wallas (1945) stimulated the imagination and thinking of

theorists, Curriculum developers; and teachers alike. Guilford (1967) ,

.
gave a scheme Which looked at the problem solving process as a system and

incorporated many of the earlier theorized processes.

Outside Sources

,

S1 , 52 53 , S4
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,
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,
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,

iroblem Presehted TIME. '
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Know Generate. Verify Test gerier lized

e
.problem possibilities model

J-and/or Against n \

solution . information;
1

,

Memories ,

There are, several virtues in thiS model as one Considers applied problem

solving. First it clearly envisions roles for both internal and-external

information sources and their coordination. Second, it demonstrates that

a person may choose to Stop the-process -44 many%pOinta-either.giving up,

being distracted by a side AsSue or posSibility4 prthrOughfgati.Sfaction

with an achieved status.. Net the,ModelAS not:Clpse4indicatirig that

problems, particularly those bfan_applieUnatUre.:, hAVe thepotential,

for being enlarged,.changeCAirelabornted
. .

As.yeasity As the above'model iS, it prethents a perton developing

experiences tor students, with some problems. First, how-does one imple-

ment progress through the model? Second; what kinds of (modelling) _

behaViour does 4 person use in applied problem solving in mathematics?

Boychuk (1975),pursuing earlier work by Evans (1965) and Taylor-Pearce

(1970), interviewed grade 9 students\as they worked on problems designed

to allow and indeed elicit certain prOlem solving mechanisms. These

general mechanisms were seen as sensitivity to the problem, redefinition,

conjecturing, and verifying.' Although these four behavioural categories

can be further detailed, they still give us only limited insight into

the modelling behaviour of the problem solver. However, one important

result is seen. Performance on these specific. mathematical tasks is

seen by both Boychuk and Taylor-Pearce to have a very low correlation

with more general "creative behaviour" performance. Thus, One might

conjecture, that, in looking for knowledge about modelling, one is well-

advised to be concerned about mathematical settings and techniques.



- 2.3 Mathematical - Instructional Source's

Of course, ' as one thinks of sources-of -problem-solvingLbehaviour,\

one is drawn to the .classic work of Polya (1957).i Many of his heuristics

have appli,cation in applied problem solving. Bedause applied problems

are usually complicated, the solver frequently redpces them to a simplei'

'(orsimilar) known problem and is frequently at least temporarily satisfied

with the solution to this problem.

CI

LeBlanc, (1977) has elaborated an instructioaal_ model fof problem

solving. 'this model is rich in examples of modelling behaviours.in

problem solving. As a person constructs a (mathematical) model in

solving an applied problem, the acts'of diagramming, systematically

listing information, and making tables of known values are,of value.

In fact, any one of them might serve in and otitselfv,as a mathematical

model for a-probleM. Not only are such devices models but.they ace

also forms of representation. As such they might trigger in the Mind

of the user'different mathematical thinking or models as well.

In the initial example in this paper, it was suggested that one

-modelling behaviour used was to 'try to find a "formula" which works,

that la, whiWModels the problem. Robinson (1977)'has elaborated on

the use of formulas as modela. .She focuses on how one constructs' models

through the transformation of known information Or formulas, as Well as,

finding information in the prOblem setting which will allow for the use

pf a given model. Thus if one needs the altitude of an object fo find

its surface area And this is not attainable directly, can one substitute

sdke other known value effectively? Can one deduce the needed information

from the 'given information (e.g., use the Sine Law)? Can one alter one's

formula so as to use only knowable-values?

It is evident from -the discussion AbOve that such modelling involves'

knowledge of mathematical generalizations. How does one come to use such

generalizations in modelling? Certainly one way is through the poSsession

of genius and its application (Hadamard,,1945). While it is true that

possession of unusual mathematical abilities is rare, it is also ,the

assumption of the above dpcussion that mostyersons can be taught,or

at least given experiences with the-heuristids suggested. Thus it is

hoped'that through the use of such heuristics most persons could model/

real problems at least on a limited scale.

2.4 Societal Sources

Since al3plied problem solving occurs in the "real world," it can be

assumed that there would be numerous observable aemples of modelling.

One problem with such observation is that the observer must know a lot

about the field being observed in order to abstract mathematical models

of even mathematical modelling behaviour.
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Certainly one area where mathematical modelling in applied problem

solving is veiy visible to anyone'is in'the various uses of computing

devices and information proceasors.' In fact, such devices and the under-

lying mode/ are ubiquitous in North American society.

There are four aspects of inTormatic thinking which are sources fot

modelling behaviours. 'The first and most important is algorithm design.

Sueh design involves .developing.a definable praCedure for,aceompliShing

a given'tásk. Such procedures may InViave cloied.formUlae.pr they may ,

involve recursion where the-result at Onestah, in the proiess is based

tepealedIy on the reault atthe nexi prior,stage. Ouch 'algorithms can* ,

define'the use and sequencing of informatimas well.

A seCond eleient of algorithmic thinking is algorithm application'.

In computing device terms, thi's means devising a.sequence, of steps which

allows a machine to execute an.algorithm. .Thisi sequence (program or key

stroke sequence, for example) like the algorithm-above reptesents a -model

?of some process or problem to be,solved. jhis kind of modelling behaviour

(programming) has three important features. First, it is.personal although

following a-specified syntax. Secondit can be communicated-0 a standard

way to others. Third it is directly teatable'Cone,executes the program).

Data organization'is a third eleientof informatic thinking. Here

the person.anticipates the output from executing a program and builds

intO it a. way in which this output should appear. Thus values for

related variables might be positioned so relationships might be seen,

or it might be simply ,structuring an output,message to givd infotiation

compactly ("The flights to WaShington are-at , "). This organized

data might contain a'model for a problem and the.act of organizing data is

in'a sense a modelling behaviour.

The fourth4informatic thinking element is "data applitation." Here

the person uses the output generated to solve some problem. This act of,

relating information back to the original problem, while the culmination

of the problem solving acti-tty, serves to test the modelling done in the

previous three activities. If the\prior models were effective, this last ,

stage should be greatly enhanced.

'As described above,, informatic experiences provide a rich source of

modelling behaviour. TO be sure, algorithmic thinking and its related

behavidurs do not apply,to all problems. Yet with the advent of sophis-

ticated micro-processors with various graphic capabilities, such thinking

and its use are available to dlarge nuMber of people.

3.1 A..s.

Curriculum and Research Hypotheses

01

Section 2 above presented models for problem solving derived from

psychological, mathematical, and societal sources. From these models
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pertain inferences were made for modelling in Applied problem solving.

Theselsodels and thus the inferences had tviai things in tOmmOn. The ,

moves within a Model were'heuristic in nature and octurved in a sequende

characterized by exploration of elements, fo Xowed, by execution of ,a

procedure, falowdd-W-evaluation'or elabora ion-.- Supporting this-

sequenceof heuristical moves lay knowledge o useful mathematical

generalizations. Thus it seems* that experien es in applied problem,

solVing and research about modelling behaviou should take,these .

commonalities into accourt.

The.follotng three-phase scheme for discssing applied'problem

solVing is an adaptation of,a model Or mathematical knowing developed

by Sigurdson.(Note 1), The three phases of ex0oration, execution, and

evaluation over-lap indicating.interdependency as well as a certain

amount of tonturrenty among them.

Perceive the "Real" Problem

El. Perceive the_mathematits in the situation 4 What

mathematics can you see in the situatiOn?

E2. toleguestions'relating the problem to a

,mathematical problem - What kind(s) of model(s)

will work here?

PI. Structure a mathematical response - Make a model. -

Exploration

P2. Test this ream= - Work with or through a model. Procedural

P3. Relate mathematital result .to the "real t4olle

problem,

Rl. Reflect on the solution,- Did it fit the real

world problem? What modifications in the model

'are needed? How good was the model?
Evaluation

R2. Formalize - Generalize - Make model better. Communicate

model. Look for related real-world.situations.'

Figure2. A scheme for applied problem solving

with reference to modelling

This scheme suggests many instruction4 hypotheses.. In the exploration

phase as well as PI a person has to rely.on certain matematical background

b.eought to the situation and particularly on abilities such as redefinition,

of situations and genération_of'possible alternatives. In addition, the

skill@ or algorithm, design and design of useful lists and tablei of information

would prove helpful.
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The procedural phase wakes threemodelling demands on a person.

First, a person may need to transform a known.model to fit the situation

SeCoad, this model Mutt be made operational. One's.planpust be made to

generate possible.,solutions to theproblem; Finally', one must be able to .

transform ones mathematical solutionjntcx.a_practicaLone,7This latter,

will probably demand knowledge about the area to.which matliematics is-to

be.applied. What does it mean to get.a'negative profit? A

negative maximum height for a.rocket flight?)

The evaluation Phase requireiother modelling skilld.. Oneis the .

ability to define the kevfeatures of.two -models and'test a relationship.

betWeen them. (The mathematical model A = bh may depend on,the slant

height of ajwilding, when'the infdrmation availdble is the'altitude.)

A second modelling abilit, which may also be needed in P1 and p2, is

the making of an.effective syMbolià model-and deciding on some sendard

form-for it. 4

Thus, applied problem solving requires one to have knowledge of

"todels",in the applied field, and the knowledge, cbgnitive abilities,

and heuristics to see the mathematics in the model and generate a

mathematical problem. Procedurally one must, through the use of

algorithmic thinking or heuristies discussed earlier, design a model

Land put it into functional form. Mathematical sblutions must be trans-

formed into problem solutions. In the evaluation phase one must be

able to perceive isomorphism'between mathematical ,and applied settings

as well as between the form of- the particular procedure and a possible

symbolic standard.

The scheme represents a system in a number Gr. ways. Each of the

phases provides either input or.feedback to other phases. The model

and its execution in the F phase provides feedback about one's mathemat-

ical perception in phase E. Finally, the scheme reveals a cyclic nature

because of the.exploratory aspect of generalizing the use of the model to

other situations.

3.2 Research Questions

The scheme for applied problem solving described above has numerous

implications for research on modelling. One set of _questions is develop-

. mental in nature: How do various modelling behaviours manifest themselves

at various ages? That such questions.are even reasonable can perhaps

'be seen in the responses of two children aged 5 and 8 to the following

II applied" problem:

.
"Here are some boxes (15 in 4 colors). Load them on the trucks (3 which

each had spaces for 6 boxes) so that each truck has the same number on it."

The five-year-old perceived "same" and recalled a "dealing out", or

partitioning, model. He successfully dealt one box to each truck until

he exhausted the set.
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The, boxes ware dumped and the ctild was asked if he could solve

the problem another way (another model). "Well," he said, "you could

deal them out in the other direction (left acright) bOt,thaeP jupt

the-same."

It is interesting to note that this child dip not check.his result
for the huMber on each truck.nor did he worry about,number in the.original .

set. Other young children faced with this problem perceive other mathema-

tical elements 0.g., match boxes to places on the truck or iimply place

one on,vach truck and quit) or react to other eIementa (e.g., coloOin
the problem.-

The,eight-year-old,also dealt the bow out one by one. She announced

that each truck had five (as if,tc check her amswer). In a second trial
she modified her '!model" dealing out three at a time in an attempt to
do two things--attain an equal number on each truck out to generate a
different numerical result (six per truck). After much effort.and some
mental calculations she finally convinced herself that she would always
-get five if the numbers were to be the same.

What is germane from the abOve example is that the modelling behaviours
of young children (at least) are observable. Further, the partitioning

model of the eight-year-old was different from that of the fikm-year-old,

the former being more general (by ones, threes, etc.) and also being seen
as related to number. Also, these models were only two among many used

by dhildren4n similar situations.

A second set of research questions deals with the relationships
between various student characteristics and modelling skills in the

various-phases. For example, how do measUrable abilities such as
'mathematical creativity, skill at redefinition, or field dependenc
relate to applied problem solving and particularly to mathematical
modelling behaviours exhibited? How does achievement of pafticular
matheMatical generalizations, particular heuristic skills,or certain
constructive mechanism capabilities relate to various models selected

and used by persons in various situations and at various ages? For

example, how do measurable behaviours in partitioning, pattern finding,

or formUla transformation relate to,the ability to structure, execute,

or symbolize a model in an applied prOblem solving situation? A related

question set would try to ascertain the relative effects of mathematical
knowledge, heuristic skill levels and apnlied subject field knowledge

on applied problem solving.

A final set of questions deals with instruction in.applied problem

solving. One kind of research would try to ascertain which abilities,
heuristic skills, and constfuctive mechanisms were amenable to instruction.
Particular instructional programs could be devised and their outcomes
tested using applied problem solving abilities and modelling in particular
as criterion measures. A second kind of instructional research would look
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at the effeCts of Various curricula in applied problem solving on the.-

various modelling behaviours noted above*, One (*ample of. such research

could test the effect of the reprepentatiot of\the problem (in how real

or concrete a form) on,the kind of models used 67. perm,. solving the

problems posed; Kiereft and Southwell-(1979)-found-that subjects :faced,

vith a concrete_representation of a problem requiring-fractional operator'

thinking used analytic models, whereas a significant.proportion of subjects

faced with the same "mathematical" problei in a syMbolid form Used

algebraic models in solving the problem:, Because sUch instrudtion

might he highly dependent on the teacher.and on actual student. activities,

obserthional:research relating planned instruction with teachers'

reflecaons on various acts with related-student modelling activities

would also be fruitful. '

'

.1.

Mathematical models areconsidered important tools and objects

of study in mathematicsqtielf and of course in many applied fields.'

'However, little id known about mathematical Modelling as a'human

activity. It.is hoped that reseakch.pursuA.along phe above lines 4

will, allow for:better knowledge of thig activity, ilow it develops_and

how it can be fostered. Such knowledge would be-imporant in relating

present knowledge oivmathematics learning and4abilitied to the important

area of applied problem solving..

2 5 '?
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